


"THE ENGLISH PROVISION DEPOT"
AND

"BOUCHERIE ANGLAISE."

DUNLOP AND TUSTES,

75 & 20 Rtie d'Isly,

From the Library of

Sir Andrew Clark, Bart.

Presented by Lady Clark.

Properties to he Let or Sold in 11/ighbourhood of Algiei's.

CORRESPONDENTS FOR VARIOUS SCOTCH AND

ENGLISH BANKS.

Cheques, Circular Notes, &c., cashed at best

rates of Exchange.



ALSO PROPRIETORS OF THE ADJOINING

HOTEL D'ORIENT.
F1RST-CL4S5 5SIAI3HSHME>}T. FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS

SEE HOTlLLS. '
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A r. G I £2 S,

V MUSTAPHA SUPERIOR. ^

This Hotel is recommended to English

and American visitors for its most healthy

and convenient situation in the centre of

the British Colony of Mustapha. It affords

every comfort, is near the English Club,

and within easy access of town.

English Billiard Table and Reading Room.

Hotel Omnibus awaits the Steamers.

KiRSCH,

Proprietor.

COOKS' COUPONS ACCEPTED.
(4)



GRAND HOTEL DE L'OASIS.

ERNEST DELRIEU, PROPRIETOR.

This Hotel, which has just been entirely renovated by its new proprietor, offers

every comfort one can desire to find in travelling and for wintering, by its excep-
tional position and excellent situation.

In close proximity to all the Steamship Companies and Railway Station. Is

situated next to the Compagnie Algerienne and the Credit Foncier, and in easv
walking distance from the Grand Theatre, the Public Gardens, THOS. COOK
& SON, and the ENGLISH CONSULATE.

On the Tioulevard facing the sea, from its windows one has a magnificent
view of the Bay of Algiers, so often and justly compared to the famous Bay of
Naples, also of the pretty Hills of Mustapha and the grand moutains of Kabylia.

Large Table d'Hote Saloon. Restaurant a la Carte. Large and small dining
rooms for private or public dinners.

Renowned Cellar ; Guaranteed Brands, and Specialty of the Best Wines of
the Country.

Prices moderate. Arrangements made for families or long sojourn.

FIRST CLASS HOTEL.

The Largest and Best

situated, with over 120 Rooms and Sitting-pooms.

Interpreters for all languages at the Hotel.

Cooks' coupons accepted.

Omnibus meets all boats and trains.



HOTEL DE LA REGENCE,
PLACE DU GOUVERNEMENT.

The exceptional situation of this Hotel, facing the Place
du Gouvernement, and the Hills of Mustapha, offers to the
visitor many important advantages. Its renown is of long
standing, and has been honoured by the visits of His Majesty
the King of Sweden, His Highness the Count of Flanders
and the Archduke Otto of Austria.

COOKS' COUPONS ACCEPTED.
It is in close proximity to the Post and Telegraph offices,

the Governor's Palace, the large Mosque, the Exchange, and
the most frequented Promenade, the Boulevard de la

Republique ; Grand Theatre, etc. It combines all the exigen-

cies of the visitor.

Cuisine and Cellar of the first choice. Reading,
Smoking, and Bath Rooms. Hairdresser in the Hotel.
Large and small reception rooms, French and English
Library. Military Music in front of the Hotel on
Thursdays and Sundays.

OMNIBUSES MEET ALL BOATS & TRAINS.
Arra/i!;t''/ie///s made /'or a /o//(;- sojourn.

)



8PLENDIDE HOTEL,

MUSTAPHA SUPERIOR.

LATE CHATEAU AUQUORKS,

First-class Hotel, unrivalled situation, the most

elevated on the Mustapha Hill.

Magnificent full view of the surroundings.

Lovely Park, Flowers, and Pine Forest.

Natural drainage. Jennings' perfect sanitary

arrangements.

Rooms, with full Board, Attendance, and Wine

included, from i 2 francs per day.

A. BOTTACCHI,

Proprietor.

COOKS' COUPONS ACOEPTED.
(7)



GRAND HOTEL DE FRANCE,

BOUGIE.

This Hotel is very comfortable and has the

best situated view of Bougie and the surround-

ings. Excellent cooking and first-class

accommodation. Position very central, close

to Steamers and Railway Station.

Private Carriages supplied ; Prices very

moderate.

Special Terms for Families and long stays.

An immense Dining-room, capable of accom-

modating 200 guests. Bath-rooms and

Shower Baths on the premises. Reading

and Sitting-rooms. Guides supplied. Boats

and Steam Launches.

Write in advance to secure Apartments to

J. COSTA,
PROPRIETOR.
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Mustapha-S uperieur

• ALGIEI\S •

^ _

Manager CESCH_MULLER
PR0PRIETOF\ OF JUNGFF^ANBLICH HOTEL

INTERLAKEN







THIS FIRST CLASS HOTEL COMBINES WHAT HAS HITHERTO BEEN SO MUCH

REQUIRED

EVERT COMFORT PERFECT SANITARY ARRANGEMENTS, AND M8BERATE CHARGE5:

THE SITUATION IS UN(|UESTIONABLY THE FINEST IN ALGIERS

AND THE HIGHEST ON THE MUSTAPHA HILL

BOARD AND LODGING SERVICE AND WINE INCLOSIVE]

From 10 Shillings a day

SUITES OF PRIVATE SITTING ROOMS AND ONE OR MORE BEDROOMS,

WITH DRESSING ROOM PRIVATE BATHROOM AND W.C.,

HALL ADJACENT, BILLIARD ROOM, LAWN TENNIS. LARGE GARDEN,

CARRIAGES BOATS FOR EXCURSIONS

Laboratoire for Photographers



BORDJ-BOUIRA.

HOTEL DE LA COLONIE
AND

BOUIRA STATION RESTAURANT

AND REFRESHMENT ROOMS.

This is a very comfortable Hotel, prices

very moderate and situation full South,

opposite the Djurdjura mountains.

GOOD BEDS AND GOOD COOKING.

ENGLISH SPOKEN.

The Railway Station Restaurant has been

under the Management of the Proprietor of

this Hotel for three years and is well known

to English and American Tourists.

Carriages and Horses for Cattier's cele-

brated Rendezvous de Chasse.

CROUSNILLON,
Proprietor.

(9)



GRAND CAFE
ID'AP^OLLON,

PLACE DU GOUVERNEMENT,

This first-class establishment enjoys the

finest and most central position in the town.

It has been entirely fitted up with new

fixtures, and is presently the desideratum of

modern comfort and luxury.

English and American Drinks
;
Whiskies,

Irish and Scotch ; Brandies.

Soda-water and Lemonade, Cocktails and

Sherry Cobblers, Bass & Co.'s Pale Ales, and

Guinness' Stout.

ENGLISH SPOKEN.

A Garden and Terrace is established to

this elegant Cafe, sheltered from the rays of

the sun, and in a very cool and delightful

position.
(lo)



GRAND HOTEL DU LOUVRE
AND

DE LA PAIX,

MARSEILLES.
SPLENDID FIRST- GLASS HOTEL.

"World-wide reputation.

Finest Situation.

Full South. Lift, Telephone, Electric

Light.

Extensive Accommodation.
Excellent Cuisine and Cellar.

PAUL NEUSCHWANDER,
proprietor d /iDanager.

Telegraphic Address : Louvre & Paix, Marseilles.



HAMMAM R'lHRA,

WINTER RESORT & HOT MINERAL BATHS

AT

fowv Iboixrs from aigiers on tbe

ORAN LINE.

Most admirably adapted for the treatment

of pulmonary diseases, marvellous for Gout,

Rheumatism, etc.

Pigeon Shooting, Wild Boar Hunt, and all

kinds of Shooting.

PRICES MODERATE.
For information see Hamman R'lhra.

It is necessary to put visitors on their guard against

misrepresentations and false reports by interested or

prejudiced persons, both as to the climate of Hammam

R'lhra and the accommodation to be obtained at the

Establishment, which rivals any to be met with in

Algeria.
'

COOKS' .COUPONS ACCEPTED.

(



therm:AL SPRXN^OS
OF

HAMMAM BOU-HADJAR
(Province of Oran),

60 Kilometres from the Seashore, and
160 Metres A'titude.

CHLORURE, SODA, AND BI-CARBONATE
SOURCES.

Temperature 65 to 75 degrees.

MILD & DRY SALINE CLIMATE.
Marvellous Winter Resort for those su ffering from

Rheuinatis)n and Diseases of the Clicst.

HOTEL DES BAINS.

Pension Rates from 6 fr. 50e.

Abundance of Game.

( ^3)



Extra cloth gilt, %vo, price 2/6. In Preparation.

SECOND EDITION.

Revised up to date and considerably Enlarged.

MEDITERRANEAN

WINTER R ESORTS
A PRACTICAL HANDBOOK TO THE

PRINCIPAL HEALTH and PLEASURE RESORTS

ON

THE SHORES OF THE MEDITERRANEAN.

E. A. REYNOLDS BALL.

With Thirty Illustrations, mostly from Sketches

TAKEN ON THE SPOT BY C. W. J.
PR^TORIUS, AND

A Sketch Map of the Mediterranean.

LONDON

:

L UFCOTT GILL, i7o STRAND, W.C.

PARIS.:

THE GALIGNANI LIBRARY, 224 RUE DE RIVOLL

1890.



THE ALGERIAN ADVERTISER
The practical English Newspaper and

Visitors' Register.

Published in Algiers every Saturday evening. Price

30 cents.

Each Number contahis a complete Alphabetical List of all

the Visitors at Algiers.

Subscription (for the season), 10 francs.

England and postal union, los.

Fop everything you want consult the " Advertisep."

All information respecting Algiers and surroundings

given gratis, at the Offices, Boulevard de la RepubHque.

Monthly and Quarterly Subscriptions received for all

the EngHsh Newspapers and Periodicals.

ENGLISH CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR CARDS
in great variety.

The New "Algerian" XMAS CARD, published ex-

pressly for the "Advertiser." The most appropriate

souvenir of the country one can have.

On sale at all the Stationers^ Shops in town, and at the Offices

0/ the " Advertiser^ Price 3 francs.

(^5)



THE

A CONCISE DIRECTORY OF

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN RESIDENTS,
AND HANDBOOK OF INFORMATION FOR

BRITISH SUBJECTS AND CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATEE

ARI S.

STREET REFERENCE PLAN, AND MAPS.

PUBLISHED A T
NEAL'S LIBRARY, 248 RUE DE RIVOLI, PARIS.

/ 17 AVENUE DE L'OPERA, PARIS ;

AND BRENTANO'S, ' ^ UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK;
[43c STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

;

AND SOLD AT THE PRINCIPAL ENGLISH LIBRARIES 01
THE CONTINENT OF EUROPE.

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. PUBLISHED YEARLY, DURING THE SPRING.

ABRIDGED CONTENTS.
Calendar of events interesting to British and Americans residin|^

Paris.

Part L

—

Directory of British and American Private Residents:

I

PaiMs.

Part II.—Professional and Artists' Directory.

Part III.

—

Directory of British and American Commercial Houses-
Paris.

Part IV.

—

Guide to Residents. How to take furnished or unfurnish
houses in Pai-is and Environs ; Servants ; Horses and Carnages ; Cc
of Living ; Schools for English and American Children ; Arc Slude-
Life in Paris, with a list of Studios open to receive pupils, &c. &c.

Part V.

—

Official. Duties and functions of the Embassies and Cons>
lates ; Laws and decrees affecting Foreign Residence in France ; Ma.
riage Regulations for those of Foreign Nationality in France ; Registr.

tion of Births and Deaths ; Interments ; Transfer and Embalmment <

the Dead. British and American Official Institutions, viz. ;—Chambi
of Commerce

;
Churches; Charitable Societies

;
Hospitals and Missionr

Rates of E.\change ; Customs Tariffs ;
Conveyance Information ; Postj:^

Rates ; Cablegrams ; Newspapers
;
Reading Rooms ;

Theatres ; Hoys
Races^^ &c. Maps, Plans, ani Diagrams.
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LIBRARY AND STATIONERY.

ADOLPHE JOURDAN,
4 PLACE DU GOUVERNEMENT,

ESTABLISHED 1833.

BOOKS AND PERIODICALS.

Algiers Maps, Plans and Charts, drawn by
the Staff of the French Army.

Latest Publications in French and Foreign Works.

TAUCHNITZ EDITION.

Complete Collection of Celebrated. French and Foreign

Authors.

aSooftbinMng, Stationers, iprlnting, anD Bngravlng.

Visiting Cards and Monograms done on the shortest

notice.

WORHS I»UBLrSHED.

Numerous Works Published for the study of the Arabic

toHgue and literature.

(17) h



1891.
Don't travel in Algeria without the Railway

Time-Tables :

GUIDE-POCHE ALGERIEN,

Official Railway and Steamship

Register.

Algerian and Tunisian Railways,

Steamers, Circular Tours, Cooks'

Tours, Public Carriages, General

Information.

Map of Algeria and Tunis,

Price 0.60 Centimes,

L. CHAPPUIS,
PROPRIETOR AND PUBLISHER

Sold by all Booksellers and Newsvendors

of Algeria aild Tunis.

(t8)



The Latest Novelty!

The " Algerian " Phototypy Card, published by

the Algerian Advertiser.

This splendidly executed Algerian Card contains in

the centre an album of 9 vxeiVS, done in Photo-

typy (equal to engraving) of the most interesting places

in Algeria.

A MORE APPROPRIATE SOUVENIR OF ONE'S STAY

IN ALGERIA GOULD NOT BE HAD.

SOLD AT THE OFFICES OF THE
" ALGERIAN ADVERTISER/'
12 BOULEVARD DE LA BEPUBLIQUE,

ALGIERS.



COMPAGNIE GENERALE
TRANSATLANTIQUE,

8 Boulevard de la Reptihliqtte,

iLlLiOISRS.
Head Office ... 8 RUE AUBER, PARIS.

SERVICES BETWEEN

MARSEILLES & ALGIERS
AND VICE VERSA,

FIVE TIMES A WEEK
(IWIondsiys Eind Fx*icla,ys no depa.>?^i:i.x:«e).

FARES :-1st CLASS, £4 ; 2nd CLASS, £2 16s.

On the Mardchal Bugenud, Due de Bragance, Eugene

Pereh-e, and Ville d^Alger.

Chambre de luxe: 1 Person £10, or £6 per Person.

Chambre de Familie : £5.

Departure from Marseilles 12.30 p.m. Departure from Algiers noon.

Lunch is sei-ved on hoai-d at departure from Marseilles but not Jrom

Algiers. Duration of passage 24 to 25" hotns.

TQNIS LINE.
Departures from Marseilles and Tunis :—Mondays, Wednesdays,

and Fridays, 4 p.m. from Marseilles, and 5 p.m. from Tunis.

SPAIN AND MOROCCO LINE.

Every Friday fortnight, from Oran, at 8 p.m.

(20)



International Sleeping Car and European

Express Trains Company.

P£i)]?is: 3 PlsLce de I'Opei^a..

X^ondon : X22 P£i.ll IVEelII.

Restaurant Cap between Algiers and Oran, and
vice-versa.

ALGER .

Maison-Carree
Blidah .

El-Affroun
AfFreville .

Orleansville
Relizane .

St Denis-du-Sig
KARGUENTAH

(Oran)

Lunch

Dinner

Dep. 6.0 A.M.
6.24 „
7-43 ,.

8.18 „
10.40 ,,

1.17 P.M.

336 „
5-29
7-0Arr.

(Oran)
KARGUENTAH
St. Denis-du-Sig
Relizane
Orleansville
Affreville .

El-Affroun
Blidah .

Maison-Carre' .

ALGER .

PRICES.
(Wine included)

Dep. 8 50 A.M.

„ 10.27 „
„ 12-47 P.M.

>> 3'i »
6- 5 >.

7- 44 „
„ 8.27 „
,! 9-36

Arr. lo.o ,,

fr. 4

4-5°

Services between Marseilles and Paris.

SLEEPING CAR.

Rapide : Dep.— Marseilles (daily) at 6.35 p.m.;
arr. : Paris, 9.15 a.m.

In correspondence with 10 a.m. [vid Boulogne) and 11.30 a.m.

{vid Calais) from Paris to London.

SLEEPING AND RESTAURANT CAR.
Train de Luxe (Club Train).

Departures daily from Marseilles to Paris and London.

DEPARTURES FROM PARIS.
(Sleeping Cars.)

For Cologne, Strasbourg, Stuttgart, Munich, Vienna, Frankfort,
Lyons, Marseilles, Turin, Pisa, Rome, Bordeaux, Biarritz, Madrid,

&c., every Evening.

In Summer.—For Geneva and Berne.

Every Thursday—For Buccarest.

,, Wednesday and Sunday—For Constantinople
{vid Belgrade.)

(21)



ROYAL MAIL SERVICE BETWEEN

ENGLAND AND AUSTRALIA.

THE ORIENT LINE FLEET
IS COMPOSED OF TSE FOJOT^OWING 3LAGNIFICEKT

SXEAMSMIFS—
Steamship. Tons Reg. H.P. Captain.

AUSTRAL 5524 7000 J. F. Ruthven.

CUZCO 3898 4000 J. F. Nixon.

GARONNE . 3876 4000 W. E. White.

IBERIA 4661 4200 C. Adey.

LIGURIA 4648 4200 G F. Dixon.

LUSITANIA 3877 4000 A. Tillett.

ORIENT 5365 6000 J. K. Ridler.

ORIZABA . 6077 7000 G. N. Conlan.
ORMUZ 6031 8500 A. Charlton.

OROYA 6057 7000 R. Studdert.

Steamers among the largest and fastest afloat, cuisine of the
first order, electric lighting, hot and cold baths, good
ventilation, and every comfort.

PLEASURE TRIPS.
In addition to the facilities offered by the Mail Steamers for

short trips to Gibraltar, Algiers, Naples, Egypt, &c., the Orient

Co. occasionally despatch a Steamer for a

YACHTING CRUISE
of several weeks in the MEDITERRANEAN, NORTH SEA,
or elsewhere, according to the season.

The above Steamers call at Gibraltar, Algiers*, Naples, Port

Said, Ismailia, Suez, Colombo, Albany, Adelaide, Melbourne,

and Sydney.
* Calling at Algiers outward and homeward bound at certain

fixed dates.

For further information and for Booking passages, apply to

rrHos. COOK & son,
6 Boulevard de la Republique, ALGIERS,

AGENTS-
(22)



THE PAPAYANNI
STEAMBOAT COMPANY,

SAILING REGULARLY BETWEEN

LIVERPOOL AND THE MEDITERRANEAN.

1 » I

COMMANDER TONS

Agia Sofia . . David Cruickshanks . . . 2586

Ararat . . Alfred Morgan .... 2016

Areadia . . F. B. Dobson 1901

Britannia . . George Rogers .... 3128

Laeonia . . .... 1982

Macedonia. . Robert W. Marsh . . . 2852

Palm . . . W. T. WORTHINGTON . . . 1826

Plantain . . William Wilkes . . . .2116

Roumelia . . T. Tolson Edwards . . . 2207

One of the above steamers sails from Liverpool every week, taking

the following routes alternately :

For Algiers, Malta, Alexandria, Limassol, Lai-naca, Beyrout.

For Malta, Syra, Smyrna, Constantinople, and Odessa.

A Six Months' Contract Ticket is issued for ^^50, enabling the holder,

by changing steamers, to visit all the above ports.

Stewardess carried on all steamers.

Fare from Liverpool to Algiers fii'St class ^10.

For further information apply to

Mr. Stuart Bankhardt, Agent, 36 Rampe Chasseloup-Laubat,
Algiers, and to Messrs. Tiios. Cook and Son, Boulevard de la R6pub-
liquc, Algiers.
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THE

Practical Guide to Algiers
may be obtained in London at all of

Messrs. Thos. COOK & SON'S

and likewise in

Paris, Marseilles, Cannes, Nice,

Mentone, Florence, Rome,
Naples, Malta.

At PARIS and NICE also at

THE GALIGNANI LIBRARIES.

Messrs.W.H. SMITH & SON'S

AT VICTORIA AND CHARING CROSS STATIONS.

Messrs. Thos. COOK & SON'S
6 Boulevard de la Republique.

PUBLISHERS

:

GEORGE PHILIP & SON,
. 32 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.G.

Price 38. Od.
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COOKS' TOURS.
Railway and Steamship Tickets

ISSUED TO ALL PARTS OF

ALGERIA and TUNIS, MOROCCO, SPAIN,

EGYPT, NICE, PALESTINE and the EAST.

Direct and Circular Tickets through SPAIN and ITALY
to all parts of the Continent.

Personally-conducted Tours (small parties) through

ALGERIA and TUNIS.

Personally-conducted Carriage Drives and Excursions in

and around ALGIERS.

Tours to the INTERIOR and the DESERT arranged.

Banking and Exchange at Current Rates.

Cheques and Drafts on London, Paris, and all towns of

Globe.

Office Honrs: 8.30 a.m. to 12, and \. 2,0 p. 711. to 6 p.m.

THOS. COOK &. SOM^,
6 BOULEi/ARD DE LA REPUBLIQUE, ALGIERS

Head Office ; Ludgate Circus, London.
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TEAS FOR THE MILLION!

Cooper, Cooper, & Co.'s

TEAS.

Sole Depot in Algiers:—

Mme. Vve LEBEL & Cie.,

Rue de I'Aigle, 9 pres la rue,

BAB-AZOUN.

Genuine Robust Indian Tea,

1890 CROP.

Sold in Pound, Half-pound, and

Quarter-pound packages.

Price 6 frs. a pound.
(26)





F. CHARBONNIER,

8 Rue de Constantine,

ENGLISH SPECIALTIES.

Shirts ready-made and made to order on

shortest notice.

EngHsh Neckties and Dent's Gloves for

Ladies and Gentlemen, large assortment.

ENGLISH MANUFACTURED GOODS.

Flannels, Vests, and Pants.

Collars and Cuffs, all shapes and sizes.

Fine choice of Scarves,

Umbrellas, &c.

(28)



HORSES AND CARRIAGES.

M O I S E,

43, RUE D^ISLY, 43,

^LGIE1{S,

lEstabUsbet) 1865.

Carriages on Hire by the Month or

Week.

The finest Stables in Algiers, and the

most select Stock of Horses.

Carriages and Horses kept at very
moderate Charges.

HORSES BOUGHT OR SOLD.

IRew d Scconb^banb Carnages bougbt

M O I S E

,

4 3, RUE D'ISLY, 43

ALGIERS.
(^9)



HOTEL D'EUEOPE,

SQUARE BRESSON.

This Hotel is the Acme of modern

comfort and leaves nothing to be desired.

The finest view in Algiers and the best

Cuisine.

GRAND HOTEL DES ETRANCERS.

PLACE DE LA REPUBLIQUE,

ALGIERS.

This Hotel is the habitual resort of the

British Colony. It has especial accommodation

for. families and long stays, and as regards

comfort and cuisine it is the most renowned

and best appreciated.
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SOTEL DU CHABET,
GORGES DU CHABET,

KHERRATA.
Between ISouoie anD Setif,

ALGERIA.
This Hotel, situated in the heart of the mountains between Bougie

nd Setif, rivals with and excels the Hotels of the plain between

Jgiers and Tunis.

Cleanliness, real comfort, and good homely cooking are the chief

bjects of the proprietor.

Carriages at the disposal of visitors desirous of visiting the Gorges

I detail. TERMS VERY MODERATE.

COOKS' COUPONS ACCEPTED.

Ibenrg /I&arilll, Proprietor.

aOTEL DU CHABET,
KHERRATA.

GORGES DU CHABET-EL-AKRA.

Monsieur Henri MARILL has the honor

0 inform his clients that his hotel is now re-

moved into the centre of the village, in a newly

mstructed building, where they will find all

fie comfort and attendance that they get in

vwn : excellent beds^ good cooking, etc.

Yelegr'aqhic Address! MARILL-KHERRATA.
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HOTEL CONTINENTAL

O R A N .

COOKS' COUPONS ACCEPTED.

VILLA OLIYAGE,

MUSTAPHA SUPERIOR.
(30







"THE"

PRACTICAL GUIDE

TO ALGIERS.

GEORGE W. HARRIS

LONDON

:

GEORGE PHILIP & SON, 32 FLEET STREET, E C

LIVERPOOL: 45 to 51 SOUTH CASTLE STREET.



ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS
LIBRARY

CLASS
LiLkllEZZI

ACCN.

SOURCE

DATE



PREFACE.

Trieste, September 12, 1890.

Dear Mr. Harris,—I understand that you are

about to bring out a Practical Guide to A.lgiers and its

Environs, which will touch Miliana, Hammam-E.'irha,

Euisseau des Singes, Bougie, Kherrata, Tizi-Ouzou, and

Setif. Having gone over your ground, I should say

that, far from interfering with Sir Lambert Playfair's

admirable work in Murray's " Hand-book," it will be a

most welcome addition.

Living in the country, and knowing it as well as you

do, it is an object to attract strangers there, and to

jnake travelling as easy and pleasant for them as you

can, by directions and information. How much a

journey depends on little simple wants being satisfied,

a hundred Uttle questions to be asked, and none know-

ing whom to consult ! Stock your book with much of

this sort of common, comfortable, necessary knowledge,

and it will not fail.

For travellers landing at Algiers, urge the advisability

of Hving for a few days in the city, to see something of

the native life and bazaars, before changing air, as most

visitors will do, to Mustapha Sup6rieur, to nurse their
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health. Devote space freely to describ^j the capital of

the Deys, and the remains of Moslem architecture in

buildings pubUc and private, and the mass of foreign

improvements—real improvements—which have made

Algiers one of the most beautiful harbour towns of the

Mediterranean.

l^otice the Musee-Bibliotheque and other libraries,

the ateliers, the photographic establishments, the bazaar

streets—in fact, the things which especially interest

travellers.

I will note the greatest want that we found in North i

Africa.

I do not mean that you should describe all Algeriai

—which would take at least three big volumes—butt

I say that you will have done an immense benefit forr

English-speaking peoples, if you would put a shortl

Compendium at the end of your Gviide Book, or even ai

separate little publication, concerning the cheapest andl

most commodious transit and accommodation on the?

routes, with a few common, necessaiy bits of mforma- •

tion which may occur to you. You will be conferring ai

benefit on the country, the Government, and the rail--

way companies, for twice or three times the number of:

visitors will flock to the country and undertake the.se'

journeys, whereas they are now in terra incognita, because i

nobody knows how to go there, or what to do when they

get there, and are afraid of finding themselves in ai

dilficulty.

I know of no man more capable than yourself—who

:
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knows the country and the language as you do, and who

has all the means of collecting and compihng such

useful knowledge.

You are in daily contact with English and Americans,

who waste your time, as ive did, by these sort of inqui-

ries, answers to which you will positively enrich them

with, at the small cost of half-a-crown or something

more with the railway map.

I for one, as well as Sir Richard, wiU be impatient

subscribers, and we wish this work to be—and are sure

it will be—a great success.

Believe me,

Yours very truly,

ISABEL BURTON".

b





INTRODUCTION.

The Author of the following pages has often been

struck how it happens tliat Guide-books in general are

so dull and dry, while the enjoyment of travelling is in

itself so charming and pleasant. Besides that the Hand-

books published on Algeria and Tunis cover too wide an

area to enable much space to be devoted to Algiers and

its neighbourhood, they also are too expensive for the

majority of tourists to this country, who do not intend

to visit every paiiicular corner of Algeria and Tunis.

A Guide-book devoted specially to Algiers, on the

plan of those already existing dealing with Cannes,

Mentone, other Riviera resorts, and Switzerland, was

a long-felt necessity. Several narratives of Algiers,

written by such competent authors as Miss Seguin,

George Gaskell, Lady Herbert, Alex. A. Knox, &c., are

good enough in themselves to give a correct description

of the country, but are rather too bulky for the ordinary

tourist, and better adapted for the drawing-room than

for the pocket. A descriptive Guide, giving information

to its readers so clearly defined, that one may, compara-

tively, see it, is a deviation from the customary rules

of guide-writing, >vhich have hitherto been couched in
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the style of what I may call " Parhamentary Report,"

but which I am confident will give mor-e immediate

satisfaction to visitors to this conntiy. How far the

Author will have succeeded in describing Algiers, and

the principal excursions in Algeria, must be left for the

public to determine. The chief object to be attained

was the most accurate description, combined with the

briefest and cheapest ways of travelling through this

very interesting and still little known country. I have

•no doubt that, with the help of the "Practical Guide

TO Algiers," many interesting excursions and travels in

Algeria will be attempted by many a visitor who would

have otherwise remained in Algiers, and that practical

information and detail of Algerian life and customs will

be thankfully received by the public.

GEO. W. HARRIS.
Algiers, 1890.
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A FEW ARABIC WORDS AND SENTENCES.

MEN.

man radjel men redjcd

woman vira women nsa
girl bent girls hnat
boy 0tiled hoys oulcid

old man sheikh old men shiookh

ANIMALS.

a horse adod a calf oohreef
a mare feress dogs klab

a dog Mb cats ictett

a cat Icett goat mahza
mule be(jhla panther nmer
lion sha rabbit arneb
jackal deeb mosquito namous
lizard deb turkey seraoolc el

cock serdooh
chicken djedad goose ouaz
duck brack gazelle gzal
camel djeiiiel donkey hmar
a cow he<jgra

NATIONALITIES.

Christian Hoomee Arab Ariee
Stranger JJerranee Moorish Mergerhee
Algerian JJziree Egyptian (Jhamee
English ^ Ner/lcez Cairo Masses-
French ' J'rencees Alexandria Skendria
(Terman Ahiian CoiiKtantinpole Stambool
Indian Jlendee London Londru
'l\n-k Terkee



•i SOME ARABIC WORDS.

ARMS.

sword
gun
pistol

seef

mehehla
Icahous

cannon
Bhot

powder

metfah
chatmah
harood

flowers

rose

pink

FLOWERS.

iiouarh

oorda
krenfeU

jasmine
lily

yusmeen
hissan

FRUITS.

apple teffuh almonds
pear nedjass orasge

dates tmer lemon
habelmlooJc currants

bananas mooz apricot

31ISCELLANE0 US.

leather djeld east

skin c/jel mountain

born hern universe

wool soof river

head ras water

leg redjel sea

tail zaJca bridge

beak menlcar garden
eye ain tree

saddle serdj stone

stirrup rehab sand

north dahra potatoes

south hebli onions

west gherb artichoke

looz

tchina

lim-haress

zebib

mechmaeh

cherhli

djebel

denla
ovad
via

bcdir

hantra
djenane
sedjra

hadjra
rmel
batata

bsel

hcrnoon

THE WEATHER, ETC.

the sun el chemch cold

the stars el nedjmat rain

the moon elhmer wind

day nhar one jear

niglit III two vears

morning sbah three 3 ears

heat shhana four ears

berd
cJita

reh

am
aiiieen

tlct sua
avba sua



SOME ARABIC WORDS. XVll

Sunday
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

THE WEATHER, ETC.— Continued.

Fridaynahr el had
nah r el

taeen

nahr el
thta

nahr el arba
nahr el

Icme.s

Saturday
to-morrow
yesterday

the day after

to-morrow

nahr el
djemaa

nahr el sebt

gadoua
elbarraJi

gir geddah

FOOD.

bread hebs
wine shrab
milk hleeb

fish hoot

oil zeet

pepper jelfel

BEDDING.

bed
mattress

frach
mettrah

carpet

blanket
bsath

ferrachia

METALS.

iron

lead

copper

Jidid

rsas

nhas

gold

silver

money

dab
fedda
draham

COLOUBS.

colour loon

white bied

black lihal

red hiner

blue zrek
yellow afer
green Mer

NV31BER8.

one ooahad ten achra
two zoudj* eleven hdash
three tlata twel ve tnash
four arbaa thirteen teletash
five Jcamsa fourteen arbatash
six setta fifteen kemstush
seven sebaa sixteen settash
eight temenia 8'vonteen sehutash
nine tesaa eighteen tementash



xviii SOME ARABIC WORDS.

NUMBERS— Continved.

nineteen

twenty
twenty-one

twenty-two

twenty-three

thirty

forty

tesatash

achreeii

oioahad ou
achreen

tneen ou
achreen

flat a ou
achreen

tlateen

arhaeen

fifty

sixty

seventy

eighty

ninety

hundred
thousand
two thousand
three thousand
four thousand

Icamseen

setteen

sehaeen

tmaneen
tesaeen

mia
alef

alfeen

tlet alaf
arha alaf

good
bad

ADJECTIVES.

mleh
doonee

pretty

ugly
chhah

fahesh

how much
very much
a little

enough
on top

underneath
the middle

ADVERBS, ETC.

chal

hezzef

choui/a

harka
fouk

taht

cost

near Iceddam
cigar or cigarette gai-ro

outside

right

lelt

here

there

berra
{meen
chmal
innah
hnak

VERBS.

to eat

to drink

to go

talclcel

teshreb

temchi

to come
to sleep

tedji

terked

USUAL EXPRESSIONS.

come here adji inna
go away roh
get up Loom
alight anzcl

give me at inee

amchee
show me ourrinee

lift up erfcd

tell him kelloo

to buy techree

how much kaddafh

where fayen
look ahoof
this lutda

a glass Icass

a plate tebsee

a spoon megherfa
a fork t/harfoo

a knife sekJceen

tabhi tabla

chair kersee

give ara
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USUAL EXPEES8I0NS—continued.

one franc franh
two francs zoudjfranh
three francs tlata frank
hundred francs miat franh
one franc and a frank o u

half ness

two frances and zoudjfranh
a half ou ness

three francs and tlata franh
a half ou ness

caiTiage herrossa
I have none maandish
no good m a m e n-

nomh
good morning shah elher

good-bye slama
good day slama
good day to you slamalih

thank you Jcetterkher or

Allah ihetter

hherreh
God Allah
why allash

good day to you alihou m
all s a I a m

or salam
alikoum

how are you ashanta or
ashantina

God bless you Allah isele-

mech
yes hee
no lala

how kiffash

none makansch
take care Z»«/eZ;



MUSSULMAN CALENDAE.

The Mahommedans begin their era from the day when Mahomet fled

from Mehka with Ahou Beclcer and took refuge at a place called Medina.
This flight is called in Arabic Hedjira. It occurred, according to the

most accurate statements, on Friday, July i6, 622. A few Arab
historians and the astronomers say it occurred on July 15. How-
ever, one must accept the Turkish version and date the Hedjira from
July 16. The annual course of the Mahommedans is regulated on the

moon's traffic. The Mahommedan months are consequently of 30 and

29 days. These are the names and lengths of the Arab months :

—

Moharrem
Safer

Rbi el ouel

Ebi el tani

Djamad el ouel

Djamad el tani

30 days

29 „

29 „
30 „
29 „

Redjeb
Chaban
Eamdan
Chaoual
Doul Kada
Doul Hadja

30 days

29
30
29
30
29

The year 1890 is apart of the years 1307 and 1308 of the Hedjira,

commencing on January 23, 1890 (Djamad el tani 1307) and ending

January 12, 1891 (Djamad el tani 1308). August 17, 1890, is the

Mahommedan New Year's Day.



PAET I.

ALGERIA.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ALGERIA.

Algeria is bounded on the East by the Regency of Tunis
;

on the West by the Empire of Morocco ; on the South by the

Great Desert of Sahara ; and by the Mediterranean Sea on
the North. Its greatest iength from the River Zayne, on the

Tunis boundary, to Twent, ou the Western frontier, is about
600 miles ; its breadth cannot be stated with precision, but
varies from 100 to 300 miles. The chain of the Atlas
mountains runs through the whole length of the country.

The principal river of Algeria is the Shelif, which has its

sources within the borders of the Sahara, soutli of the Wana-
shrees mountains ; it reaches the sea after a course of 300
miles. During the rainy season it overflows a great tract of

country, atid sometimes interferes with tlie road transit

between Algiers and the province of Oran. The other rivers

are : the laser, to the east of Algiers ; the Zowah, or river
of Bujeiah; the Ouad el Kebir (Ampsaga of the Ancients),
which flows into the sea, north of Constantinej and the
Seybous, or river of Bona. There are also two marshy
plains, the "plaiiie du Sheleef," and the "plaine de la

Mitidja," periodically overflowed by small rivers.

THE CLIMATE.
The climate of the country north of the Atlas is

generally healthy and tenifjerate. As a rule, the first rains
begin to fall towards the end of October. The finest part of
an Algerian winter is, I may say, the months of October,
November, and December, sometimes January as well* The
climate of the interior is not so damp as that of the coast,

A
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but tlie lieat is much greater. Some towns situated like

Medeab and Constantine are extremely cold in the winter.

Others like Orleansville and Biskra are unbearable in the
summer. Generally speaking, the climate on the coast is

very healtliy and bracing. Those who like Algeria may
conveniently prolong their stay at Algiers or Oran as late as

the end of June without much fear of extreme heat. The
real heat only sets in seriously about the end of July

—

August and September being two very warm months.

Daily Weather Record from November 9, 1889,

to January 10, 1890.

Date. Bar. Ther. Date. Bar. Ther.

1889. 1889.

Kovember q 768. s 61.0 December ii . 758.2 60.6

10 766.2 64.0 „ 12 760.6 61.0

»j II 763-

7

60.0 13 • 766.9 58.0

»» 12 766.2 57-0 14 • 763-3 66.0

») 13 • 767.8 62.0 )' 15 • 761.8 49.0

14 . 768.8 60.0 „ 16 . 770.0 51.0

>j IS 771.6 74.0 17 - 772.7 50.0

)» 16 . 773-9 67.0 18 . 774-5 52.0

)» 17 • 774-7 64.0 19 • 770.8 65.0

18 . 772.9 66.0 „ 20 . 766.4 60.0

jj 19 . 772.6 63.0 ,, 21 . 766.0 56.0

»» 20 774.2 67.0 ,, 22 . 771.

1

60.0

21 773-1 66.0 23 . 771.5 61.0

22 773-3 04.0 >. 24 . 770.9 62.0

23 • 772.8 69.0 25 . 771.6 65.0

)' 24 . 771.0 66.0 26 . 766.2 60.0

25 • 768.0 69.0 27 . 764.8 54.0

26 . 765.0 71.0 „ 28 . 765.7 60.0

27 . 762.0 66.0 29 . 768.6 62.0

28 . 760.1 70.0 30 • 766.3 64.0

J' 29 . 766.0 58.0 31 • 761.5 63.0

30 • 767.6 65.0 1890.

!;6.oDecember i 765.6 58.0 .January i . 754-2

j> 2 767.4 61.0 2 761.3 58.0

3 764.9 60.0 3 760.

1

63.0

4 • 763-7 66.0 „ 4 • 761.8 66.0

5 • 761.8 61.0 5 • 768.4 68.0

J» 6 . 765.2 61.5 6 . 775-3 63.0

»> 7 • 764.8 61.0 >» 7 • 775-9 60.0

IJ
8 . 763.6 60.0 „ 8 . 773-5 61.0

)' 9 • 763-9 60.5 9 - 772.8 61.0

»)
10 764.7 60.0 ,, 10 . 773-2 63.0
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Daily Weather Record from January 11, 1890,

to March 1, 1890.

Ther. Date. Bar. Ther.

1890.

February 5 • 760.0 ;i.o

6 . 760 0 67.0

59-

o

7 • 762 C 60.0

6*3 o 8 . 760.6 c;q.o

6i. o 9 • 7 CO I 62.0

63. o 5) 10 . 764.. 62.0

56.

0

1» II . 76 1;. c; 60.0

Uj.U )' 12 . 760.

6

60.0

)) 13 • 762.8 61.0
f\T f\\Ji..\J !> 14 . 766,0 60.

0

61.8 )J IS • 761.0 68.0
6*3 0 16 . / oy / 67.0

>' 17 • 7c;Q 7

)' lo 7^8.7 62.0

67.

0

!) 19 . 70.0

69.

0

'J 20 . 760. 2 0
6g.o ») 21 . 767.2 54-

0

62.0 )1 22 . 766.8 61.0

65.0 I' 23 - 762.9 63.0

64.0 J» 24 . 761.4 68.0

5T.0 )I 25 • 759-

6

70.0

Si.o 26 . 753-3 63.0

51.0 )' 27 . 751-9 67.0

63.0 !)
28 . 751-5 61.0

64.0

Date.

1890.

January ii

12

13
14
15
16

17
18

„ 19
20
21

22

23
24

26

27
28

29

„ 30
31

February i

„ 2

3

4

Bar.

771.2

768.5
768.8

769- 5
770.6

770- 3
768.4
770. o

770.1
769.8

769-5
767-9
769-3
770.0
770.1

768.9

773-6
770.0

763-4
763-4
763-3
765.0

765-

5

775-

o

772 o

There are considerable diflferences of opinion among medical
authorities concerning the geniality of the climate of Algeria.

But if one will cast a glance at the vagaries of the above
thermometer table, one \vill at once convince oneself that the
average temperature of Algiers is by all means warmer by
several degrees than that of the Riviera towns and the
western coast of Italy. Again, the superiority of Algiers
from an authorised point of view is the evenness of its tem-
perature and the mildness of its atmosphere, wiiich recom-
mend it to the most delicate constitutions. Mr. Alex. A.
Knox, who has had the most valuable experience on this
subject, declares, in his work, "Algeria, or the New Play-
ground," that Algeria is good for asthma. Mr. Reynolds
Ball, who has also had an excellent opportunity of testing
the comparative advantages of the various towns on the
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Mediterranean coast, says in his "Mediterranean Winter
Kesorts "

: "Algiers is to be recommended for most forms of

pulmonary consumption, for affections of the heart, and for

Bright's disease."

As a cure for bronchitis when open-air treatment is the pre-

scribed formula of the pliysician, Algiers can claim the first

place, because the mildness of its temperature, combinedwith
the dryness of its atmosphere, renders its cliniate without
parallel amongst health resorts. The atmosphere of Algiers

allows out-of-door patients to remain in the open ;iir the

Average Temperature Registered at Algiers in

13 years, from 1865 to 1877.

CO
. J-

1 X 1 ca
*" s

ThermoinGter 300 yds.
a a a
a Q>^

M rt
ca es <a

a

a cs
.r. <a

g ^ S 5= ^
from sea-beach

; 50 <D

feet above sea level ;
0 m - CO 3 « 01 (/;

"

>.5 'fa ? C3 Ha
six feet from ground. Hot

High

mum

i
Cold( Minin

g

Avert

mum

i
Avei

mum

i;

Averaf

ture

i
Warn:

mum

i

January 77 32 48 6oh 48 54 62
February . 75 325 48 62' 48i ssh 63
March 82h 34 51 64 50 57 66
April 37 50 68i

53i 61 70
May . 89i 45* 57 73i ^81 66 72?,-

June . lOI S3 66 781 634 71 75'

July . 102 S7i 75h 84i 69 76?, 77
August III 5&h 75 86i 70 78 82i
September 109 53h 68* 83' 68 75i 79
October 97 44 6ii 75* 61 681 79
November . 84i 40 S3i 661 54 6oI 681

December . 77i 34 5° 6ii 48i 55' 66'

greater part of the day in the midst of winter. It is not

wise, however, to remain outside after sunset, unless chang-

ing clothes or donning a tliick overcoat, in the months of

December, January, and February, as the thermometer

records a difference of several degrees between the hours of

four and seven. Delicate people have to pay great attention

to this, and they will avoid colds and influenzas, which are

very frequent in Algiers in winter.

According to recent statistics, the proportion of deaths

from pulmonary consumption among tlie European popula-
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tion of Algeria during a period of six years, wdsone inforty,
while the proportion of deaths from the same disease m
Paris and London was one, in jive.

No bad fever or other endemic diseases are prevalent in
Algeria ; in short, the winters are mild and genial, and per-
fectly appropriate to invalids whose health requires another
summer at the expiration of the home season. Dr. Gandil,
an eminent French physician, has published iu 1889, a very
interesting account on the winter in Algiers. In this
account, Dr. Gandil gives the averages of maxima and
minima which the thermometer registered during the winter
season 1888-89 at Nice, Algiers, Biskra, and Paris. It will
be interesting to learn that not a single time during six
winter months has the temperature of Nice risen to the heat
of Algiers, and not a single time has the thermometer at
Algiers gone down so low as it has in Nice. The difference
is on an average of five to six degrees Centigrade, with much
greater deficiencies in Nice during each twenty-four hours.
From November to February Algiers registered the warmest
temperatures as compared with those of Biskra, Nice, and
Paris.

In February 1888, Algiers and the Gitij of the Desert
(Biskra) are on a parallel; iu April Biskra goes to the front
and takes an advance, which it keeps right through the
summer, and which Dr. Gandil thinks it best for Biskra to
retain. Nice comes far backward, and Paris is down at the
bottom of the self-recording thermometer. But the most
curious remark Dr. Gandil makes is this one : that there is

less difference between the climates of Pans and Nice titan

between those of Nice and Algiers. If Dr. Gandil had ex-

amined the official registrations of Nice weather in 1889-90,
he would have been startled at the wonderful record of the
thermometer, which showed that Nice has been even colder

than Paris throughout the months of December and Janu-
ary, and up to March 14.

The late Dr. Landowsky, a recognised medical authority

in the treatment of consumptive patients at Algiers, con-

sidered that the best theory of treatment for a consumptive
patient was that it should be a continuation of the climate

in which the summer had been spent. It should therefore

be a dry climate, without sudden changes of temperature,

and the average temperature should be about 61'' Fahr., so

that the patient should be able to pass the day without lire,

and with the windows open. These are his own words,

translated in English :
" The essential condition is that the
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patient should be able to spend eight to ten hours a day in

the open air, enjoy as long as possible the benefit of tbe

sun's rays, and tliis without being exposed to contract fresh

illnesses arising from bronchitis and pulmonary phlegmasis."

Algiers is just the open-air cure recommended by another

eminent physician, Dr. de Mussy, who thus resolves the

question at issue : "The climate of Algiers is warmer and
more tonic than that of Pau, Cannes, and Mentone, and in

all cases of phthisis and asthma, bronchitis, and other pulmo-
nary affections, Algeria fara de se"

MINERALOGY.
Although the forests of Algeria supply many ornamental

woods to the metropolis, the fine marbles and onyx of the

country rival the timbers in the delicate beauty of their

shades. Ores of iron, copper, lead, zinc, and manganese, are

worked with advantage; extensive deposits of rock salt

occur, sometimes whole mountains of salt are to be met on
the roads of the interior. An English company established

at Beni-Saf for the exportation of copper and iron ore is

doing a very important trade, and is said to pi\y large divi-

dends to its shareholders. Building stone is scarce; the best
quality is shipped from France and Italy.

There are Thermal and Mineral Springs throughout
Algeria, the most remarkable being Hammam Rhira,
Hammam Meskoutine, Hammam Melouan Rovigo,
Hammam Bon Hadgar, and the Hammam Sultana,
near Oran.

AGRICULTURE AND FERTILITY.

The fertility for which Algeria was renowned in olden
times still continues; in the valleys, which are watered by
streams and rivulets, vegetation is extremely luxuriant,

especially in the provinces of Oran and Coustantine. The
mould is of very dark colour, in some places it is reddish and
impregnated with nitre and with salt. The hills are covered
with fruit trees of every kind, the quality of which is exqui-
site. Green jieas, articliokes, cauliflowers, mushrooms, and
asparagus, grow in very large quantities. Onions and pota-
toes yield two crops yearly. The artichokes, peas, and [lota-

toes are shipped through the winter on a very large scale to
Franco and England. The asparagus from the region of
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Medeali have acquired a very high and well-deserved repu-
tation. The oranges and tangerines are also exported
yearly in enormous quantities. The date commerce brings
a very large income to Biskra and TleraQen and the part of
the Sahara known as the date district. Tobacco is culti-

vated with great success, and sliipped in large bales to
England and Spain.

There are very extensive plantations of Nessri, or white
roses ; these flowers are much larger than those of Europe,
and yield the Attar of Roses essence. The sugar cane
grows in this country, and the cultivation of cotton, although
unprofitable to the farmers, is of long standing. The palm
tree abounds in the regions of Biskra andTlemcen ; as for the
india-rubber tree, which was imported in 1863 from Ceylon,
it has become quite climatised in Algeria. Some of these
trees have grown to colossal proportions. The bamboos are
also plen tiful, and, as a rule, every species of Indian, Chinese,
or American palms, develop splendidly.

The mulberry tree flourishes readily in various parts of

the country. The ricin of Japan has also been introduced
for the support of the silk-worm.
The Eucalyptus globulus (blue gum tree) has been intro-

duced from Australia with extraordinarily successful results.

The grain sown is wheat, barley, Indian corn, millet, doura,

and also rice.

But the most successful conquest of agriculture in Algeria
is undoubtedly the growing of the vine. Actually there is

no difficulty in guessing that the vine will become the for-

tune of the country. The cultivation of the vine has

suffered so much in France by the ravages of the phylloxera

that Algeria could not let this opportuiuty slip of helping

the mother country. A decree was passed in 1878 to protect

the colony from the scourge of phylloxera, consequently the

importation of vegetables, fruits, and flowers is prohibited in

Algeria; potatoes are the oidy exception. The exportation

of wine to France alone actually amounts to thirty-two

million francs a year.

The exportation of Esparto grass, or alfa, is also very

abundant ; the area covered by its cultivation on the high

plateaux is no less than sixteen millions of acres. This alfa

is chiefly used for the fabrication of paper. It is exported

in large quantities to France, Germany, and England.

1
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ZOOLOGY.
Among the animals of Algeria are most of the domestic

kind. Cows are small, and give but little milk. As a result

of the native system of feeding calves on grass a fortnight or

so after their birth, and withdrawing almost totally milk from
their food as soon as it can be done, the veal is tough and
black, lias no flavoui", and is of inferior quality. Most of

the beef and veal of good quality is imported daily from
France, especially in tlie winter season. Algeria and
Morocco are the original countries of the Merino sheep.

Goats are very numerous, and supply the people with milk.

The horses are well known to be excellent, but the original

Arab steed is now extinct. The asses are very commonly
used, but are not such a fine species as they used to be. The
camel is considered superior to that of Asia ; some very good
cheese is made out of its milk. The interior of the country
abounds with wild boars, porcupines, gazelles, and all sorts

of game. In the fastnesses of the Atlas Mountains are to
be met panthers and leopards, sometimes lions, but no
tigers.

SPORT.

In the neighbourhood of Algiers the shooting is scarcely
good, the country presenting an aspect too settled ; but in
some places not too far from the radius of the Shelif, espe-
cially in the regions of the Hammam Rhira and Cherchell,
there are still partridges and woodcocks, and also hares.
For large game the traveller must go farther into the

interior. Lions are becoming each year very scarce, al-

though since 1873 a total number of 102 lions have been put
to death. In a locality of Kabylia, called Bordj Bouira,
the successor of Bombonnel, Mr. Cattier, has established a
rendezvous de chasse, which afl^brds some excellent shooting.
Panthers have often been killed in the neighbourhood of
Bordj Bouira by hunting parties under the direction of
Mr. Cattier. Arms and ammunition of English manufacture
are to be found there in every description.* The gazelle is
hunted chiefly by the Arabs, who employ for that purpose
their most excellent steeds. As for wild-boar hunting, two or
three persons, with the help of about fifty Arabs as rabattenrs,
can easily organise a party for the chase of these animals ;

* Sec Advertiscmeat,
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and, if favoured by chance, may sometimes kill a consider-
able iiuiiiber of tbem. Falcons are generally found in the
Djebel Amour district. When the Arabs have succeeded in
taming one, no money in the world could teinijt them to part
with the bird. A chasse au faucon, such as a visitor would
\^ ish to enjoy, can only be organised with the help of the
military authorities in the south of Algeria ; and if one does
not happen to be the friend of some high military official in
that quarter, there is but very little chance of his enjoying
that kind of sport.

Ostriches are now becoming a great scarcity, and can only
be met with on the borders of the Sahara. Their capture is

extremely difficult, as they quite easily outstrip the fastest

of horses. Ostrich eggs are commonly sold in Algiers at
from 6s. to 12s. each. One has to take care of not buying
imitations, which are very deceiving. The best way to de-
tect the fraud is by sounding them with a key. Tlie real

ostrich egg is extremely light and thin, althougli strong and
resistant, while the spurious egg is heavy, and sounds dull

and plaster-like.

There are large establishments at Zeralda and at the
Jardin d'Essai, near Algiers, which have been founded for'

breeding and domesticating ostriches. They are, indeed,

very successful and flourishing. The most perfect farm of

this kind is the one at Zeralda, under the able direction of

"

Mr. Billy. It is situated near Staoueli, about two hours' drive

from Algiers. The 'bus starts at 6.15 a.m. from the Place du
Gouvernement, returning in the afternoon at 5 p.m. It is

called Soci6t6 Frangaise pour l'61evage de I'Autruche
en AIg6rie. The establishment of the same kind in the

Jardin d'Essai is very similar to the other, although on a
smaller scale, and has the advantage of being only half an
hour's drive from Algiers.

INHABITANTS.

The races that inhabit Algeria are: The Kabyles,
Arabs, Moors, Turks, Coulouglis, Jews, and Negroes
from the Soudan, exclusive of European settlers, visitors,

and speculators.

The Arabs, who encamp on the plains, are better knoAvii

by the name of Bedoweens. The Moors constitute the

bulk of the population of the towns. They are a very mixed

race, sprung from the various nations who have successively
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occupied the country. The Arabian stock, however, which

was engrafted on the population existing at the time of the

Mussulman conquest, is supposed to predominate. Their

number was much swelled by the Moors who were driven

away from Spain. The Moors are farther advanced in

civilisation than the Arabs or the Kabyles j
they are used to

the comforts of towns
;
many of them are Avealthy, and fond

of luxury and pleasure ; but their moral character stands very

low. They are not delicient in intelligence. All the boys

frequent the schools, where they learn reading, writing, andl

arithmetic at a trifling cost, elementary instruction having
been established at Algiers for ages past on a method some-
what resembling the Lancastrian.

The Jews came in great numbers to Algiers on being

driven out of Spain and Pt)rtugal in the fifteenth century.

They live chiefly in the towns. Tliey are, as everywhere
else, brokers, agents, jobbers, retailers, hawkers, &c.; many
of them are rich, and their condition has been greatly

improved since the decree of French citizenship conferred

upon them by the French Government in 1871. The well-

known Hebrew feature which characterises this race is

not so prominently marked in the Algerian Jews as is the

case with their European brethren ; the nose is not quite so

crooked, and, despite the opinion of an eminent English gen-

tleman who described them as having a rather disagreeable

grin about their face, I should feel inclined to thnik the
other way. Their features are pleasant and less suggestive
of the propensities which are supposed to form the basis of

their actions. Mr. George Gaskell, in his remarkably clever

work, entitled "Algeria As It Is," describes them as "indus-
trious, enterprising, and, although fond of money, often
satisfied with small profits, to the great disgust of the other
traders, whom they sometimes find it good policy to under-
sell." True, some of them are really despicable, but then so
are many of the heterogenous tribes of Spaniards, Maltese,
Arabs, and even French, who constitute the lower classes or
rather the slums of Algiers.

The popvilation of Algeria, according to the last

census, amounts to 3,500,000 inhabitants for the three pro-
vinces.

The population of Algiers alone, including the
quarters of St. Eugene, El Biar, Agha, and Mustapha, is com-
posed as follows :

—

A
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French .

Jews
Arabs .

Foreigners

35,000
6,000

25,000
20,000

Total 86,000

The Spaniards are very numerous in Algiers, and
especially in Oran and the province of Oran. They are sub-
jected to military service in the French army, and granted
the benefit of French citizenship, unless they prefer to return
to perform their military duties in their motlier country, in
which case they retain their original nationality.
The Maltese element predominates at Bona and the

Tunis frontier. They are subjected to the same regulations
as the Spaniards as concerns military duty and nation-
ality.

The Kabyles Lave undergone no change whatever since
the French occupa'ion. They were justly described by
Sallust as " a race which possesses a robust and healthy
constitution, which can resist great fatigue

;
they are men

who succumb only to age or under the teeth of wild ani-

mals." Such as they were a thousand years ago, so they are

to-day, unaltered and compact in all the peculiarities of
their race and individuality.

The Negroes are as much Mahommedans in Algeria as

they are Christians in the United Slates. Religion means
to them a drum and some money to buy rum with. The
free-niggtr experiment has been tried by the French in

Algiers, not dogmatically, but almost unconsciously, for

sixty years. Sambo in Algiers is held by authority to be as

good as any other man. The Europeans, the Arabs, the Jews
and the Negroes, all enjoy equal rights. The Arabs often

intermarry vdth Negresses. The French Government, and
indeed the French settlers, do not entertain the slightest

prejudice against the Negro on account of tlie ebony colour

of his skin. They never have done so.
_
In fact, the Negro

is even popular among the ladies ; he is termed Boide de

Neige. The Zonades are arm-in-arm companions of the

Turcos. The Negro enjoys the full rights of a French

subject, and is equal before the law to any other Frenchman.

In spite of all these advantages and abilities the Negroes of

Algeria pass their time in perambulating the streets thump-

ing the tam-tam and demanding sous. The Negro w^omen
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often officiate as sliaiupooers in the Ilammams or Moorish

baths, or as peripatetic bakers of gaieties, or pancakes,

prostitutes, and sorceresses. _
The Negroes of Algeria nearly all originate from the

Soudan, whence they were formerly brought out as slaves

and sold in the markets of Algiers. They are an honest and

industrious race, self-contented, and very fond of singing

and music. They are, I may say, the happiest people in

Algeria ;
they give animation to every Arab fete with their

tambourines, fiddles, and other queer-shaped instruments.

The well-known Salem, who goes about the streets of

Algiers collecting sous, is a true illustration of their race
;

he has caused the wonder of many a stranger, and quite

deserves the popularity he has enjoyed for so many years.

COSTUMES.

The original Arab costume is undoubtedly the cos-

tume of the Arab of the plain. Tor the costume of the town
Arab has degenerated into a mixture of Turkish and Jewish
accoutrement, wluch has no fixed characteristic.

The Arab of the plain dresses in haicks and burnouses,

more or less gorgeous, and when he be wealtliy, wears the

most becoming and majestic costume on the surface of the

earth. The dress consists first of all of a haick, or long strip

of striped woollen gauze, which covers the white felt cap on
his head and hangs flat at the back of his head, covering his

shoulders and neck, and is fastened on to the belt or sasli by
a foulard of white or coloured silk material, which prevents
tlie haick from falling to the ground. The haick is kept on
the head by a long string of twisted camel-hair of liglit or

dark brown colour, which is rolled round the felt cap some
twenty to forty times

;
only a little part of the haick is

allowed to emerge on the forehead, just enough to shade the
eyes. The weight of the burnouse and the Mahommedan
chaplet keeps it firmly round the neck. On the body the
Arabs wear a gandoura, or gown of white woollen material
.straped with silk, and a wide coloured silk sash over it round

]
the waist. Over this they wear a white woollen burnous of
very fine texture, and over this burnous again one or 1wo
more burnouses, according to the climate. The rich Arabs
\\ ear as a top burnous a light or dark plain cloth burnous,
braided or embroidered round with silk and tassels of the
same colour. The poorer classes wear a camel's cloth, either
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plain or striped, burnous of such strong texture that one
Ijurnous is supposed to last their lifetime. The cavaliers
wear red-top leather boots, which they make use of as
stockings, as this boot goes in a shoe, flat heeled, same as

worn by all the Arabs of Algeria.

The Arab women are shrouded from head to foot in white
haicks and muslin materials, but this is only for out-of-door
costume, the only sign of difference of rank being detectable
in the fineness of the stuff worn by the ladies, which covers
them completely, only the eyes being allowed to be shown.
It must be remembered that the poorer classes do not wear
stockings, and the poorest scarcely ever wear shoes. At
home this somewhat mythical garment is replaced by a much
more gorgeous attire. The baggy trousers, drawn tight

about the ankles, are replaced by the serroual, or wide
trousers of silk or china crepe, and reaching only mid-leg.

The inmost garment is of finest gauze; the feet are in

slippers of velvet embroidered with gold ; the hair, plaited

in long tresses, is knotted behind the head and descends
almost to the ground ; the head-dress is a dainty little skull

cap or chachia of velvet, thick with gold and seed pearls, or

entirely trimmed with gold coins ; it is attached by golden
cords under the chin. Tiie upper garment is the rlUcl, or

jacket, of brocaded silk, beneath which are one or more vests

of gay colours, ornamented with innumerable sugar-loaf

buttons. Eound the waist is swathed ihefouta, or manifold
sash of striped silk. Add rings and earrings, often of dia-

monds and emeralds very clumsily cut ; necklaces with side

rows of fine pearls strung on common string, bracelets for

tLie arms, called mesais, and bangles for the ankles, termed
redeefs, and the Mauresque " at home " costume is com-
plete.

The Town Arab wears the original Turkish costume
of cloth, embroidered with gold or silk of the same colour.

This consists of baggy trousers, vest, and coat, somewhat
similar to the dress worn by the Zonades. Where the cos-

tume has lost its originality is in the suppression of the huge
white turbans and leggings as well as in the shape of the

trousers, which has been altered, and is now similar to those

worn formerly by the Jews. The exhibition of a snow-white
stocking enclosed in a European boot takes away the inte-

rest of this costume, and makes it, in fact, look ungraceful.

The Jews have taken of late years to wearing European
dress, but they are easily detectable, when wearing native

garments, by their dark blue turban, blue stockings, and their
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long hair.. The Jewish dress is somewhat unbecoming, and

lias lost much of its former character.

The Kabyles' dress consists of a piece of white muslin

aiaterial fastened on a large round white felt cap, with a few

y^ards of twisted camel-hair, and a gancloura or dressing-

^own of carpet-like material, which is of such resisting

;exture that they scarcely ever require to replace it by
mother.
The Jewesses are often handsome, but the practice of

shrouding the chin in a bandage of linen or muslin gives

;hem the semblance of having a perpetual toothache.
_
Their

Iress is one of the loveliest costumes worn in Algeria. It

;onsists of a black silk handkercliief fringed with gold,

vhich is fastened on their heads with gold and diamond pins,

md next a scarf, often of the most gorgeous materials. Their

Iresses are gowns of velvet, silk, or stiff brocade, or some-
imes cloth of gold or silver, having a stomacher, or breast-

)late, I should say, entirely worked with heavy gold em-
)roidery. This gown is pretty well uniform for all the
ilasses of social standing. The richness of the material and
he massive gold embroidery slightly differs, of course. But
hen the poorest of the poor Jewesses can always boast of a
Iress worth from ^5 to ^10, if not more. This gown is

astened round the waist by a sash of silk and gold. The
vide sleeves are made of tulle or sprinkled gauze, and are
leld back on the shoulders. Under the gown, in winter, a
laftan with sleeves is sometimes worn. These sleeves are
'ery tightly buttoned, and are of the same material as the
aftan ; either velvet, gold brocade, or embroidered silk.

Lnother caftan is still worn under the first, a short one
)uttoning with two buttons, to keep up the figure.

You see these Jewesses in the top streets of Algiers
in the Sabbath day, sitting on the dirtiest doorsteps,
heir bandaged chins resting on their jewelled hands, and
oiling from dingy casements, like rainbows caught in cob-
vehs.

But take away the dash of Arabian Nightism, and they
re the same Jewesses whom you may see on high days and
LoHdays taking their ease in European tight-fitting dresses
n the Saint Eugene or Mustapha tramcars, witli their red-
ipped, moist-eyed children round them.
On gala days and bridal ceremonies, their dresses are of

l-stonishing splendour ; a heavy, bizarre, loaded kind of rich-
less, such as in old tapestry hangings representing the
iueen of Sheba visiting Solomon, or Esther coming down
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with Aliasuerus to confound Vashti and release humble
Mordecai. A real tableau vivant of Ober-Aiumergau Passion
Play.

ARAB MARRIAGES.
" Because the Turks so much admire phllogyny.

Although their usage of their wives is sad ;

'Tis said they use no better than a dofr, any
Poor woman, whom they purchase like a pad :

They have a number, though they ne'er exhibit 'em,
Four wives by law, and concubines ' ad libitum.'

"

Lord Byron.

The position of the Arab woman in Aljreria is theoretically
mucb preferable to that of her sex in Morocco or Turkey.
The strictly equitable nature of the French rule forbids
her being treated witli harshness or sold into slavery ; but
X)ractically she is not much better off than in other Oriental
countries. She is tlie victim of a stupid and brutaHsing
social code, founded on and bound up in a religion whose
theory is pure, but whose practice is barbarous. She is

eitber contemned or maltreated ; a toy to the ricb, a beast
of burden to the poor. Wlien a child is born to a Moorish
woman, she considers it a blessing if it be a boy, and a curse
if it be a daughter. Directly she comes into the world she
is baptised in the name of Fathma, which is that of the
mother of the Prophet. A week afterwards anotlier name
is given to her. The clioice of appellatives lies between
Nicha, Bedra, Djohar, Halima, Hasuria, Khadidja, Klieira,

Meriem, Mimi, Mouni, Ourda, Safia, Yasmina, Merdjana,
Zina, Zora, Krenfla, Messoudia, and Kamra.

If the Moorish girl's parents are poor, they will regard
her only as an incubus. Her mother was probably married
at ten or twelve years of age ; she ages early, and each acces-

sion of maternal cares is to her only a renewed warning that

she is no longer fair to look upon. As for the father, it is

as much as he knows that he has a daughter till some one
buys her of him in marriage. The poor girl irrows up to be
beaten, overworked, and despised : a Cinderella without a
fairy godmother, but with sisters as miserable as lierself.

The r.ch girl is neglected by her mother, and is relegated to

a corner of the harem and the care of an old negress. When
she is old enough to be married— i.e., sold—the kind of life

described by Mr. George Gaskell begins for her.
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Beyoud these ckaracteristics, there is iiotbiag else to add

to the social position of the Moorish women in Algiers,

Tlieir state of life is, no doubt, very pitiable. The Govern-

ment can do very little to ameliorate it. They have guaran-

teed to the natives the possession of the civil law—which is

the Koran—and the social code and the civil law are one.

They might as well decree that the Arab women should go

unveiled, or that the Arabs should leave off their burnouses,

as interfere with the domestic arrangements of the Moorish
gyujEceum. Mr. George Gaskell thus describes in " Algeria

As It Is" the Arab marriages :

—

" As a rule, an Arab marries without having seen the face

of his bride. No doubt some find out by accident whether
it be pretty or ugly ; and they are occasionally favoured by
stratagem, for a girl conscious of her own attractions may
contrive to make an imprudence of her adjar responsible

for what was her own intention. If neither chance nor
design befriend them, they must be satisfied with the infor-

mation given by their parents, who are always allowed to

see their future daughters-in-law.
" Generally speaking, an Ara.b marries early. After ill-

treating his wife a few years, he usually sends her adrift,

and takes another, whose condition is no better than was
that of the one repudiated. Divorce is very commoo, for it

is known statistically that there are nearly as many separa-
tions as there are marriages. Marriage, with Mussulmans,
is ratber more a civil than a religious ceremony, the couple
being united in presence of the cadi or mayor. Some of the
more intelligent and less bigoted Arabs, who have observed
how much better is the social position of the wife amongst
the civilized classes of Europeans, have their daughters
married according to the French law. A marriage thus
contracted is ever afterwards under the jurisdiction of
France. If these examples were more frequent, the improved
condition of Arab women would be the result. But as
instructing the lower orders is the first step towards civi-

lising them, nothing would so soon and so effectually remedy
the evil as compulsory education.
"The Wives of Arab Chiefs, and of rich Arabs in

general, if they enjoy immunity from hibour, have even less
liberty than their sisters in humble life. The demon of enma
is ever present to these secluded ladies, who are taught to
believe that it is a crime to allow their faces to be seen except
by their husbands and nearest relations. The adjar, or veil,
is not worn in the house ; but if a visitor calls, the female

B
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part of the family scampers off into tlje inner apartments.
Their only occupation is to paint themselves, dress fine, look
in the mirror, cover their persons with jewellery, and pass
much time in the bath. Friday, the Arab Sunday, is almost
the only day in which a woman of quality leaves her dwell-
ing.

_
She tlaen, accompanied by her female attendants, goes

to visit the cemetery, where, shrouded in a cloud of white
drapery, many of them seen together look like phantoms
wandering about the tombstones. Such being the condition
of Arab females, it is not surprising that when they compare
it with the liberty and good treatment enjoyed by Europeans
they acquire a keener sense of their degradation."

History.—The territory of Algiers includes the several

divisions of ancient Numidia, both of the Massyli and of
the Masssesyli, the kingdoms of Massinissa and his rival

Syphax, and afterwards of Jugurtha. It also includes part
of the Mauritanian kingdoms of Bocchus and of Juba. It

was conquered successively by the Romans, the Vandals,
the Byzantine Greeks, and lastly by the Arabs, who invaded
North Africa at the beginning of the eighth century, and estab-

lished Islamism. Ferdinand the Catholic, after driving the
Moors from Spain, sent an expedition to Africa under Cardinal
Ximenes and Don Pedro Navarro, which took possession, in

1509, of Oran and Marsa el Kebir, and of Bujeiah in the
following year. The Moors of Algiers called in the aid of a
Turkish corsair, named Horush, who, after vanquishing the

Spaniards, claimed possession of Algiers itself. The country
in 1 5 19 became a province of Turkey, governed by a Pacha
or Eegent appointed by the Sultan. The first who filled this

office was Khair-ed-din, the brother of Horush. He manned
a large fleet, with which he swe^st the Mediterranean, striking

terror among the Christian sailors. Solyman I. called him
to Constantinople, and raised him to the rank of Capudan
Pacha, or Great Admiral. Hassan, a Sardinian renegade,

who succeeded him in the regency of Algiers, continued to

scour the sea, and make incursions on the coast of Spain.

Charles V., in tlie plenitude of his power, was ba,fifled in his

attack upon Algiers in 1 541. A terrible storm dispersed his

fleet, and the army was obliged to re-embark in the greatest

confusion. From that epoch the Algerines thought tliem-

selves invincible, and extended their piracies not only all

over the Mediterranean, but also into the Atlantic. They
seized the vessels of all nations who did not agree to pay

them a tribute

Eobert Blake in 1655 first taught the Algerines to respect
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the English flag. Louis XIV. caused Algiers to be bom-

barded in 1682 by Admiral Duquesue, which led to a peace

in the following year between France and Algiers. The
Spaniards, under General O'Reilly, landed near Algiers in

1775, but were obliged to re-embark in haste and with loss.

The Dutch, after several combats with the Algeriues, by
paying a sum of money obtained respect for their flag. So

did likewise the Danes and Swedes. The Austrian and
Eussian flags were protected by the special interference of

the Porte, in consequence of treaties with the latter. But

the Italian States were the greatest sufterers from the pira-

cies of the Algerines and tlie other Barbary Powers, who not

i.nly seized their vessels and cargoes, but made slaves of all

on board, who were either sold in the market, or sent,

chained, to the public works. In 181 5 the Algerine Power
was checked in its lawless exactions by the ships of the

United States, which took an Algerine frigate and brig ; the

Dey was also compelled to conclude a treaty with the

Americans, renounce all tribute, and pay them 60,000 dollars

as compensation for the ships that had been plundered.

Lord Exmouth, in execution of the determination taken by
the Congress of Vienna, put an end to Christian slavery in

18 16, by bombarding the city of Algiers, and bringing the
Dey to terms on this and other subjects. A better state of

things lasted for about eleven years, when an insult oflFered

by Hussein Pacha, the last Dey, to the French Consul, in

AprU 1827, induced the French Government to send an
expedition on a very large scale to take possession of Algiers.

This was effected in June 1830. Algiers capitulated to
General Bourmont ; the Dey abdicated, and retired to

Europe ; and the French took possession of the town, of the
fleet, and of the Treasury, where they found above ^{^2,000,000
sterling in precious metals and stores.

Before tracing the lurtlier proceedings of the French, it

may be as well to remark, that the Turkish chief was known
by the several titles of Dey ("Uncle"), Pacha, Effendi, and
Baba (" Father "). He was elected by the bashis or officers of
the militia, assembled in deivaun, or rather by a faction of
them, which also frequently shortened his reign by a violent
death.

_
Few Sovereigns of Algiers for the last two centuries

have died a natural deatli. Any common janissary might
aspire to the supreme rank. The Sultan formerly used to
appoint the Pacha of Algiers, who was at the same time
commander of the forces, and to send men and money for
the service of tlie garrison ; but the Turkish militia obtained
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in the seventeenth century the right of choosing their own
commander, and paying themselves out of the revenue of the
regency.

By tlie capitulation of the 4th of July 1830, the French
became possessed " of the city of Algiers and the forts ai..d

harbours depending on it." No mention was made of the
provinces, or of the native tribes, over which the authority
of the Dey was .littl« else than nominal. It is from this
circumstance that the French have lost so many men and so
much money in extending their possessions of the country.
The Moors inhabiting the towns of Algiers, Oran, and Bona
became subjects of France; but the Arabs and Kabyles
of the open country followed their own tactics, and even
the Turkish beys of provinces showed a disj.osition to join
with the Arabs and Kabyles rather than with the invaders.

A kind of guerilla warfare ensued, which was carried on with
varying intensity for about seventeen years, marked occa-

sionally by inhuman atrocities on the part of the Arabs, and
by proceetdngs little less creditable on the part of their more
civilised adversaries.

The most formidable antagonist to the French generals

was the celebrated Arab chief, Abd-el-Kader, the Bey of

Mascara, who exhibited the most stubborn energy, coupled
with great ndlitary skill. He inflicted very severe losses

upon the invaders of his country. It was not till December
1847, when Abd-el-Kader, pressed and hemmed in on all

sides, yielded himself a prisoner to General Lamoriciere,

that the conquest of Algeria could be said to be efiected,

having cost an expenditure of blood and treasure which
seemed then out of comparison with the worth of the colony

to France. Even after the removal of the great Arab chiei,

numerous ouibreaks of the natives occurred ; and to hold
this country, with its native population of two millions, re-

quired as many European soldiers as were maintained in

India by Great Britain. The force kept in Algeria has
seldom been inferior to 60,000 men.
The withdrawal of the French army for home service in

187 1 was the signal for a general insurrection, which took

such unexpected proportions and spread so rajjidly through-

out Algeria tliat it became necessary almost to re-conquer the

Avhole country. The rising was eftectually supi^restied ; and
by the adoption of firm and judicious measures tJie preju-

dices of the natives have, to a great extent, been overcome.

Algeria, in fact, has entered upon a fairly promising cai-eer

of wealth and civilisation. It Avas removed from the con-
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trol of tlic War Minister and the Bureaux Arabes, and a

ne\v oi'ganisation was establislied, comprising all the usual

features of the French Civil Government. Now we must
rejoice, in spite of tlie two hundred millions sterling which
Algeria has cost France, that this nest of pirates and
smugglers has been transformed into a really fine colony,

with ports, fortifications, public buildings of all kinds,

roads, railways, telegraphs, villages, cities, abundance of

cleared and fertile land, irrigational works, and mines of

great value.

The country is divided into three provinces : (i) Algiers
Proper; (2)Oran; (3) Constantine. The principal mili-

tary stations are twenty-four in number; the naval staticms,

five.

ALGIERS.

Arrival.—Landing stage of Transatlantic Company, or

in small boats when rough weather. Lauding in boats, 30
cents per person and 20 cents per piece of luggage. At
night prices are doubled. Hand luggage not to be trusted
to Arabs without they bear badge or number.
The omnibuses and porters of the various hotels meet the

boats and trains on arrival. Fares of carriages to town and
Mustapha Superior, see Tariff. Luggage carried by Arab
porters to town, 25 cents per piece. From boat to quay,
10 cents.

Railway Station. —From and to Constantine, Tunis,
and Oran, on the Quai. Passengers for and from Mustapha,
at the Agha Station.

Customs.—Fruits and flowers strictly prohibited.
Post Ofa.ce (Central).—On the Boulevard Eue de Stras-

bourg. Branch, Place du Gouvernement. At Mustapha
Superior, close to the Governor's Palace. Mails for and via,

France, before 1 1 a.m. at Chief Office
;

Mustapha, before 10
A.M. After II A.M. and up to 11.45 a.m., letter-box in front
of Transatlantic Company's Offices on the Boulevard.
Postage of Letters.—For Algeria, Tunis, and France,

15 cents ; for England and America, 25 cents. Newspapers,
10 cents

;
post cards, 10 cents.

Telegrams.—For France, 10 cents per word, and the
minimum i franc

;
England, 30 cents ; New York, i franc

5 cents. For other States of America and of Europe, see
pecial Tariff of Post Office. Depots for telegrams at the

various Post Offices ; after 9 p.m. at the Chief Office only.
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Parcel Post.—Transatlantic Company's Offices on the
Quai only. R;\tes : All States of Europe, 2 francs 25 cents
per 3 kilos

;
France, i franc 10 cents per 3 kilos. ISize of

parcel must not exceed 50 square centimetres.
Forwarding Agent.—fStunrt Bankhardt, 36, Rampe

Chasseloup-Laubat, for all p;irts of England, America, and
France. Rates : 12 francs 30 cents per cwt., including all

charges of shipments to quay, London or Liverpool.
Freights overland by G-rande Vitesse, 2 francs per kilo

;

minimum, 3 kilos.

Courier and Guide.—Jean Muscat. Apply to Cooks'
Office.

Money.—Algerian notes pass only in Algeria and Tunis.
Price of French notes \ per cent. French gold, 3 to 4 francs
per 1000 francs.

Travellers' Register.—See Algerian Advertiser, pub-
lished every Saturday

;
offices, Boulevard de la Republique.

Also Visitors' Register, at Cook's office, 6, Boulevard de la

E^publique.
Consulates.—H.B.M. Consul-General for Algeria and

Tunis, Sir Lambert Playfair, i, Eue du Hamma
;
hours,

8.30 A.M. to II A.M, and from i to 3 p.m. United States

Consul, Mr. Grellet, Rue Roland de Bussy
;

hours, 9 to 11

A.M., and 2 to 4 P.M. Spain, Mr. A. A. Galliana, Hue de Con-
stantine, 14.

English Chemist.—T. Obrecht, i. Rue Bab Azoun.
All English specialities.

Cigars, Tobacco, &c.—Havanna cigars and English
and American cigarettes, Louis Tinchant, Boulevard de la

Republique, next to the Cafe Gruber.
Hotels.—In town : Hotel de la R^gence, Hotel de I'Oasis,

Hotel de- I'Europe, Hotel des Etrangers, at los. per diem,

according to room
;
arrangements can be made. At Mus-

tapha : Hotel St. George, Hotel Kirsch, Splendide Hotel,

Hotel d'Orient and Continental (the latter considerably

nearer the town).

Pensions, Boarding Houses.—Villa Olivage at Bir-

mandreis, Mustapiia Superior ;
park of over forty acres,

twelve cows ; 10s. per day
;
arrangements made for a so-

journ. Hotel Pension Bon Acceui), Boulevard Bon Acceuil,

Rue Michelet, Aglia
;
good and reasonable ; nice views.

Pension Anglo-Suisse, Village d'Isly. Prices of latter pen-

sions, 8 francs to 12 fi'ancs 50 cents per day.

Newspapers.—The Times, daily, on sale, at Thomas
Cook & Soji's. Galignani's Messenger and New Yor}c Herald,
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at Gavault St. Lager, bookseller, Rue Bab Azoun. Algerian

Advert iser, published every Saturday ;
offices, Boulevard de

la Ropublique. Complete List of Visitors, price 25 cents, to

be had at ail kiosques and at the Advertiser offices.

English Provision Merchants.—Messrs. Dimlop &
Tustes, 15 and 20, Rue d'Isly, deliver daily, at all the villas

and hotels in Mustapha fcrup^rieur and neighbourhood, sup-

plies of butchers' meat, groceries (both English and French),

tea, wines and spirits of all sorts, fish, game, poultry, vege-

tables, (fee. Prices of English groceries are of course higher

than in England, owing principally to the duties levied by
the French Government on all foreign products ; but, as a

rule, the expense of living in . Algiers is less than in most
towns in the South of France.

Villas and House and Estate Agents.—Messrs.

Dunlop & Tustes, 15 and 20, Rue d'Isly.

Booksellers.—A. Jourdan, 4, Place du Gouvernement

;

Gavault St. Lager, 4, Rue Bab Azoun ; A. Weissemberg,
Rue Michelet, 13, Agha (Li brairie Internationale and English
Library).

Money Changers and Bankers.—Thomas Cook & Son.
Photogravures.—Gervais Courtellemont, Rue des Trois

Couleurs, and Leroux, Rue Bab Azoun. Gervais Courtelle-

ment is the editor of "Algiers Artistique "
; (Specimen, see

" Port of Algiers," and " Pkace du Gouvernement Mosque").
Restaurants,—English and American Bar, 3, Rue du

Laurier, and 15, Rue Clauzel ; hot and cold luncheons.
Hotel de la Regence : persons coming into town from Mus-
tapha and not wishing to return for lunch can do so at above
hotel. Place du Gouvernement : a la carte, or prix fixe

3 francs 50 cents. Fish dinners at the Pecherie, down the
steps on the right of the large Mosque, Place du Gouverne-
ment, k la carte, or prix fixe. (Restaurant Cassar, see
advertisement.)

Caf^s.—Cafe d'Apollou, Place du Gouvernement : the
finest and best cafe in Algiers

;
English and American

drinks at English prices ; hot and cold luncheons
; tea,

coffee, chocolate, .sandwiches, &c. Cafe Gruber, situated on
the Boulevard ; fine views of sea and port.

English Club.—At Mustapha Supgrieur. Secretary,
A. Wigram, Esq. The subscription of a season subscrilber is

fixed at 125 francs, with an entrance fee of 10 francs for the
first season

;
monthly subscribers 40 francs, and weekly

subscribers 20 francs.

Theatres, - Grand Theatre, Place Bresson : grand operas
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and comic operas every evening except Thursdays. Theatre
des Nouveautes : comic operas every evening.
Military Music on the Place du Gouvernement on

Thursday and Sunday afternoons.
Doctors.—English : Dr. Thompson, Villa Robert, Mus-

tapha Sup^rieur; Dr. Gardner, Villa Regina, Mustapha
Superieur. Frencli : Auroux, 6, Rue Clauzel

;
Azoulay,

31, Rue Bab-Azoun
;
Bruch, 4, Rue Arago

;
Cochez, 12,

Rue de Tanger
; Collardot, Pas,sage Parodi; Deshaye.s, 19,

Rue Heuri Martin ; F. Gandil, Rue de Constantiiie, 20 ;

Nissen, Villa Athon, Mustapha Superieur
;
Ramakers, i,

Rue d'lsly
;
Sabadini, 12, Rue du Hamma

;
Sezary, Place

Bresson, Maison Limozin
;
Stephan, 15, Boulevard de la

Republique.
English Dentist.—Dr. Walton, Place Bresson.
Livery and Bait Stables.—Charles Maine, 28, Rue

d'lsly. J. Kellermann, Rue de la Liberte : saddle horses by
the day or hour, traps, &c. E. Ducotterd, Plateau Sauliere :

carriages by the hour, day, month, or year.

English Churches.—Church of England, at the Porte
d'lsly. HolyTrinity Church, Algiers. Chaplain, the Rev. H.B.
Freeman, M. A. Hours of Divine service, Sundays, ist and 3rd
in eiich month : Holy communion, 8 a.m.

;
morning prayer

and sermon, 10.30 ; late communion, 11.45 i
evening prayer,

litany, and sermon, 3. 2nd, 4th, and 5th in each month :

Early communion, 9.30 ;
morning prayer and sermon, 10.30;

evening prayer, litany, and sermon, 3. Festivals: Morning
prayer, 9,30 ;

holy communion, to. Week-days : Morning
prayer and litany, 10, on Wednesday and Friday. This
church and chaplaincy have no support whatever but the
voluntary contribiitions of the English and Americnn visi-

tors and residents in Algiers.—Presbyterian Church, Mus-
tapha Superieur, Riie Michelet, near the entrance of Hotel
d'Orient. Minister, the Rev. Mr. Miller, of Lenzie. Sun-
day morning service, 10.30 ; other services are intimated in

church. Sittings allocated on application to Mr. Dunlop
15, Rue d'lsly. All other sittings free.

General Information.—For general information as to

Algeria and Algiers, see Murray's " Handbook for Algeria

and Tunis," by Sir R. Lambert Playfair, H.B.M. Consul-

Gen eral for Algeria and Tunis. Copies can be had of

Thomas Cook & Son, price 12s. each.

Agence Havas furnish by subscription political, finan-

cial, commercial, and maritime telegraphic information from

1
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all countries of the world No. 6, Boulevard de la Kepub-
lique, just above Cooks' offices.

Omnibuses.

—

Tariff.—
Musiap/ia Inferieur.

Champ-de-Manoeuvres
Belcourt
Jardin-d'Essai

fr.

o
o
o

cts.

15
20

25

Musta2)ha Superieur.

Station Sanitaire ....
Mustapha-Superieur (eglise)

Cololine Voirol ....
o
o
o

Frais-Vallon, Saint-Eugene, Pointe-Fescade.

Climat de France et Pont du Beau-Fraisier o

Fond du Frais-Vallon o
Cimetiere de Saint-Eugene Hopital-du-Dey o
Saint-Eugene (3rd kilometre) . . .0

Ruisseau
Hussein-Dey

El-Biar

Ben-Aknoun
Bouzarea

Birmandreis .

Hussein-Dey.

El-Biar, Bouzaren.

Biicmandreis.

o
o

o
o
o

15

30
40

20

40
15

20

30
40

Co

60
80

50

Omnibuses for Mustapha Superieur and Plateau Sauliere

—

for the former, every quarter of an hour ; for the latter,

every 5 minutes—from the Place du Gouvernement.
For St. Eugene every 15 minutes, Jardin d'Essai every

1 5 minutes, and Belcourt every 3 minutes, from the Place.

Mustapha Superieur 30 cts.

Plateau Saulidre 10 „
Station Sanitaire
Belcourt
St. Eugene .

Jardin d'Essai

H6pital-du-Dey
Erniitage .

15

15

20

25
10

15
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Children under 3, free; oyer 3, and under 10, half-price;
mininium, 10 cts. After 11 p.m. prices are increased by
one half.

Theatre Service.—Omnibuses of the various lines await
the exit of the Theatre. Prices are doubled, but for Plateau
Sauliere price is 25 cts.

Grovernor's Palaces.—These can be visited at any time
by presentation of card. The winter palace is situated in tlie

town, next to the cathedral. The summer palace atMustapha
Superior.

Public Baths.—Bains du Hamma, situated in the Rue
du Hamma,
Turkish Bath, in the Arab quarter, Rue de I'liltat Major.

From midday till 5 p.m. for women ; from 5 p.m. till midday
for men.
Sailing and Rowing Boats.—Rates, 2 francs per hour,

with man or without man. Arrangements can be made for

longer excursions with the owners of the boats.

Yachts (Steam and Sailing).— Apply to Thomas Cook &
Son for details and information.
Transatlantic Co.—Departures daUy, save on ]\Ioudaj^s

and Fridays. There is likewise no departure from Marseille

on these days. The mail leaves at 12 (noon) precisely.

Arrivals from France from 12 to 4 P.M. Luggage must be
registered at the Company's oiSces on the Boulevard before

10 A.M., passage ticket having been taken before. Places

can always be booked in advance at the Company's offices,

or at Thomas Cook & Son's. Passengers not leaving the day
their passage is booked for lose 25 francs, first class, 1 5 francs

second. Passages by above company between Tunis and
Malta, and between Oran and Malaga and Carthagena, can

be reserved at Thomas Cook & Son's office on the Boulevard,

No. 6.

The International Sleeping Car Co.—Berths by the

Rapide and on the Train de Luxe between Marseille and
Paris can be reserved on applying to Thomas Cook & Son.

fr. cts.

Rapide, Marseille to Paris . . . . 52 10

Luxe „ „ .... 78 60

„ (club train), Marseille to London . 98 60

Or vice versa.

Routes to and from Algiers.— ist. From London, by

Chatham and Dover, or London, Brighton, and Sout h Coa.«^t

,
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to Paris, 8 to 10 hours. Thence, per Paris, Lyons, and

Mediterranean Railway, to Marseille, 15 hours, by Rapide
;

and by Transatlantic Company's steamers from Marseille to

/Ugiers in 24 hours. Departures daily from Marseille

^except Mondays and Fridays)

t ares, ma Calais, I St . . . . £11 7 6

2nd . . • • 869
„ „ Dieppe, 1st . . . . 9 19 8

„ „ „ 2nd .
^

. . 758
Or vice versa.

rhe Rapide from Paris to Marseille, and vice versa, only takes

irst-class passengers.

2nd. From London, by Holt Line of steamers, ist class,

£10; 2nd, ^8. Weekly. Time, 6 days.

3rd. From Liverpool, by Papayanni or Moss Lines.

Fares— I st clas.s, ^10; 2nd, ^8. Fortnightly. Time, 6 days.

Fur further information, apply at any of Thomas Cook
& Son's offices.

Cooks' Tours.—Messrs. Thomas Cook & Sons new
sffices are now situated on the Boulevard de la Republique,

No. 6.

Personally conducted tours to the interior are arranged at

intervals, according to the number of persons participating.

iSTot under or over six.

Carriage drives and excursions three times a week—viz.,

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays.

Conducted excursions to Blida, Gorges de ChiflFa, Fort
N"ational, &c.

Special excursions arranged for visitors by yachts, or by
pleasure cruisers.

Hunting and fishing excursions are also arranged by above
irm, if due notice be given.

A complete collection of all guides and liand-books can be
J'ound at Messrs. T. C. & S.'s. Also Tauchnitz Edition,
complete.

Banking and exchange transactions at current rates.

Cheques and drafts on London, Paris, and all towns of the
'lobe.
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Tariff for Public Carriages.

Cabfrom stand (fur 4 persons).

Jiij the day.

The day of 12 liours 20 fr.

Half-day of 6 „ n
By the hour.

Including time for waiting.

1. Algiers (lower part), up to the Avenue Gandillot fr. ct.
and to tLe Kue Papin 20

2. Algiers (upper part), the Tagarins, the Climat-de-
France, Cemeteries of St. Engine (to the Plateau)
Mustapha Inferior, Fontainebleue, Jardin d'Essai,
Ruisseau, Agha Superior (up to Llie Station Satd-
taire), Hussein-Dey, Pointe-Pescade . . . 2 40

3. Notre-Dame d'Afrique, Vallee des Consuls, Musta-
pha Superior, El Biar Bouzarea, Village d'lsly,

Cemetery of Mustapha, Bois de Boulogne, Deiy
Ibrahim, El Achour, Birmandreis, Birkadem,
Saoula, Kouba, Maison-Caree, Guyotville . .30

Art. 4.—The hour is divided by quarters, excepting tlie

first, which is always entire. It begins from the departuie

at the cab stand, or from the spot where the cab was taken
by the passenger, or by the party acting for the said

passenger.

Art. 5.—Every carriage taken by the hour and left outside

the town has a right to an indemnity of 25 cts. for each
kilometre he has to go to return to the town, but this is not
due if the carriage has been occupied less than half an hour.

By the distance,

(There and back, with right to stop on the way by paying an
indemnity of 50 cts. for every quarter of an hour the

carriage is kept waiting.)

1. Algiers (lower part), up to the Avenue GandUlot fr. ct.

and the Rue Papm 10
2. Agha Superior, Station and Baths of Agha, Cite

Bugeaud, Hopital du Dey . . .
_

. .125
3. Algiers (middle part), up to the Cite Bisch and

No. 40, Rampe Vallee, Cemeteries, Clijnat de
France, Pont Beau Fraisier i 50
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4. Algiers (upper part), St. Eugene (3rd kilometre), tr. ct.

Cheiniu du Sacrc CcBur, Hospital of Mustapha,

Slaughter House, Tournatit de Bellecotirt, Villa

Foa
,

• -
°

5. Village d'Isly, Palace of Mustapha, Summer Palace

of the Governor, St. Eugene (4th kilometre), The
Hermitage 2 50

6. Jardin d'Essai, Church of Mustapha Superior,

Cbemiu des Aqueducs, up to the route of Mus-
tapha (5th kilometre) 3 o

7. Ruisseau, Hussein Dey, end of the Frais Vallon,

Coloinie Voirol, Pointe Pescade . . . -3 5°

8. El Biar (Town Hall), Hussein Dey (7th kilometre) 4 o

9. Notre Dame d'Afrique, Chateau-Neuf . • . 4 50

10. Seminary of St. Eugene, round by El Biar, the

Colonne A^oirol, Birmandreis, Kouba . . .50
11. Ben-Aknoun, Vieux Kouba 5 5°

12. Bouzareah (village), European Cemetery of Mus-
tapha 60

13. Maison Carree 6 15

14. Bouzareah, returning by the Chemin des Carrieres 7 o

Rules applying to Public Carriages on the Stands
engaged by the day, half-day, hour, or course.

For s persons the prices are increased by a quarter, except
for time for waiting.

Art. 5.—Any person who, after calling a carriage to his

residence to load at Algier.-, sends the said carriage away
without employing the same, owes the coachman ttie price of

amount of the time he has caused him to lose (minimum,
liaK an hour). Carriages must travel at the rate of 10 kilo-

metres per hour in the plain, and 7 kilometres up hill, with
a quarter of an hour's rest after each 10 kilometres.

Art. 6.—Drivers are obliged to start at all requisitions at

tariff rate, whatever be the rank they occupy on the cab
stand.

All refusals to start under these conditions shall be
punished by a temporary suspension of licence to driver,
and, in case of renewal of the same offence, by withdraw al of
permit to drive, or the suppression of cab number.
The above fares arc increased by one-half after 11 at

iiight.
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Parcel Post.

Maximum weight, 3 kilos.

Largest dimensions of the parcel on any of the sides, 60
centimetres.

Tariff between Algeria and Tunis, Corsica, France, and
abroad.

Friince
]

fr. ct.

Algeria (sea-ports) and Tunis ,- . . .110
Corsica )

Algeria (interior) and Tunis . . . • 2 35
England—3 kilos 2 35

„_ I kilo. 360 grs I 75
Belgium—3kil(is i 10
Austria i 50
Norway . . . . . . . . 2 60
Denmark i 65
Sweden 3 35
Turkey 3 35
Constantinoiilo 2 10

Shops.

Algerian Goods (in general).

Ahmed ik Mustapha Ben Abderraliman, 7, Rue de la Lyre,
Large assortment of Algerian and Kabyle goods. Alsc

Tunisian and Morocco.
J. Braumbach, Petite Villa King, Mustapha Su[)erior.

Mouchai-abiehs, Arab cabinets, chairs, and all sorts of

Moorish cabinet work undertaken.
Carpets.—Ahmed Mustapha Ben Abdt-rrahman, 7, Kue

de la Lyre. Eeliable firm.

Antiquities.—There are several good firms in the Hue de
la Lyre, but we invite inspection first of the above firm.

Arab Costumes (for men).— Ahmed &, Musi aplia Ben Ab-
derrahman, 7, Rue de la Lyre. Large assortment.

Arab Embroideries a>d Ladies' Costumes.—Madame
Luce, Ben Aben, Rue Bruce (opposite the Governor's:

Winter Palace).

To give a true appreciation of the above, I quote the

following from " Murray's Handbook" :

—

" Of the many establishments devoted to tlie sale and
manufacture of what are called ' objets Arabes' none is more
worthy of a visit than that of Mme. Ben Aben, grand-
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daughter iiiid successor of Mme. Luce. The latter hidy

devoted her Avliole life to two most laudable objects—the

perpetuation of the exquisite embroidery for which Algiers

has iihvays been famous, and which, but for her, would have
been now an extinct art ; and the endeavour to teach Arab
women to gain tlieir livelihood in an honest manner. In
their youth they are taught to work at the establishment,

and when they marry and settle in life they continue to

work at home, and bring the produce of their industry there
for sale."

Mr. B. Bucknall, Camp;igne Stephann, Fontainebleue,
Mustaplia, has also a large assortment of ancient and
modern Arab embroideries on sale, and is equally well worth
a visit.

Arab Woodwoek; and Carving.—Mr. B. Bucknall, Cam-
pagne Stephann, Fontainebleue, Mu->tapha. Screens and
woodwork of all kinds.
Booksellers.—Jourdan, Place du Gouvernement (close to

Hotel de la Rggence).
Gavault St. Lager, Eue Bab-Azoun (English newspapers).
E. Wissemberg, Eue Michelet (opposite the University).
Chemists.—J. Obrecht, corner of the Rue Bab-Azoun

(English specialties).

Drapers, &e.—Tine,"Aux deux Magots,"EueBab-Azoun.
Dressmakers.—Mme. Bongre Blot, 1 1 Eue de la Lyre,

second floor.

Embroideries.—Mme. Cassan, 20 Eue de Mulhouse,
Agha Sup6rieur.

Engineer-Mechanic—Jeannet fils, 66, Eue de Constan-
tine Mustapha. General undertaking for repairs of steamers
and yachts ; first prize awarded at the Paris Exhibition of
1889 for thorough repair of engines and hulls of steamers.
Engraver.— S. Leon, 12, Rue Bab-Azoun.
Gloves, CoUars, Neckties.-Charbonnier, Rue de Con-

stantme.

Gunsmith.—A. Germ, 2, Rue Garibaldi, Square Bresson
(next Hotel de I'Europe).
Hatters.—.Jauffret, Rue Bab-Azoun.
Indian Goods. -Hotchand & Co.. 6, Boulevard de la

Kcpubhque.
Jewellery.—(Arab and precious stones.)—Dorez, 10, Rue

boggemah (Arab quarter).
Optician.— Gucrin, Rue Bab-Azoun.
Photographers.—Famin, Rue Bab-Azoun

;
Leroux, Rue
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Photogravure (new process).—Gervais Courtellemeut,

.

Hue dea Trois Couleurs.
Pianos (on sale or hire).—Mme. Prfitre, Galerie Duchas--

sang, Place de Gouvernment.
Shoemakers.— Sauvage, Rue Dumont-d'Urville. Ga\i-

tillot, Rue Bab-Azoun.
Stationers.—Ga\ault, St. Lager, Rue Bab Azoun.
Tailors.—Ph. Merlauo, Boulevard de la Republique.

Trains.

Through direct to Oran, Constantine, Tunis, &c. (liable

to nlteration).

To Oran, dep. Algiers, 6 a.m. ; arr. Oran, 7 p.m.
To Tlemcen, same as above and start following day from

Oran to Tlemcen.

To Blida, 6 a.m. ; arr. 7.36 a.m.

6.50 a.m. ; an*. 9.54 a.m.

9.15 a.m. ; arr. 11.24 a.m.

12.40 p.m. ; arr. 2.40 p.m.

5.54. p.m. ; aiT. 7.40 p.m.

To Bou-Medfa (Station for Hamman RTrha).

6 a.m. arr. 9.4 a.m.

9.15 a.m. ; arr. 1.54 p.m.

12.40 p.m. ; arr. 4.28 p.m.

To Affreville, (for Miliaua and Teuiet-el-Haad).

6 a.m. ; arr. 10.15 a.m.

9.15 a.m. ; arr. 3.29 p.m.

12.40 p.m. ; arr. 6.2 p.m.

To Tizi Ouzou dep. 6.35 a.m. ; arr. 12.45 P-™-
(For Fort National, &c.) 1.25 p.m. , arr. 6.40 p.m.

To Constantine, dep. 6.35 a.m. : arr. 11.59 p.m.

To Tunis, following day from Constantine, dep. 5 a.m.

arr. Tunis midnight.
(Also line for Hamman Meskoutine.)

To Biskra, ist day, dep. Algiers, 6.35 a.m. ; arr. Setif,

6.35 p.m. (sleep) ; 2nd. day, dep. Setif, 5.15 a.m. ; arr. Biskra,

5.20 p.m.

To Philppeville, connection from Constantine on second

day.
Transatlantic Service calling at ports on coast between

Algiers and Tunis.
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Algiers

Dellys

Bougie
Djidjclly

Collo .

Philippevillu*

Bona* .

La Calle

Bizerta

Goletta

ITarseillus

' Arrivals.

Friday, 4 p.m.
Saturday, 4 a.m.

.Saturday, 3 p.m.
Satiu'day, 11 p.m.

Sunday, 6 a.m. .

Monday, 4 a.m. .

Monday, 7 p.m. .

Tuesday, 5 a.m. .

Tuesday, 2 p.m. .

Friday, 10 a.m.

Departures.

Friday, noon.

Friday, 8 p.m.

Saturday, noou.

Saturdaj', 5 p.m.

Sunday, 4 a.m.

Sunday, 10 p.m.
Monday, 3 p.m.

Monday. 10 p.m.

Tuesdays, 10 a.m.

Wednesdays, 5 p.m.

French and English "W eights and Measures.

Metre 39'37o8 in. = 3 ft. 3! in. = 1*0936 yard.

Square metre, (metre carre) = i\ sq. yard = i.'.<)6.

Cubic metre = 35 1 cubic feet.

Centimetre = | of incli.

Kilometre = 1093 yards = | mile,

lo Kilometres = 6^ miles.

. 100 Kilometres = 62jV miles.

Square Kilometre = | square mile.

Hectare = 25 acres.

Gramme = 1 5^ grains.

Kilogramme = 2\ pounds.
10 Kilos = 22 pounds.
Litre = if pint.

Hectolitre = 22 gallons.

French Currency.

Bronze— 5 Centimes = \d.

), 10 „ = id.

Silver—so „ = ^^d.

„ I Franc = g^d-

» 2 „ =1 7d.

>. 5 „ = 4.

Gold— 10 ,, = 8.

„ 20 „ = 16.

Notes are issued by the Bank of France for 50, 100, 500,
and 1000 francs

; by the Bank of Algeria for 20, 50, 100,

* Connecting with the steamers from Miirscilles.

C
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500, and 1000 francs. The Bank of France notes are legal

tender. The Algerian Bank notes lose outside Algeria.

Thermometrical Equivalents.

While Fahrenheit's scale is generally used in England,
that of Reaumur and Centigrade are used on the Contnient,

The following table will show the difference of the three

thermometers :
—

Fahrenheit. Centigrade. Reaumur. Observations.
j

1

2I2.0 100.0 80.0 Boi) iug.

203.0 95-0 76.0

194.0 90.0 72.0

185.0 85.0 68.0

176.0 80.0 64.0

167.0 7S-0 60.0

it;8.o 70.0 56.0

149.0 65.0 52.0

140.0 60.0 48.0

1

131-0 5S-0 44.0
122.0 50.0 40.0

113.0 4S-0 36.0

112.

0

45-0 36.0 Fever.

104.0 40.0 32.0

98.0 37-

0

29.0 Blood.

95-° 3S-0 28.0

86.0 30.0 2^1-0

77.0 25.0 20.0

76.0 24.0 19.0 Summer.
68.0 20.0 16.0

59-0 15.0 12.0

55-

0

13.0 lO.O Temperate.

50.0 10.

0

8.0

41.0 S-o 4.0

39-

0

4.0

37-

0

3-0 2.0

3S-0 2.0 I.O

33-

0

I.O 0.8
Freezing.32.0 0.0 0.0
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ALGIERS.
" Mou cufaut c'cst Alger ! C'est la terre promise

Dout je t'appris petite a begaycr Ic nom I

Son image qu'au fond du ccEiir je t'avais miss

Etait-ce la chim^re au poete permise

Et t'avais-je trompee ?

Elle repoudit

:

-Non !

Cet hiver eucliauteur, cctte Cite prospere,

Cos verts coteaux, ces tleurs, cet azur, les void I

La douce voix d'en haut qui veut que Ton espfere

Je I'entends dans mon coeui' . . . . Tu disais vrai mon pere,

Et s'il est quelque part, le bonheur est ici !

"

Marie LErEBVRE.
{L'Algtrie Artistique.)

Algiers, in Arabic El Djezair, is the ancient Icosium
of tlie Romans, now the capital city of Algeria. It is

situated in 36° 49' latitude by 3° 35' E. longitude. It was
first built by Yousuf Zeri, about 935. This Yusuf Zeri was an
Arabian chief of the Zerite dynasty, whicli succeeded tliat of

Agheb in the sovereignty of the country. Algiers has the
shape of an irregular triangle, of which one side is formed
by the sea coast, and the other two run up a steep hill, which
faces the north and the north-east. The houses rise gradually,
one above the other, on the declivity of this hill, so that
there is scarcely any that has not a view of the sea from its

terrace.

The town is divided into two distinct quarters—the old
and the modern town. The native quartev, or the old town,
is chiefly populated with Arabs and Jews. It extends from
the streets which form the basis of modern Algiers up to the
Casbah, the old palace of the Deys of Algiers. The streets
are very narrow and irregular, and the houses are so close to
each other from one side to the other of the street, that it is
sometimes hardly wide enough to allow a person to pass
through. The houses are nearly all painted white or pale
blue, and are scarcely detectable one frona the other, the
only apparent distinction being the carvings of the street-
door, and the more or less elaborately carved marble or stone
of the arcade encircling the door. The Moorish houses are
airy and cool, and all have an open square court inside, sur-
rounded on the four sides by a gallery of arcades, with
pillars supporting the upper gallery. The private apart-
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meiits are situated on the floor above, wliich is similar to
the basement, the only difference being that the gallery
round is encircled by a banister of elegantly carved wood,
just high enough to allow a person to lean on. All the
houses are flat-roofed, and tlie tops round the central court
(which is an open-air yard) are used as terraces, especially
for the private exercise of the women. These seldom
leave the house, at least never during the year following
immediately their marriage. In ordinary times tlieir pere-
grinations outside their dwellings are confined to the
Moorish baths, and very limited visits to parents and sick
members of the family. Mocjrish women, although strictly

secluded from the outside world, are very freely accessible
to ladies of other nationalities ; and fur the edification of
foreign ladies who might wish to visit an Arab interior,

Messrs. Thomas Cook & Son, 6, Boulevard de la Re-
publique, supply guides for that purpose.
The shops in the Arab town are very small and dark—in

fact, they are mere recesses in the walls of the houses. The
dealer manages his business in a very confined space ; the

customer generally stands outside, and buys from the street.

The Ai'abian cafes and restaurants are an exception to this

rule.

There are many low-class loungers and so-called Arab
guides hanging about the hotels, to entice visitors into

|

putting so many francs a head to get up a Derba in the 1

Kattaroudjil. But I should advise tourists who wish to
j

enjoy a Moresque fandango, to secure a respectable guide !

to take them Chez Fathma. This Fathma is actually '

the Manon Lescaut of Algiers. I suppose, when she is :

no more, there will be another one to take her place, for the i

post of Belle Fathma is pretty iiearly hereditary at

Algiers. She lives somewhere near the end of the Eue
Bab el Oed, in a genuine Moorish house, and is said to be very

wealthy. She carries an enormous amount of jewellery, and
goes about veiled the same as the respectable Moorish ladies,

but you may detect her by her white leather shoes. She
is, in fact, a personage. She boasts of presents and jewels

given to her by many an illustrious guest. She condescends

to offer coffee to visitors, and unveils herself in her private

apartments. Sometimes a couscouss, or a ballj can be

organised at her place, but only when a peace-oftering, in

the shape of one or two bank-notes, is brought to her by

one or other of the Arab guides or touters.

"The houses of old El Djezzair," snys Augustus Sala,
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" are as white as brand-new dice, and the little peep-holes

of windows in them stand for the pips. I question if there

ever lived such a nation of inveterate whitewishers as the

modern Moors, who have been incited, perhaps, to a profu-

sion in the use of tlie doable-tie brush by their French

masters. Inside, as weU as outside, the Moorish dwellings

are thickly covered wdth glaring white distemper paint. At
least six times a year every wall and every ceiling are white-

washed : to the horror and despair, one would tliink, of the

fleas. There may at the same time be fleas that like walk-

ing upon walls, and others that prefer to roost in warni gar-

ments. The Moors whitewash their inner courts and living

rooms persistently, often to the concealment, beneath heavy
layers of body-colour, of the most exqui.sitely beautiful

sculpture and tracery, the work of less enlightened but non-

whitewashing ages. I should like to write up Algiers as a

healthy resort for the consumptive, for the dyspeptic, and
for the nervous, hypochondriacal, and ennuye of every de-

gree ; for I am certain there is not a healthier, cheerfuUer
place between the Gut of Gibraltar and the Dardanelles :

but though the number of English tourists is yearly in-

creasing, the colony residentiary of our countrymen ought
to increase in equal proportions. There are charming villas,

handsome hotels, new, cheap, and scrupulously cheap, wait-

ing for English patronage ; there are several competent
English medical men; there is a fund of amusement for

idlers, of sketching ground for artists, of materials for study
and research, for linguists and archaeologists. The country
is crammed with Roman relics. There is the East, again

—

the sunshiny, mysterious, dreamy East—as glowing and
picturesque as you could wish to have it, but swept and
garnished and kept in order by an efficient police and a
large European garrison. And all within sixty hoars'journey
from Charing Cross ! Nothing can be more comfortable
than the railway from Paris to Marseilles. You can break the
journey if you please at Lyons, and take a run to Geneva.
The steamers of the Messageries Company are swift and
serviceable, the journey across the Mediterranean occupying
but forty-four hours and sometimes less ; the arrange-
ments on board are admirable. The Custom House oflicers
at Algiers, when you produce the keys of your trunks, make
you a low bow, and dispense with the ceremony of examin-
ing your luggage

; there is nobody to worry you about pass-
ports

; tlie vVrabs have been too well disciplined by the
IVeuch lu bother you for backsheesh. The city is well
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drained ai)d well lighted with gas. There are no mosquito-
nets to the beds, so you can imairine how innocuous these
insects are. There are few fleas, save in the Moorish quar-
ter. The sirocco does not blow oftener than once a month,
and the locusts and grasshoppers don't ravage the country
more tl:an once in two years. It is never too warm and
never too cold. Cigars are a halfpenny each, and less

;

food is clieap, and vegetables abundant.. Why don't ye
come, oh ye IBriti.sh tourists ! You have done the Rldne, tiie

Elbe, the Seine, the Arno, the Diinulie, to death. You have
exhausted Europe

;
you liave drained the Bosphorus

; you
have explored every chaniois-hole jind every glacier of tlie

Alps. Come to Africa. Let us have an Atlas Club, or a
Lady's Tour round the Tell, or a Journey from Sackville
Street to the Sahara."

Since these lines have been written by the humori.stic
British writer, Algier s has rciilised many of his wishes, and
is now on a fair mad to surpassing them all.

The streets in the old quarter nre a continual subject
of observation. The contrast of the French and Arab
element creates a perpetual interest—tlie Frenchman is

good humoured, eager, full of bustle and expectancy, as
if he thought Fortune might be just round the next
corner ; and the son of the desert strides by, with clear cut
face, full of passion and character, yet with no sign of life,

as if he knew that Fate was just round the corner, and
that it was unnecessary to hasten a step to find her. Our
civilisation seems a frivolous thing of yesterday when you
meet those deep-set Arab eyes, that look at you as Lazarus
did at Karshish, as if nothing tenipond was of moment to

those who learn in the desert to " see life steadily." I have
no doubt this modern Lazarus is a keen hand at a bargain,

and by no means above the minor immoralities, but his

ancestors " walk " in him—he inherits the stamp of
" Kismet," and the Forty Thieves, to be met with in every
street, have the eyes and face which, if all had their rights,

belong to the first warriors of the Prophet.

The streets seem a curious rendezvous for Old Testament
Patriarchs and the actors in the Arabian Nights ; the idlers

on the floor of the Moorish caf6, over their cofi'ee and
draughts, group themselves like a picture of Joseph's

Brethren ; it might be Abraham or Isaac who is driving

the flock of brown goats and asses which piish j-^ou ofi" the

pavement. You turn up some steep alley with the houses

meeting overhead, and some lovely old iorass-worked door
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opens, and Morgiana flits out, veiled in white, with lier

copper water jar on lier shoulder, giving- you a momentary
•rlinipse of cool courtyards with slender pillars and bright

tiles. Across the sunlit opening at the top of the alley

passes a slim, handsome boy, all in white except for a long

soft mantle of grass green, the colour of Mahomet as of

Thomas the Rhymer. Then you ntieet a Jewess in her

black skull cap, and then a dandy in slashed blue satin

over a gold vest. It is quite a relief to turn out of the

sunshine into the solemn gloom of the mosque, where the

only sound is the nasal monotonous chant of the reader, or

the plashing of the fountain in the courtyard.

The intensity and reverence of Alu-aham's prayer seem to

live again as you watch these fifty or sixty business men
praying in business hours ; had it been some all important
commercial transaction each man could not have seemed
more impressed with the intense importance to himself,

personally, of how he spent his time there. Perhaps there still

lingered something of the spirit of the great Arab teacher,

Malek, who used to pray in that mosque 800 years ago.

The story says a list of forty questions was given to inm
one day. ;uid to thirty-eight of them he replied, " I do not
know." The comment of his Moorish biographer, who re-

cords his immense learning is, " that only a man who cared
more for God's glory than Ills own would have confessed
to so much ignorance." fie wept on ids death-bed, to the
surprise of his disciples, who knew his holy life, and he
explained his grief by s:iyinL', "Would that I could now
receive stripes for every decision which I have given accord-
ing to my own opinion ; I could then better meet my God."
The Arab Restaurants have this difference with the

European establishments of sindlar kind, that it is the
kitchen that is exposed to public view, wliile the dining-
room is hidden by a piece of material hanging from a bamboo
pole. Behind tlie screen the couscouss is absorbed in large
quantities, and, in Ehamadan time, all sorts of cakes and
sweetmeats are added to the otherwise uniform menu.
This couscouss is the national dish. It consists of semolina
and water, cooked by steam, and has very much the appear-
ance of raw tapii ica. As for the national drink of the Arabs, it

ought to be water, according to the prescriptions of the Koran,
but it is very often replaced by absinthe, aniseed, and other
alcoholic beverages. For the fidel, milk is indulged in, in
lioliday time, especially during Rhamadan, when every
Mahommedan is supposed to become pious.
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The Rhamadan, or Mussulman Lent, is the severest of
fasting Lents, as it adds the most complete abstinence to
the most absolute continence. That is, during thirty days,
the good Mussulman is forbidden to eat, drink, or smoke,
from sunrise to sunset.

True, the fidels indiscriminately make up for loss of time
during night-time, and sometimes go be,\ ond the limits of
good living, but Allah is great, and Mohammed is more
than ever His prophet. Paradise, with its streams of milk,
its shady palm trees, and fascinating hour is awaits them

;

for paradise has not been created for the use of Christian
miscreants who eat at fixed hours and walk not in Moslem
paths.

The Mussulman who falls a victim to his religious zeal
and the sacred precepts of the Koran, will smoke in para-
dise the golden chehli in an enchanted pipe, lighted for him
by a black-eyed Khadidja, whose eyes might be, who knows,
the stars now twinkling in the deep blue sky above !

The Arab Cafes, or Cafe Maures,are there in a major-
ity. This Cafe Maure consists of a narrow room, a few
benches and mats, and a cooking-stove, round which a few
coffee-pots and cups are hung. The walls are decorated
with very ordinary chromos, and some Koran maxims impri-
soned in capricious arabesques, lions, or fantastical ottoman
fleets, or some City of the Arabian Nights, abounding with
cupolas and minai ets. Here, hanging from a colossal naU,
a tiny little mirror, and there, a little bird in his cage ; on
some brackets, minuscule hachish pipes, awaiting the
smokers of keef. The stove, continually lighted, throws an
unbearable heat ; the customers for that reason take their

coffee outside in the street, on stools, benches, or more com-
monly on mats that are spread on the ground against the

cafe, or on the opposite side of the street, if there be a bare

wall. Each cafe possesses special clients. One is patro-

nised solely by Moors from Morocco, the other receives the

water-carriers, generally Kabyles from Biskra. Another is

especially affected to the use of fishermen. There are some
others which are frequented by veteran soldiers, invalids

from the corps of Spahis and Turcos, living on their pen-

sions. Many Arabs, for the most part workmen, end there

tbeir day's work.
Many of these Arab workmen possess neither roof nor

family. Their chief resort is tlie Arab cafe, which consti-

tutes their home. They bring a few onions and a piece of

bread, and delight in a jugful of water, after which they
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drink :i solitary cui) of coffee, and deliver to Allah a prayer

of praise and thankfulness. When night sets in they wrap
themselves up in their biirnoiis (if tLiey possess any) and
sleep on the vacant benches, or if it be summer, on the mats

outside in the street.

Other shops, occupied by embroiderers, workers in gold

and silver, abound, and offer to the visitor a great interest.

Nothing in these dark and narrow recesses, in these tor-

tuous streets bordered by mysterious Arab homes, nothing

recalls to tlie mind the European town of Algiers, and one

might easily fancy himself a thousand leagues away froni

Europe, although Algiers is but forty-two hours from Paris

and fifty-one hours from London. The streets in the old

town worth ;i vi.sit are the Kues du Chamean, Medee, Des
Maugrebins, Ben Ali, Des Sarrasins, Des Abencerrages, De
la Casbali. Porte Neuve, De la Gazelle, Sidney Smith, Des
Abderrame, Staoueli, Du 4 Septembre, Sophonisbe, Akermi-
mouth, Lalahouni Sidi Ferruch, De la Giraffe, Sidi Abdalla,

Des Pyramides, Sidi Hallel, Heliopolis, de la Grenade, Des
Janissaires, Kattaroudjil, Du Locdor, Sidi Eamdan, Des
Pithyses, Du Sphinx, Tombouctou, Lakemar, and Du Scor-

pion. Contrary to the general opinion of the visitors, the
Casbah, or Arab quarter of Algiers, is perfectly safe in every
respect in the daytime, and any one might venture through
its various labyrinths without any fear for his own safety.

However, I should not advise an inspection of the Uasbah of

a night, unless this be attempted by a party of gentlemen
friends. One or two buildings in the Arab quarter deserve
a look in, such as the old mosque of Djama Sidi Ramdan
in the Piue Sidi Kamdan, the mosque of Djama Safir, in
the Eue Kleber, and the two Arab schools which are held
in the mosques of Djama Sidi Bou Gueddour and
Djama Sidi Abdallah.
The Casbah is the old palace of the Governors or Deys

of Algiers. These Deys, as is well known, were invested
with the governorship by the " Porte," and in spite of their
allegiance to the Ottoman sovereignty, they were almos*; all

of them pretty nearly independent. In fact, the Porte was
often content with investing with the Imperial Firman, the
Governor who was elected, by way ot terrorism and usurpa-
tion by the followers of the Usurper.

This Casbah, in the good old days of Algerian predomi-
nance, was a magnificent palace fitted with all the luxury
and refinement of the epoch. The palace was used for
general Government offices, as well as for the Courts of
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Justice. Some parts of it were affected to Inquisition
room';, others to State prisons. A separate building was
reserved for the De.v's harem and household.
The whole building was surrounded with magnificent

gardens, and a mighty wall encircling it overlooking the
" White City and all its lovely surroundings. To-day, tlie

road connecting the Piue Rivigo with the Rarnpe Valee, cuts
through the gardens and streets of the old CaslDali, and
entirely separates the palace from the town. Tlie Casbah is

now being used as barracks for a regiment of artillery, and
its lofty and spacious Council rooms have seen themselves
transformed into mere Oantines. The place, however, is

worth a careful inspection, as most of its principal structure
remains untouched and in a very good state of preservation,
the outer walls being two metres in thickness.

Indeed, the military authorities have gone so far as to

repair some of its finest halls and have taken great pains to

preserve their authentic aspect. In the Casbah can be
noticed many very fine specimens of Arabic painting and
engraving, some of the marble inscriptions being worth
any amount of money. There are rooms which have re-

mained almost as new as if they had only been finished a

year or two back. The ceiling of the State room is a mar-
vellous work of art, and the patios, or central yards of some
minor buildings belonging to the original palace, are real

gems of the kind, with their gracefully twisted marble
pillars and arched galleries of pure Mof)rish design. I

would advise my readers to give the Casbah a good after-

noon's inspection, as it is one of the few historical and
instructive buildings that the French conquest has left un-
touched.
On the right-hand side of the entrance inside the Citadel

is the pavilion wliere the celebrated "episode of the fan
"

took place between the Dey of Algiers and the French
Consul, which ultimately brought about the conquest of

Algiers by the French. In the central court of the Casbah
on the right of the large entrance gate, is a room with a

magnificently painted ceiling ; this was the throne room
where the Dey held his assizes. A chain is suspended right

across ; on this chain used to be exposed the heads of the

beheaded Christian and other slaves, for twenty-four hours,

then the chain was lowered, the heads unfastened, and the

Turkish soldiery indulged in some football distraction with

these bloody relics. From the terrace of the Casbah can be

enjoyed a splendid view of the Bay of Algiers, harbour, and
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the Cape Matifon and mountains of Kabylia. For visiting

tlie Casbah, cards are delivered on application to the Com-
mandant De la Place d'Alger, Rue de la Marine.

Lower down the road still, on the right-hand side of the

Casbah, is the celebrated mosque of Sidi Abd el Rahman
el Talebi ; this building overlooks the Jardin Marengo,
In the mosque can be seen the tombs of the former Deys
and Pashas of Algiers, including that of the venerated

Saint Sidi Abd el Rahman, who was bnried in 1471 ;

also that of Ahmed, the last Dey of Constantine, and
Khader Pasha. The most interesting quarter after the

C.'isbah, is decidedly the Admiralty, and the two large

mosques of Algiers, the Djama el Djedid, and the Djama
el Kebir.
The Inner Harbotir of Algiers, constructed by Chris-

tian slaves under the reign of Khair-ed-din in 15 18, is the

one situated between the Grecian-looking establishment of

the Direction du Port and the mole on which stands the
lighthouse of the Penon. This lighthouse was built under
the reign of Hassan Pasha in 1544, on the old Spanish fort-

res^. The marvellous doorway in the building, called

Bvireau de la Marine, is an exquisite work of arc of the
seventeenth century, one of the rare specimens of Arab art

wliich have been left initouched at Algiers. It is carved
out of white marble, and bears Arab inscriptions and tigers,

coloured in red, green, and blue. These tigers are all the
more wonderful, for the Mnhammedan laws forbid there-
production of living species of animals and human beings.
It is explained in this way ; that the carver was a Moslem
of Persian creed, who decorated the arcli as l est he could,
and once the work was finished it was found so beautiful
that it was allowed to remain.
The house of the Turkish Hais, or Commander of the

Harbour (Captain Pasha), is a very interesting sketch for an
artist, and is at present the dwelling of the French Admiral
commanding the navy in Algiers. It is a perfect model of
Arab architecture. The little fountain at the side is also
equally artistic, bearing Arabic inscriptions most exquisitely
carved in the whitest of marbles. It has preserved unto
this day a cachet local, wliich excites the admiration of
true artists. There were many fountains of this kind in
Algiers, but they have been tampered with, most of them
havinj; been sold by the Direction of the Museum, together
with many very valuable carved marble i)illar's, inscription
plates, carved wooden doors, verandahs, moucharabiehs, &c.
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The damage done is deeply regretted, and in this case one
must reverse tlie proverb and say, "J< in loo late to mend."

The mosque of Djama el Djedid (the new mosque), on
the Place du Gouverneinent, is built in the shape of a Gre-
cian cross, with a large central cupola and four smaller ones.

The entrance is from the Rue de la Marine. It was built in
1660, The interior is very plain, being bare and white-
washed, with straw matting on the floor and round the
columns and walls to a height of about four feet. The
nunaret (square) tower with an illuminated clock is a hun-
dred feet high. The mosque contains a magnificent manu-
script of the Koran, a present of the Sultan to one of the
Algerian deys.

The mosque of Djama el Kebir (the great mosque) is

the most ancient of Algiers, and is said to have been built

in the year 409 of Hedjira, or 1018 of the Christian era. The
minaret of this mosque, which is at the corner of Rue de la

Marine, was achieved from the Sunday, 27th Doul Kada,
722, to the 1st Redjeb, 722, according to an inscription in

the interior near the staircase, byTacbfin, Sultan of Tlemgen.
That places the date of this construction from October 1322,

to March 1 323. The mosque covers an area of 2000 square
metres. The interior is a large rectangular hall, divided into

several smaller courts, arcaded and pillared. The floor is

covered with straw matting, which is likewise fastened round
the pillars and the lower part of the walls. The appearance
is rather denuded, the only decoration being a few lamps and
the mimbar, or pulpit for the imam. The exterior is far more
handsome ; the fagade in the Rue de la Marine presents a
gallery of fourteen arcades, all of them exquisitely dented and
supported by magnificent white marble pillars of about two
feet in diameter. In the middle of the gallery a larger

arcade discloses a magnificent black marble fountain, sur-

rounded by a double row of arcades supported by pillars in

pairs, Alhambra fashion. Badly damaged by the successive

tjombardments of the Christians, the mosque of Djama el

Kebir has been partly reconstructed ; it is now ati'ected to

the worshippers of the Maleki rite.

The oldest religious order now existing in Algeria is the

Mahommedan order of Abd el Kader el Djelali, better

known as Moulai Sidi Abd el Kader. Tnis saint was
born at Bar'dad, where lie was interred, after having travelled

a great deal. He is the patron of travellers, of thieves, and,

above all, of beggars.
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The composition of the staff of a Mahommedan mosque is

as follows :— , • j-

An ovikil, manager of the funds and donations ; a sort of

collector and paymaster.

A chaouch, or assist;int oukil.

An imam, or chaplain for the daily common prayers,

which are five in number.
A khetib, who recites the prayer for the chief of the

Government on the Friday of each week.

An aoun, who carries the sceptre of the khetib.

Two muddenin (plural for mueddin), who call the

faithful to prayer from the top of the minarets.

Two hezzabin, readers of the Koran.

Two tolbas (plural for taleb), readers of litanies and
religious commentaries.
And a mufti, interpreter of the law.

The old towM of Algiers, or Arab quarter, has not suffered

any great changes since the days of the Turkish domination.

The dirty lanes are pretty much as they were, save in so far

as the French and foreign element has penetrated. Four
large mosques are left of the twenty-three that existed in

Turkish times. There were many bagnios in old Algiers
;

one was near the Admiralty, in the barracks now occupied

by the artillery, called Jetee Khair ed din, another some-
where in the Rue d'Etat Majnr, in one of the dependencies
of the Djenina, or Bey's palace and Government offices

;

another at the Bab-Azoun Gate, near the Fort. Dr. Shaw,
who was chaplain to the British factory at Algiers about the
beginning of the eighteenth century, and who, of course, saw
the place as it then stood, gives the following description

of it :—
" This place, which, for several ages, has braved the

greatest Powers of Christendom, is not above a mile and a
half in circuit, though it is computed to contain about 2000
Christian slaves, 15,000 Jews, and 100,000 Mahommedans,
of which thirty at most may be renegadoes. It is situated
upon the declivity of a hill that faces the north and north-
east. The walls are weak, and of little defence, unless they
are further secured, which is chiefly at the gates, by some
additional fortifications. The Casbah, or citadel, built upon
the highest part of the city, toward the south-west, is of an
octagonal figure, each of the sides in view having port-holes,
or embrasures, defended with cannon. A ditcli formerly
surrounded the city to the landward, which is at present
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almost entirely filled up, except at the west and south gates,
where it is still of little consequence of defence. But towards
the sea it is better fortified, and capable of making a more
strenuo'us defence ; for the embrasures in this direction are
all employed ; the guns are of brass, and their carriages and
other utensils in good order. The battery of the Mole Gate,
upon the east angle of the city, is mounted with several long
pieces of ordnance, one of which has seven cylinders, each of
them three inches in diameter. Half a furlong to the west-
south-west of the harbour is the battery of Fisher's Gate, or
the Gate of the Sea, which, consisting of a double row of

cannon, commands the entrance to the port and the road
before it.

"The port itself is of an oblong figure, a hundred and
thirty fathoms long, and eighty broad. The eastern mound
of it, which was formerly the island which gave the name to

the city, is well secured by several fortifications. The Round
Castle, built by the Spaniards whilst they were masters of

the island, and the two remote batteries erected within this

century, are said to be bomb-proof, and have each of them
their lower embrasures mounted with 36-pounders. But the

middle battery, which appears to be the oldest, is of the least

defence. Yet none of these fortificatinns are assisted with
mines or advanced works; and as the soldiers who are to

guard and defend them cannot be kept to any regular course

of duty and attendance, a few resolute battalions, protected

by a small squadron of ships, would find little difficulty to

take them.

"The hills and valleys round about Algiers are all over

beautiful with gardens and country-seats, whither the in-

habitants of better fasliion retire during the summer season.

They are little white houses, shaded with a variety of fruit-

trees and evergreens, which, besides the shade and retire-

ment, afford a gay and delightful prospect towards the sea.

The gardens are all of tlieui well stocked with fruits of all

kinds, and enjoy a considerable command of water from the

many rivulets and fountains which everywhere abound in

this station. The water made use of at Algiers is universally

esteemed."
Many of the handsomest Moorish houses are used by the

French as Government offices or public buildings. Some of

these are real gems of Arab architecture. As a matter of

fact, every stranger that visits Algiers takes the first oppor-

tunity to view the Archbishop's Palace, the Library, and the
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Governor's Palace. Besides these, there are other houses

which deserve a thorough inspection. In this class I note

tlie house occupied by the "Conseil General," behind the

Prefecture, No. 2, Kue de la Charte, and the fine building

now occupied by the " Commandant du Genie," on the

Boulevard des Palniiers. This house, or I may better call it

palace,although not a genuine Arab house from the time of the

Turks, is nevertheless a marvel of magnificence. It presents

from the outside the ordinary plain appearance of all Arab
houses. But the interior is a fine illustration of native con-

struction, and really does honour to the French architect

who built it. The " Direction des Domaines " furnished

the " Engineer Authorities " all tlie materials picked up in the

town, and the valuable debris of the bombardment, such as

old tiles, delicately carved banisters, finely chiselled iron

gates, bolts, knockers, twisted marble arches, carved doors,

and porticos, &c. It is in fact built of all the genuine mate-
rials of Arab make. The house is erected on some rocks

outside the tracing of the Boulevard des Palniiers, and stands
out boldly right in the sea, the waves dashing furiously at

its foundations, and on stormy days sometimes penetrate
through the open windows. The view enjoyed from this

palace is exactly the same as one would enjoy on board a
ship. While writing about this house, and the former in the
Eue de la Charte, I may here mention that the Moorish house
of No. 2, Rue de la Charte is the only one in Algiers which
has twisted marble pillars, all in one piece, that are authentic
from the time of the Moors. In fact, the house is entirely
genuine, and has scarcely been repaired. There are no cards
to be obtained for viewing these houses ; the best way to
obtain admission is to apply privately or by letter to the
"Commandant du Genie Militaire," 13oulevard des
Palmier-s, for the one, and to the " President du Conseil
General," Kue de la Charte, for the other.
The islet on which the lighthouse of the harbour now

stands is better known by the name of The Penon. It
deserves a particular description. It is one of the chief his-
torical buildings of the Algiers of the past that has remained
•untouched by the French. The interest attached to this
very remarkable construction resides in its history, and is by
no means exaggerated if one remembers that the present
Penon and its stony foundations ai e the same in every respect
as stood in the time of the Turkish Dey, Khair ed Din. The
tower which foruis its basis is the old bastion of the fortress
built by the Spaniards in 1510. The lighthouse and the
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present jetty coimecting it to terrafirma dates from a.d. i 544.
This lighthouse is the only construction tliat has presei-ved
unto this day its original structure, together with the several
Turkish buildings of the Behira, or inner harbour of Algiers.
Wliile all tlie mosques and Arab palaces have either been
screened by modern buildings, repaired or pulled down, this
particular tower still displays its bold and graceful profile

on the ever-changing shades of the turquoise sky of Algiers.
Everything is surprising in this strange monument— its

position, its shape. It is built on a circul.ir i)latforn), the
original and only remains of the Spanish fortress, above tlie

entrance of which can still be seen the coat of arms of Spain
carved in the stonework. The whole edifice projects boldly
into the sea, braving the fury of the waves and the north-
westerly gales, the most dangerous on that part of the coast.

In olden times nothing, it must be remembered, existed

on this part of the co;ist wliich characterised the work of

man—neither tower, lighthouse, nor building of any sort.

Nothing stood there but a few abandoned rocks, called

El Djezair (the islands). The largest of these rocks, which
was seized by the Sjianiards in 15 10, in tlie ccmrse of a dis-

pute with the Algerines, was utilised as a foundation for

their fortress. It was one of the links of a Lmg fortified

chain that extended from Mellila to Tripoli, by way of

Oran, Cherchell, Bougie, Bona, and Tunis.
Soon after the conquest of Granada, Spain found herself

obliged to carry the Holy War outside the radius of the

Peninsula. The Moors that were driven out of Spain took
refuge on the north coast of Africa, wherefrom tliey carried

a piratic warfare most prejudicial to Spanish commercial
and maritime interests. They made frequent raids on
Valencia and Malaga, which they often pillaged, and carried

away the inhabitants as slaves. To put an end to this un-
bearable situation. Cardinal Ximenes organised a powerful
expedition, commanded by himself, and seized on the towns
of Oran and Bougie, after desperate fighting. The fall of

these two cities spread a great terror throughout the African

world. The Algerines felt particularly uncomfortable, and
cotnmenced erecting huge batteries on the coast. It was
then that the Spaniards, to keep an eye on their doings,

seized the islet in front of Algiers, on which they built

the Penon. This was in 15 10. The Algerines seem to

have respected this fortress during twenty-nine years, it

was not until the death of Ferdinand dAragon that they

resolved on capturing the Spanish fort, which interfered
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greatly with their movements. Khair Ed Din and his bro-

ther, Baba Aroudj, were entrusted with the siege operations,

[iiid soon life became unbeanible for both tlie Spanish fort

and Algiers. The Spaniards, hardly pressed, cannonaded

the city, destroying the mosques, minarets, palaces, and
houses. The enemy sometimes came to composition, and
supplied tlie Spaniards with the requested victuals. At
other times the Turks would brave the Spanish cannon, and
the Peiion \v:is reduced to very pitiable extremities, obliged

bo look ti) Spain for provisions. If the ships that bore the

supplies were untortunately seized by the Algerines, the

garrison were deprived of shot, powder, food, and water,

and obliged to undergo the greatest privations. Still they

held on ; and this state of things lasted till the year 1529,

when at last the most formidable preparations were set

up by Khair Ed Din to storm the fortress. During fifteen

days an incessant and infernal fire was kept up by the
Moorish batteries and flotilla, more than one h\indred

cannon battering the Peuon 011 all sides. The gallant little

garrison of 150 men resisted during a fortnight the most
terrific bombardment on record, besides supporting all kinds
of hardsliips and privations. At last the Penon was taken,

and its commander, Martin de Vegas, and the twenty-five

survivors, were put to death. Khair Ed Din pulled down
the Spanish castle, and joined the fortress to the coast by a
jetty

;
20,000 Christian slaves were employed building it.

On the only tower that was spared the present lightlionse

was erected. The most formidable defensive works of the
aorth coast of Africa were then constructed, and armed
tvith a continual flow of cannon. During three centuries
the Penon protected the pirates. It resisted the numerous
attacks of the Christian fleets. Sometimes lost to view in
the midst of the storm of battle, the Peiion disappeared, in
-jke smoke and the noise, to appear a,'ain after the fight,

Dhe high tower superbly gleaming in tlie azure sky, as the
nsurmouiitable barrier separating the barbarian from the
sivilised world. The barrier has now been wiped off;
civilisation has set its firm footing on the land of piracy,
iind transformed this nest of smugglers into the most hos-
uitable of cities.

The Library and Museum of Algiers are both situated,
m the same building, in the Rue de I'Etat Major. It is open
to the public every day (except Thursdays, Sundays, and
loliday.s), from 12 till 5. Tlie place is altogether closed
luring the months of August and September. The Libr.iry
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contains 35,000 volumes, and a great quantity of Arab,
Turkish, and Persian manuscripts. The Museum is situated
on the ground floor, and contains, amongst otlier valuable
curiosities, tlie casting of San Geronimo, obtained by
Mr. Latour from the original block of chalk in which that
martyr was buried alive.

The Odyssey of San Geronimo is sufficiently known
;

but for those of my readers who should happen not to be
acquainted with it, the following poetical account, by
A.O.M., an anonymous poet of great talent, who has
written a history of Geronimo's life, will give an idea of his
life and martyrdom :

—

" In time of Spanish wars an Arab cliild

Was captive taken from his native wild,

When Christian people brought him to tlie font

;

Geronimo they called him, as his front,

This infant forehead bore the sacred cross

In pearly dross for weal, or care and loss.

When but a child of eight he fell once more
Into his parent's hands, for nigh a score

Of years with them he lived, and then returned
To Gran, with a high resolve he burned
To live a Christian, who to Christ was brought.
And iu the sacved precepts had been taught.

And yet, again, unchristi.au hands they prey.

Seized, and in pirate vessel fast away
They carried him as slave to Algiers' strand.

That nest of pirates and accursed land.

No power of word or threat could change the Saint

From his resolve. No words of mine can paint

The horrors of his death, when, flung away,
Into a block of concrete there he lay.

And his firm spirit braved the martyr's death
And won the palm branch and the martyr's wreath.

Amid the jewels of his Father's store.

He shines a glittering star for ever more."

A. O. M.

There are a great many coins and medals to be seen at

the Museum, many of them in gold. There is also a com-,

plete collection of Algerian coins, and the Chkoti collection 1

of coins used by the French Company of Bona in its trans-
j

actions with the Arabs. The clikoti was nothing else i

than a Spanish piastre, cut in different sizes, correspond-:

ing to the different weights and values of the rial-

boiijdm the standard monetary coin of the Algerine

Government.
The Governor-General's Palace is open to the public
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every day, on application by writing to the Aide-de-Camp
de M. le Gouverneur-G-eneral, for a card to visit the

premises. The real entrance of the palace was_ in the Eue
du Soudan ; the entrance and fagade are now in the Place

de Gouverneur. It needs hardly any description, all the

interest residing in the richness of the decorations added
by the genie militaire, who also constructed the entire front

of the building, with the entrance door, thus adding a whole
gallery to the old palace of Hassen Pacha.
The Archbishop's Palace, opposite the Governor's

Palace, is the finest Moorish palace now in existence in

Algiers. It was formerly the residence of the Sultan's

daughter (Dar Bent el Sultan). The old Secretariat du
Gouvernement, the former residence of Ahmed Pasha,
was part of the celebrated Djenina, or old palace of the
Deys of Algiers. This Djenina extended from the building
now occupied by the Post Office, on the Place du Gouverne-
ment, right up to the Eue Soggemah, including all the build-

ings right and left of the Rue Bruce, the beautiful house
now occupied by the First President of the Court of Appeal
in the Eue Soggemah, the house of Mustapha Pasha in
tlie Eue d'Etat Major, No. 52, now occupied by the
Museum and Library, and several other buildings of less

importance.
The Cathedral, which was formerly a mosque, is

situated in the Place du Gouverneur, near the Palace of the
Governor of Algeria. It has a magnificent arched doorway,
crowned by two high towers. It has undergone very exten-
sive repairs, and ranks now as one of the finest buildings in
Algiers. A handsome flight of steps leads up to the front
entrance._ The interior is a large arched hall, supported by
marble pillars in the Oriental style. A marble monument
of San Geronimo stands on the right hand side. Some de-
vices of the Koran, in gold letters painted on a black ground,
are perceptible round the cupola over the high altar.

Coming now to the modern, or French town, it

requires for the toiirist hardly any description, as one is

able to judge for one's self from one's idea of a modern
city. The streets and squares of Algiers are very regular
and well lighted. The houses, especially those in the
Boulevard de la Eepublique and Eue de Constantine, are
very handsome and costly constructions, built with all the
modern refinery and comfort. The whole Boulevard de la
Eepublique, including the inclined roads, quays, shades, and
numerous vaults and warehouses, was conceded by the City
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of Algiers to an English company—The Algiers Land
and "Warehouses Company, Limited, in 1863, for a term
of ninety nine years. There exists certainly no finer street
in any sea-side town of Europe than this magnificent
thoroughfare, which leaves nothing to be desired in any
respect.

An English gentleman, who, after havirig spent a few days
in Algeria, fancied himself thereby an umpire on Algerian
matters, took this eventful opportunity of casting his verdict
on the country in a short but unsweet pamphlet. Tliis

booklet, which proclaims the Boulevard de la Rgpublique a
bad imitation of the Paris Eue de Eivoli—as if one had
anything in common with the other—declares likewise,
among other incorrect statements, that there are no good
hotels in Algiers or Mustapha—none, in fact, in all Algeria,
save one—a single one—at Biskra! Now, any impartial
visitor will at once perceive that this is casting an unjust
and undeserved blame on the hotel-keepers of Algeria,
However, I shall deal with the subject of the Hotels in a
special chapter. My aim is now to protest against the
ridiculous compai'ison above referred to.

Another childish argument is that in "Piesse's Guide,"
blaming the French for building five-storied houses at

Algiers. The writer trembles at the idea of the danger
arising therefrom in the event of earthquakes. Now, it is sur-

prising that such a trifling notion should have been allowed
to find its place in a work so serious as tiie above-named
Guide. Five-storied and even seven-storied houses have
existed at Algiers ever since the Conquest, and no one has
ever had to complain of having to dwell in them. The
Italians have built high monuments and houses from time
immemorial, though Italy is well known to be the birthplace

of earthquakes.
Fortunately these statements do not affect the country so

much, now that, with the rapid means of locomotion, Algiers

is becoming yearly more familiar to an ever-increasing num-
ber of visitors.

The Place du Gouvernement has an equestrian bmnze
statue of the Duke of Orleans, former Governor of Algeria

in its centre. This statue is the work of Marochetti ; it was
cast out of the cannon taken from the Arabs at the conquest

of Algiers. The military band of the first regiment of

Zouaves performs on the Place du Gouvernement in winter

twice a week, on Thursdays and Sundays, in the afternoon,

generally from 3 till 5. But the time is subject to alteration

on account of the length of days. See Plwto.
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The Rues Bab Azouu and Bab el Oued start from

this place in exactly opposite directions.

The Rue Bab Azdun is the fasliionable street of Al-

giers ; it contains the finest .shops ; it is the habitual prome-

nade of tlie Algerian population.

The Boulevard de la Republique is the handsomest

and best situated thoroughfare of Algiers. Its houses are

built like the most perfect Paris houses ; the architecture

of the Boulevard itself is a fine specimen of engineering

work. It has cost the City of Algiers, together with the

harbour, two hundred million francs (eighty millions ster-

ling).

The Square Bresson is a garden of quite recent con-

struction ; it is situated on the Boulevard de la Republique,

overlooking the sea ; it is a fine garden, planted with aU the

species of trees and platits of wild Algeria and the Far East.

The Municipal Theatre stands opposite this square,

in the best situation in Algiers. It is a very spacious and
elegant building, fitteil with the latest theatrical appliances

and machinery. It affords the greatest facility of egress in

case of fire. The troupes are generally well composed, as

the Algerian population has never been known to show
tender mercies to artists of inferior talent. Tlie plays are

alternately composed of dramas, comedies, vaudevilles, grand
operas, opera-comiques, and opera-bouffes.
The Rue Bab el Oued, Place Bab el Oued, Rue

Bab Azoun, Rue de Constantine, and several other
streets are paved with wood-pavement. Several large

thoroughfares are soon to be supplied with the same pave-
ment, and it is expected that in 1895 the entire City of
Algiers will be paved with wood.
The Rue de la Lyre is a street chiefly inhabited by

Jewish retail and wholesale traders. There are, however,
in this street several Mahommedan shops for the sale of
local curiosities and Algerine ware.
The Rue de Constantine is another beautiful street, in

which are situated the Law Courts, a monumental building
of stately dimensions. All the houses in this quarter of
Algiers are the nee plus ultra of modern construction. I
insi.st piirticubirly on this, because the outsiders do not often
bear enough in mind how expensive is the cost of building
a house in Algiers. First of all, as I stated before, the good
stone has to be shipped from France and various remote
parts of the coast. Second, tiie ground is very expensive,
owing to this particularity : that, being level ground, it is
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priced at six times and often more the value than in the
sloping quarters. Consequently, a house on the Boulevard
de la Republique, Rue Bab Azoun, Square Bresson, or Rue de
Constantine costs a proprietor very nearly as much as a house
in the Rue de Rivoli or Boulevard Haussmann in Paris.

The Rue d'Isly is a very coiumercial street, chiefly

patronized by English residents, it being the mam road to

Mustapha, the head-quarters of the British colony in Algiers.

In the Rue d'Isly are situated the English grocery and
butcher's stores of Messrs. Dunlop and Tustes, the well-known
English dealers. The fortified wall that girds Algiers with
its massive stonework has now become a perfect nuisance,

as it interferes greatly with the rapid extension of the City.

It is a well-known fact that the improvement of the modern
artillery has rendered these fortifications perfectly useless.

The dedassement, or demolition, of the fortifications has been
decided in principle, and the Board of Works has voted their

suppression. But it remains for the genie militaire to give

the final sanction to this most important step. Until this

is dt>ne, Algiers will continue to choke within its too re-

stricted barriers. The ]\Iunicipality of Algiers has recently

voted large sums of money for the improvement and
embellishment of Algiers. Most of the streets have been

Eaved with wood, lamp posts of the improved " Phare," or

ghthouse .system, have been erected profusely, and the

streets are cleanly kept and well watered.

CHURCHES.

ENG-LISH.—The Church of the Holy Trinity,

Rue d'Isly, near the Isly Gate of Algiers, was btiilt in 1870 by
public subscription. It was consecrai ed in 1 87 1 by the Bishop

of Gibraltar. It is wholly supported by voluntary contribu-

tions and offerings. One-halt of the seats are free, the other

half is let at the charge of per seat, per season. This

church is built on the same plain and unattractive model
which is customary m English Protestant churches. The
interior is, however, very interesting. The w alls are covered

with tablets of dilferent shades of Algerian marble, some of

them very handsome indeed. Many memorial inscriptions

are engraved on these marble slabs, some in reminiscence of

British subjects deceased at Algiers as far back as 1550,

some in record of historical deeds, &c The principal

tablet, called the Jubilee tablet, bears this inscription:
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•This tablet is erected, June 20, 1887, by citizens of the

United States, grateful for the privilege of associating this

commomoration of their countrymen with the Jubilee of that

illustrious Sovereign Lady, Queen Victoria, who has made
the name of England dear to children's children throughout

all lands."

The Scotch Presbyterian Church, erected by the late

and much regretted Sir Peter Coats at Mustapha Superieur,

is built on the same principle as the latter. It was left by
Sir Peter Coats to the Scotch community of Mustapha.
The Church of Notre Dame des Victoires, in the

Rue Bab el Oued, is a very plain building, its only interest

being its antiquity. It was the mosque built in 1622 by
Ali Bitchiiin.

The Church of Sainte Croix, opposite the Casbah,
is likewise an old mosque (Djama el Kesba Berranee) built in

1817.

The Church of St. Augustine, in the Eue de Coiistan-

tine, was built in 1878, in the Roman style ; it is situated

opposite the Law Courts. The three large lialls in the inte-

rior are supported by magnificent white marble pillars, mono-
liths of 17 feet, all in one piece.

The French Protestant Church, Rue de Chartres, and
the

Jewish Synagogue, Rue Randon, complete the list of

religious buildings of importance in Algiers.

PRISONS.
There are three prisons in Algiers and one at I'Harrach,

some tweve kilometres from Algiers. The Prison Civile,
or civil prison, is situated at the Casbah, and the military
prisons are situated, one ua the old Arab fort called Fort
iSTeuf, near the Place Bab el Oued, the otiier at the Fort
Bab Azoun, in the original Turkish fortress of that name.
The prison of I'Harrach is utilised for long terms of im-
prisonment, both for Arabs and Europeans.
Maison Carree.—See "Evirons of Algiers."

FORTIFICATIONS.
Algiers is a strongly fortified place, but, on account of its

particular .situation, is a fortress very difficult to defend.
The town stands in amphitheatre shape, and consequently
exposed to the enemy's shells, besides heing open on the
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north side and north-east
_
side. The present walls and

ditches that surround the city would be of no avail in the
event of a serious attack by sea. Tlie isolated works which
crown the hills overlooking Algiers are of a more serious

condition.

The Battery of Notre Dame d'Afrique is armed
with six heavy ordnance cannons; the Battery of the
Casbah lias four guns of 34 centimetres ; the Battery of
the Mole and that of the Arsenal are likewise armed each
with six 34 centimetre guns. The Battery of Cape
Matifou, commanding the entrance of the bay, is armed
with 48 centimetre heavy guns. There are besides other
batteries on the heights of Bou Zarea, El Biar, and
Sidi Ferruch, of which, being closely guarded from public

view, I have not been able to ascertain the armament or

strength.

PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.

There are in Algiers four superior schools, constituting

the University—viz., Ecole de Droit, Liw school;

Ecole de Lettres, school of letters ; Ecole de Mede-
eine, school of medicine; and Ecole des Sciences,

school of science. The whole building, situated on a lofty

hill in the Rue Michelet, has a very fine appearance. There

is also a large college, or Lycee, for boys, Europeans or

natives, on the Place Babeloued ; and a Petit Lycee at

El Aknoun, for youngsters ; and many public schools in

every quarter of the city, either on the la'ic or CathoUc sys-

tems. There is a very good convent called the Convent
des ScBurs de la Doctrine Chretienne, on the Boule-

vard Gambetta, on the same system as the " Oiseaux or

"Sacre Coeur" in Paris. Another ccmvent, called Sacre

Ccenr, is situated at_Mustapha_ Superior, likewise on the

same improved educational principle.

OTHER PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

There are in Algiers four large barracks for quartering the

troops, which consist of a section of almost every corps

in the army. A whole regiment of Zouaves (the ist) is

located in the barracks of Tagarine, at the Usbah._ i he

Engineers are lodged on the Place Bab el Oued, m the

Caserne dn Genie. The Intendance, Gendarmerie,
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and Artillery have likeAvise very spacious buildings

attected fur their quarters, most of these buildings having
served for the same purpose under the Turks. The
Douaniers liave very handsome barracks in the Rue de
Constantine, and the Cavalry (5th Chasseurs d'Afrique)
is quartered entirely at Mustapba Inferieur. There is an
Arsenal on the Place Bab el Oued, admission to which is

very seldom granted.

The Hopital du Dey, or Military Hospital, stands
in the Faubourg Bab el Oued, outside tlie city. It was
the former residence of the last Dey of Algiers, The ad-

mission to visit it is very easily obtained from the local

authorities. It is a wonderful establishment, fitted with the
most perfect sanitary arrangements. The place well de-

serves ins[iection. The gardens are full of tropical vegeta-

tion, and kept in admirable order.

The other hospital, called the Hopital Civil, is situated
at Mustapha Inferieur, and contains 500 beds. There is a
Central Market, Place de la Lyre, where fruits can be
bought very early in the morning, the earlier the better;
and another Market, Place de Chartres, where flowers,

fruits, rnd vegetables can also be bought early every morn-
ing. The afternoon is reserved for the sale of hosiery,
furniture, and fancy goods. The Bureau Central
Meteorologique, or Observatory, is installed at the
Mairie, Boulevard de la Bepublique.

CLUBS.

There are three clubs in Algiers—the Club Militaire
(for officers only), on the Square Bresson ; the club or
Cercle du Commerce, on the Place du Gouvernement (a

rather select club, but not intended for strangers to the
Colony) ; and the English Club, at Mustapha Superieur.
This club is open from November ist to the end of May,
for the convenience of English and American visitors in
Algiers. Mr. W. Wigram is the lionorary Secretary, to
whom all communications regarding membership should be
addressed. There are a few bedrooms fur the use of mem-
bers and subscribers, who can also make arrangements for
boarding at the club. Members of the principal London
clubs become short time subscribers without election, on
applying to the club.
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CEMETERIES.

The cemeteries of Algiers are situated at St. Eugene.
They consist of the Catholic, the Protestant, and tlie

Jewish Cemeteries. The English Cemetery is a part
of the Commune Cemetery of Mustaplia Superieur at
Fontainebleue. It is very neatly tended hy the English
community of Algiers. Tliere are also two Arab Cemeteries,
one near the Civil Prison at the Casbah, and the other at
Mustapha.

HOTELS.

Contrary to the opinion of the author of "Algerian
Hints to Tourists," who condemned, in a sixty-page
pamphlet, all the hotels of Algeria with one stroke of the
pen, I find it no easy matter to deal with the subject, not
that I am in the least embarassed in giving iny opinion

;

but the fact is, tliat the number of excellent hotels in

Algiers is so great tliat I am really puzzled wliich to re-

commend first. I think the best way to get through my
task will be to point out to the reader the particular advan-
tages of each hotel, and leave him to decide which one he
thinks is the best adapted to his means and requirements.
First, I have no hesitation in stating that the expressions,

"excellent, good, and comfortable" used in Murray's
"Guide" And Mr. A. Knox's "New Playground," are not
at all comparative with the "Algerian standard," as Mr.
Flower terms it, but rather comparative with the European
standard. These expressions are perfectly appropriate in

giving descriptions of first-class hotels, such as the Hotels
de la Regence, de I'Oasis, des Etrangers, and d'Europe, in

Algiers; and Continental, Kirsch, Spleudide, and St. George's,

at Mustaphii Superieur. These hotels are justly renowned
for the superiority of their accommodation, and are fitted

with every modern requisite and comfort.

It is indeed sheer prejudice not to admit the fact that the

Algerian hotel-keepers have brought their establishments

to a standard of perfection that one scarcely expects to find

in this country. This "Hints to Travellers" cannot be

accepted as a serious hint, especially by travelled English

ladies and gentlemen, to whose opinion Mr. Flower is ap-

pealing, for after declaring that each liahitm of the hotels'

'

tables d'hote of Algiers " is usually accompanied by a dog,""

and furtlier, that ''Jieas are not unknown, and tliat t/te un-
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even tiled flow is not always particularly cleaii,^' Mr. Flower's

declarations cannot be accepted as gospel.

The hotels have, indeed, in Algiers the reputation of being

exceptionally clean, especially the above-named hotels, which

for comfort, attendance, and superior accommodation leave

nothing to be desired. I don't think for one moment that

Messrs. Hildenbrand, Kirsch, and Bottacchi, or tliat

Mesdames Desolmes, Pecoul, and D elrieu would allow an

army of pensionnaires to invade their dining-rooms in the

company of a dog for each member. I should suggest this

hint to visitors without dogs : to claim a reduction from the

hotel-keepers for being—single !

There are many good hotels in the country as well. It

would be carrying me beyond the area which this Hand-
book covers to attempt to describe them. Suffice it to say

that the
Hotel Continental, at Oran, can certiiinly rival

any of the Riviera hotels ; and as for food, gO(jd cooking,

accommodation, attendance, and the rest, where in the South
of France and Italy can yuu expect to be better than at the

Hotels Continental, Kirsch, .des Etrangers, &c. '? I tliere-

fore conclude that the erroneous statements that liave been

circulated to the detriment of Algerian hotels have been in-

spired by a determined prejudice, and spread about by evil-

wishers to the country. Not that I wish to be taken as a

supporter of the hotel-keepers in a bulk—certainly not ; but
when the deficient hotels are but a minority, I think it

rather unjust to make the others responsible for it.

In Algiers the Hotel de la Regence has had for years

past the reputation of a first-rate hotel. Situated in the

centre of the town, and managed in the most serious and
business-like manner b-y Madame Desolmes.
The Hotel des Etrangers, which is a little way off the

sea in the Place de la Republique, enjoys the advantage of a
full and magnificent view of the sea, the Square Bresson,

and the Rue de Constantine, \\ ithout being su much exposed
to the damp sea air for those who fear it. The cooking in

this hotel is the ne 2'>lus ultra of culinary art, and as for the
rooms and attendance, it is all that could be wished. Ma-
dame Vve. Pecoul is the most amiable hostess, who takes at
heart the comfort of her clients, and has so far succeeded in
gaining a high reputation as hotel keeper and good mana-
geress. The Hotel des Etrangers is the habitual resort of a
large number of British visitors.

The Hotel de I'Oasis is most conveniently situated on
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tlje Boulevard de la llepublique, right in front of the har-
bour, in the very heart of modern Algiers. It i.s e([nally a
first-class hotel in every point of view. The Hotel de I'Oasis
is under the direction of Mr. Ernest Delrieii.

Tlie Hotel d'Europe is situated at the comer of the
Square Bresson and the Boulevard de la Bepublique, and is

renowned for its good management as wall as the luxury of
its apartments. The view from the windows embraces the
horizon as far as the mountains of Kabylia, all the Bay of
Mustapha, and the harbour of Algiers, (fee.

Now turning to Mustapha, the first hotel of importance
on our road is the Hotel Continental. This hotel has
this_ one great advantage, of being at a stone's-throw from
Algiers and yet in full country ; and considering the very
easy and frequent communications (tramways every ten
minutes), it is therefore well adapted for visitors making but
a short stay at Algiers. It was built in 1887, and consider-

ably enlarged in 1889. It enjoys the most magnificent view,

and is unquestionably in a very fine position. It contains
very spacious public rooms, 20 ft. high, and well ventilated.

The entrance ball is 42 ft. by 34 ft. Several drawing-
rooms, smoking-room, separate restaurant, and table d'hote

stoves, telephone, lawn tenuis ground, and baking done on
the premises. Full-sized billiard table by Burroughes &
Watts. The drainage is perfect. The Hotel Continen-
tal is built on a hill, 150 metres above sea-level, and there-

fore in a very healthy altitude. The adjoining Hotel
d' Orient, formerly known as the Sanitary Station of Dr.

Landowsky, has been turned into a hotel by the present

proprietors in 1883, and fitted up with every modern com-
fort. It stands in a very elevated and sheltered position,

and, like the Continental, commands a most splendid

view. Both hotels are under one 'and same management.
Messrs. Eeiclierter & Hildenbrand are the proprietors

of the Hotels d'Orient and Continental, and the per-

sonal managers.
The Hotel Kirsch is situated higher up on the Mus-

tapha Hill, adjoining the Hotel St. George's, of recent con-

struction. Mr. Kirsch is an experienced hotel-keeper, wiio

'

has managed to secure a good name in the British colony of

visitors. His hotel is kept on the strict English principle.

The situation is a particularly healthy one, the air being

very bracing and pure. Tlie cooking leaves nothing to be

desired, and the attendance and apartments are equally up

to the mark.
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The Hotel St. George, next to it, is, as I said, of recent

creation. Since tlie first day that hotel opened its doors in

1889, there has scarcely been a room disengaged during the

season. The prices are moderate, and the living good. The

house is built in true Moorish style, and very comfortably

furnished. Mr. Guiauchain is the proprietor, but the Hotel

St. George's i.s under the able management of Mr. Oeseh-
Miiller, proprietor of the Rugen Hotel, Jungfrau Blick,

Interlaken.

The newly opened Hotel Splendide, the former

Chateau Keith, is a stately mansion of English appearance,

built in the style of the fifreenth century. The interior is

entirely Moorish in architecture. The central court or Arab
patio is a magnificent yard of 70 feet square, entirely paved
with marble, and surrounded by graceful arches and pillars.

The first floor is the repetition of the ground floor with a

banister from one pillar to the other. It is luxuriously

fitted and handsomely furnished throughout. There is a

spacious and well-stocked library, a large billiard room
with a full-sized English table, large drawing-rooms and
dining-rooiHS. The Hotel being an independent building,

is on this account exposed to the north and south, the four

facades being alike,one can enjoy theview of whatever side of

the country or the sea one may wish for. The view from
the bedrooms is really grand, and, without exaggeration
the finest in Algiers. The situation of the Hotel Splendide
is exceptionally favoured. It stands on the summit of a
hill towering above the villages of Mustapha, Isly, Belcourt,

Agha, and Fontainebleue. It is the highest spot in that
neighbourhood. The Bois de Boulogne road passes the en-
trance, and the road to Birmandeis runs alongside. On any
side that one turns from that delightful spot, the view is ad-
mirable and without parallel in Algiers. The hotel is under
the special management of Mr. M. Bottacchi, the former
manager of the Grand Hotel de Mustapha.
The Olivage, situated a little higher up the road, is a

charming and salubrious villa kept by an American lady.
The place is managed under the family pension system.
The comfort and accommodation are excellent, and the
charges very moderate. The situation is a remarkalaly
healthy one, and has always been liighly recommended by
the local doctors. The attendance is thoroughly English,
The picturesque grounds cover an area of three acres of
land, planted with exotic trees of ev^^ry description, and
abounding with the most exquisitely pretty flowers.
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The Hotel-Restaurant d'Isly, Eue d'Isly, kept by Mr.
Paret, ex-cJtef^ of the Hotel du Helder, and Hotel Conti-
nental, of Paris, is a very good hotel of the second class. The
service leaves nothing to be desired, and the cooking is in
every respect worthy of a first-class restaurant. The
charges are very moderate.

RESTAURANTS.
Good Restaurants are scarce in Algiers, A]m-t from

the Anglo-American Bar, kept by the excellent chef,

Mr. Anglade, who is renowned for his liigh-class cookery
as well as the moderate charges of his bill of fare, one must
repair to an hotel to enjoy a good lunch or a good dinner.
The Taverne Gruber, though, is a first-class restaurant,

I should recommend Mr. Cassar's Restaurant for a
good fish dinner. Mr. Cassar's Restaurant is situated
at the " Poissonnerie," about half-way down the street leading
from the Place dn Gouvernement to the " Pficherie," opposite
the Cafd d'ApoUon, by the side of the Mosque of Djama
el Djedid. The Hotel Continental supplies luncheons to
non-residents at the uniform charge of 3 frs. 50 cts. and
5 frs. for dinners. These prices are exclusive of wine.

The Hotel de la R6genee is noted for its famous chef.

The service there is of the first order, and ranks amongst the
best in Algiers.

I should certainly recommend the Hotel des Etrangers
for the excellent cuisine, for which this first-rate establi-h-

ment has a high reputation. The cooking there is generally,

plain, but of the first quality. The joints and the chops andi
stea^ks are cooked in the English fashion. There is a iabh'

d'hote, and the service is done at fixed prices or a la carte.

Mr. Paret's Restaurant d'Isly, Piue d'Isly, is especially*

recommended for the excellency of its cuisine and the ex--

tremely moderate charges in the bill of fare. Mr. Paret was-

formerly chef de cuisine at Marguery's Restaurant, Paris, andi

was for many years chef oi the famous Ledoyen's Eestaurantt

in the Avenue des Champs d'Elysees, Paris. The table d'hote'

is very good. Subscriptions for pensions for the season at:

reasonable charges. Special terms for families. Mrs. Paret:

speaks English.

The Hotel and Restaurant Beau Rivage. at St.'

Eugene, is also a very comfortable and excessively cleanii

place* The food there is of the best quality, and the service-.
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leaves nothing to be desired. One can have a very comfort-

able lunch there at a trifling cost, and enjoy a beautiful view

of the sea and tlie surroundings.

CAPES.

There are, of course, many cafes in Algiers. The principal

are the Caf6 d'Eiirope, the Caf6 d'ApoUon, the Caf6

de Bordeaux, the Taverne Tantonville, the Caf6 Gla-

cier, the Taverne Gruber, and the Caf^ Turc. The

Caf6 d'ApoUon is the best managed, and the habitual

resort of the English an 1 American visitors. The manager

is an American, and is practically versed in the manulacture of

American drinks. Good brandy and whisky of genuine

brand are, in fact, only obtainable at this particular cafe.

The Caf6 d'Europe or Glacier is a good summer quarter.

The Cafe Tantonville is renowned for its good beer, and,

being situated next to the theatre, is very animated on

winter nights. The Caf6 or Taverne Gruber sells the

famous Strasbnrg beer, but with the addition of so much
alcohol tliat it is rather more harmful than good. The

cuisine, however, is one of the best in Algiers. The Anglo-
American or Cosmopolitan Bar, kept by Mr. Anglade,
is a well-known and much frequented place, especially as its

title expresses, by the English and Americans. The cuisine

is here of the first order, and the charges are very moderate,

considering the excellency of the food. English drinks are

all of the first quality. As for American drinks, Mr.
Anglade has a special reputation for them, which he
thoroughly deserves.

The Caf6 d'Apollon is situated on the Place du Gouverne-
ment, next to the Mosque. The Caf6 d'Europe is in the
Square Bresson, as well as the Caf6 Tantonville, which is

next to the theatre. The Taverne Gruber is on the
Boulevard de la Eepublique, The Anglo-American Bar
is in the Kue Clauzel, nearly opposite the Hotel de I'Oasis.

There are other cafes, such as the Caf6 Turc, in the
Square Bresson, and also cafes and lestaurants of minor
importance, scattered over the secondary thoroughfares.
The Caf6 de Bordeaux, which has just been re-opened

under new management, is an unpleasantly situated cafe,

very cool in the summer, but rather draughty and exposed
to the north winds in winter.
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AMUSEMENTS.
Algiers does not offer the same attractions as Nice,

Cannes, or the winter resorts of Italy. The chief attractions
of Algiers are it climatic advantages. Apart from the Muni-
cipal Theatre, which is kept up to a good standard, tbere
are nollocal attractions worthy of that name. The numerous
efforts attempted by the " Comite des Fetes " have hittierto

proved a complete failure, though the "Fete Mauresque"
and one or two paper chases have been so far successful.

There is no doubt that some good service could be rendered
to the foreign colony of visitors by an intelligent Committee
of Fetes, and the place could be made attractive enough.
But the Committee of Fetes Ijave proved up to the present

that they have more at heart the political situation of the
country than the attraction of foreign visitors, and there-

fore fell througii in every attempt of fete-giving organisa-

tion. They have not, so to speak, the least idea of such an
organisation. The members are, for the most part, very
honourable tradesmen, no doubt, but bred and born in the

daily callings of their respective trades, and once out of their

habitual commercial sphere they are like fishes out of water.

For instance, at the balls given by them, the members
fail to invite the ladies. They Avill start a battle of flowers

and masked cavalcades, with all the carnivaJ paraphernalia,

tliree weeks after the expiration of carnival. They will

give a "grand rally papier," as they call hsre a "paper
chase" ou a Sunday.
The vegliones, or masked balls, given by the Committee

are brilliant and attractive enough, but there, also, there is

lack of organisation. Sucli an important functionary as an
M.C., for instance, is entirely ignored. And as for the

elimination of the rough element, by a more judicious and
severe control of the adniittances, it is altogether overlooked.

This could be very easily remedied if more stringent regula-

tions about dress were enforced.

The only chance of having a good Committee of Fetes

would be by selecting for its members some resident wealthy
members of the foreign colony, with the exclutiion of the

shopkeepers and tradespeople that are usually selected for

such an office.

The Governor-General's ball, which is given about the

15th of March, is in itself but a very plain turn out. But it

offers to the visitor the means of studying the local society
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of Algiers, and also—and this is the most interesting from a

European point of view—it affords the facility of contem-

plating the Arab Sheiks and Aghas in the full glare of their

dashing costumes. The Caids, with their red burnouses, are

there in overwhelming numbers. But the crowd is so great

that one cannot stand much of it, and is glad to repair to

healthier quarters There are one or two receptions given

by one or the other of the Consuls in Algiers, but these are

nothing to speak of. The English Club gives a few recep-

tions and balls during the season, which are very successftil

and very brilliantly attended.

NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS,

There are in Algiers twelve daily papers and seven

weekly,besides four magazines and two illustrated periodicals.

These are : the Algerie Artistiqne, magnificently illustrated

with views taken from life by M. Gervais Courtellemont, the

well-known photographer, 14 Rue des Trois Couleurs, who
also sells the prettiest views of Algeria, and has a complete
collection of the most remarkable types of natives of Algeria
and Tunis ; and the Algerie lUustree, a similar work by M.
Leroux, the well-known photographer of the Rue Bab Azoun.
The most distinguished daily paper is the Vigie Algerienne
(one penny) ; next come the Moniteur de rAlgerie,the oldest

established
;
VAhlibar; and the Depeche Algerienne, the best

informed. The Petit Golem and the Radical Algerien have
the greatest circulation, but rank third-rate as literary organs.

They are of extremely advanced opinions, and rather too
personal.

The only English paper published in Algiers, and in whole
Algeria, is the Algerian Advertiser ; offices, 12 Boulevard de
la Republique. This paper publishes a correct and com-
plete list of visitors at Algiers, Mustapha, Biskra, and
Hammara R'hira every week. It is the recognised organ of
the Anglo-American colony in Algeria, whose interests it

ever upholds. It contains eight large pages, and publishes
weekly twenty-five columns of reading matter.

VARIOUS ALGERIAN SOCIETIES.

The Societe des Beaux Arts is situated No, 2 Rue
'du Marche d'Isly. It has a fine gallery of pictures; it is
lopeu every day to the public from 8 a.m. It gives private

E
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concerts every fortnight, which are very highly appre-
ciated.

The Atlas Section of the Club Alpin Frangais has .

its seat No, 2 Eue Juba.
The Military Academy is installed in the old Janis-

sary Barracks, in the Rue Medee. The principal entrance is

by the Military Club, Square Bresson, It possesses a very
complete library, a large conference hall, where the pictures-
of the different Governors of Algeria are exposed ; chemi cal

and other laboratc)ries, &c., fencing and billiard rooms, and.
restaurants. During the season several balls and parties arer

given by the officers, and these fetes are usually brilliantly/

attended.
The Soci6t6 de Tir, No. i Eue Lainoriciere, has ai

famous stand installed outside the Bab ol Oued gate oni

the military zone of the fortifications. This Society, whiclu
carefully expels all persons of .Jewish creed, is the mostl
select in Algeria. It gives two balls during the year—onej

in winter, at the Municipal Theatre of Algiers, and one ini

summer at the Stand. These balls are frequented by thei

elite of the Algerian society. The foreign element is buti

feebly represented at the fetes given by this Society.

The Palais Consulaire, now in course of coiistructioui

on the site of the Place du Gouvei nement and the Boidevardc

de la Republique, is a stately building of considerable valuef

destined for the dwellings of the various foreign cousuW
accredited in Algiers, It will most likely be finished in the

course of 1891.

CITY OF ALGIERS.

[Abbreviations.—B. A., Bab Azoun ; B. O., Bab el Oued ; F. B. O.,

Faubourg Bab el Oued; Ch., Chemin ; PL., Place; C, Cite;

K., Kampe; ROi, Route.]

Streets and
thoroughfares.

Commences. Ends. Circon- scription. Quartrt

Abdallah (Sldi) .

Abderame (des) .

Abencerages (dcs).

Abreuvoir (de 1") .

Addada. , . .

Aig'le (de 1') . .

de Thbbes . . .

Porte-Neuve .

do Thfebes , . .

do Constantine
Sidi Ferruch . .

Biib Azoun . .

Staoueli. . . .

d'Anfreville . .

du 4 Septembre .

Rovipfo ....
de la Fonderie
Boulcv. Kepubl. .

2

2
2

I

2

3

Ca-sbf'

Casbi.i

Casbo
B. AS
B. 01
B. A\
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Streets aud
:horoughfares.

Commences. Kuds. Circon- scription. Quarter.

l)ukcrquc (imp). Akcvmimouth Impasse 2 Casba
3xandrie (cV) . Sidney-Smith . . d'Heliopolis . . 2 Casba
ermimoutli du Chat. . . . a la Mosquec . 2 Casba
freville (d') Porto- Ncuvo . . Kleber .... 2 Casba
lirautci (de I') . I'orte de Franco . au Mole . . . 3 Marine
imon (d ) de Cbartres de la Lyre . . . 3 Lyre
nibal de la Gazelle . de la Casbah . 2 Casba
ucd. Telomly . Kampo Eovigo . Fortifications . 4 Isly (d')

ago .... Boulev. Republ. . de Constantine 4 B. A.
c (dc 1") . . . de la Marine . . a la Pecherie . 3 Marine
l(i.s (de V) . . Annibal de la Cash all . 2 Casba
igustiu (St.) Levacher . . . Dupuch.... 4 Isly (d')

imale. . . . de Constantine Du Carrefour . 4 Isly (d )

b Azoun . . PI. Gouvernement Place Bresson . 3 B. A.
b el Oued . . PI. Gouvernement Place Bab el Oued I B. 0.
— esplanade . PI. Bab el Oued . Eemparts . . . I B. 0.— faubourg- . PI. Bab el Oued . Aux portes I B. 0.— place . . a I'Arsenal

.

Bub el Oued . . I B. 0.— avenue . . Esplanade . Fortilications . I B. 0.
lelne (de la) de la Gazelle . Ximfenfes 2 Casba
nque (passage). Boulev. R^publiq. de la .Marine . 3 Marine
rberoasse . . de la Casbah . des Maugrebins . 2 Casba
zar du Commerce PI. Gouvernement de Chartres 2 Marine
lisaire . . . des Consuls Boulev. RepubMq. I B. 0.
nachere . . . Porte-Neuve . du Lezard . 2 Lyre
n-Ali. . . . des Abencerages . des Sarrasins . 2 Casba
sson .... Doria .... Bab el Oued . I B. 0.
sch (cite) . . Eampo Eovigo . KamjDe Kovigo 4 Islv Cd')
anchard . . . d'Isly .... Rampe Palmier . 4 Islv (d'^
andan . . . de Chartres . . de la Lyre . . 2 Xjyre
eue .... Desaix . . .

• du Eegard . . . 2 Casba
ondel .... de la Lyre . . . du Ldzard . . . 2 Lyre
Lcchu-s Med^e .... Place Bresson

.

3 B. A.
»mbe (de l.i, . . Casbah .... Boulev. Valec 2 Casba
>nite (impa.i.'C) . Ucue-Caille Impasse. . . . 3 B. A.
•sa Bab Azoun Boulev. Republiq. 3 B. A.
ine .... Place do la Lyre . Tournant Rovigo. 4 Lyre
)8quet. . . . Place Randon . . Caton .... 2 Poaho
lulabah . . . de rintendance . de la Casbah . 2
lurmont . . . Eandon .... Medde .... 3 Lyre
lUtin .... du Ldiiard . . . du Divan . . 2 Lyre
e.sson (place) . de Constantino . Bab Azoun . . 3 B. A.
uce .... Place Jlalakoir . Jenina .... 2 B. 0.
aeys .... des Consuls . . de la Taverne . I Marine
igeaud . . . de Constantine . de Tivoll . . . 4 1 sly(d')
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Streets and
thoroughfares'

Commcuces. Ends.
Cireon- Ecription: Quani

Caftau .... UabAzoun de Chartres . . 3 IJ. Ai
Christophe-Colomb Rampe Rovigo . Telemly . . . 2 CasE
Casba (de la) . . Babel el Oued de la Victoire 2 Cast
Carrefour . . . de Tanger . . .

j

d'Isly ....
1 4 Isly •

Casemates (des) . I'ovte d'lhly . . Porte du Sahcl . 4 Isly •

Caton .... lumber .... Kandon (place) 2 Ciisbl
OamlUe.... Rampe Rovigo Telemly . . . 2 CasW
Chauieau (dti) . . Annibal de la Casbah . . 2 Lyrc(
Charles- Quint . . lial) el Oued . . de la Casbah . . 2 Casbl
Chartc (de hi ) . . de la Jlarine . de la Revolution . I Marii
Chartres (pi. dc) . de Chartres . . Saint Louis . 3 B. M
Chartres Bresson (place) . du Divan . . . 3 B. A\
Chasseloup-Laubat. du Quai (I'ort) Uoulev. Republ iq. 3 Quai j

Chat (du) . . . de la C'asbah . . du Locdor 2 Casbl
Chgne (du) . . . de Chartres . . M6dee .... 3 B. A\
Cheval (du). . . B^lizaire . . . do la Licorni' . . I Mari*i
Cavoiir .... Rampe Rovigo . Telemly 2 Casbt
Citatl .... I'lace de Chartres Scipion . . . 3 H. Al
Clauzel . . . au Square . Palmyre 3 H. A\
Cldopatre . PI. du Govern. . Bab el Oued . . I 15. 0.
Colbert .... Libert^ (de la). . de Constantinc . 4 Consj
Colombe (de In) . Esplau. Casbah . de la Baleine . . 2 Casbt
Colonic (de la) . . Place de Chartres Vialar .... 3 B. A\
Combes .... PI. du Gouvern . Palmyre 3

1

J$. A\
Commerce (bazar). de Chartres . . PI. du Gouvern . 2 B. A\
Commerce . lialahoum . Bab el Oued . . 2 B. 0
Constautine . . PI. de la Republ. Porte Bab Azoun 4 Isly

Condor (du) . . Ptolemee . . . de la A'ictoire . . 2 Casb^
Con.sulB (passage). des Consuls d'Orleans . . . I Mari'

Coq (du) . . . du Carrefowr . d'Isly .... 4 isly

Corneillc . . Place Bresson de la Lyre . . 3 B. A\
Cougot (passjiije) . du Commerce Sidi Forruch . 2 B. 0
Consuls (des) . . de la Marine . . Navarin . . . I Mari
Croissant (du) Boulabah . . . de Toulon . . . 2 Cashi

Cygne .... Sidi Riimdan . . des Maugrebiua . 2 Casb!

Damr^mont de Chartres . . de la Lyre . . . 3 Lyrf'

Darfour.... Boulabah . . . Desaix .... •J Ca.sl

Dattes des . M^dee .... Porte Neuve . . 3 Cast
Delta du . . . du 4 septembre . de la Casbah . . 2 Casb
Desaix .... Medde .... de la Casbah . . 2 Casbi

Deval .... du ChSne . . . de la Lyre . . . 3 Lynr
Deville .... desdcoles . . . Ch. de ronde, it . F.H
Dey Ch. des Consulats. de la Casbah casD
Diable du . . . de la Casbah . . de Lorraine . . 2 F. H
Divan du . . . PI. du Gouvern . Vincent de Paul . 2 Lyre
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Streets and
ilioroug^hfares.

Commences. Ends. Circon- scription. Quarter-

on .... Ko. Malakofl . . du Dey .... F. B. 0.

mbasles . . . Eo. Malakoff . . Barchicbat . . . F. B. 0.

ria . . . . Bab el Oued . . Jean Bart . . . I B. 0.
ases imp. des . Salluste .... Impasse. . . . 2 Casba
chassalng gal. . Combes .... Bab Azoim . . . 3 B. A.
guay-Trouin . Trois Couleurs \ Duquesne place . I Marine
mont d'Urville Place Bj-esson . . d'Isly .... 4 Isly

pleix . . . Kandon .... Impasse . . . 2 Lyre
lerre. . . , Boulev. Republiq. de la Marine . . 3 Marine
Petit Thouara Kovigo .... Boulevard Piretc

.

4 C- Bisoh
3UCh .... Mogador . . . Levacher . 4 d'Isly

^uesnc place . Duquesne , . Duquesne . X Marine
4uesne . . . de la Marine . . de la Revolution . I Marine
juesne impasse Duquesnc . . . Impasse. . . . I Marine
irivier . . . Randon.... 3 Lyre

leUe de r . . Rovigo .... du Hamma . . 4 Lyre
les des , . . Cb. des Consulats du Lavoir . . . F. B. 0.
nais.... des Consuls . . d'Orleans . . . I Prefect.

offier (place) , Bd. de la Victoirc Tournant Rovigo. 2 Casba
1. Prison civ. . de la Victoire . . Boulev. Valec I Caaba
rees d' . . . Espl. Prison civ. . de la Casbab . . 2 Casba
t Major dc 1'

. Socgemah . Bruce .... 2 Casba

ina imp. . . Impasse. . . . Medde .... 3 Caaba
mch Sidi . . Lalahoum . . . Bab el Oued . . 2 B. 0.
tters . . . Bab Azoun. . . Boulev. Republiq. 3 B. A.
juu uc la . . Bab Azoun. . Boulev. Rdpubliq. 3 B. A.
derie . . . Impasse . . . Bab el Oued . . 2 B. 0.
js a. chaux des Ch. Bouzarea . Fours a chaux F. B. 0.
?ate . . d'Aumalc . . . de Tanger . . . 4 Isly. (d')

liata , . . Staoueli. Impasse . . . 2 Casba
ibetta boulev

.

Place de la Lyre . Cite Biscb . . . 4 C. Biscb
dillot avenue. Rampe Kovigo . Aqueduc Telemly. 4 C. Biscb
Iba . . . . des Janissaires . du Palmier. . . 2 Casba
ibaldi . . . Place de la Kdpubl. Place de la Ecpubl. 4 B. Rep.
^ue Qe la . Annlbal.... ue la Casba 2 Casba
lies des . . St.Vincent de Paul Impasse . . . 2 Casba
fe de la . . Kandon.... Klfjber .... 3 PI. G.
fernem. place Bab Azoun. . . Bab el Oued . . 3 PI. Gr.

Bma du. . . Dumont d' Urville. Conieillc . . . 4 B. A.
lel Sidi . Addada. . . . Labomar . . . 2 Casba
opolls d' . . de la Victoirc

.

d'Alexandric . . 2 Casba
ri Martin . . Kond point Isly . de la Lyre . . . 4 Isly
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Streets and
thoroughfares- Commences. Ends. Circon- scription. Quail

Henri Bivlfere . . Eempart Mddde . B. Gambetta . . 4 C.El
Hercule d* . . fill r^mnTTiprpp Sifli T**prrnph 2 13

iy, '

Industrie . . . Constantine . Liberie .... 4 CODl
Intcudance. . . Etat Major. . . Boulabah . . . 2 B. <

Isly Dumont d'Urville. Porte d'Isly . . 4 ibIj:

Jacob . . . . Caton .... Sidi Abdallah . .
h
Ji Cam

jaunissaire. Palmier.... Ximenes . .
'

. 2 Cm
Jean Bart . . . Navarin. . . . des Portes . I Mas
Jean de Matha . PI. de la Lyre . . Eovigo . . .

'
. 4 Ro»

•Tpniii:i ill BriiCG 2 T»B.
Jenina .... 3 Couleurs . . . Bruce . . .

'
. B.

Joinville . . . Constantine . . Mogador . . . B..
Juin (du 14) . . des Lotophag-es . Beliiaife . .

'
.

"

J. Mai
Juba Place du Gouv. . de Chartres 2 PL11..

Kattaroudjil . . Barberousse . des Maugrebius . Caa
Kleber .... Porte Neuve . . Sidi Abdallab . . 2 Caa
Kourdes des . . d'Orliians . . . Impasse . .

'

. Mai
Koeclin .... F.

Liabemur . Lalalioum . . . du Scorpion . 2 Can
Laing .... Bruce .... Impasse . . . 2 B.
Lalahoum . : . de la Casbah . . Lah6mar . . . B.

Lamoriciero . Boulev. Republiq. de la Marine . . 3 Mas
Lancry .... Porte Neuve . . Impasse . . . , 3 Lyj
I.,aurier du . . Boulev. Republiq. Bab Azoun . . 3 B. ,

Laveyssiere . . F.

.

Lavoisier . Eandou .... Impasse. . . . 3 Lyy
Lavoir du . Chem. ceiuture N. Ch.ceint. Bugcaud F.

.

Lazaristes impasse S. ^'iuccnt de Paul Impasse . . . 2 Caa
Ledru Rolliu . . de Constantino de la Libert^ .

.

4 Cor
Lemercier place . de la Marine . . Boulev. Republiq. 3 Mai
Levacher . St. Augustin . . Aqueduc Telemly 4 C.

Lezard du . do la Lyre . . . Es. place Randon 2 Ly>
Liban impasse de la Marine . . Impasse . . I Ma;
Liberie de la . . Garibaldi . . . de Coustantine 4 Ma
Licorne de la . des Consuls du Cheval . . . I Co. "

Littre .... R. Bab Azoun B de la Republiq. 3 B.

Locdor du . . . do la Casbab . Mosquee , . . 2 Cai -

Lorraine do Ch. des Consulats. du Lavoir . F.

.

Lotophages . . des Consuls Houl. des Palmievs I Mb) '

Louis Saint Boulov. Republiq. Place de Chartres. 3 B.

Louis Thuiilier . F.

Lyre de la . . , Place Malakoll . Place do la Lyre . 3 Lj:
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Streets and
thoroughfares.

Comraonces. Ends. Circon- scription Quarter.

Lyre (place de la) de la Lyre . . . Rovigo .... 3 Lyre

L7V0IS de . .
'

.

•

de la Lyre . . . du Ch6ne . . . 3 Lyre

Miicaron . .
'. liicorne .... Boul. d. Palmiers I Marine

Magenta (Rampe) Quais Marine . . Boulev. Republiq. 4 Marino

Mahon .... de la Charte . . Bab el Oued . . I B. 0.

Mahou (Neuve) . Bab el Quel . . Bruce .... 2 B. 0.

Malakoff (galerie) Bab el Cued . . du Vieux Palais . 2 B. 0.

Malakolt' (place) . de la Lyre . . . Bruce .... 2 B. 0.

Me'nerville . . Boiilev. Republic

.

de Constantine . 4 B. A.

Moloki Sidi (imp) Bab el Oued . . Impasse . .
. 2 B. 0.

Maillot .... Rampe Rovigo Rampe Rovigo 4 Rovigo
Mamelucks (desi . d'Alexandrie . . de la Victoire . . 2 Casba
Mantout (bazar) . Place de Chartres Scipion .... 3 B. A
Mantout (passage) de la Casbah . . Socgemah . , 2 Casba
Marche (du) Bugeaud . . . Place d'Isly . . 4 Isly (d')

Marengo (Jardin). PI. Bab el Cued . Rampe Vallee . . I B. 0.
Marine (de la) . . Boulev. Republiq. PI. du Gouvern . 3 Marine
Marmol .... do la Casbah . . Sidi Ramdan . 2 Casba
Marseillais (des) . de la Casbah . du Commerce . 2 B. 0.
Martlnetti (passag.) Bab el Oued . . des 3 Couleurs I B. 0.
JIaugrebina (des)

.

Prison civile . . Akcrmimouth 2 Casba
Medee . . . . de Chartres . . du Rempart . . 3 Lyre
Mddee (Rempart)

.

Randon .... Porte Neuve . . 3 Casba
Mer Rouge (de la) Medee .... Rempart Centaurc 3 Casba
Missipsa (impasse) Marine . . . . Impasse . . . . I Marine
JUU^clLLUL • Jxauiyc xvUVigU . JL (LllurCUc . , 4 isiy (U )

Moliere .... Place Bresson . . de la Lyre . . 4 B. A.
Mouthabor . . . Kleber .... d'Alexandrie . . 2 Casba
Mustapha Ishmael de la Lyre . , . du ChSne . . . 3 Lyre

Js'arboni (bazar) . Bab Azoun de Chartres . . 3 B. .\.

Navarin . . . Philippe Jean Bart . . . 1 B. 0.
xii^tiiuuin • • tic v.^iiarbres . . de la Lyre . 3

i> I
li. A.

Nil (du) .... Oesaix .... du 4 Septembre . 2 Casba
Numides (des) des Consuls , . Impasse . . . I Marine
Nuits (de) . . . de Boue.... Boulev. Gambetta 4 B. 0.

Oran (d') . , . de la Lyre . Randon .... 3 Lyre
Grangers (place) . PI. dn Gouvern. . PI. du Gouvern. . I PI. G.
Oranges (imp.) . Randon . . . . Porte Neuve . •

. 2 Casba
Orleans . . . . de la Marine . PI. Soult Berg . I Prefcc.
Oronte (d') . . •

.

Lalahoum . . . Impasse . . . 3 B. 0.
Ours (do 1")

. . Sidi Ramdan •
. Prison civile . 2 Caaba

(.)8agcs .... des Lotophages •
. du 14 Juin . . •

. 2 Prdfec.
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Streets and
thoroughfares.

Commences. Ends. Ciroon- scription. Quarter.

Palais (pas. du V. jSeuve du Soudan Neuve du Divan . 2 B. 0.
Palais (du vieux)

.

Neuve du Soudan •lenina 2 B. 0.
Palma .... de Chartres de la Lyre . . , o Lyre
Palmier (du) . Kleber .... Annibal. . . .

J
2 Casba

Palmyre . . . Boulev. Kepubliq. Bab Azoun . . . B. A.
du Hamma Place du Theatre.

J
A B. A.

Parsifico (bazar) . de Chartres dc Chartres. B. A.
Parmentier Rampe Valoe . Rampe Valee .

J
I R. Val.

Parodi (impasse) . CWopatre . Impasse. . . . I B. 0.
Parodi (passage) . Mahon .... Cleopatre . . I B. 0.
Papin .... Rampo Valee . . Ramjie Valee . . I R. A'al.

Pavy .... Boutin .... Esca. pi, Randon. 2 Casba
Peoherie (escaliers) de la Marine . A la Pecherie .

3 Marine
P6cherie (de la) . de la Pecherio A Peso, de la Pec. a Marine
Peoherie (rampe) . de la Pecherie pi. PI. du Gouvcrn . 3 Marine
Philippe Jiau el uued . d'Orleans . . . I B. 0.
Philomene (I. Se.) Philippe Impasse.... I B. 0.
Pithyses (des) .

de la Gazelle . de la Casbah . 2 Casba
Pompee .... Raudou .... Porte Neuve . 3

Casba
Porte Neiive .

de la Lyre . de la Victoire . 3
Casba

Poste (de la) . .
Bab el Oued . . Jean Bart . .

."
I B. O.

Poudriere , . . d'Isly .... Mogador . . . 4 Isly (d')

Ptol^mee . , . de la Victoire Vandales . . . 2 Casba
Pyramides (des) . do Thebes . . . du Pahuier 2 Casba

Quais Marine de I'Amiraute . Bas. du Radoub . 3 Marine

Kamdan (bidi) de la Casbah . . Barberousso . . 2 Casba
Kaudon (place) . Randon .... Randon .... 2 Casba
Kandon .... Place de la Lyre . Place Randon 3 Casba
Regard (du) . Regnard . . . de la Casbah . 2 Lyre
Regnard . . du Regard . . . Boulabah , . . 2 Casba
Rempart (du) . du Centaure . . Porte Neuve . . I Casba
Rempart (Neuve)

.

des Consuls . . Impasse I Marine
Renaud .... de la Charte . . d'Orleans . . . I Marine
Rene Caille . Bab Azoun de Ch.artres 3 B, A.
Republiquo (boul.) Espl. Bab el Oued Porte d'Isly . . 3 Port
Jttevolution (de la) Bab el Oued . Place Philippe I B. U.

Roland de liussy

.

d'Isly .... Mogador 4 Isly (d')

Rossini .... Place du Theatre du Hamma . . 4 B. A.
Rovigo (rampe) . Rovigo .... du Tagariu . . 4 Rovigo
Rovigo .... Place du Theatre Rampo Rovigo 4 Rovigo
Republique (place) Square .... Thdatre . . . 4 Const.

Sabbat (du) . . Porto Nouvc . , de la IMer Rouge . 3 Casba

Sagittaire . . . Duquesne . . . do la Charte . . I Prefec.
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streets and Commences. Ends.
ircon

iptiou-

Quarter.
thoroughfaies. w S

CD

biam .... Duquesne . . . de la Cuarte I Marine

hel (porte ilu) .
Rampe Rovigo. . route d'El-Biar . . 4 Casba

intu .... Bab Azoun

.

lie v^iiHi iruo. • 3 B.

Llustc.... du Divan . . . Regnard. . . . 2 Casba

rlauue (bazar) .
de Chartres. . . PI. Gouveruciu . 2 B. A.

rrasins (des). .
du Spbinx . ciu Jjeita. 2 Casba

uterelles (des) . de la Marine . . Maboa •
. . . I Marine

ncrede . . .
d'lsly place. . . Mogador. 4 Isly (d )

nger ....
aneurs . . •

Dumont-d'Urville. du Marche . 4 Isly (d')

d'lsly Rovigo .... 4 Isly (d')

ureau. .
de la Gazelle . . de la Victoire . 2 Casba

verne de la . .
des Lotopbages . Belinaire. I Prefec.

lebes .... tsidi AbdaUah . . Annibal.... 2 Casba

?re Sidi Kamdau . des Maugrebius . 2 Casba

voli .... d'lsly Biigeaud 4 Isly (d')

mbouctou . .
Annibal.... de la Casbah . 2 Casba

garins Rovigo .... P orte du Sabel . I Casba
urvillo . . .

Bab el Oued . JiaD ei Uueci , , I B. 0.

ulton .... Socgemab . de la Casbab . . 2 Casba
aversiere. . .

rbillippe . . . des Consuls . . I B. 0.

ois-Coulcurs Pgcherie Place de la Revolution . I B. 0.

irgot .... de Constantine. . Dumont d' Urvillo I Const,

ique impasse d' Caton impasse • . . 2 Impasse

laze .... Porto Ncuve . Impasse . . . I Lyre
lee, boulevard . Lycce .... Espl. Prison Civil I Casba
lee rampc . PI. B. el Oued. Boulevard Vale'c . I Casba
lloa .... d'lsly .... Rovigo ....

d'lleliopolis
4 Isly (d')

udalea . . . de la G azelle . 2 Casba
reiines . d'lsly .... Mogador . . . 4 Isly (d')

rduu .... des Ecoles de Lorniinu F. B. 0.

liar .... Place Gouvernom. do la Lyre . 2 Lyre
rtoire de la . . Rampc Rovigo Prison Civile . . 2 Casba
fie de la . Chem. ccinturo B. Impasse P. B. 0,
legayuon . . Lahemar du ScoriJion 2 Casba
Jceut de I'aul . Salluste . . . Esc. pi. Raudon . 2 Casba
lettc .... d'lsly .... de 1 a Poudriere . 6 Isly (d')

.rol .... Rovigo .... Rampe Rovigo 6 Rovigo
land .... Boulcv. Pdlmier.s

.

Bab el Oued . . 3 B. 0.

ttaire .... Cb. de rondo H. . Cli Oued M'Kacel F. B. 0.

iBse Boulpv Rcmililin 6
Imbrenucr . . V. B. O.

i
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SU-eets and
thoroughfares.

Commences. Knds. Circon-
scription- Quartit

Ximenes. . . . de la Victoire . . HdllopoliB . . . 2 Casbc

Porte-Neuve . . Kleber .... 2 Casbn
Zaphira .... de la Girafe. . . C'aton .... 2 Lyre*

de rOurs . . Sidi IJaiudau . 2 Casbti

I

I

1

I

i

i

{

1

I

r

1



PAET II.

THE ENVIRONS OF ALGIERS,

1. Mustapha Sup^rieur.
2. El Biar and Birmandreis.
3. The Jardin d'Essai.
4. Colonne Voirol, Ravine of the Femme-Sauvage.
5. Staoueli, La Trappe, Guyotville, Cape Caxine.
6. St. Eugene, Pointe Pescade, Val6e des Consuls.
7. Notre Dame d'Afrique.
8. Maison Carrie.
9. Fort de I'Eau.
10. Cape Matifon.
Mustapha Sup^rieur stands on the long range of the

Sahel hills. It is about 6oo feet above the level of the sea.

There are on the Mustapha Hill many comfortable and really

good hotels. As for villas, there are some magnificent ones,

belonging for the most part to English residents. Amongst
the prettiest villas are theBardo, or the Governor-Geiieral's

summer palace, which can be visited on application to the
Aide-de-Camp du Gouverneur General by writing.

Next comes the magnificent Campagne du Sahel, on the
Chemin des Aqueducs, the residence of the late and
much regretted Sir Peter Coats.

The villa Mustapha Rais, on the Mustapha Eoad, the
residence of H. Bell, Esq.
The Campagne Telemly, Chemin des Aqueducs, the

residence of the Rev. Edwin Arkwright.
The Chateau d'Hydra, Birmandreis, the residence of

E. Eyre Ledgard, Esq.
The Djenan Ali Rais, El Biar, the residence of Mr. and

Mrs. Alex. D. Macleay,
The villa Robert, residence of Dr. Thomson.
The villa dar el Nador, the Olivage, villas Holden,

Carlet, Regina, Bellevue, Montfleury, and many others
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are also cliaruiiiig residences at ilustaplia Supeiieul*, all iu-
habited by British residents and visitors.

The village of El Biar (the wells), 5 kilometres from
Algiers, is a prolongation of the Commune of Mustapha as
far as the Colonne Voirol. It extends along the road and
above Mustapha Sup^rieur. It contains the most charming
villas of the British Colony, amongst which that of H.B.M/s
Consul General, Cul. Sir Lambert Playfair.

Birmandreis, a little village on the same road, 8 kilo-
metres from Algiers, can be reached by a short cut starting
from the main road at a place called " Petite Villa King,"
about a hundred yards above the Hotel Kirsch.
El Biar can also be reached by a curious and picturesque

lane accessible to horses and mules. This pa.thway, called
the Chemin Romain, starts straight up like a ladder, at
the back of the Hotel Continental, on the Chemin des
Aqueducs ; it is one of the prettiest "walks in the environs of

Algiers, and discloses the most exquisite sceneries one might
wish to enjoy.

THE JARDIN D'ESSAI.

'' Bright Paradise of Afric's sunny shore !

Of varied plants and trees a very store,

Where avenues of grand and stately trees

Wave proudly in the sea's delicious breeze."

A. O. M.

The Jardin d'Essai is one of the prettiest gardens in

existence. It extends from the hill of Mustajjha on the
south side of the road to the sea. Its magnificent avenue
planted -with " platanes " (a very great scarcity in this

country) rivaling the venerable Shrewsbury chestnut-trees

on the banks of the Severn, would make you believe you
were enjoying a walk in that part of Shropsfdre. But turn-

ing from the avenue at right angles, when you find yourself

in a wide road bordered on each side with Chinese bamboo
trees forming an arch of exotic foliage over your head, you
are once again thrown into the reaUstic East. Each alley of

that splendid garden is planted with trees of the rarest

species, carefully cultivated in Algiers. Here is an alley of

Japanese palm trees which is one of the finest one can ever

contemplate. Also an avenue of African palm trees. As
for india rubber-trees, which have been imported into Algiers

for the first time some twenty years ago, one can see them
there in aU their glory. Some of these india-rubbers have
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grown up to such a voluminous area that they had to be

pulled down in order not to block up the walks. This very

curious tree, as every one knows, is of such a particular

nature, that its branches, after having attained a_ certain

proportion, drop down in the shape of a bunch of thin fibres

similar to hair ; these fibres twist round the other branches

and the trunk, and form after a certain length of time a
^ solid compact mass with them, having, as I may term it,

melted into the solid portion of the tree and become an
integral part of it. The fibres have a decided direction

downwards, and grow that way until they reach the earth,

where they take root again. It will be easily understood
that after a certain time the trunk of the india-rubber tree

assumes an enormous proportion ; and not this alone is par-

ticular to it, but, as I said before, the fibred branches, taking

a decided downward direction, twist round each other and
round the trunk, where they meet these obstacles on their

road ; but where there is nothing to alter their course, they
hang straight over the ground until they reach it and take
root in it, thus forming another separate trunk to the origi-

nal tree. Some of these have as many as eighty trunks or
foundations. It will at once strike the mind as to what an
enormous capacity these trees can develop themselves.
The alley of Ficus Roxburghii, or pagoda fig-trees, as

the india-rubbers are termed here, gives one the impression
of some Indian scenery somewhere near the gigantic forests

that surround the pagodas of Pegu and Benares.

These strange trees look somewhat like appurtenances of
the sacred rights of Boudha or Vichnoo ; under their silent

shadow one could fancy the old Kanva blessing his daughter
Sakountala before leaving to join her husband.
One of these gigantic trees has a height of eighteen metres,

and a circumference of twenty metres.
Another, Fieus nitida, dominates with its enormous

structure a little eminence sloping down towards a diminutive
water-pond crowded with bamboos, China saggitaries, and
Madagascar cypresses. Its roots cover the ground on a
surface of twenty metres round. In the middle of the alley,

a splendid fountain reflects the graceful herd of the in-
numerable exotic trees that surround it. In the centre of
the fountain, on a small platform, are a few banana trees,

phylodendrons, and the jewel of the Jardin d'Essai, that is,

Juarez cocoa tree. This is an emerald green tree of the
strangest and wildest appearance, that has excited on more
than one occasion the admiration of learned horticulturists.
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One sliould not miss viewing this splendid specimen of
Mexican vegetation.

Amongst celebrated palm trees and others of the same
specie that have been reared at the Jardin d'Essai at
the expense of the most careful training and attention, are
the royal palm tree {palmito de Cuba), with a plain trunk
of 12 yards in height, its pretty bouquet of vivid green
leaves at the top resembling somewhat a gigantic feather-
broom ; the "white cocoa tree, the dwarf cocoas from the
island of St. Marguerite, the priceless Java palm tree, the
only specimen in Europe ; the Tabal of Havanna, with its

blue leaves ; the wild date trees from Southern Africa, the
Indian Caryota and the massive and powerful Jubea Irom
Chili, whose trunk measures one metre and a half in dia-

meter, a remarkable colossus, which carries at a height of ten
metres an enormous bouquet of graceful leaves.

Nowhere in the world can be found grouped together such
a complete and valuable collection of the vegetation of the
old and the new continents. Nowhere can these majestic
hosts of the virgin forests of distant lauds be watched in more
prosperous aspect, with flower and fruit, and that unabated
and extraordinary amount of vitality, as if they had brought
with them the embalmed and pure air of their original

country. The celebrated Yuccas from Carolina, Brazil, and
Texas are also very curious phenomena of American vege-

tation. There are many of them here ; in fact, quite a little

forest. One of them, the Yucca draconis, is a representa-

tive of a very rare specie, now extinct. It has a flat trunk,

several yards in height, and curves down like a camel's back
on its summit, the branches hanging almost to the ground.
The Strelitza and the Strelitza regina are also remark-

able kinds of Cape banana trees. The Ravanela, from
Madagascar, which is called in its country the traveller's

fountain, reserves for the thirsty traveller a provision of

water at its root. This tree originates from a forest where
roads do not exist, and where man can only proceed with
fire and axe through the densely packed trunks of its innu-

merable trees.

Apart from the india-rubber, there is to be found at the

Jardin d'Essai almost every kind of Eastern vegetation.

The palm trees are cultivated on a large scale within its pre-

cints and are shipped wholesale to almost every part of

Europe. The avenue of Japanese and African palm trees

intercalated, form an admirable and unequalled sight, the

avenue commencing at a circus planted with Eucalyptus
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ami india-rubber trees, with a handsome waterfall in the

middle, and ending literally in the sea.

The culture of palm trees at the Jardin d'Essai is calcu-

lated to bring in a revenue of no less than ^4000 a year.

Nearly all the pots of palm trees that are sold in the flower

markets of Pans, such as La Madeleine, and such as Covent

Garden in London, are shipped from Algiers.

The mandarine trees are also sent out in great quantities.

The banana tree, so pretty, with its large leaf of amber
colour, has a special space reserved for its development

under the special care of experienced gardeners ; the space

allotted to the younger banana trees being all sheltered by
means of bamboo netting.

Outside the garden, bordering the sea, is an oasis of palm
trees, called the " Oasis Sainte Marie."

Attached to this part of the Jardin d'Essai is a very com-
fortable cafe and restaurant, where all kinds of refreshments

can be obtained.

Several attempts have already been made to found a
zoological garden here—which is, by the way, a most suit-

able spot—but up to the present nothing more than a few
ostriches, a family or two of cunning monkeys, and a few
other species of wild animals, have helped to contribute to

the mediocre stock in trade of this rather unvaried minia-
ture Zoo.

Directly outside the Mustapha gate of the garden is a
renowned Moorish cafe, renowned for its delightful, shady,
and almost unique situation, which is bordered on the right-

hand side by a very curious fountain of Moorish structnre,

built just 300 years ago, a little marvel of its kind. The
architecture of this fountain is of the purest Arab style,

and it has preserved up to this day its original outlines

and features. The fountain is shaded by trees of every de-
scription which hang from the hill over its arched roof and
give it a similarity with the entrance of a Moorish palace.
This fountain has been immortalised in a painting by For-
tuny, the great Spanish painter, who was an enthusiastic
admirer of Arab art, and also by Fromentin.
The painting, which was in the possession of Defoer Bey,

must now have returned to the Museum of Amsterdam with
the celebrated gallery of that famous colledionneur, who
made the munificent donation of his works to the museum
of his country—works that took him all his life to collect.

I should recommend as a souvenir of the Jardin d'Essai
the illustrated publication of M. Gervais Courtellemont
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Rue des Trois Couleurs, Algiers, containing many splendid I

views and legends on the trees of this lovely garden.

The Colonne Voirol, si kilometres from Algiers, takes;
its name from a column, which has been erected at the side :•

of the road, in commemoration of its construction by the i

Legion Etrangere, under the command of General Baron i

Voirol. The walks and drives around here are the most

.

admirable in the environs of Algiers.

The Ravine of the Femme Sauvage is named after a i

handsome lady who used to keep a cafe-restaurant in that

;

quarter shortly after the French occupation. From there

:

the tourist can drive to Birkkadem (the well of the slave),

,

II kilometres from Algiers, and Koubba (13 kilometres),,
where there is a Seminaire or ecclesiastical college for

boys and youngsters. In the village of Koubba has been
erected the statue of General Margueritte, by Albert

.

Lefeuvre.
The Excursion to Staoueli and La Trappe (38 kilo-

metres), via St. Eugene, Cape Caxine, Guyotville,

,

and Sidi Eerrueh, is one of the most interesting in the
environs of Algiers. A private carriage there and back

;

costs twenty francs. A diligence or omnibus starts, how-
ever, from the Place du Gouvernement at 6.15 a.m. ; the'

fare is one franc and a half for the single journey : return-

ing the same day at four o'clock p.m. from La Trappe.

.

The journey takes three hours, arriving at about 9.30 a.m.

at La Trappe, in time for luncheon.

The road passes through the pretty faubourg of St. Eu- •

g6ne, and the Pointe Pescade, where a beautiful old

.

Moorish fort projects out into the sea.

At the Cape Caxine (12 kilometres), which is met on .

the road, there is a lighthouse of the first order, with an im- •

proved revolving light projecting at a distance of twenty--

four miles.

Guyotville (15 kilometres) is a village which takes its •

name from Comte Guyot, Minister of the Interior in 1845.

There are some interesting Roman dolmens and quarries to 1

be seen here.

Sidi Eerruch is the place where the French accom-

plished tlieir landing in 1830. The Moslem army was
camped at Staoueli, and a battle was fought on this spot, in

which the French completely routed the Turks. The
village itself was founded fourteen years later. The bar-

racks, capable of holding 1500 men, is a large building in
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the fort. The principal entrance bears the following

inscription on the marble slab :

Id
Le 14 Jwin, 1830,

Par Vordre dti Roy Charles X.^

Sous le Gommandement dit General de

Bourmont
L'Armee Frangaise

vint arhorer ses drapeaux
Rendre la liberie aux mers

Donner VAlgerie d, la France.

In a chapel built by the Romans was found the following

inscription

:

Hic EST Janvaei
I ET FlLU EJVS MEMOEIA,

QVI VIXIT ANNIS XLVII MENSIBVS. V
BISCESSIT IN PACE VI ... . ANNO PEOVINC

CCCCX

The French Government granted to the Trappists 2500
acres of land on the plains of Staoueli, on which the

Trappists settled on August 19, 1843, under the care of

their holy Superior, the Keverend Francis Regis. The first

stone of the abbey was laid on a bed of shells and balls

found on the battlefield. It is a rectangular and spacious

building of fifty sqxiare yards, with a garden in the centre.

The chapel occupies one wing, the refectory, kitchen, and
dormitories occupy the rest. Some inscriptions in this

style, " S'il est dur de vivre a la Trapj^e, qvHl est doux d'y

mowir," ornament tlie walls. In the grounds are large

farms, granaries, wine-cellars, cattle stalls
;
beyond are ex-

tensive vineyards and orchards.

The vine of Staoueli produces annually very great
quantities of excellent wine, which brings in an immense
i-evenue to the Trappists. There is also a forge, a bakehouse,
and various workshops such as wheelwright's, carpenter's,
i&c. There are two corn n\ills, and an aqueduct. The
monastery's rule is a very strict one ; the most absolute
silence has to be observed, and no ladies are admitted. The
linte-room, which is also used as a dining-room for visitors,

13 the only part where ladies can come in. Luncheons are
Berved indiscriminately to all visitors every morning from
ten till twelve, free of charge. The wine is excellent. The

F

I
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food consists of all sorts of vegetables and fish, but no meatl io

is allowed to enter the establishment. i"

Maigre is observed all the year round, and this law can-
not be infringed even on behalf of guests or visitors. In the^ t

ante-room is placed a visitors' register, in which very,' L-

curious remarks and impressions of visitors of all nationali- w
ties are recorded. Some of these are written in the English,, »1

Spanish, German, Italian, and even Chinese language. Off ft

course the generality of them testify of the satisfaction att F

the Idnd treatment and good hospitality received at Lai
i;

Trappe.
To resume these notes : I should strongly urge all visitors? ;

to Algiers to go to La Trappe, vs^ithout which visit a jour-- t:

ney to Algiers would not be complete. The Trappists selli
;

wooden articles, and sample bottles of the wines and spirits?

manufactured in their establishment. They also retail! ij

sample bottles of attar of roses and essence of geranium off u
the finest quality. Visitors are not obUged to give fees, butt in

they cannot reasonably avoid doing so. It is as well to gives Va

a franc or two to the brother who shows you round thes

place, and buy some article or other before leaving. Thes i[

Eucalyptine, a sort of whisky made with Eucalyptus leaves,., '

is an excellent and healthy beverage, a sjjecialty of thej

Trappists, which I should recommend as a tonic in thea

place of whisky or brandy. It is sold in bottles for 2«.,,

and IS. the half-bottle.

The red wine manufactured at La Trappe is afirst-classs

vintage, but for home consumption requires a certain::

addition of alcohol. The Trappists make a special wine fon
English consumption, which they sell at 150 francs the* '

cask of 300 bottles taken at Staoueli ; this wine will keepj

about six months in the cask without losing any of its quali--

ties, and once bottled will gain every year by being kejDt iuj

the cellar. The white wine is not so good as the Chateau)
Hydra, which has a world-wide reputation, but is mucht
cheaper, and has very much the taste of Chablis. This wine* .]

does not keep so well in bottle, and even after] a certaini i

number of years is said to become tasteless. ij

St. Eugdne is a village situated north-west of Algiers, ou m

the sea-shore. It ofi"ers little interest to visitors, save the< tn

inspection of some of the Moorish villas, which are veryi »]

handsome. The road leading to it is
_
very

_
dusty, and li

in a very bad condition. It is chiefly inhabited by the< u

Jewish community of Algiers. There are scarcely anyj

shaded walks ; the place is exposed to the north winds ; and
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for this reason is not i)atronised by any well-to-do foreign

tourists or residents.

Wotre Dame d'Afrique is a church especially attended

for the worship of the Virgin by the sailors of Algiers. It

is built on the top of the Bou Zarea hill, and is the most
conspicuous building that one perceives from the steamer
when uearing Algiers. The building is very effective from
the outside, having a s^igantic central dome and two Romano-
B3'zantine wings of the most pleasing appearance. But tlie

interior does not answer to the outside effect. Save the

showy plastered stucco on the whitewashed walls, and the
solid silver statue of the Archangel Michael, there is nothing
very substantial in its arcliiteoture or in the decoration which
deserves a ])articular notice. The statue of the " Notre Dame
d'Afrique" is personified by a black Virgin. Round the
apse there is this motto :

" Notre Dame d'Afrique, priez pour
nous et pour les Musulmaiis." Every Sunday, at 2.30 p.m.,

the officiating clergy perform in the open air, on a point of
'vankige overhanging: the sea—a touching and very imposing
ceremony—the blessing of the sea for the souls of the sailors

who perished in the storms.

The Valine des Consuls takes its name from having
been the habitual quarter affected by the foreign consuls in

the time of tlie Deys. The neighbouring country is very
beautiful, but rather lonely and neglected. The road is

likewise in a very dilapidated state.

Prom Algiers to Maison Carrie.

Trains start from Algiers as follows :

—

Morning : 6.35, arriving at Maison Carree at 7.3.

„ „ 9-3I-

Afternoon : 1.25 „ 2.2.

5-0 „ „ 5.35.

• Maison Carr6e (i i kilometres from Algiers) is a prison,
in which felons condemned to simple imprisonment are con-
fined. It is a large square building, only one floor in height,
enclosing 8000 square metres, or 80 acres of land, with a re-
creation yard and garden. It was formerly a Turkish fort,
which was built in 172 1, by Mohammed V., Dey of Algiers.
It was enlarged in 1826, by Agha Yehia, and armed with big
cannon. The French have now blocked all the loopholes,
and removed the cannon. It is used for the internment of
about 1000 felons, of whom only about 300 sleep in the
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prison. The remainder work out, some as far as 4000 metres f

distant. The prisoners' uniform is of white linen, trousers
cut short just below the knee, and a red and yellow' tarioiw/i. ^

The head-dress of the severely punished is yellow. The I
building and its inhabitants are guarded by from thirty to «

forty troopers, and one warder, armed with a sword and gun, ^

for every thirty ]jrisoners. The dormitories are in a vaulted i

iLectangular building, with ventilated window's in the roof. j(

They are exceedingly close and unhealthy looking, being c

about 30 metres wide, 45I metres long, and less than 3 metres 0

high. The want of pure air does not affect the Arabs much, i

for they are accustomed from their earliest childhood to
breathe all manner of foulness. Each prisoner is provided si

Avith a grass mat and a straw mattress. There is also a 1

building set apart for infirm and old prisoners, and an in-

firmary (a long wooden construction, perhaps too well venti-
lated) containing from 60 to 70 beds. It is divided into two
parts, with a room for the warder and servants in the centre.

The doors open into this room, which is merely partitioned
off on either side by wooden palings. The living consists of
two meals a day. In the morning, a bowl of soup, made of

bread, beans, cabbages, rice, green vegetables, and oil. At
night, the meal consists of beans and rice. The prisoners
receive the same ration of bread as the soldiers, and meat
once a week. Besides this, they have the facility of buying
different things at the canteen with the money they earn. i

Maison Carrie receives men condemned to any term of s

imprisonment above one year. It is curious to notice that j

the Arabs are principally suffering imprisonment for imnio-
[

ral conduct, there being comparatively few cases of theft ]

and homicide. The prisoners are maintained by a contractor,
(

who feeds, clotlies, and doctors them, for which he receives

from the Government 60 centimes per day per man. Besides
[

this, he has the power of letting out the men to farmers, and
]

of employing a certain number himself ; but he is forced to
|

give each man he employs or lets out 20 centimes a daj'..
l

He gets as many as 500 men for out-of-door w ork ; they are
t

guarded by a warder for every twenty prisoners, as well as a
1

certain number of soldiers.
t

Fort de I'Eau is a fortress built in 1581, by Djafar
Pasha, for the defence of the Bay of Mustaplia. It is in-

habited chiefly by Mahonnais from the Balearic Islands.

From Fort de I'Eau can be enjoyed the most magnificent

view of Algiers and the Bay of Mustaplia, The old Turkish

fort is very interesting to visit. It is now occupied by a
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detachment of Doiianiei'S (Customs soldiers). The village

is remarkable for its extreme cleanliness. There is a

Mahonnaise restaurant renowned for its souhresade, a sort

of Spanish sausage. The women are mostly pretty, and
exhibit the most correct features. The views in the neigh-

bourhood are lovely. Fortdel'Eau is i8 kilometres distant

from Algiers. Omnibuses run twice a daj', and perform the

journey in three hours. Weather permitting, Fort de I'Eau
can be reached from Algiers in a sailing boat. In such cases

one should always engage an Arab boatman. The price there

and back is 20 francs.

Cape Matifou (27 kilometres from Algiers) is a village

situated on the promontory of Temendafoust. The old

Turkish fort was built in 1660, by the Agha Ramdan.

EXCURSIONS.

1. Algiers to Bou Zarea through El Biar.
2. Hussein Dey.
3. Dely Ibrahim and Douera.
4. The Frais Vallon.

Algiers to Bou Zarea through El Biar.

The road from Algiers to Bou Zarea is one of the best
in tlie environs of Algiers. It passes through the Casbah
and the Sahel-Gate of Algiers, leaving on the right the site

of the Fort de I'Etoile, built in 1568, by Moustapha, a
Sicilian renegade, under the reign of Mohammed ben Sala
Rais, and blown up by gunpowder through the jealousy of
one of the wives of the Agha commanding the fort.

Tlie road then girdles round the Fort I'Empereur,
built in 1545, by Hussein Dey, successor to Khair-ed-
Din, on a hill called by the Turks Koudiat es Saboon
(the soap hill). On the 4th of July 1830 the Turks tried to
blow up this fort, but only succeeded in destroying the
round castle, which contained the gunpowder. This fort
was the headquarters of General Bourmount, and it was in
the Fort I'Empereur that was signed the capitiilation of
Algiers. It is now used as a prison for officers.

Next, El Biar is reached. A pretty little lane starts fromM Biar to Birmandreis, where it joins the main road near
Colonne Voirol. About half-way up this lane, a narrow
pathway takes you to a cliarming little spot, where an Arab
cafe, called the Caf6 Hydra, is found nestling under a
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wide-spreading fig-tree. A good cup of Arab coffee may be
indulged in here for a halfpenny. The lane is public, but not
accessible to carriages. The view from Bou Zarea is one
of the loveliest round Algiers. Its lofty position on the
hill, at an altitude of 400 metres, makes it the favourite re-

sort of the inhabitants of Algiers. The view embraces a
magnificent panorama of all the surroundings—tlie Djebel
Chenoua, the Tomb of the Christian, the Harrach
Valley, and the Sahel. Situated about a thousand yards
from Bou Zarea is the pretty little Mosque of Sidi
irouman, with the Koubas, shaded by the minuscule palm-
trees. One sliould not miss visiting this delightful spot.

The best road for returning to Algiers would be to drive
first to the Observatory, from the cliffs of which a splen-

did view can be enjoyed, next to the Hospice des Vieil-
lards, and then, through the Valise des Consuls, to

Algiers.

From Algiers to Hussein Dey.

The road is the Bab Azoun road, which takes you to the
first village of Agha Infdrieur, a suburb of Algiers^ also

an annexe of the commune of Mustapha. The next village

is Mustapha Inf6rieur, Avhich reaches as far as the sea.

The barracks of the 5th Regiment of Chasseurs d'Afrique
are close to the Champ de Manoeuvres, a vast piece of

ground used for the exercise of the cavalry regiments, and
also, ill the winter season, for the Algiers races and equestrian

displays.

Four kilometres further on the road is the Koubba of
Sidi Mohammed Abd er Rahman Bou Kobrin, a
marabout or saint, from the Djurjura Mountains, who came
to Algiers in 1798, and remained till 1805. He founded a
powerful religious caste in the territory of the Beni Ismail,
which counted numberless adherents and fervent apostles.

His body was brought back to Algiers after his death, and
buried at the village of Hamma, the present spot occupied

by his tomb, or Koubba. The Kabyles of the Djurjura,

and the tribes of the Beni Ismail, on hearing that his body
had been transported to Algiers, became much irritated, but
soon calmed down when they had verified that his body still

remained in the original burial-place. The story of the saint's

body existing in duplicate at Hamma, gave rise to the

current belief that the saint had been miraculously doubled,

and rested in both tombs.
Thus was he named Bou Kobrin (the man with two
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tombs). Tile religious order of Sidi Mohammed Ben
Abd er Rahxaan is tlie most powerful of Algeria after that

of Sidi Okba.
The Koubba is visited every Friday afternoon by multi-

tudes of Moorish women. The Arab C&f6, opposite the

gate of the Jardin d'Essai, is one of the prettiest in

existence, next to the fountain immortalised by Fortuny
and Fromentin. Next comes
The Ruisseau (six kilometres from Algiers), and then

Hussein Dey (seven kilometres), is reached. Hussein
Dey can also be reached by rail, being the second station

on the Oran Kailway. It derives its name from Dey
Hussein, the last ruler of Algiers, who possessed there a
magnificent villa, which has since then been turned into a

tobacco store. I should advise all visitors to Hussein Dey to

ask Mr. Trottier's permission to visit his splendid gardens,
which contain the largest Eucalyptus trees in Algeria.

A few hundred yards from Hussein Dey, on the sea-shore,

is a little Mussulman cemetery, called Topphanat el
Moudjhadin (Turkish dialect, signifying Battery of the
Champions of the Holy War). This cemetery com-
memorates the great victory of the Turks, the Beys of Con-
stantine and Titery, over O'Reilly, a Spanish general, who
was entirely routed and cut to pieces, with his army.

ALGIERS TO DELY IBRAHIM AWD DOUERA.
Omnibuses leave Algiers for Douera three times a day

from the Place du Gouvernetnent. The road passes through
El Biar, Ben-Aknouu, and then through
Dely Ibrahim, 11 kilometres from Algiers, 1800 in-

tiabitants. This village was founded in 1832, with a nucleus
of 416 Alsatians, who had set out on a travel to America, but
who, for some reason, were prevented from proceeding to the
and of their journey. They were eventually persuaded to
settle in Algeria, where the French Government granted
them allotments of land plots in the vicinity of Algiers.
They formed the two centres of Dely Ibrahim and Koubba.
There is a very good view of the ravine and the Mediterra-
nean. A statue of Marechal Pelissier has been erected in
front of the village church.
Baba Hassan, 19 kilometres from Algiers, is met on

the road to

Douera (in Arabic, the small house), 3900 inhabitants,
is a pretty little agricultural town. Its principal street,
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shaded witli stately trees, which is, by the way, the maiai
road to Algiers, affords all the aspects of a promenade. Itt
is very animated and busy.
By walking up and down this road all the establishmentsf

military camp and barracks, and several steam mills of ai

certain importance. Douera possesses as well a Protestantt
church, a civil hospital with 300 beds, an asylum for old and!
crippled paralytics, and a military penitentiary.

The road passes through the Bab el Oued Gate, Saintt
Eugene, and the Cit6 Bugeaud, an old suburb of Algiers,,
and then, leaving the Hopital du Dey on the right, turns*
abruptly westw.ards near the powder magazine. The routes
follows the bushy ravine of the Bou-Zarea, creeping along; Tl

the mountain slopes until the Frais-Vallon is reached,, s

From this point the rent in the mountain side is narrower,, tei

and delightfully shaded with trees. An old Arab pathway, , co

which has been rendered accessible to carriages, takes you to) ta

theArab Cafe, a celebrated pilgrimage of the tourists, situatedl h

at 2300 metres altitude. I do not exaggerate in stating thatt li

the carriage drive to the Frais-Vallon is the most delightful I wi

drive in the environs of Algiers. It is also a lovely walk. . is

A tolerably good walker would find it a very pleasant strolLl lii

to walk to the top of the glen, where the house of a cele-- in

brated Arab doctor is situated. He is supposed to be a very; &
great man, with unlimited curative powers. His reputation) s!

among the Arabs is somewhat of a miraculous character,
p^

The little Arab villa, in which are the waters of Aiouni tti

Srakna, is a little marvel of its kind. In it are several! tI

koubbas, or tombs of Arab saints or marabouts. The? %
principal one is that of the most venerated Sidi-Djebbar,, ito

the patron of divorced Arab women. Tradition has it thatt In

whenever a divorced Mahomedan lady makes three pilgrim— itlj

ages to this koubba, she is sure to marry agnin. The waters? ji(

of Aioun Srakna are ferruginous, alkaline, and carbonated,., tj

and recommended for many specific remedies. But the?

sources are not public, and have not been, up to the present, , ^
conceded to any company. Visitors can view the grounds?

td

in entire liberty, and even taste the waters.
_
The Frais-- ^

Vallon can also be reached by the road starting from the ?

Sahel G-ate, the Ravine of Bir Traria, and the Pon--
taine du Dey.

it

of Douera can be viewed church, the old

THE ERAIS-VALLOW".



PAET III.

THE INTERIOR.

FROM ALGIERS TO UPPER KABYLIA.

There is a Kabyle proverb whicli says :
" Who has not

seen Kabylia, has not seen Algeria," and this is perfectly

true, for no part of Algeria can compete with this magnificent

country. The traveller is particularly struck with the pic-

turesque aspect of the vegetation, which is totally different

from the vegetation round Algiers. Indeed, in many parts of

Kabylia the tropical vegetation has altogether subsided, and
were it not for the huge fig trees and the olive trees, which
assume in Kabylia colossal dimensions, one would fancy
himself in a northern latitude. The land is well cultivated,

and bears good testimony of the exceedingly industrious
Kabyle race. These Kabyles, who are a hard-working,
sober, and modest people, possess sometimes considerable
property, and are in many respects superior to the Arabs of
the present day. They give complete freedom to their wives,
who are, in tMs one instance, happier than their Arab sisters.

Tlie Kabyle women do not hide their faces
;
they are allowed

to attend to their duties outside the house without veils

;

but, apart from this particular liberty, they are considered by
their husbands as much beasts of burden as the Arab
women. The Kabyles are, however, very jealous of their
wives, and for this, it is said, they have a good reason.
Most of the Kabyle women and cliildren are clad in very

ordinary garments, consisting of wliite cotton hdiclcs, fas-
tened on the shoulders with silver or metal brcjoches. They
all wear a great quantity of jewellery, bangles, bracelets, ankle
bracelets, necklets, brooches, and hoop-earrings.
The Kabyle Women's Ceremonial Dress is almost

uniform for all the women. It consists of two striped
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foutas, of dark-blue cotton material, striped with red and
yellow, fastened on the shoulders with two brooches, and
strapped round tlie loins with a leather belt. A black silk
or cotton foulard is used as a head-dress ; tliis foulard is
sometimes red and yellow, but the generality is black,
framed with red. The costume is completed by an extensive
stock of jewellery of every description, silver being the
metal preferred. The women are all tattooed, chiefly with
a cross between the eyes and on the chin. They are bare-
footed.

The Men's Costume consists of a gown or gandoura,
of white or striped material, a leather belt, and one or two
burnouses. The turban is the same as the one worn by the
Arabs, white muslin, with a few yards of camel's-hair
twisted round.
The Kabyle Houses are all built on the same model,

but, contrary to the Arab custom, they have an inclined
roof made of red tUes, instead of a flat terrace on the top.

They are constructed with mud, stones, and branches.
Some summer-houses are entirely made of branches. They
generally stand in pairs, connected by a central yard sur-

rounded by a wall. The natives sleep on the bare ground,
and sometimes together with their cattle. They are filthy

and dirty in the extreme. The children are very pretty
looking ; the youngest of them are allowed to go naked.
They all wear jewellery.

In each village there is a building called Djemaa, used
chiefly for the discussion of the village interests, and a
mosque with its whitewashed minaret. These are the only
features of a Kabyle village, which nearly all resemble each
other. The French inhabitants of Kabyliii, who, for the
most part, suffered the most treacherous and abominable
treatment at the hands of the Kabyles, during the insurrec-

tion of 1 87 1, have no tender feelings for the latter, and
therefore treat them in the most brutal manner.

I must say, to the credit of the French Government, that

it does not share in the unjust resentments of its settlers,

and that the greatest pains are taken to bestow on the
natives the fruits of civilisation, and conciliate thereby to

French interests this hitherto unmanageable and fanatical

race.

Schools have been erected throughout Kabylia for the

purpose of teaching the young Kabyles the elements of

French education.

There are also some Ecoles d'Arts ©t Metiers, or
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schools of trade, where the Kabyles are taught the diflferent

manual and mechanical trades. The natives are remarkably-

intelligent, many of the industrious scholars having suc-

ceeded in securing substantial positions ;
others, who have

passed through the superior schools, have acquired valuable
berths in the Public Services or tlie Army.

UnhaiDpily, the blind fanaticism, combined vsdth the
hatred 01 the foreigner, is so deeply rooted in the hearts
of tlie Kabyles, that the teachers experience the greatest

difhculty in obtaining such favourable results, which are,

consequently, mere exceptions to the general rule ; for the
spirit of the scholars induces them not to attend the schools
at all. Threats and intimidation are the coercive means
xsed to bring them to obedience.

Table of Distances from Algiers to Tizi Ouzou.

Distance in
stations. kilometres Stations-

fromAlgiers.

Algiers Bellefontaine
Agha . 2 Menerville
Hussein Dey

.

6 Blad Guitoun
Maiaon Carrce II Les lasers
Oueil Smar . 16 Bordj Menaiel
Maison Blanche 19 Ilaussonvillers
Rouiba . 26 Camp Mareclial
Eeg-haia 31 Miraboau
Alma . 39 Tizi Ouzon
Corse . 42

1

The Best Train from Algiers to Tizi-Ouzon is the
,35 A.M., reaching Tizi-Ouzou at 11.50 a.m. The carriages
f the Est Algerien Eailway are very comfortable and
'ell aired

; the roofs are protected against the rays of the
an by a wooden screen. From Algiers to Menerville
ae average speed is 25 miles an hour, which must be con-
idered good work for Algeria. From Menerville to Tizi-
)uzou the train proceeds at a much slower pace, on account
f the differences of level in these wild regions.
To explore, adapt, and cover with all the appurtenances of
railway such a territory, extending in subhme but some-
hat forbidding grandenr over hundreds of miles, was, in
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the familiar vernacular, "a big orrler." But it has beenr
carried out, and altliongh not thoi-oiighly, yet most success-
fully. Time and capital will undoubtedly render the Con-i

stantine and Oran lines as manageable as the Europearr
tracks. For the present the enormous expense necessaiyi
for the consolidation of the sandy moulds of the railway,

tracks cannot be met on account of the restricted traffic.:

Almost from the cotnniencement of tlie work it was, however/
found that tlie mere advent of the railway called into lifct

townships and villages, with all manner of industries, whose
requirements and produce provided an immediate and profit-:

able traffic.

The first station of importance is Menerville (53 kilo)

metres from Algiers), where passengers change carriages foi'

Tizi Ouzou. From Menerville the train drives slowl};

for many miles straight ahead, past a continuous line oli

well kept fields and comfortable looking farm-houses. But
despite the vast extent of the rich valley, this is not yet the

real Kabylia, which only commences at Camp Mardchall
There, a glorious line of snowy peaks rising straight from the

plain and extending the whole circle of the horizon, seemingljl

an impenetrable barrier, announce Upper Kabylia. As the

train speeds on, peak rises behind peak, then dark bands o:

forest that reach up to the snow-line come into view. The
snow-fields and glaciers glisten in the sunlight, and over tho

rolling tops of the foot hills the passes are seen cleft deej

into the hearts of the mountains. On past the grassv

hills, on which horses, cattle, and slieep are fed, the trait

soon enters the actual mountain ranges, and then the routt

presents a never-ending, ever-changing scene of wild beautt

and solemn grandeur.
Tizi Ouzou is reached, and the engine and cars are jusi

843 metres above the sea level.

Tizi Ouzou (106 kilometres from Algiers, ahont 80 miles!

the capital of Upper Kabylia, is a village of 1600 inhabitants

The distance from the station to the village is about 2 miles^

The omnibus of the Hotel des Postes awaits the traveller ^

at the station, and drives them to the hotel for the sum Oi

30 centimes (threepence). The Hotel des Postes is tU

only comfortable hotel at Tizi-Oiizou ; it does not enjoy th

luxuries and comforts of the first-class hotels of Mustapha

but, considering the immense progress the place is faa

making every year, one cannot but congratulate Mr. Lagardd

the proprietor, for the perseverance he shows in the manage

ment of his hotel. The native village of Tizi-Ouzou, whiw
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stands away from the Freucli village, is situated ou a

slope overlooking the plain of the Sebaou. This village

exactly conforms to the description above detailed of a

Kabyle village. The military barracks, now occupied by a

batialion of the ist Regiment of Turcos, or native troops,

are situated in an old Turkish fort called the Bordj. It has

been repaired and enlarged by the French, and well deserves

inspection.

There are many interesting excursions to be made in

the environs of Tizi Ouzou. Mr. Lagarde, the proprie-

tor of the Hotel des Postes, is the most competent man to

give correct information respecting the routes, villages, hills,

excursions, &c., having ridden all over Kabylia for the last

thirty years.

The Excursion to the Mount Belloua (790 metres) is

one Avhich ought not to be missed. It can be done on mules
or on horses. Part of the road is accessible to carriages. The
ascension takes about two hours, and the return journey one
hour. At the summit of the Mount Belloua is a natural
resting place, by the side of which stands the dwelling of a
marabout or saint ; it is a broad, level area, surrounded by
mountain monarchs, all of them in the deacUy embrace of
glaciers. Before reaching the resting-place, the tourist climbs
along the mountain -side, through a marvellous and well-

cultivated country, freckled with native villages. The view
from the Belloua, in the midst of a wonderful group of
peaks of fantastical shapes, is one never to be forgotten.
Algiers is distinctly seen on clear days, and all the beautiful
ranges of the Djurd^ura mountains unfurl themselves to
the eye in all their capricious outlines. On the left is the
village of Dra el Mizan, and in front, facing north, stand
lofty hUls overlooking Bougie and Dellys.
The native market, held on Saturday morning near

the railway station, is worth noticing ; the Kabyles come
there in overwhelming numbers, bringing their asses, cows,
mules, honey, oil, leather, corn, and all sorts of wares. The
Kabyle pottery is sold very cheap, and can be utilised for
ornamenting brackets, &c. The gandoviras and foutas
are sold at prices varying from i fr. 50 cts. to 2 fi-ancs each,
sind make also very good souvenirs of the country. The
Kabyle necklaces and earrings of white metalare very curious;
ithey are sold for a few francs, but the largest assortment of
Ithese is to be found at the villages of the Beni Enni, near
IFort National, where they are manufactured.

The white haicks and burnouses are woven by^ihe natives
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on roughly constructed looms; and if one were to see the
unpromising looking workshops in which these materials-
are manufactured it would seem incredible that they should:
be so beautifully clean in the dealer's tent.

The omnibus, or " diligence," starts for Port Nationall
at one o'clock p.m., the journey thither from Tizi Ouzoui
taking about four hours and a half. (The return journey,-
takes a little less than three hours.) The road is an excellent!
one ; it was made in the extraordinarily short space of twenty
days by Marshal Randon's soldiers in 1847. Of course it has-
been considerably improved since then, and in many part3^
shortened. For instance, the Sebaou is crossed now on two
rivetted iron bridges, of skilled engineering workmanship;
these bridges reduce the distance from Tizi Ouzou to Portt
.National from 23 miles, what it was before, to 17 miles, the
actual distance. The road runs towards the north, winding:
throujih the hills for the entire distance. At times it is-

tolerably open on either side ; at others it is cut in the.

massive rock which rises up above one's head on either side;

sometimes, again, it passes for a considerable distance at the
edge of a deep ravine, at the bottom of which runs a little:^

stream. The fir.st village one meets on the road is Taza, at:

the bottom of the hill, about half way to Fort National

;

next comes Adni, and then Tamazirt, where there is as

French school for teaching the natives, and also, branching
oS the main road a little lower down, there is a road which
takes you to the recently built School of Arts and Tradess
for the Kabyles. Next comes Azouza, and then Fortt
National is reached.

Fort National is built on the territory of the warlike
tribe of the Beni Iraten. Its native name is Souk-el-
Arba, which signifies Wednesday's Market. It is situated!

2400 feet above the level of the sea. It is a village ofaboutt

twelve acres, enclosed in a wall twelve feet high, Hanked by.'

seventeen bastions, to which there are two entrances, one:

by the Algiers, and the other by the Djurdjura gate. The?
road leads you along a sort of terrace where the only good!
hotel, comparatively, is situated. It is called the Hotell
des Touristes. Several cafes and shops are also on thatt

side, overlooking the mountains opposite ; the edge of this

terrace towers over a depth of about 2000 feet. The bar- •

racks are worth visiting. There is a fine view to be enjoyedl

from a point exactly opposite the Algiers gate, out by the?

Djurdjura gate.

From Fort National several excursions can be at--
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tempted. I should rerommend the one to Schriden,

situated on top of a hill about half-way between Fort

National and the Djurdjura hills. If the tourist happen to

visit Fort National in October or November, before

the snow has fallen on the mountains, the most grandiose

excursion, the one worthy of a real tourist, is the excursion

to Col Tirourda, Miehelet, Talaghana, and the Leila

Khadidja, the highest peak of the Djurdjura (3700 metres

altitude).

A " diligence" service runs from Fort National to Mi-
ehelet (twenty kilometres) ; then from Miehelet to the

Maison Cantonniere (ten kilometres) the journey is

performed on mules, continuing to Col Tirourda, a pass

of the Djurdjura (eight kilometres), and Tazmalt (forty-

four kilometres). One has to sleep here, not in an hotel,

for there are none, but in a Kayble house, as best can be

managed, and start next morning to Talaghana, (six kilo-

metres), where the ascension to the summit of the Leila
Khadidja has to be made on foot. The view enjoyed from
the top of this hill is one 01 the grandest in the whole of

Algeria. The eye reaches as far as Setif on the one side,

and Dellys and Algiers on the other.

For the traveller who wishes to continue his journey to

Setif or Constantine, the best way is to return through
Maillot, and thence take the road to Col des Pins, a sta-

tion of the Est Algerien Railway, situated four kilo-

metres from Maillot. For those who wish to return to

Fort National, they had better take the same road they
cametlirough, and return to Tazmalt.
For further information concerning this beautiful country

I will give an extract from Count Stackelberg's MS., which
is the mo.st accurate and concise description of the Kabyles
I have ever met with

;

" The Berbers, or Kabyles, are the result of a fusion be-
tween the Aborigines, who were immigrants of Canaanitish
origin, and the people who succeeded them in the domina-
tion of Algeria, and principally of the Vandals, who were all

powerful in this country from 438 to 534. On the occasion
of the great Arab invasion, the Kabyles retired into their
mountain fastnesses; and although nominally embracing
Islainism, contrived to maintain their independence, which
is one of the causes of the hatred which has always existed
between them and the Ajabs. On no single occasion have
they ever submitted to the Turks, who were, on the con-
trary, compelled to pay a kind of quit-money for passing
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tlirougli their territory when they went to raise taxes from
the Arab tribes. It appears, however, that they must have
more or less submitted to the Roman yoke, as even in their
most distant ;u'.d inaccessible valleys we find ruins which
attest the presence of that great nation.

The Kabyle language differs entirely from the Arabic

;

it is more guttural and wild. They are laborious, good
agriculturists, and clever in manufactures, especially of
linen and woollen materials. They live a sedentary life,

have flourishing villages, and roofed and whitewashed
houses. When they have no work at home, they go down
to the towns to earn money, for their thirst for gold is equal
to that of the Arabs. But their hatred of strangers soon
drives them back to their mountain homes. No aristocracy

is recognised by the Kabyles. Their form of Government
is a Republican one, and even the chiefs have but little

power. On the other hand, the influence of the Mara-
toouts is supr eme.

" The Kabyles are spread over the three provinces of Al-

geria. Those of the Atlas and in the neighbourhood of

Blidah (like the Beni Moussa, the Mouzaia, &c.), who
are subjected to the French, used in olden times, in conse-

quence of their vicinity to Algiers, to consent occasionally

to pay tribute to the Turks. Two of the most important

branches of the Kabyle race inhabit the province of Algiers

;

to the West they occupy aU the space between the Sheleef
and the sea; to the East, what is called "La Grande
Kabylie," which forms a triangle, the summit of which is

at Setif, and the base on the seashore from Dellys to

Collo. The first of these has been the scene of fierce

struggles between the French and themselves. Here was
the barbarous stifling in the grotto ; and the natives,

hunted, tracked, and impoverished, yielded from sheer ex-

haustion to their conquerors, but with undying hatred in

their hearts, which subsequent events have developed.
" It is fair to add that as the Kabyles are in no way

aggressive, and never fight, save when their own territory

is invaded, they in no way interfere with the aggrandise-

ment of French influence round them. Their position may
be hostile, but it is the hostility of neutrals, unless directly

attacked.

"All I have now said applies to the Kabyles properly

so-called, who reside in the Tell uf Algeria, in the south

of the province of Constantine and on the confines of the

Desert, arc a tribe of these very people, who are nomads
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and shepherds, who live in tents like Arabs, and have all

the external appearance of the latter. These are the tribe

of the Chaouyas, -who yet are of Kabyle or Berber origin,

and speak the Kabyle language with very little_ variety

;

but, less happy than their brethren in the mountains, these

Kabyles have remained in the plains, and have not been

able to maintain their independence.
" But there is again another Kabyle tribe, the Biskris,

living, as their name implies, at Biskra, and other parts of

theDesert, under the shadow of the palms and in the oases

which are scattered all along the edge of the Sahara. They
are so transformed by their desert lives as to be almost im-
possible to distinguish from the Arabs, unless it be through
their darker tint, which they owe to frequent mixture with
the negroes of Central Africa. These Biskris may occa-

sionally be met in the large towns, where they act as

porters, water-carriers, and fortune-tellers, which is one of
the characteristic trades of their race. Many of the Kabyle
women fortune-tellers are met in the streets of Algiers,

where they excite the curiosity of all foreigners ; but their
home is the sandy desert, and their heart is thoroughly
Kabyle." To conclude these remarks on Kabylia, I must
again advise my readers to repair to Schriden in preference
to Taotirirt-Amokran, when Fort Na,tional has been
reached. Taourirt-Amokran is a village situated on a
hill, which is itself commanded by all the surrounding tops
of the Djurdjura. True, it is recommended by Murray's,
and even by the infallible " Algerian Hints to Tourists,"
but I persist in my opinion in preferring Schriden, which
.stands on a much higher hill, where the view is far more
enjoyable, and freer from obstacles. The figares given by
the "Algerian Hints to Tourists" as fares for the carriage
drive from Tizi-Ouzou to Fort National are now things of
the past. The journey there and back only costs a few
francs, and may be reckoned in a single figure.

The Kabyle village of Tigzirt, near Dellys, on the
Mediterranean, is a village of recent creation, which contains
the most interesting Eoman ruins, and very beautiful points
of interest. It is easily accessible from Tizi-Ouzou. Messrs.
Thomas Cook & Son, Algiers, supply guides and carriages
for this very interesting excursion. The village of Tigzirt
was founded in September 1889.

I
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Algiers to Biskra and Hammam-Meskoutine.

stations.

Algiers . .

Agha .

Hussein Day
Maison Carrdc
Oiied Smar .

Maison Blanclic

Eouiba
Regai'a....
Alma ....
Corso ....
Belle Fontaine .

Menerville (.June.

Souk el Had .

Beni Amrau .

Palesti'o Thiers ..

Omar Dra el Mlzan
Bouira (buffet) .

Kl Imam ...
Maillot ...
Beni Mansour 1

(Junction) J
Sidi Braliim .

Mzita . . .

Mansoura .

K\ .-Vchir . .

Bordj Bou Ajtov
El Anasser .

Clienia

Ai'n Tessera .

Tixter .

151 Hammam .

Mesloug- . .

Distance in

kilometres.

From
Algiers.

2

6
II

i6

19
26

31

39
42

49
53
61

65
88

99
123

137
162

169

186
201
210
226

239
246

254
263
271
283
296

Stations.
Distance in

kilometres.

Setif (Buffet) . .

I{as el Ma ....
Saint Arnaud . .

Bir el Arch . . .

St. Donat ....
Meclita el Arbi . .

'I'elergmsi ....
El Guerrali(Jnm-.)
Oulad Kahmoun . .

Kroubs (Junction)

Oued Haminiin . .

Hippodrome . .

Coiistantine . .

Constantine
El Gu.errah.
Ain Molila

Les Lacs .

.\in Yay out . .

Fontaine Chaude
Fl JIahader . .

Fesdis ....
Batna (Buffet) .

ICl Biar . . .

Ain Touta . .

Les Tamarins
El Kantara . .

Fontaine des (iazell

El Outaj'a . .

Ferme Dufour .

Biskra ...

From
Alg-iers.

308
322

339
352
367
384
403
427
436
448

453
460
464
From

Constantine

37
50
68

84

93
lOI

107
118

129
151

159
183
202
211
221

239

Stations.
Distance

in

kilometres

from

Con-

stantine.

Distance

in

kilometres

from

Bona.

Stations.

;

Distance

in

kilometres

from

Con-

stantine.

Distance

in

kilometres

I
fi'oni

Bona.

Constantine .

Hippodrome
Oued llamimin
Kroubs . .

Bou Nouara
Am Abid . .

4
II

16

31

43

203

193
185

Ain Kegada
Oued Zenati

Bordj Sahath .

Taya . . .

Hammam |
Meskoutine J

58
69
85
96

III

180

174
162

156

148
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The train for Constantine leaves Algiers at 6.35 a.m.,

arriving at Constantine at 1 1.59 RM.
This is a long and tiring journey for those who wish to go

to Constantine direct. Those who go to Biskra had better

stop at Setif, where they arrive towards 5 p.m., in time for

dinner and a comfoi-table night's rest.

They can start next morning for Biskra at 5.15, arriving

at Biskra at 5.20 p.m.

Constantine can be visited on the return journey from
Biskra—viz., leaving Biskra at 7. 5 5 a.m., arriving at Constan-

tine at 5.50 P.M.

Constantine. For description, .see " Phillipeville,

Bone, and Tunis by Sea."
From Constantine to Biskra, passengers change car-

riages at El Gruerrah, a station situated 37 kilometres from
Constantine. The only station of importance on the line is

Batna, a town where the tourist ought to stop by all means.
The town itself has no particular interest, save the military

quarter and the sheep market, which is very important ; but
the interest resides in the neighbouring ruins of Timgad
and Lambesaa (11 kilometres S.E. of Batna).

Lambessa, or Lambaesis, is celebrated for the ruins of

the camp of the famous Third Legion of the Romans—
the Prsetoriura, and the triumphal arch. Timgad
("Thamugas" of the Romans) preserves still the fine ruins

of a theatre, of several triumphal arches, capitoles,
forums, and a Byzantine fort, in excellent preservation.

El Kantara (183 kilometres), a village celebrated for its

bridge or aqueduct over the river Kantara, which gave its

Tiame to the oasis. It is one of the most delightful spots in

the province of Constantine. The bridge itself is a curious
iniinument of Roman construction. It has only one arch, and

1 \vas repaired by the French in 1839.

It owes its importance to its usefulness. Its possession
involved the mastery of the region of the Tell, in the Alge-
rian Oriental Sahara, and was appropriately denominated
by the Arabs Foum el Sahra (" mouth of the Sahara ").

The po.sition of the bridge of El Kantara is picturesque
and wild. The views all round the oasis are simply magni-
ficent, and such that are not often to be enjoyed.
El Kantara was a Roman fortress of great importance.

The ground of this territory abound with Soman ruins
and fragments of the settlements of the Third Roman Le-
jgion. The French inn by the side of the road is an ancient
Roman building. Its antique name was Calceus Herculis.
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Tlic oasis of El Kantarca comprises three villages, or
daelieras : Khrekar, Khbour el Abbas, and Dahra-
ouia, containing more than 30,000 palm-trees. The popula-
tion amounts to about 2500 inhabitants. The railway line,,

before reaching this oasis, passes successively under at

tunnel of 160 metres long, another of 20 metres, and the
third of ICQ metres in length.

BISKEA AND THE DESERT EAE.

' Stvetcliing; away, that sea of sand to bar
The way, more thau the ocean which we cross

AVithout much fear or pain, or care, or loss.

'Tis like an ocean, as we stand and view
The trackless sand in shades of grey and blue.

Oh ! wondrous Biskra ! with your palm tree groves,
Cooled by the rivulets the palm tree loves.

And spreads her leafy foliage waving free,

As passing breezes kiss the stately tree.

Oh ! silent Biskka ! when you tread the way
AVhere lofty palm trees whispering seem to say :

Rest from the care, the w eariness, the strife,

And all the turmoil of this passing life

;

Kest 'noath my graceful, waving branches tall :

It is a panacea true for all.

And I will sing a lullaby for thee

AVitli my tall arms I cast about so free."

A. O. M., 1890.

Biskra, called by the Arabs the Queen of the Desert^
has gained of late years a considerable popularity. The^

creation of a direct line of railway having brought about
the result of putting Biskra witliin easy access of i\Iarr

seilles and Paris and London, has chieiiy contributed to th&
great success of this interesting place.

I hasten to state that Biskra thoroughly deserves the dis-?

tinction which visitors of all nationalities have made it tha

object. Its climate is assuredly without parallel. WhiW
London is deeply clad in January foi;s, and Parisians arc

knee-deep in snow and ice, Biskra enjoys a clear blue skyj

and is caressed by the rays of a glorious sun, developing j

heat of 70° to 80° Fahrenheit in the shade. Indeed, the ree

cord of last year's Bureau Meteorologique, which neve;

registered during the winter of 1889-90 less than 70° in thn

shade, has greatly contributed to encourage tourists ano'

delicate persons to repair to the Desert City. Wher
Nice, Mentone, and the chief winter resorts of Italy werf

experiencing the severest frosts and inclement weatheu
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Biskra was favoured with the most glorious temperature

which any southern city can boast of in the winter months.

While Rome, Pisa, Nice, Cadiz, and Malaga registered

averages of 50" to 60° Fahrenheit, Biskra never experienced

a temperature lower than the one above mentioned. As a

winter resort, Biskra is superior to any medical station,

either in Italy or in Spain.

Mr. Alexander A. Knox thus describes in the " New Play-

ground" the hotel life at Biskra:—"Dinner at the Hotel
du Sahara is served in a lofty dark room of tolerable size,

opening out on the garden, and our friend the chef gave us
a very fair French dinner, quite as good as you would find

iu France out of the large towns. Wlien this was over, the
real luxury of the day began—the luxury of idleness—iu

the garden, with coffee, under the tonnelle, and a cigar, with
xlbd-el-Kader telling us yarns about the desert and desert
life. A coolness seemed to have fallen over everything

;

the sky above our heads grew of a deeper and deeper blue.

Darkness would have followed but for the big moon over-
head. The palms looked mysterious in this half light ; and
there was a red glow from the kitchen furnace—of course
the kitchen opened on the garden also—and Mohammed in
his sanctum worked and clattered away at the plates, aiid

made piles of them ; and Abdullah and Ali fiitted about
from the kitchen to the dining-room, like stewards on tiie

Flying JDutchman, and a group of French officers took up
puaiiion at the next table ; and as it grew darker and
darker, the cool night breeze of the desert set in."

The Almees, a particular class of women of the tribe of
the Ouled Nail, may be called one of the chief attractions
of Biskra.

Most of these Almees are dancing-girls. They are re-

markable for the graces of their persons and the gorgeous
costumes and jewels which they exhibit. Their morality
does not stand very high.

Mr. George Gaskell describes them as follows, in his
work, '• Algeria As It Is ":—" Their complexions are darker
than gipsies, for they daub their faces with tar and
saffron, to deepen the colouring of the African sun. They
are fond of gaily coloured dresses, tattoo themselves like
savages, and wear earrings as large as small hoops. Their
hair, being mixed with wool and plastered with grease,
fornis a mass about, the head which rivals the false locks of
fashionable ladies, only the raven tresses of the Almees are
worn differently, for they fall over the ears, and enclose the
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face as if it were framed in ebony. TJiey literally cover
their persons with gold and sUver coins, coral and other
ornaments, often carrying about them a small fortune in
jewellery, which tliey display as proudly as if it had been
virtuously acquired. These women, who live apart in one
of the quarter.s of the town, frequent the Cafes Maures at
night, where they dance a kind of bolero, but the performance
of the Saharian girls is more unrestrained than that of the
Spaniards. After a few years they return to their native
oasis, and a marriage almost invariably follows this licen-

tious escapade in tiieir lives."

The town of Biskra, tlie Ad Piscinum of the Romans,
called in the Arabic Biskra el Nokkel (or "Biskra the
Palms"', is siuated 35° 27' latitude N. by 3'^ 22' longitude
E., at an altitude of 1 1 1 metres above the bed of the Oued
Biskra. It is surrounded by a wall and a ditch. The sur-

roundings are a vast garden, covering an area of six miles.

The suburbs are outside the ditch, and surround the town
on all sides. The inhabitants of Biskra follow the same
Mohammedan rites as the inhabitants of the sacred city of

Medina, in Arabia. One of the gates of Biskra is called Bab
el Mokhara (" the gate of the cemetery") ; another is called

Bab el Hammara (" the gate of the baths") ; the third,

Bab el Mouldoun (" the gate of the negroes"). The town
is divided into two distinct quarters, the European and the

native.

The Trench town, which one enters when coming
from Constantine, consists in a large street, bordered on the

one side only by brick houses, built on arcades, somewhat
resembling the Eue Bab Azoun at Algiers. The only differ-

ence is that the Biskra houses have only one storey, and
sometimes only a ground floor.

The Native quarter, called by the Frencli Village

Negre is the complement of the European quarter. Coming
out of this quarter, a wide road of about 1500 yards, bor-

dered by a triple row of palm-trees, takes you to the spot of

the ancient villages of El Bekri and El Aiachi, which are

marked by heaps of ruins.

The Ca'sbah is situated north of this spot. The following

villages are the groups of houses and teuts, which are spread

out at a distance of 5 kilometres, and which constitute the

modern native Biskra :

—

Bab el Khroka, north of the Casbah.

Bab el Ehralek, west of same.

Mseed, south-west.
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Kourah, south-east.

Bab el Derb, west part of Oued Biskra.

Gaddesha, north-west ; and
Filliash, south-east.

The importance of Biskra from a strategetical point of

view cannot be overlooked. It is practically the key of the

Sahara, which roads, from the province of Constantiue, it

commands. Tiie French have established them -selves strongly

in this quarter, so that, witli the help of Fort St. Germain,
which is capable of resisting any attack likely to be made
against it by the Arabs, and of sheltering the civil population,

one may fairly say that Biskra is now the guardian of the

Algerian Sahara. The territory of Biskra covers an area of

1 1,327,855 hectares, and has a population of 106,704 inhabi-

tants. It is called Territoire de Commandement

—

that is to say, it is one of the few territories in Algeria that

remain under the rule of the military authorities. Biskra
proper is under the command of a major, assisted by a
captain, three lieutenants, and a military interpreter. The
other six communes of the territory of Biskra—viz.,

Ouled DjeUel, Tekout, Tuggurt, El Oued, El Amri
(oasis), and Foufrata (oasis), are commanded by captains of

infantry, with their lieutenants and interpreters, these being
for the most part native interpreters belonging to the army.
The other military territories of the province of Constan-

tiue are : Tebessa, Barika, and Kenchela. Biskra,
Barika, and Kenchela belong to the region of Batna.
Tebessa belongs to the region of Constantine.
The following account, which appeared in the Times, in

Dec. 1889, gives an unexaggerated and correct description
of the oasis of Biskra :

—
" Some few years ago the railway

system in Eastern Algeria was extended south through the
gorge of El Kantara to Biskra, the first, and perhaps the
finest, of the oases in the Northern Sahara. It is now about
twelve years since a company of French gentlemen, the
Compagnie de I'Oued Rhir, interested in the develop-
ment of the country, conceived the idea of instiilling a series
of artesian wells, and of increasing, by improved irrigation,
the jiroduce of some of the already existing oases, as well as
forming new plantations for systematic cultivation. In spite
of many obstacle.s, the project was steadily pursued. An
evidence of the tenacity of purpose which has characterised
the promoters is, that only quite recently has a return in
the way of dividend been received. After travelling in the
desert sometimes for days, with an unvarying prospect of
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undulating plains of sand bounded by the horizon, the relief
to the eye is even greater than that of the body wben one of
these little islands of green in the endless sea of sand is

reached, and the sight of green trees, welcome shade, and f^'

running water is appreciated as it has been never before, f^'

The water from the wells is distributed in little canals, often '<^'

only a few inches in depth and width, which wind through
the gardens and round the roots of the palms, so as to ensure •

that condition under which alone, snys the proverb, can the • ^
date flourish, ' its feet in the water and its liead in the fires •

»li

of hea,ven.' Tiie artesian wells suid<; by French engineers
naturally require but little attention when once the fiow of ft

water is established ; but with the Arabs' wells it is often «

quite another case. With a mouth at least a yard square, jit

and sides shored up in a primitive fashion, it is natural that
they should frequently become choked with debris and snnd,

and then it is that the Arab owning such a well sends for

divers. These are Rouaras, and form a class apart, almost a
religioiis sect, having special prayers and charms for use u
before descending a well. One of these men will remain m
between three and four minutes in a well, often over • n

I oo feet deep, bringing up with him in his little basket a
few handfuls of the sand or stones obstructing the flow of

'

water. Date-growing is beginning to bring in large profits . aii

in Algeria, where at the various properties of the company lai

spoken of may be seen the results of years of patience and
enterprise."

ALGERIAN NOTES. v

[Beprinted from the 0. IT. S. Magazine.] .;

Look here, upon this picture, and on this." i

Prom Constantine to Biskra by Rail.—But here-

is the gate of the desert— as you emerge from the tunnel,. *

a new world of sunshine, sand, and colour bursts upon you,

Looking back on the mountain wall through which you (

passed, you see a glorious vision of pink heights, as though

God had " made Himself an awful rose of dawn" and the
'

mountains had caught fire.
_ _ _

The train runs beside an oasis, a green river of interlacing !

palms and pomegranates winding through the sand—every-

thing is so vividly beautiful and joyous that you feel as if
you had penetrated to the fastness of the Old ^Man of the

Mountain. In front rises the blue mountain of pure salt
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whicli astonished Herodotus, and, as you watch it, the

heights all around begin to catch the marvellous hues of a

desert sunset, and you are in a fairyland of colour, varying

every moment, till you get to Biskra and see the white-

robed Arabs waiting at the station, looking in the dnsk like

troops of risen dead still in their grave-clothes. All the

world had come to see the races, especially the camel race,

which was then on its way from Tougourt. It was to

take twenty-four hours, and we saw the close next day,

when the camels were grouped under our window, a dozen

magnificent animals with handsome riders in embroidered

vests, and red, or blue, or white cloaks. The whole place

was en fete, thanks to the races, and the brilliant dresses of

the women, in their square black head-dresses covered vfith

jewellery and chains, rivalled in colour even the Spain

uniform, the blue tunic and trousers, with a great red sash,

the white turban and the long white mantle lined with scarlet.

The market was thronged with Arabs from the interior,

some with piles of golden dates, some working in soft red

morocco leather, some cooking fritters, others with bowls of

milk and cheese, or making bright-coloured toys vsdth gold

and silver thread, while in one corner an Arab was leading a

lion of a year old by a string, and, in another, an eager throng
surrounded a story-teller wlio varied his narrative with the

tambourine and the plaintive minor chant dn destrt. That
night there was a danse macabre; a torchlight procession

of white, ghostly Arabs danced through the streets, followed
by drums and pipes, making the curious monotonous noise

which spoke of a new world more strongly than did any
other of the strange surroundings. Every now and then
the torch-bearers halted and formed a circle round some
negro women, in long floating drapery, who danced furiously,

with savage cries, till the procession moved on again into

the thick blackness of the night, and the cries died away in

the stilhiess. L. H. M. Soulsby.

Oxford, March 6, 1890

The chief attraction of Biskra is the almost total absence
of rain, which seldom lasts but a few days, being made up
mostly of showers. In a word, Biskra is the most favoured
medical station in Algeria, and the one which unites most

1 advantages to general invalids.*

* Tin; only irain [rom Constantino starts for Biskrn at 7.35 n.m, arriviiii;'

at IJi.skra at 5. 20 p. ni.
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Biskra is situated at a heiglit of 360 feet above sea level-
The oasis of Biskra contains 170,000 palm trees, planted im
groups bordering the roads, or inclosing gardens of fruit and .

vegetables. The road to Tuggurt especially is very pic-
turesque, witli its treble row of palm trees on eacli side.
Water is now abundant at Biskra, the Company of the Oued
lUiir having dug huge artesian wells all over the country,
which supply about 200 gallons a day, besides the water
derived from the river Oued Biskra.
There are two good hotels at Biskra: the Hotel du

Sahara and the Hotel Victoria. The former hotel
accepts Ccoks' coupons. The excursions round Biskra are
very interesting and varied. The baths of Hammam
Salahin, about 6 kilometres N.W. of Biskni, are very much
frequented. Tlie temperature of the water is 98° Fahr.
The excursion to the tomb of Sidi Okba (20 kilometres)
is the most attractive in the environs of Biskra. The drive
takes two hours, either in a private carriage hired for

the occasion, or in tlie "service." The village resembles
Kabyle villages in its outlines, and the style of the
houses, which are built of mud and stones. The mosque
is a square building, about 40 yards long, supported by
26 stone pillars. TJie tomb of Sidi Okba was con-

structed by the Arabs, who reconquered the country
from the Berbers, who had massacred Sidi Okba, with
300 of his followers. This Sidi Okba was a conqueror in

the strict sense of the word, who submitted the whole of
Northern Africa to his sway. His dominion extended from
Morocco to Egypt. He himself spurred his horse into the
Atlantic, declaring that only this barrier would prevent
liim from forcing every nation who knew not God and His
Prophet to abide by His laws.

The interior of the mosque of Sidi Okba is richly

coloured, especially the miinbar and rnihrab. To the right

stands the tomb of the saint. There are beautiful pierced

stone windows, carved in a peculiar manner. In one of the

pillars which support the chapel is an Arabian motto
recording the name and title of Sidi Okba, with the words

:

" May God have mercy upon him." This inscription dates

from the first era of the Hegira, and is written in Cufic
characters. It is the most ancient Ai'abic inscription in the

whole of Algeria. Sidi Okba is a great place of pilgrimage.

Every year a considerable number of Mahommedans from

all parts of Northern Africa undertake the journey to the

tomb of the famous saint, which is worshipped, I may say,
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next to that of Maitomet, by all the fanatical Arabs of the
plain.

Another picturesque village in the neighbourhood of

Bislvra is Sidi Becker, five miles from Biskra, where there
is a lovely mosque and a very graceful minaret. The place
is nicely shaded with palm trees and fig trees.

HAMMAM-MESKOUTINE.

The train for Hammam-Meskoutine leaves Constantine at

10.5 A.M., arriving at Hammam-Meskoutine at 2.55 p.m.

VtEw OF THE "Grande Cascade."

The Mineral Waters of Hammam-Meskoutine have acquired
of late sucli a wide reputation, and now rank so famous
amongst thermal springs, that I find it useful, for the
henefit of my readers, to give them a description of this
^rfiojjs place, with its marvellously picturesque scenery.
Ihe Thermal Baths of Hammam-Meskoutine are situated

1
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in the centre of a triangle formed by the cities of Constau-
tine, Philippeville, and Bona.
Hamniam-Meskoutine is a place at which no traveller in

:

Algeria, wlio can spare the time, should fail to spend a few*
days. The hotel is quiet, and good in every respect, 'and,,
in addition to the wonderful natural phenomena of the place-

itself, there are several most interesting excursions to he<

made. The manager of the estate is M. Kouyer, of Guelma^i
and at the same time proprietor of the hotel. There aret

oyer 50 bedrooms, most of which are large and well fi;r-
,

nished. The cost of living is about 14 fr. a day, including^
'

carriage fare from the railway station and all extras.

There is a post-office and telegraph on the establishment.;
Hammam-Meskoutine, or the Accursed Batlis, Avere knowiii

to the Romans under the name of Aqute TibUiiinas, so called
^

from tbe neighbouring town of Tibilis, afterwards Aunounaj
Some of the Roman baths cut out of the rock are still used ''

by the hospital patients ; but the largest one is highen
up the stream, which has since changed its course, owing: '1

to the mass of deposit having gradually raised the sur-

face of the rock over which it then flowed. The tem- ^'

yerature of the Avater is no less than 203° Falir., which,i

taking into consideration the height of the source abovei

the sea-leve', is just about boiling Avater heat, and is only\ "

surpassed by the Geysers in Iceland and Las Trincliera.^

in South America, the former of Avliich rises at and '

the latter at 206° temperature.
The whole scene is most extraordinary, and the mass.'

of still waterfall is a sight never to be forgotten. The(
surface of the rock Avhere the Avaters rise is everyAvheret

thickly encrusted with carbonate of lime as white as marble.' ?i

On issuing from the earth they fall in a succession of

little cascades into a richly Avooded glen, shut in by hills,-
'

and by the stream beloAv the natives may be seen cooking
their provisions and washing their clothes in the hot water.' >

Above the cascades are numerous little natirral Ijasins of ai p

creamy-Avhite colour, bubbling over with boiling AA^ater.- u

The rock over which the Avater falls is rough and uneveu,i st

owing to the thick calcareous deposit, and presents the. ul

appearance of a petrified rapid. 1

Above and below the sources are some enormous cones,- «

the largest of AA'hich is about 11 metres high and 12 in a

circumference. These Avere evidently deposited by thet J

action of the Avaters overflowing the edges of the basins- i(

wherein they rose, which Avere thus gradually raised highen t
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and liiglier, until the spring had no longer sufficient force

to run over, but was obliged to hnd another outlet.

Earth has gradually collected on some of them, in which

shrubs and flowers have sown themselves, giving the whole

the appearance of huge flower-pots. Many of them have been

split as if by earthquakes.

Clouds of dense steam rise from the falls and from the

earth in all directions.

The best view is from below, where, looking up at the

white shining rock and steaming water, the scene is very

strange, and almost unearthly.

These springs are extremely efficacious in cases of rheu-

matism and nervous or cutaneous diseases, and for healing

wounds. The volume is very large, being, from the two
principal, 18,000 gallons per hour. The carbonate of lime

becomes nearly all precipitated as the water cools, and when
([uite cold it is used for drinking purposes.

About I of a metre from the hospital are some other

springs, which are ferruginous and sulphureous. Their

temperature is about 170° Fahr. The usual mode of appli-

cation is by means of ordinary baths, but douches and
vapour baths are also employed. The convenience of being

able to make use of botli saline and ferruginous springs

close together have made Hammam-Meskoutine an im-
portant watering-place ; so much, indeed, that it can already

rank with the most celebrated baths of France or Ger-

many.

The Legend of the Cones.

Where the issues of the spring have changed their course, a

succession of white cones remain, and in the centre of these

is a separate group of pillars of stone, which gave rise to the
celebrated Arab legend from whicli Hammam-Meskoutine
takes its name. This is the legend. A rich Arab, w ho had
a most handsome sister, finding her too beautiful to be
married to any save himself, determined to espouse her,

in spite of the prohibition of Mahommedan law and the
supplications of the elders of his tribe, whose heads he cut
oft' in front of his tent. The usual marriage festivities

commenced, and a magnificent feast was given on that
occasion. But just before the completion of the wedding
ceremony, when the accursed couple were about to retire,

a tremendous earthquake supervened, the demons were
let loose, the elements set in motion, fire came out of the
earth, the water left its bed, and the thunder pealed forth in
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a fearful manner. When tranquillity was restored, all the(
"J

unfortunate bridal party were found turned into stone, in-, i''

eluding the Arab, his sister, the father and mother of th6(

bride, and the cadi who had presided at the ceremony ! j

The Arabs of the present day point out the petrified coness
'|J

representing the actors of this terrible drama, and even ^

point out the granulated fragments of sulphur below a& ^|

being " petrified couscous," the remains of the marriaget "

feast.
tl

I

— .

-j!

The two colossal stones which mark the spot where?

Ourida and Ali—these are the names of the heroes of this-

incestuous marriage—were struck by Divme chastisement,,

are a vivid testimony in the minds of the inhabitants oft

those countries, and reminds them of the punishment of the =

culprits. Near these, a more elevated cone of granite

personifies the cadi, who performed the marriage, and who
is easily recognised by his turban.

Behind Ourida can be seen the camel who bore the bridal i

presents, and farther oil" Brahim and Fatma, the unfortunate

father and mother of the bride, who acceded to their
j
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marriage. The other cones represent the minor lookers-on,

the musicians, and the servants. The tents are also detected

in the shajae of petrified cones nfdifferent sizes : and, in order

that men shall ever bear in their minds the memory of this

infernal deed and the solemn punishment that followed it,

God allows that the fires of the feast may be kept burning

eternally, a dense smoke arising from the boiling waters

clouding for ever the site of this lamentable region.

Is there a more scientific explanation that could surpass

this very pathetic narrative? What on earth are the

alkaline salts, the thermal springs, the petrified cones of

Hammam-Meskoutine compared to the touching remem-
brance of All and Ourida, the accursed couple !

The principal valleys are those in the course of the rivers

Oued Bou-Hamdan and Oued Cherf, before they meet at

Medjez Amar to form the Seybouse.
These valleys are very wide, and follow the traces indi-

cated by the direction of the above-named rivers. The soil

is extremely fertile, and supplies a quality of wheat highly
estimated in the Algerian corn markets. It is astonishing
to notice the fishes and crabs in the boiling waters of the
Oued Chakra. These fishes live in the inferior regions
of the water, where the springs have not acquired such an
elevated temperature as on the surface. Pink laurels grow
on the banks of these springs, which have been calculated
to develop 45 to 50 degrees (Centigrade) of heat. This site,

w^e repeat, is one of the finest in existence. The purity
of the water from the springs is undoubted ; for instance,
the cold water springs are composed, in grammes, as
follows :

—

0.043

0.159
traces

0.694

0.039
0.063

0.017

0.077

1.092

Some of the chief attractive curiosities in the neighbour-
hood of Hammam-Meskoutine, and one of the most easily
accessible, is undoubtedly the subterranean lake situated at
a distance of 2 kilometres south of the Thermal Establish-

Carbonic acid

Bicarbonate of lime
Protoxide of iron

Sulphate of lime .

Suljjhate of magnesia .

Chloride of sodium
Silicic acid .

Organic matters .
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ment, in t]ie dependencies of a settler in tlie village off
Clausel.

In the month of July 1878, after a very stormy day, the<
soil suddenly gave way, on a surface extending over 30;
metres in diameter, causing a tremendous noise, whichi
attracted the attention of the neighbouring shepherds. On.
close examination, a large crevice was discovered creeping.;
downwards, towards the centre of tlie earth, conducting thei
explorers to a large mass of water, forming a lake of aboutt
50 metres long by 30 wide. On the right side of the cavern 1

a stream, 3 metres wide, carried with terrific crash an:
enormous quantity of water to this subterranean lake.-

Durinsr six weeks afterwards this stream continued to poun
water into the lake, in the same capacious quantit}^ and
ceased suddenly one day. This phenomenon has been very\
clearly explained by the scientific men who were entrusted
with the analysis of the springs of Hammam-Meskoutine.-
The reasons which are given are briefly outlined in this

way : one of the cavities, like many that are concealed
in the territory of Hammam-Meskoutine was dissimulated
at the depth of 2 or 3 metres under the ground. Higher;
up, at a supposed distance, was situated a large natural
tank of water, which, breaking its barriers through an
unknown influence, engaged itself by way of numerou.s:

rivulets, more or less consistent, in the direction of thfi

underground cavity or grotto, and filled it with water, until

the level of this underground lake was equal to the othei

recipient. The stream continued for some days, until thei

equilibrium was perfect, and the cataclysm of the elenients

is thus very clearly demonstrated by the deduction tliat thei

waters, in penetrating with great violence into the under-r

ground grotto, caused the falling-in of the upper ground!
which led to the discovery of this lake.

It is advisable to make use of torchlights when -sdsitin^i

the interior of the grotto ; but this precaution is not

altogether indispensable, for at the end of about ten minute?
or a quarter of an hour the eye gets sufficiently accustomed
to the obscurity which reigns in the interior, to dis?

tinguish the most remote corners of this interesting

labyrinth. The most favourable time for this visit ia

between 2 and 4 o'clock in the afternoon, when the rays 0:1

the sun strike directly on the entrance of this immensf
grotto.

Visitors should apply to the manager of the Thermas
Establishment, Mr. Rouyer, who keeps experienced guidee
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for this expedition. Mr. Rouyer is also the proprietor

of the excellent hotel of Hammam-Meskoutine, where
attendance is charged at a very moderate figure, and is the
most comfortable hotel one can wish for in these remote
regions.

For additional information respecting this very interesting

thermal resort, I cannot do better than quote Lady Herbert's

narrative in " A Search after Sunshine "

:

" One curious effect of the exhausted cones is that the
earth having accumulated above, and the birds having
dropped seeds on it, they appear like a species of gigantic
flower-pots, from which graceful ferns and grasses fall on the
sides of the cones. The crust of earth, or rather sulphur,
on which you walk, is so thin, that it is even difficult

to escape being scalded, without proper precautions, by the
little streams which perpetually cross your jDath ; and hence
the Ax'abs have invented a multitude of stories connected
with the wedding legend, and no power on earth would
induce them to go near tiiis, which they consider ' accursed

'

spot, after dark. Nothing could be better for persons who
cannot afford the expensive watering places of the South of
Europe to seek the baths of Hammam-Meskoutine."

ALGIERS TO MILIANAH, TENIET EL HAD,
AND THE CEDAR FOREST.

Table of Distances from Algiers.

stations-
Distance in

liUometres
fromAlgiers

Algiers
Agha .

Hussein Dey .

JIaisoa Carrec
(Jue do Constantiue
Haba Ali

Dirtouta
Uoufarick
lioni Mered .

Blidah.
La Chiffa

2

6
II

IS
20
26

37
45
51

S8

Stations.

jMouzaiaville .

Kl-AfErouu .

Oued Djer
Bou Media .

Vesoul-Benian
Adelia .

Aflfreville .

By Boad.
Milianah

.

Teniet el Had
Cedar Forest

Distance in
kilometres

fromAlgiers-

63
69
78
91
98
no
120

140
180

190
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Table of Distances from Algiers

—

continued.

Distance
kJbuuiui4o uj luou iruiii iiiircVllJC* tronfi

Aflreville.

Milianah .... lO
Teniet el Had 60
Cedar Forest 70

The best train is the Oran train, leaving Algiers ab 6 a.jl
for Affreville. Omnibuses await all trains, and carry
passengers to Milianah in one hour and a half. The fare
is one franc for each passenger. Arrangements for private
carriages for 4 to 8 persons can be made in advance with
Messrs. Thomas Cook & Son, Algiers, both for Milianah
and Teniet el Had. The route from Teniet to the Cedar
Forest has to be made on horses or mules. Affreville is

an insignificant and unhealthy little village situated at the
entrance of the Sheliff plain, at the foot of the Mounts
Zakkar. I should not advise anybody to remain there, not
even one night. The best is to sleep at Milianah, and start

next morning for Teniet el Had and the Cedar Forest,

though Milianah deserves more than one day's sojourn, and,
if one is not in a hurry, I should advise him to remain there
two or three days ; the place fully deserves it. The road
from Adelia (one station before Affreville) is a little shorter,

if one is in a hurry to reach MUianah. But the Affreville

road affords much finer scenery, and is, to my idea, the best

and the most frequented.

Milianah, 140 kilometres from Algiers, is a fortified towi
situated on a hill of the Zakkar range of mountains, at an
altitude of 5400 feet above the level of the sea. It commands
a magnificent view of the Sheliff plain and the surround-
ing country. It is encircled by a wall pierced with musket
holes, in which are the Zakkar and Orleansville gates.

The route from Affreville to Milianah is a very picturesque

one. It follows the side of the mountain, reaching the sum-
mit by a succession of zigzags in the midst of a scenery of
great beauty. Fruit trees of all kinds grow plentifully in

well-watered gardens, the vegetation of Nortiiern climates'

alternating with tropical vegetation. The olive trees, the'

eucalyptus, palm trees, fig trees, »fec., are there intermingled 1

with plane and chestnut trees^ poplars and pine trees. Ther
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garden opposite the Zakkar gate is a really handsonie piece

of work. The roads and public gardens are kept in very-

nice order ; the town itself is unusually clean. Milianah is

lighted throughout by electricity ; the dynamos are worked
by water power. In the middle of the Central Place is a

Moorish minaret entirely shrouded with evergreens, and now
being used as a clock tower. The town is entirely French

;

very few of the original Arab dwellings have retained their

formal appearance. Of the numerous mosques that adorned
Milianah, only two remain ; the one deserving a visit is the

Koubba of Sidi Mohammed Ben Yussuf, a poor but
virtuous saint, who was still more remarkable for his epi-

grammatic and sarcastic poetry than the example of his life.

Many of his writings have passed into the Arab posterity as

proverbs. His severity against the Milianah women, " who,"
he said, " usurped the place of men, and commanded when
it was their duty to obey," is an Arabic illustration of the
" Women's Rights Question " mooted in this out-of-the-way
region some 400 years ago ! The mosque adorned with
a double row of arcades of the pure Moorish arcbitecture,

decorated with handsome open-work tiles. There was a very
curious marble fountain in the middle of the court. The
mosqueitself wasdecoratedintheinterior with lovely coloured
tiles, with a good deal of red, the secret of the manufacture of

which has been lost for three centuries, and is not likely

to be recovered for some time. The ceilings were hand-
somely painted and decorated with golden devices. The
doors were of bronze, with big copper nails. Of all this
description pretty nearly everytbing remains, save that the
tiles have lost their brightness, the carvings and paintings
are getting yearly more dilapidated, and seem in fact what
they represent to be, the relics of another age.

One of the favourite walks of visitors is undoubtedly the
beautiful terrace overlooking the valley, where one can con-
template the setting sun lighting up the Ouaransenis, w ith
its high peaks covered with snow and lost in the azure of
the sky. This is the great landmark of the country. There
are so many beautiful views to be met with on all sides at
MiUanah that one could certainly remain there a fortnight
without getting tired of the place.

However, one must not look for any materials of Arab
buildings at Milianah. The town is, as I said before, essen-
tially French, scarcely any Arab houses having been pre-
served. In fact, save the Mosque of Sidi Mohammed
Ben Yussuf, there are no Arab buildings of any import-
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ance at Milianah. The quantity of water which MilianaU
derives from the Mount Zakkar is something enormous.
It amounts to no less than 120,000 gallons an hour. The
water, which is stream water, is pure and very clear. The
motive power derived from this force is utilised by the toAvn
in many ways—to light the town by electricity, to work tile

factories, corn mills, and other factories, &c. The country
round is most intensely green and fresh-lonking, and affords
sights of the finest emerald scenery one can imagine. The
view from the outer wall overlooking the plain is something
really marvellous.

The Hotel du Commerce, wMch is at the bottom of
the central street, to the left, is the best hotel at Milianah.
It is_ very cleanly kept, and supplies excellent beds. The
cooking is very good ; Mr. Anastaze, the pr()i)rietor, who is

at the same time one of tlie most important farmers in the
district, has gained a renown in Algeria and abroad for liis

excellent wines. I should recommend the Milianah 1878
brand, which he keeps for connoisseurs. The ride back to
Affreville occupies a little less than an hour.
Now I may mention here a very important iiiece of infor-

mation to tourists wishing to proceed from Algiers to
Teniet el Had direct, without having to go to Milianah.
This can be done either by wiring to Mr. Baudoin, Hotel de
Vaucluse, Afi"reville, who is the owner of the diligences and
carriages at the latter place, or else by applying to Thomas
Cook & Son, Algiers, for seats or carriages, Avhich can be
retained in advance. The road from AflFreville to Teniet is

a very good one ; it affords no sudden steejj ascents, and
though a little tortuous in its windings and zigzags, is on
the whole an excellent one. It follows a straight course
across the Plaiiie du Cheliff, and then winds round the

many crevices of the Oued Massin. The scenery, though
not so handsome as the Milianah district, is nevertheless very
]ncturesque, and gets really very interesting after the Cara-
vanserai of the Oued Massin lias been reached. 'J'his

place abounds with splendid oak trees and pine trees. The
omnibus rests here a little while to change horses.

The road shortly after goes through very Avild and rocky
passes, and subsequently Teniet el Had is reached, after

a tedious drive of eight hours.

Teniet el Had, 57 kilometres from Affreville, is a village

situated in a woody and picturesque plain, at an altitude of

3917 feet above the level of the sea. It is a very animated

and lively place, well shaded with plane and pine trees. By
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its situation it comm;uicls :i very important pass of tlie

Atlas, communicating with the High Plateaux and the
Ouaransenis.
The only good hotel here is the Hotel du Commerce,

kept by Mde. Veuve Roure, where horses and mules can be

obtained for the excursion to the Cedar Forest. The price

is 5 francs for one horse for the journey. The price of a guide

is also 5 francs ; but if the tourists start in any number a

guide is not required ; as the main road takes you straight to

the forest there cannot be any risk of losing one's way. The
ride to the forest takes two hours, and as much again to come
back. Before reaching the heart of the forest, at about

5 kilometres distant from Teniet, the trees are already very-

numerous, and consequently an avant gout of it is enjoyed.

But the real object of the journey is the "Bond Point des
Cedres," a rustic little place, looking somewhat like a Swiss
cottage, surrounded by a semicircle of imposing cedar trees.

Though tlie cedars of Teniet are not so large as those of the

Lebanon range, they are much more numerous, and were it

not for the frequent devastations of the Arab incendiaries

they would cover an area of about double the size they
occupy to-day. Some of these cedars, such as the Sultane,
have acquired enormous dimensions (no feet height, 8 feet

diameter). There is a surface of nearly ten thousand acres

entirely covered with cedars. I should advise tourists who
wish to enjoy a really magnificent view of the surrounding
country to climb up to the top of the glen, wherefrom the
cedar forest itself looks like a distant speck. The ascent
occupies about half an hour on foot. The double row of

mountain ranges is plainly visible, the high peak of the
Ouaransenis standing out much higher above the others.

To the south, the magnificent Plain of the Sheliff, with
the fortress of Milianah shining brightly in the sun, sur-
rounded by its wall, gives a vague appearance of a Monaco
perched up in the clouds. The particular peak from which
this view is enjoyed is simply a continuation of the pathway
that takes you to the Cedar Forest ; it is called in Arabic
Ain ed Denia, or the " eye of the world." The height is

fully 6000 feet above the level of the sea, therefore it would
be a pity, having come so far, that for the sake of half
an hour's walk one should not continue the journey to the
end of tiie ridge.

The winter in this part of the region is sometimes as
bitterly cold as in the coldest parts of Scotland. I should
recommend e^^ciirsions to Teniet el Had and the Cedar
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Forest early in November or else in April. One sliouldi

not neglect to take a good supply of plaids, shawls, blankets,

,

overcoats, &c.

HAMMAM-R'HIRA. .

Trains from Algiers to Bou Medfa run several times ai

day. The Thermal Establishment is situated eightt

miles from Bou Medfa. Carriages can be procured by tele-

graphing on the previous day to Mr. Aries Dufour, proprie--

tor of the establishment. Prices : 4 persons, 1 5 francs. Seat&
in the omnibus which awaits the trains at the station ofBoui
Medfa, 2 fr. 50 cts. each person. (By the 6 a m. and 1 2.40 p.m.

train from Algiers.)

The road crosses the Oued Djer and the railway line, and,,

leaving the Milianah road on the left, proceeiis by the left;

bank of the Oued el Hammam through a succession of

zigzags to Hammam R'hira, which is reached in one hourr

and ten minutes. The elevation of Hammam Khira is igcxi

feet above the sea level, looking S.W.
When the French conquered tlie country the springs were

reported upon by tbe military surgeons, who recommended
that a hospital should be established there, which was ac-

cordingly done in 1841. Later on, the French Government;
were advised to facilitate any private enterprise having in
view the building of an hotel which would be suitable for:

visitors and invalids, and which would enable the baths to

be made use of. To erect such an establisliment required a
great amount of capital—and one has only to go over thet

hotel to have some idea of the very large sum of moneyj
which must have been spent on it—so that it is not to h&
wondered at that for years nobody was furthcoming who
would undertake the risk. At length, in 1876, M. Alphonset
Aries Dufour was induced to take the matter in hand, and
by the expenditure of money, energy, and indefatigable*

labour the existing building was erected.

The baths were leased to M. Aries Dufour for a period ol

ninety-nine years. The conditions on which the lease was:

granted were that within three years from the date of con-

tract ;i civil hospital for poor colonists should be opened, and
also that baths should always be reserved for the poor Arabs:
and Jews, who, it may be mentioned by the way, come a-

distance of many miles for the sake of them, and are said ta

greatly appreciate them.
The approach to the entnince is through well-kept grounds:
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planted with the beautiful flowers one is accustomed to see

in that climate, as well as date palms, aloes, &c. From this

entrance the building runs right and left, the entire erection

being in the form of a hollow square, the wings extending
backwards at right angles. From the entrance hall the

staircase ascends to the upper floors, and corridors run either

way, with doors opening into private njoms, to the S.E.

and S.W. corners, where the large dining-room and lofty-

drawing-room are situated respectively. From the level of
the entrance one descends to the bath-rooms, situated on the
ground floor.

The Baths are really two large swimming-baths—one
containing water at a temperature of 110° Fahr., and the
other water at 100° only. There is a loiniging-roora close to
these bath-rooms, provided with carpets, matting, couches,
and other requirements. Patients rarely remain more than
ten minutes in the baths, the majority not remaining even
that time. The atmosphere in the bathiiig-room is saturated
with steam rising from the water, which, by the way, is

beautifully clear and pure. The following is the analysis of
the hot spring water. Temperature, 113° Fahr. One litre

of water contains

—

Carbonate of lime 0.207
Carbonate of magnesia 0.030
Sulphate of lime 1.303
Sulphate of magnesia 0.172
Sulphate of soda 0.017
Chloride of sodium 0.439
Chloride of potassium 0091
Silicate of soda 0.069
Alum 0.002
Peroxide of iron .... small quantity

It may be stated generally that these baths are beneficial
not only m clnonic rheumatism and gout, both articular and
muscular, but in certain diseases of tlie nervous and cutane-
ous systems, periostitis, painful cicatrices, prostatitis, vesical
catarrh, some chronic uterine affections, neuralgias, and some
forms of paralysis. In addition to tlie hot spring there is at
Hammam E'hira a cold chalybeate spring which is of great
importance. The following is the analysis of this spring,
lemperature, 190° C. (66.20° F.)- One litre of water con-
Wns

—
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Free carbonic acid
Bicarbonate of lime
Bicarbonate of magnesia
Bicarbonate of strontiana .

Bicarbonate of manganese .

Bicarbonate of iron

Sulphur of lime .

Sulphur of magnesium
Sulphur of sodium
Chloride of sodium
(Chloride of potassium
Silicate of soda .

Alum
Organic substances
Arsenic and phosphoric acid

. 0.2801

small (juantity

. 0.0240

. 0.0028

small quantity
small quantity

small quantity

. 0.1623

0.0008

0.0100

0.8820

0.941

1

00314

Total . 3.2108

This chalybeate spring is situated about a mile distant, and
the water is conducted by pipes. It is by no means dis-

agreeable, and is drunk by many at meals, either pure or
mixed with light claret, the presence of carbonic acid being
decidedly an advantnge. This water is useful in ansemia,
chlorosis, and other affections. It is said to be of much
service in cases of dyspepsia, chronic hei^atitis, and other
affections of the liver, and also in malaria and cases of renal

calculus—probably in the latter because of its sUghtly diu-

retic action. There can be no doubt that this water is of

great service in the treatment of chronic rheumatism, many
cases of which are frequently associated with anaemia.

Anothermostvaluablespringfor cases of diseases oftliechest

.

and weak digestion was discovered four years ago at a
distance of about one hundred yards from the establishment..

The great charm of such an establishment is its situation.

It occupies the edge of a plateau at a considerable elevation

above the sea level. It is opposite a pretty little village

called Vesoul-Beniiin, from wliicJi it is distant only three or-

four kilometres, but separated by a deep ravine, the'

valley of the Oued Hammain, running east and west..

Beyond the opposite eminences, towards the South, the'

ranges of the lesser Atlas rise, whilst towards the West the;

summits of the Zakkar stretch upwards above Milianah.

.

To the East, the high peaks of Beronaghia and Ben Ciiicao>

are seen. From nearly all parts of the grounds, beautiful!

panoramic views are beheld, and the eye never wearieg-
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admiring the beautiful scenery. To those who are fond of

sport, and who are well enough to enjoy it, there is ample

opportunity afforded for gratifying tbeir tastes, for m the

pine forest of 1800 acres there is a great abundance of

game, including red partridges, hares, rabbits, wild boars,

jackals, &c. There are numerous beautiful walks, and for

those who are unable to walk far, many pleasant excursions

can be made on ponies, mules, or donkeys. It may be of

interest also to state that for the antiquary there is a varied

field opened up calculated to delight the heart of an enthu-

siast. To prove how much the surroundings are interesting,

it is only necessary to mention that the Hammam Rhira of

to-day is in the same situation as the Aqujs Calidae of the

Romans, a town which flourished under the reign of the

Emperor Tiberius about a.d. 32. It is recorded tliat many
patients suffering from various disorders gathered there on

account of the benefit to be derived from its waters.

In mentioning tlie claims of Hammam R'hira, I am in-

fluenced by the fact that we have no place like it, either in

England or on the Continent. The mean temperature at

Hammam R'hira in winter ranges from 53° to 60° Fahr. in

the morning, and 65° to 70° at mid-day. In the event of wet
weather, invahds have the use of the splendid and extensive

corridor, which may be considered the " clou " of the esta-

blishment. Leaving aside now all question of the curative

virtues of the waters—which is now a decided fact—nothing
more picturesque than the situation of Hammam R'hira can
be easily conceived. The best time for visiting Hammam
R'hira is from October to May. It is necessary to \mt in-

tending visitors on their guard against the false reports

spread by prejudiced people concerning the climate, food,

and accommodation to be met with at this place. To my
idea the Thermal Estabhshment rivals any similar kind of
establishment in Europe. It unites in one same spot the
three most desirable items—viz., a medium altitude, a favour-
able climate, and the extensive installation of wholesome
thermotherapy. The establishment of Mr. Aries Dnfour is

divided into two separate hotels, distant 150 metres one from
the other. They are called the Grand Hotel des Bains and
the Hotel Belle Vue.
The Grand Hotel des Bains is a building of colossal

proportions, measuring 1 10 metres by 90 metres. The grand
saloon is 20 metres long, and may be considered almost
unique of its kind. The accommodation is sufficient for

35Q persons. The hotel is supplied Avitl^ all the latest
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appliances and necessaries, telegrapli, telephone, billiard-
rooms, reading-rooms, lawn tennis, &c. Tlie dining-room,,
which cat! accommodate 300 persons, is a very handsomer
room.
The Belle Vue Hotel, of quite another style and dis-

position, reminds one more of an English cottage villa. The;
view from the windows is exceedingly beautiful. Tlie service -

at the Belle Vue is not so rich, and consequently the prices*

are cheaper.

The MOitary Hospital, close by, is a group of build--

ings following each other, with only a ground floor. The-
central building contains 34 soldier's berths, a room for the
non-commissioned officers and four small rooms for officers.

.

In December 1887 Sir Morell Mackenzie visited R'hira.

.

He was very much impressed with the (jualifications

;

of the place as a health resort. He considered it a.

decidedly fit place for the cure of several diseases. In a

,

report made public a few months ago these diseases were
stated to be consumption (at an early stage), chronic rheu-

matism, bronchitis, neuralgia, dyspepsia, and afiections of

:

the stomach.

SPORTS.

Shooting over 1800 acres of land may be indulged in by
visitors. The partridge and qu.ail-shooting season does not

begin before the middle of February. A licence must
previously be obtained at the Prefecture of Algiers, or at the

sub-prefecture of Milianah. It costs 28 francs. A pigeon-

shooting stand has been erected, at great expense, at

Hammam E'hira and is one of the chief attractions of the

winter season.

•lackals are plentiful in the neighbourhood of Hammam
R'hira. Hyenas are occasionally seen, and sometimes

panthers are shot. One of these animals was shot last

winter by the guests of the well-known Mr. Cattier, the

successor of Bombonnel. The skin was bought by an

inmate of Hammam R'hira.

EXCURSIONS.

Numerous walks and excursions can be made in the neigh-

bourhood of Hammam R'hira.

First, to the Tombeau de la Chretieune a pleasant drive

of three hours.—Carriage there and back, 25 to 30 francs.

Second, to Milianah, a very line and picturesque road
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takes you to Milianali iii three hours. Special carriages cost

35 francs—but many carriage-drives and organised parties

start almost daily from the Hotel des Bains to IMilianah

and back, at a very moderate cost.

Third, to the top of the Zakkar mount. This can be done

either from here or from Milianah, but it is advisable to

ascend the Zakkar from the latter place.

The pine forest of Charba, in the environs of Hammam
R'hira, aftbrds many pleasant walks and handsome scenery.

The forest and the neighbouring slopes are abundant with

game of all sorts. Sporting parties are often organized either

for small or large game.
The Ravin du Voleur (10 kilometres south) is also a

nice drive. The Auberge Gaspard is the rendezvous de

chctsse, where an excellent breakfast may be had.

Algiers to Boufarick, Blidah, and the G-orges

de la Chiffa.

Trains start from Algiers to Boufarick and Blidah several

times a day. The fastest is the Oran train, which leaves

Algiers at 6 a.m.

Boufarick is a flourishing little town of 3600 inhabitants.

It is situated on the main road from Algiers to Blidah. It

is considered as a " Centre Agricole " of very promising value.

It is an assemblage of modern farms with a rural popula-
tion, almost exclusively European. "In 1830 Boufarick
was an uninhabitable compound of marsh and jungle,

swarming with hyenas, jackals, and panthers. A few
bridle-paths traversed the combination of thicket and
quagmire, converging at an expanse of somewhat more
solid earth in the form of a hiUock, and crowned by a well,

Avhich was overshaded by three tall trees. From the
branches of these trees floated permanently sundry
hempen ropes, and to these ropes were not unfrequently
suspended human bodies, the corpses of true believers,

who, to their own ill-luck, had come into collision with the
criminal code as administered by the Moorish judicial
functionaries."—George Augustus Sala ("A Trip to
Barbary").
For many years the malaria or pestilential fever killed

the settlers almost as fast as, they came, and the vast camp
which General d'Erlon had built there, and which is now
used for the Monday market, was baptized "Le Cimetiere."
However, to-day Boufarick is one of the healthiest spots in
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.Algeria ; its lofty trees and pretty gardens render it an i

unusually attractive little place. The water is pure audi
•good, and the prosperity of the district is j'early increasing..

The public garden at Boufarick is very pretty, and densely,-
crowded with trees and flowers of all kinds. It cmitains ai

rnagnificent Chinese palm-tree and many maritime stone-
pine trees. I

A great many plane and poplar trees are to be seem
at Boufarick. Though they have been planted only/
tliirty years, they have attained the most fabulouS'*
heights. In summer, Boufarick is a very cool place owing: toi

to its numerous trees and foliage and the abundance ofi i'

water. There are a great many Jews at Boufarick, as>

everywhere else in Algeria where money is to be made..
They are peaceful, frugal, and persevering, and most of the;

trade of the town is in their hands.
The Monday market, for which Boufarick is renowned, iS' w

one of the most important in Algeria. I should, advise.^ ai

intending visitors to start by the 6 o'clock train from Algiers?

on the Monday morning if they wish to avail themselves oft

the opportunity of viewing Boufarick to its best advantage.

.

Past the public garden, and on the way to the market, is ai lai

large piece of ground shaded by plane trees of fantastic: 5

heights. This is a really fine spot. The road to the- u
market is likewise a very nice road bordered with tall olive.-

trees and also acacias. The road from the station to>

Boufarick exhibits some rare specimens of plane trees audi lot

eucalyptus. In the central place there is the statue off

Sergent Blandan the hero of the Beni Mered encounter,,

^where 25 French soldiers held their ground against 300 Anibs*
•forthree hours, until help arrived, when only five of the plucky/

little troop were found living. The following inscription is-

on the pedestal: " Courage, enfanis ; defeiidez vous Jusqu'a

la mart! (Courage, children, hold out tiU death!)

These were the last words Blandan was heard to say, forr

his body was among the slain of this touching episode..

(1842.)

The best hotel at Bouafrick is supposed to be the Hotell
Mazagran which sends a very dashing carriage to the:

station. But the Hotel Benoit is the oldest established, audi

the habitual resort of all the English and American tourists^

in this region. For it to have been selected by the Anglo--

American public for so many years, shows that it must:

certainly possess some characteristic features of its owiu

which operjj,te greatly in ffi-vour,
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Messrs. Thos. Cook & Son have regular carriage drives

from Algiers to Boufarick once or twice a week, personally

conducted. For full particulars, see advertisement. From
Boufarick to Blidali the train proceeds S.W. through the

Mitidja plain, and the approach of Blidah is announced by

orange groves, which are, indeed, real forests of orange

trees. From the station to Blidah the 'bus fare is two-

pence (20 centimes), or fifty centimes for a private carriage,

per head. The distance from the railway station to the

town is one kilometre.

Blidah, 51 kilometres from Algiers, is a pretty little

town, situated at 260 metres above the level of the sea. Its

population amounts to 25,603 inhabitants, chiefly French
colonists. It stands in 0° 30' longitude W., by 36° 20'

latitude N., on tlie Oued el Kebir, a tributary streani of

the Chiffa, at the foot of the Atlas range of mountains.

The town is abundantly supjilied with Avater, and is chiefly

remarkable for its numerous and important orange groves,,

and extensive and well-cultivated gardens. The town is',

surrounded by a waU 4 metres higli, pierced with musket-
holes, in which are six gates : The Algiers, the Camp des
Chasseurs, the El Zionia, the El Eahab, the El Sebt,,

j

and the El Kebia, or Bizot Gates.

The Fort Mimieh, situated on a hill 400 metres high,-

completes the defensive works of Blidah.

i Blidah was destroyed in 1825 by an earthquake.-

I Another earthquake caused consideiable damage to th&
1 town in 1867. But the modern French buildings stood the

i shock better than the Arab constructions, which serves tO'

. illustrate that the damage to property in cases of earth-

i quakes is very often checked by solidity of construc-

j tion. The streets are lined with very neat and pleasant-
looking bouses, nearly all built of bricks, painted white,

i
The Place d'Armes is a cheerful-looking square place,

:, bordered with a double row of plane trees and arcaded
r houses. In the middle is a pretty waterfall. The Bar-
; 1 racks, which can accommodate 3000 soldiers, deserve an

in.spection, as well as the Cavalry Barracks and Stud.
;1
'These occupy a wiiole quarter of the town, and have good

ijlstabling for 500 stallions. Many fine specimens of the best
jilexisting Arab races are there to be seen. Syrian thorough-
Jlbreds and Sahara stallions are represented in their hand-
[j.jBomest productions.

,M The famous Orange Groves, situated to the north, are
flfcimply fabulous for beauty and number. There are, one
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may say, millions of oranges and lemons of all the known
sorts, of every shape, size, and flavour. Parma violets grow
at Blidah in large quantities, as well as musk roses and
many other sorts of flowers. Mandarines and tangerines,
since they have been imported from China, have developed
to immense proportions, and are shipped to England and
France in very large quantities. It is calculated that the
orange groves of Blidah contain no less than 60,000 orange
trees. This number is exclusive of 40,000 young plants or
poiirettes, as they are called in French. The town of Blidah
exports annually from five to six millions of oranges a year.

The Bois Sacr6, west of Blidah, contains some orange trees
of fantastical dimensions. There is the Koubba of
Mohammed el Kebir and his two sons, which is also well
worth a visit.

There are two good hotels at Blidah—the Hotel d'Orient
and the Hotel G-eronde.
The ascension of the Beni Sali, or Sidi Abd el Kader's

Peak, takes about five hours on mules or horses. The cost

of a horse is 5 francs for the journey ; a guide costs about

3 francs. The view from the top is very captivating.

From Blidah to the Ruisseau des Singes and the
Gorges de la Chiffa, 10 kilometres by road. A diligence

leaves Blidah every day. Priv.ite carriages may also be had
either from the Compagnie des Diligences Blid6ennes,
or from Messrs. Thomas Cook & Son, Algiers. Car-
riage drives from Algiers to Chiffa and back.*
The road leaves Blidah by the Gate of Bab el Sebt, and

passes near the village of La Chiffa, which it leaves on the
right, and runs alongside the Oued Chiffa, a small river in

a rent of the Atlas Mountains. At 61 kilometres from
Algiers the small Inn of Sidi Madani is the second
station from Blidah, right in the pass of the Chiffa. The
road has been cut right through the rock, at the cost of

'

tremendous labour. It is a really splendid piece of engi-

neering work. There is another inn, 3 kilometres farther, at

the Kuisseau des Singes, called the Auberge du Ruisseau
des Singes, kept by Mr. Ducros. Good beds can be pro-

cured there, and a tolerably good service. The scenery is

so grand and poetical that many tourists remain there for
•

several days. On the other side of the road there is a very

fine staUictitic grotto, which can be visited on applying to

the Auberge du Kuisseau. It is also worth while to go up

* See advertipements : Thomas Cook & Son.
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the rough path at the back of the hotel, by the Ruisseau des

Singes, to visit the garden, where most luxurious vegeta-

tion can be seen.

On the walls of the dining-room of the Auberge are

painted monkeys and dogs, by an artist of real talent, also

an officer in the French army, M. Girardin. These are pro-

bably the only monkeys, together with two or three tame
monkeys that are kept at the inn by Mr. Ducros, that the

traveller will meet on liis journey ; for the wild monkeys
that used to swarm in this district have been driven away
by the bustle of the Medeah Railway, and the ever-increasing

traffic in the gorges, to unlmown or rather inaccessible re-

cesses, where it is needless to follow them.
Two kilometres from here is situated the Roche Pourrie,

a rock that borders the road, and frequently interrupts the

traffic. In 1859, after the collapse of a large portion of this

rock on the road, the Commander of Engineers, Bert, blew
up nearly 50,000 cubic metres of it vdth gunpowder, and de-

molished another equivalent portion with cannon shots.

Thus nearly 100,000 cubic metres of this rock have been
sunk in the torrent below.

Eovigo and Hammam Melouan.

A diligence awaits passengers at the railway station

—

Gue de Constantine. There are two departures a day,
each way.
The road passes through the Mitidja plain, in the midst

of numerous villas and farms belonging to French and
Turkish settlers. The Turkish Imoudis, or farms, are an
illustration of the old Arab farms from the time of the
Deys. Sometimes the French building combines the old
Arab house, when it does not completely replace it.

Sidi Mousa (22 kilometres from Algiers) is the first

village on the road. It stands at the junction of the Bou-
farick, Rovigo, and Aumale roads.
Rovigo (30 kilometres) takes its name from the Due de

Rovigo, who was Governor-General of Algeria from 1831
to 1833. It is a village built near the Harrach, at the foot
of the Atlas Mountains. It is chiefly remarkable for its

beautiful orange groves, and two quarries of cement and
sand, which are very much appreciated in the manufacture
of glass and porcelain.

Two miles from Rovigo, on the left bank of the Harrach,
is the site of a camp, built at the same time as the Camp of
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5'oudouk. A mile further south are the baths of Hamma
Melouan. To get to this place one must follow the path
way ou either side of the river Harrach. Tiiis pathway is

not always clearly defined, and sometimes is left altogetliei-

untraced, so that one has to get along as well as one ca"
either on foot or on horseback, and make use of the bed o;'

the river or the declivities of the hill. I liave been mysel.
obliged to cross the Harrach seven times before I couk
reach Hammam Melouan, in a distance of six miles
When nearing Hammam Melouan, one is at once struck witl
the sight of a bamboo hut, the dwelling of ihe Kaid OD
Hammam Melouan, This place is a Moorish cafe an
well. The name of Hammam Melouan signifies in Arabic
the Coloured Baths.. It must certainly arise from thi

numerous deposits of the water on the banks of the river

and of the divers specimens of coloured stones that line tha
bed of the Harrach.
The natives have great confidence in the virtues of thu

waters of Hammam Melouan. They attribute to them thi

most marvellous qualities.

Of the two i)rominent buildings that exist at present a
Hammam Melouan, the first one meets is the celebratec

Koubba. The other is, I may say, an ordinary well. The
Koubba is a parallelogram of about six yards square, con
structed in heavy thick mud walls. The hall that precede,

the inside bath, situated in a kind of recess, with scarcely

a,ny light, does not inspire a preposessing idea of the plact

at first sight. However, once the eye gets accustomed tc

the comparative darkness of tlie interior, and begins to per

ceive the clear -w ater of the pond, surrounded on the foua

sides with a clean bench of masonry, the repulsive ano

somewhat uninspiring aspect of the place soon vanishes, ano

is replaced by a sentiment of confidence in the pure ano
wholesome waters, that are credited with so many beneficen

qualities.

Tiie actual supply of both the Koubba and the we'
sources of Hammam Melouan amounts to 200 litres pei

minute
;
and, according to the idea of the Captain of Engl

neers, Rayral, tlie debit could be extended to 600 litres pe
minute with only a trifling expense.

Hammam Melouan is the habitual resort of a great man^
Algerians. The average number of visitors amounts to 15^

daily. Sometimes there have been as many as 600 peopL

attending the sources in one day. Indeed, the virtues d
the hot waters are by no means exaggerated, for my 0
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personal experience allows me to certify that I have known
of several wonderful rheumatismal cures that could not have
been effected by ordinary medication.

The temperature of the baths is on an average of 85° to

105° Fahrenheit. Analysis has proved that a great quantity
of salt enters into the composition of these waters. The
waters of the Hammam Melonan are, in fact, praised for the
large quantity of natural salt contained in them.
A very comfortable hotel has been erected close to the

sources, and a more agreeable place to spend a day or two I

do not know.
I should recommend the waters of Hammam Melouan to

all persons suffering from any kind of neuralgia, paralysis,

or rhematismal indisposition. They are invaluable, and
greatly appreciated by the Arabs of Algeria ; and are said,

not without reason, to have effected the most miraculous
cures.

Cherchell, Marengo, and " Tombeau de la

Chretienne."

From Algiers to El Aflfroun by rail, 69 kilometres, trains
run several times a day. The journey takes two hours and
a quarter. From El AflEroun to Cherchell, a diligence
awaits passengers at the station. The fares are 5 francs a
seat, 6 francs in the coupe. Private carriages 20 francs one
way. The journey from El Affroun to Cherchell takes about
six hours ; the distance is 30 kilometres. The road passes
through
Amevir el Ain, a small village, and
Bou Rkika, on the river Oued el Nador, a pretty little

place, at the junction of the Cherchell and Milianah roads.
Marengo, 86 kilometres from Algiers, is a fine village of

4356 inhabitants, including Tipasa and Montebello, its
annexes. It is situated in the Mitidja Plain, at the foot of
Mount Beni Menasser, near the Oued Merad. The bar
of Oued Merad is a fine piece of work. It is 17 metres high,
and bars a valley of 130 metres in width. This immense
cistern, which is continally filled up by the river, contains a
provision of two million cubic metres, and supplies 200 litres
per second.

The Wednesday market (Souk el Arba), h^ld it
Mafengo) is Vety important, and deserves to be seen. As
many as 2dod Kabyles and natives frdm all parts of the
tegion meet on that day to sell and buy theii' supplies. A

I
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fine road runs alongside the Oued Mered and the Oued
Nador, and takes you to Tipasa (12 kilometres from
Marengo), 011 the sea-shore. The Arabs call it Tefaged.
Tipasa was a veteran colony, founded by the Emperor

Claudius. It is expressly mentioned in the " Itinerary" of
Antoiiius and by Ptolemy. The Vandal king, Heneric, is

said to liave sent to the Catholic inhabitants of Tipasa, in

483, a bishop, to entice them to convert themselves to the
heresy of Arius. They fled in large numbers to Spain.
Those who were unable to escape, and who refused to abj urate
their faith, were condemned to have their right hand and
ear cut off.

Many ruins of the old town still remain to be seen. The
principal ones are the Church, a building of 60 metres
by 30; a Theatre, a Quay, Two Arched Cisterns
near the harbour, a Prsetorium, and a Gymnasium.
Several Private Houses are also among the ruins, and
also some Tombs, and the Hypogees, discovered by Mr.
Gavault, in the cemetery near the fortifications.

The site of Tipasa was conceded, by a decree of the
Government, on the 12'oh of August 1854, to Mr.
Demouchy, who sold it a few years Liter to Mr.
Rousseau. The heirs of Mr. Demouchy are now again the

proprietors of the land.

Tipasa is annexed to the village of Marengo, and its popu-
lation is daily increasing. A pretty little harbour and a
Custom House complete this interesting Little place. A
fine road runs on the sea-shore from Tipasa to Coleah.

In the neighbourhood, at the foot of the Djebel Che-
noua, lies afine quarry of pink onyx, in prosperous working.
Froui Tipasa to Cherchell the Breche quarries of the above
Djebel Chenoua is on the road, as the main road, now in

construction, is not yet completed.

Cherchell (32 kilometres from Algiers) is a town of

4000 inhabitants, situated at the foot of a hill on the sea-

shore. It was originally the Phoenician colony of lol.

Juba II. enlarged it, and gave it the name of Ceesarea,
the capital of Mauritanean territory. It was designated,

according to numerous inscriptions discovered in the ruins

of Cherchell, " Splendissima Oolonia Ceesariensis." When
Ptolemy, son of Juba II., was assassinated, his kingdom
was incorporated with the Koman Empire. It dwindled
down to an obscure rank, and fell into oblivion, until, in

1840, the inhabitants of Chercliell having plundered a French
wreck in Cherchell Straits, the French occupied the town on
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the 15th of March 1840. It is now the centre of a mUitary

circle, and depends from the Division of Orleansville.

Cherchell contains no buildings of any magnificence or

originality, except the Grand Mosque, which the axe

and spade of the Conquest have preserved. It has, however,

been converted into a military hospital. The roof is made of

horseshoe arches, supported by eighty beautiful green granite

columns, which formed part of a Roman temple.

Of the ancient Roman palace, only some pillars, with
beautiful capitals, now remain. The cisterns, which are very

large, still exist, and supply the city with water as they did
eighteen centuries ago. Nearly all the other Roman build-

ings have fallen to the ground, disappeared through neglect,

or have been removed to various French museums. The
seats round the old Roman amphitheatre remain intact.

This was the place where St. Marcian, the martyr, was de-

voured by wild beasts. The centre is now a ploughed field.

As for the theatre where St. Arcadius was cut to pieces for

admitting his belief in Christ, it is in a very dilapidated
state, as it has been used for a long time as a stone quarry.
The port, which was very important at the time of the Roman
occupation, is now only a small harbour of 3 hectares. Re-
cent excavations have discovered a variety of Roman vases
and curiosities, and also a Phoenician st;itue, a Roman
barge, 1 1 metres long by metres wide, which was full of
pottery.

There is a little Museum, if such a name can be given
to an open-air exhibition, in the town, created by Mr.
Lhotellerie, where ancient statues, which have been proved
to be copies from the originals in Rome, can be seen.
These statues have evidently been brought there by Juba,
Cleopatra Selene's husband. This Cleopatra Selene was
the daughter of the famous Cleopatra. There are many
piUars, capitals, pottery ware, tiles, mosaics, vases, &c. One
of these vases, of very elegant shape, bears an inscription, a
dedication to Bacchus, with the name of the town, thus

—

" Resp. Csesarea."

The best view of Cherchell is from the Place d'Armes. I
should advise tourists to be in no hurry to leave Cherchell.
The place is full of interest, and affords great archaeological
surprises. It is full of Roman relics. Its environs are very
beautiful. The site of Cherchell is a splendid one, and
the views on the sea-shore are marvellous landscapes.
From Cherchell to the Tombeau de la Chr6tienne

carriages can be obtained. Prices : From Cherchell to Tom-
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beau de la CLretienne, 1 5 francs ; from Tombeau de la

Chr^tienne to El Affroiin (railway station for Algiers),
18 francs. These are the prices for private cariiages. The
most interesting route to Algiers is by Coleah. Diligences
run twice a day, either way, at a very moderate cost. Now let

us explain what the Tombeau de la Chretienne is. It is a
tomb of circular form, standing on a hill 762 feet above sea
level. The building is about 100 feet high. The shape is a
vertical circular wall, with, sixty columns, surmounted by a
cornice. Above the cornice are thirty-three steps, decreas-

ing to a point towards the summit, assuming the appearance
of a pyramid.
The Lake AlloTila stands down below. A guide takes

you through the interior of the Tombeau. The appearance
of this mausoleum from a distance very much resembles that

of a circular haystack. It had originally twelve sides. The
principal access is by a massive dnor, on either side of
which are large pillars, which seem to have formed a part

of the old portico. By creeping in almost on your knees, you
penetrate into a round hall, with small recesses opening out

of it. This tomb is said to have been erected by the King
of Mauritania, Juba II., in the year 26 B.C., as a burial-place

for himself and his family. The corruption, Kbour el

Eoumia, which signifies in Arabic " The tomb of the

Christian woman," is taken from the sentence " Kbour el

Eoumim," which signifies the " tomb of kings and queens."

The belief through ages past that there must have been un-
told treasures concealed therein, has caused this tomb to

have been violated and dilapidated, to reach its contents,

at different periods of history.

A model of the Tombeau de la Chretienne, on the scale of

I centimetre for i metre, can be seen at the Bibliotheque

Museum of Algiers. It was made by Mr. Latour, of

Algiers.

From this place to Colea, the shortest cut is by a steep

pathway, leading down to a Moorish cafe, by the side of the

road. Then take the main road to Colea, which passes

through miles of lentisks and dWarf palms, enlivened here

and there by Arab huts or ffourbis, crammed full of natives,

watching their cattle or dritiking cofi'ee, squatted solemnly

on straw mats. The road is sometimes utterly desolate and

deserted until you reach Colea.

Colea (39 Idlometres from Algiers) is a pretty little town

of 4500 inhabitants, perched up on one of the hiUs of the

Bahel range, looking over the Mitidja Plains towards
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Blidah, at 130 metres altitude. It is surrounded by vine-

yards and orchards, and has an abundant supply of stream

water. Tlie Mosque and the Koubba of Sidi Embareck
is considered by the Arabs as the Mecca of Algeria. It con-

tains a Cyprus tree of which the seed was brought by Moslem
pilgrims from Mecca.

Kolea, or Colea, was taken by the French in 1831, for

the first time, and was definitely secured in 1841. It was
destroyed by an earthquake in 1825. The aspect of the town
is decidedly European, the Mosque itself having been con-

verted into a hospital. The Koubba alone has been re-

spected, and still preserves its original appearance.

The Jardin des Zouaves, at the lower end of the tovra,

deserves a visit, and also the Cercle de OflBciers, where is

preserved the celebrated flag of the 2nd Regiment of Zouaves.
The Jardin des Zouaves is, in fact, the great attraction of

Colea. It is not a stiff and formal piece of ground, like

most of the French gardens generally are. There are some
very tall and shady trees, frequented by a multitude of sing-

ing birds, many of them of very precious species, such as the
nightingale, that make this garden truly delightful. It is

one of the most picturesque gardens in Algeria, and, I should
say, the most beautiful and extensive, after the Jardin
d'Essai.

From Colea, the next village on the road to Algiers is

Daouda (33 kilometres from Algiers). Then the road
descends, through uncultivated country marshes, right
down to the village of Zeralda (23 kilometres from
Algiers).

From Zeralda the road passes through Staoueli (17 kilo-
metres), Cheragas (12 kilometres), El Biar and Algiers, which
is reached by the Porte du Sahel.
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From Algiers to Oran and Tlemcen by Rail.

stations.

Distance
in kilo-

metres from
Algiers'

Algiers
Agha .

Hussein Dey
Malson Carrec
Gu6 de Constautine
Babi AU
Birtouta
Boufarick
Beni Mered .

Blidah
La Chiffa

Mouzai'aville

EI AfEroun .

Oued Djer
Bon Medfa .

Vesoul Benian
Adelia .

Allreville

Lavarande
Duperre
Oued Rouina

.

Les Attafs .

Temoulga
Oued Fodda .

Le Barrage .

2
6
II

15
20
26

37
45
51
58
63
69
78
91
98
no
120

124
146
160

173
183
186

195

Stations-

Distance
in kilo-

metres from
Algiers.

Ponteba
Orleanaville
Oued Sly
Charron
Le Merdja .

Oued Riou
Djidiouia
Les Salines .

Belizane
Hillil .

Oued Malah .

Perr6gaux .

L'Habra
St. Denis du Sig

L'Ougasse
Mare d'Eau .

Ste. Barbe du Tlelat

Arbal .

Valmy .

La Senia
Oran .

From Oran.

Sidi Bel Abbes
Tlemcen

FROM ALGIERS TO ORAN" AND TLEMCEN.

The railway from Algiers to Oran was the first railway
constructed in Algeria. It is in the hands of the P.L.M.
Company, and is very properly managed. The only draw-
back is the scarcity of trains. There is, so to speak, only
one train a day, starting either way. The only train in the
day leaves Algiers at 6 a.m., and reaches Oran at 7 p.m. By
taking the train at the station of Agha, some twenty-five

minntes is saved to the dweller of Mustapha Superior. This
avoids rising in the dark at something like four in the
morning, which, in the winter months, is always an un-
pleasant turn out, no matter how early a riser one
may be.

Oran is the chief city of the province of Oran ; it is the
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residence of all the superior chiefs, civil and military, of the

province. Its population amounts to 69,315 inhabitants,

divided as follows :

—

French 20,000

Spaniards 25,000

Mahommedans
Jews 3,000

Other nations 14,000

69,315

It is situated in 35° 44' lat. N. by 2° 58' long. W.
Orati is a disappointment for the true lover of realistic

Orientalism. The hand of the French spoiler has been busy
at work here

;
for, except a couple of old towers, vfith here

and there an old piece of wall and an escutcheon bearing the

Spanish coat of arms, there are no remnants of its old splen-

dour left. The streets are wide, Frenchified, and common-
place; the barracks are very dismal, and " built-by-the-yard

"

looking. Oran is more of a French town than any other city

in Algeria.

Oran was founded in 903 by Mahommed Ben Ayoun. In
less than half a century Oran changed no less than nine
different rulers, some of a totally different nationality.

According to Alvarez-Gomez, there was in Oran in the year

1437, 60C0 houses, 140 mosques, a quantity of schools worthy
of the famous colleges of Cordova, Granada, and Seville. In
1 509 Oran was attacked and stormed by the Spatdards, under
the leadership of Cardinal Ximenes. More than one-third of

the Mussulman population was put to death, and th.e re-

mainder carried away to Spain as captives, or imprisoned.
The town was pillaged, and a considerable amount of money
and booty fell mto the Spaniards' hands. In 1708 the Dey
of Maskara, Mustapha Bou Chelarem, succeeded in

driving the Spaniards out of it after a memorable and bloody
assault. In 1732 Philip V. of Spain sent an army of 25,000
men to the coast of Africa to retake Oran from the Moors.
The place capitulated after only six hours' resistance, and
formed henceforward an integral part of Spanish territory

for sixty years. In 1790, after a terribly disastrous earth-
quake, which destroyed most of the buildings and houses of

Oran, and caused considerable loss of life and property,
Mohammed el Kebir, Dey of Maskara, laid siege to
the place and invested it closely for fourteen months, until,

in 1791, an arrangement having been entered into between
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the regency of Algiers and the Spanish Government, Oran
capitulated, with the honours of war. The Spaniards deli-
vered the town to the Turks, and were themselves allowed
to retire with their guns, treasures, and property. The troops
and inhabitants were transported to Carthageiia.

Oran was occupied by the French for the first time in
1831. Marshal Clauzel, in tije name of the French Govern-
ment, ceded the town to the Bey of Tunis, but this arrange-
ment not having been ratified by the French Parliament,
Oran was taken possession of a second time on the 17th
August 1 83 1, and has finally remained in the hands of the
French until this day.

The principal sights of Oran are the Mount Mourdjadjo,
at the summit of which is the Fort Santa-Cruz, the tower,
and the Chapel of the Virgin ; the Casbah ; the Rue
Philippe Mosque, and the Mosque of El Haouri ; the
new Jewish Synagogue, the Promenade de Letang,
and the Museum and Chvirch or Cathedral of St.

Iiouis.

This cathedral was an ancient mosque, which was first

transformed into a monastery by Cardinal Ximeues, and
eventually into a church dedicated to " Our Lady of Victo-

ries." From 1709 to 1731 it was used as a synagogue, and
then fell into ruins until restored by the French in 1832.

The Mosque of the Rue Philippe is a charming little

building, with an exquisitely carved little minaret. A marble
court, with a handsome fountain in the middle and an arcade

round, with a double row of columns, form the entrance halL

This court leads into the mosque, which is got up in pure
Moorish style, and very richly decorated.

Another important mosque is left in Oran—that is, the

Mosque of Sidi el Haouri, situated at the foot of the hill

where stands the Cathedral of St. Louis. This mosque was
built in 1800 by Bey Othman, son of Mohammed el Kebir,

I?ey of Maskara. Its minaret, decorated with a treble row
of delicately carved arcades, dominates the koubba or dome
of the mosque still afi"ected to the Mussulman worship.

Wonderful miracles are related about this El Haouri. This

is one of the most popular legends which is told about this

saint :

—

A very pious woman, whose son had been taken prisoner

by the Spaniards, was carried off as a slave to Malaga. El

Haouri told the woman to worship God with faith several

times a day, and also to bring him a dish of beef-tea with

meat in it, which was eventually done. El Haouri gave the
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broth to his favourite dog, a superb greyhound, who was at

the time sucklmg her little ones. The dog started at once,,

and got on board a vessel bound for the Spanish coast.

She met the young man in question in Spain, and as soon as

lie saw the dog he recognised her as one belonging to the

saint. He followed the dog to the vessel, which was pre-

paring to return to Oran. He concealed himself among the

cargo, and succeeded in landing safely on his native shores.

The dog returned to her master and her young ones, and the

poor mother narrated all over the city how, by the prayers

of the saint and the intelligence of the dog, her son had been

miraculously restored to her.

The steep and beautiful walk to Santa-Cruz should be

undertaken ; it is not by any means so formidable as it looks

from below. There is a good and weU-defined path which

leads up from the Port del Sauto, behind the cathedral.

Besides, those who wish to ride up to it can easily obtain

horses for the purpose. Santa-Cruz is perched on the highest

point of the mountains behind the town, aud commands a

view over the whole country and the seaboard ; so that on
clear days the coast of Spain can be distinguished. The
splendid panorama one enjoys, once at the top, amply com-
pensates the sightseer for the trouble of climbing up to it.

The ascent occupies about an hour, the distance being only
2 miles. Its highest elevation is 580 metres—that is, about
200 metres higher than the Bou Zarea at Algiers.

The City of Oran is far from being as handsome, archi-

tecturally speaking, as Algiers ; neither is it half as pic-

turesque from an Eastern point of view. Of late years the
harbour has been completed, but the only safe anchorage on
the coast is the harbour or natural bay of Mers el Kebir,
two miles north of Oran. This bay, for its shape and the
•security it aftbrds to large size vessels, resembles very much
the celebrated bay of Viilefranche, near Nice.
The town is about two-thirds as large as Algiers, but of its

seventy thousand souls, only seven thousand are Arabs. The
rest are Jews, Italians, Biscris, and anybodies from any-
where, and many Spaniards. These may be reckoned the
last descendants of Spaniards settled here for centuries, and
others are emigrants who are continually flocking over from
Spain, the nearest point of which to Oran, Carthagena, is

but ten hours steaming. It must not be forgotten that for
centuries Oran has been a kind of political challenge-cup.
Half a dozen nations have in turn fought for it, conquered
it, lost it, conquered and lost it again, lioman medals,
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belonging to different epochs, have been found in abundancee
in the neighbourhood, and archseologists are at issue as t03
whether Oran stands on the site of the Quisa Xenitana off
Pliny. All, however, are agreed on this iioint—that thee
present modern village of Mers el Kebir is on the very spott
where stood Portus Divinus ; also that the Oued el Malah,
or Salt River, in the environs of Oran, which the Spaniards?
still name El Rio Salado, is the Flumen Salsurn of the«
Romans.
The old Spanish forts and walls of Oran are considered,!

even to this day, as a fine specimen of masonry
; they exhibitt

a solidity which has defied earthquakes and cannonadinga
without number. They were nearly all built by convictsj
The public works at Oran do not seem to have ruinedr
his Catholic Majesty, for at the eastern end of the Casbahu
may still be read this remarkable inscription :

—

En el Ano 1589
SIN. COSTAR. A. SU. MAGESTAD.

MA.S. QUE. EL. VALOE. DE. LAS. MADERAS.
ESTA. OTiRA.

Don Pedro de Padilla so Gapitan General
Y. JtrSTICIA. MAYOR. DE. ESTAS. PLAZAS.

PGR. SO. DILIGENCIA. Y. BUENOS. MEDIOS.

" In the year 1 598, without costing his Majesty any morei
than the value of the timber and scaffolding, this has been
erected by Don Pedro de Padilla, H.M. Capitan-General and
Grand Justiciary of these parts, by his diligent aid and good
services,"

The convicts got the stones from the qunrries and builf

the Casbah. This inscription is really edifying.

Oran was for many years the port of deportation of the

Spanish kingdom. The Casbah must have taken a good
many years to build, or else the convicts must somehow
have convinced the Arabs to do their work for them. Thiai

would not be altogether incredible if one bears in mind that

the citadel was always crammed full with prisoners taken ai

the various encounters outside the gates of the city. There
was a garrison of 6600 men, and about 5000 puridarios, ov

felons. There were but 3000 Spanish inhabitants. Between
the military, the convicts, and the population reigned the

most delightful entente cordiale. The soldiers let the thievee

do pretty well as they liked, and when there was a Capiiani

Qeneral who turned rusty and talked of the cat-o'-nine-tails«
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the rogues took themselves gaily oflF to Morocco, where to

this day there are whole towns peopled by their descendants.

Many of the exiles, being banished for political reasons, bore

aristocratic names, and had plenty of money
;
they brought

with them the fashions and manners of the Spanish Court.

Oran was in fact one of the most jovial, most rollicking, and
wickedest places it is possible to imagine. It gained the

sobriquet of La Corie Chica, " The Little Court." Night and
day there was nothing but balls, collations, and festivities,

wine-quaffing, cigarette-smoking, guitar-strumming,
_
bull-

fighting, love-making, and gondoling. It was a presidario

of pleasure, but every now and then the Arabs or the Turks
would come thundermg at the gates, and there would be a
mighty fight by way of diversion.

Oran is now a very prosperous town, and, commercially
speaking, more important than Algiers. The trade with
England is considerable, chiefly in alfa and cereals. The
exports from Oran greatly exceed those from Algiers. The
ravine which separated Oran has been of late years nearly
all filled up, and the Mosqu^e and Karguentah quarters
joined to Oran proper. The principal thoroughfares are
the Boulevard Gudinot, Place d'Armes, Botilevard
National, Place de la B6publique, Place Kleber,
Rue Philippe, &c. The band of the Second Regiment of
Zouaves plays twice a week on the Place de la Republique.
However, an ordinary tourist will scarcely spend more than
three or four days at Oran, the town affording but very little

interest from an Eastern point of view.
A drive to Mers el Kebir will be found a pleasant

excursion. It is only eight kilometres from Oran. The road
follows the edge of the bay, passes under a long tunnel, and
before the Bains de la Reine, which I describe below. It
is a magnificent anchorage, protected from the fury of the
winds on all sides save one, where the soil has been arti-
ficially extended by a jetty.
A drive to the Bavin Vert, or Oued Rehhi, is a most

pleasant one, as well as an excursion to the Camp des
Planteurs.
The Bains de la Beine are situated 3 kilometres from

Oran, on the road to Mers El Kebir. An hotel and a cafe
are attached to the establishment. These are the thermal
springs ofJane, daughter of Queen Isabella of Castille, which
are still used by the Arabs and Europeans, especially in
cutaneous diseases. At the end of a narrow path, scarcely
wide enough to allow one person to pass at a time, is a
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grotto, in the heart of the quartz rock, from which tht
waters rush out into a cistern at the rate of 300 litres pei
minute. The water is rather salt, but very clear and purer
The Thermal Establishment below is divided into bathings
rooms, with private baths, and also douches and separata
bathing places. This is Dr. Bertherand"s analysis of these
waters, which are, he says, most beneficial in cases of rhem
matic affections and aU kinds of cutaneous diseases, neural-1

gia and gout :

—

Grains.
Silex 809
Carbonate of lime 1,078
Chloride of magnesia 4,317
Chloride of soda 5,956
Sulphate of magnesia ..... 420
Water i ,000

Total in 1000 gr. of water . 12,580

Hammam Bou Hadjar.—Hammam Bou Hadjar is a-

thermal station situated 14 kilometres north-east of Ainr
Temouchent. The railway from Orau to Temouchent has:

now brought this most valuable place within easy access of
Oran. The springs of Bou Hadjar were very much appre-
ciated by the Kouians. This is testified to by the numerous
baths and cisterns of Roman origin which are found in the;

neighbourhood of the springs. Some of these are salt springs,;

which are collected in cisterns and baths built by the na-
tives and the military engineers. Others, situated i kilometres

further, are sulphurated, and at a temperature of 101° Fahr.'.

These also are collected in various pools and fouutaius.

A Thermal Establishment and Hotel, with every comfortl
and attendance, has recently been built at Hammamj
Bou Hadjar. Tourists will henceforward be able to spend!
a few days comfortably in this very cheerful and healthyf

resort.*

* See Advertisement.

m

i
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Oran to Sidi Bel Abbes and Tlemcen by Rail.

Distance

stations.
in kilo-

metres from
Oran.

Stations.
in kilo-

metres from
Oran.

Oran .
— Sidi Lahsou . 84

La Senia 6 Sidi Khaled . 90
Valmy . 10 Boukanefis 97
Avbal . 18 Tabia . lOI

Ste. Barbe du^
Tlelat )

r>C-\

Taffaman 114
^L> Ain Tellout . 125

St. Lucien 32 Lamoricierc . 134
Lauriers Koses 42 Beni Aad
Oued Imbert

.

55 Ain Fezza

Lea Trembles 62 Los Cascades

Sidi Brabim . 68 Tlemcen . 165

Sidi Bel Abbes 78

The railway communication between Oran and Tlem-
cen is now open. This will afford great encouragement to

tourists, who hesitated hitherto to go to this most interest-

ing place, on account of a long and tedious journey in the

uncomfortable diligence.

From Oran the train proceeds by the P.L.M. line as far

as St. Barbe du Tlelat, where passengers change car-

riages for Tabia and Tlemcen.
Sidi Bel Abbes is the only important station on the

road. It is 78 kilometres from Oran, and well deserves an
inspection. Population, 1 5,600 inhabitants. Sidi Bel Abbes
is built in tlie shape of a rectangle, surrounded with walls

(and bastions on the four sides. Four gates give access to the
icity—the Gates of Oran, Daya, Tlemcen, and Maskara.

i

The principal street, the Rue Prudhon (name of a dis-

tinguished officer of the French army), cuts tlie town into
two distinct portions, the military and the civil quarters.
The military quarter is situated west. It contains the
idifferent barracks of the troops stationed at Sidi Bel Abbes,
[the Commissariat, the Hospital, and the Military Club
—a cheerful house, surrounded by handsome gardens, where
1;he famous band of the 1st Legion Etrangere plays three
ttimes a week. It is well to remind the reader that the
legion Etrangere is a regiment composed, as its name
inferS) Of soldiers of foreign nationality, who serve in the'

French array without being naturalised French citizens^
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The band of this regiment is composed, for the most part,
of real talented artists, mostly Poles and Germans, who en-
list chiefly in the band. It gives very often string concerts,
and has acquired the reputation of being, with the Garde
Eepublicaine, the most perfect band in the French army.
The Rue de Tlemcen is the prominent street of the

military quarter.

The town proper, situated east of the Rue Prudhon, con-
tains very decent modern buildings, such as the Theatre,
the Mairie, the Tribunal de Police Municipale, the College,
the Church, a Mosque, and a Synagogue. The chief streets
are the Rue Montagnac, Rue de Jerusalem, Rue de
Maskara, and the Rue des Ecoles. The Place des
Quinconces is a fine square, with the Law Courts adjoin-
ing it.

Several boroughs or faubourgs are dependent on
Sidi Bel Abbes, although outside its walls. They are :

—

The Mekerra, the Village Negre, the Village Es-
pagnol (or Spanish quarter), Faubourg des Palmiers, , rf

and the Faubourg Thiers.
The Promenade Publique is a magnificent promenade,

,

shaded with beautiful trees. In fact, Sidi Bel Abbes is

.

entirely shaded with stately trees, as well as its immediate ; as

neighbourhood. This fact renders it a very agreeable resort

:

in summer for its military population. Sidi Bel Abbes is •

chiefly a garrison town, the troops at all times quartered I

there amounting to 6000 odd men. However, it does ai

cimsiderable trade with the interior, and is considered one
of the chief inland depots of the Province of Gran. Water-
is plentiful; it is derived from a river, and a canal, tribu--

tory of a stream of excellent water. The Roman Foun--
tain, in the Mekerra quarter, well deserves a visit ; it is-

an exquisite mixture of Koman and Arab architecture.

Sidi Bel Abbes enjoys the inestimable advantage of: du)

having no history worth speaking about. It takes its name
jjk

from the marabout or koubba of Sidi Bel Abbes, one of the' fij

innumerable holy men of Algeria, whose shrine adjoins the;

redoubt erected for the defence of the place. The place is<

about of the same calibre as Blidah or Milianah, or scores*

of similar towns, more than half French, formerly pic--

turesque, but now undergoing the ruthless metamorphosis

«

of civilization. There is a theatre where the good old I

stock vaudevilles "Passe Minuit," "La Charabre a Deux:
Lits," "Le Sourd," &c., corresponding to our "Box audi

Cox," "As Cool as a Cucumber," "Deaf as a Post,"
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are played ; a cafe chantant, several good hotels, and a

military club.

Lamorieiere, 32 kilometres from Tlem^en, was the last

station of the railway, up to a few months ago. The dili-

gence started from here to Tlera9en on a tedious and
fatiguing journey. This is the territory of the tribe of the

Ouled Mimoum, renowned for their agricultural capabilities.

This territory is the most fertile in the province of Oran.

It is well cultivated, and brings in very good revenues to

its owners. The site is one of the finest in Algeria. What
renders it the more remarkable, so that once it has been
seen it can never be forgotten, is the chain of little moun-
tains bordering the fertile valley at the west, like a necklace
of emeralds. When the sun sets, the horizon becomes a
blaze of red fire, throwing a reddish tint over the fields of

wheat and barley of the plain, lighting the olive and fig

trees with a bizarre spark, the little mountains growing
darker each minute. It is a grand scene, such as lovers

of Nature would pay dearly to enjoy.

Tlemcen. Population 20,303. This is the antique
Pomaria of the Komans, now Agadir, one mile from the
town. It was a Roman camp, with a body of occupation of
cavalry, whose duty was to watch the movements of the
neighbouring warlike tribes of natives. Tlemcen, the
Moorish capital of Western Algeria, was founded by the
Beni Ifren • it was successively under the yoke of different
dynasties, such as the Idrissides, the Almohades, the Abd
el Ouadites, the Turks, and lastly the French.
The glorious reign of Tlemgen as the brilliant capital of

Algerian Megreb was at its climax under the domination of
the Abd el Ouadites. The Sultan Abou Moussa II. con-
tributed greatly to its illustration. Its population amounted
then, according to trustworthy Arab historians, to 125,000
souls ; its maritime connections extended to the most
xemote ports of the Mediterranean. Tlemcen was the city

iif

light and genius .... its kings were lovers of arts,
cience, and literature. The Court was numerous and
)rilUant ; the army was disciplined, brave, and well com-
nanded

;
they coined their own money, had their police,

udges, &c. In one word, Tlemgen was one of the most
;ivilised towns of the world about 1553, when the different
lations of Europe were hardly awakening from their long
ethargy.

Under the Turks, Tlemcen was a pashalik of the Turkish
adjak or provmce. It was afterwards made an aghalik;
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it was in a state of anarchy and revolution for a succession i

of years (i 553-1830). After the surrender of Algiers, the;
Emperor of Morocco^ tried to capture Tlem9en, but wass
baffled in his enterprise by the obstinate resistance of the?
Koulouglis (Turkish descendants), who first fought on theirt

ruler's account, and last on behalf of the French. Thee
French occupied it, and handed it over by treaty to Abd ell

Kader. Later on, Marshal Clauzel took possession of itt

another time (1836). In 1837 the French gave it to Abd ell

Kader for the second time. This Arab chief sought in vaini

to make Tlemgen the capital of a flourishing province, andl
restore to it some of its ancient splendour.

After several years' trial the town was takan possession!

of definitely by the French (1842), and became an integral

part of French Algeria until tlie present day.

Dr. Bennet, in his " Winter and Spring on the Shores ofi

the Mediterranean," speaks with positive enthusiasm of the£

care with which the French have built churches and estab-

lished schools wherever they have founded a colony or aa

military station:

"The settlement of the French in Algeria, althoughi

certainly undertaken and continued for political and mili-
tary purposes, has also, in reality, a decided Christiam

character. It is the first grand inroad made on the head-
quarters of Mahomedan infidelity since the time of thee

Crusades. The gain is the gain of Christianity and civiliza-

tion, and all the Christian nations of Europe ought to feell

that they owe a deep debt of gratitude to France for whatt

she has accomplished in Algeria, and be willing to help Len

in her great enterprise."
" The town of Tlem^en, the ancient capital of the Magreb,i.

' the Key of the West,' as it was called by the Turks, witki

its picturesque mosque, crenelated walls, high Moorishl

minarets, its circular koubbas and delicately carved arch-

ways, sparkles," says Lady Herbert, " like a diamond in the*

rising sun."

TlemQcn is now a very prosperous town, doing a large*

trade with Europe. The chief exports consist of olive oil,.,

wool, figs, flour, and corn, cattle, carpets, and other manu-

factured goods. A great quantity of alfa from the province*

is packed at Tlem9en. Many coloured haicks and blanketss

are also manufactured at Tlem^en, and also red hajcks on

shawls worn by Jewish ladies and used for mourning ; the<

red Colour is the mourning colour for the Jews of the<

province of Oran.
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The chiefly interesting buildings of Tlemijen are its

mosques. The principal one is Djama el Kebir, on the

PLace d'Alger. The saint Ahmed Ben Hassan el Rho-
mari is buried here; every native who passes the little

oratory which gives access to the mosque kisses the grating.

Above the door is an inscription, translated as follows by
Mr. C. Brosselard

:

" The virtues of this sanctuary spread themselves abroad.

Like the light of the morning, or the brilliancy of the

stars.

0 ye who are afflicted with great evils, he wlio will cure

them for you
Is this son of science and profound nobility, Ahmed."

The large court surrounded by arcades in the first plan is

a spacious and grand specimen of Arab architecture. It is

all built of massive onyx, with a pretty fountain in the centre.

All is dark in this building ; the eye has to get accustomed
to this obscurity, coming from a dazzling, sunshiny street.

The mihrab is very imposing, looking, as usual, to the

south. The recess lighted from, the roof into which it

stands is an elaborately carved archway ornamented with
arabesques. The date of the foundation of the mosque is.

Ciirved on it ; it is given as A.D. 11 36, or 530 of the Hejira
There is also a handsome chandelier, tlie gift of Sultan
Ghamarazan in 1255.

The minaret, built of brick, is 112 feet high, and is a very
notable object, no matter from which side one approaclies
Tlem9en. It is decorated with little pillars, square in shape,
and sparkling glazed tiles add a great deal to its artistic

profile.

The Mosque of Sidi Abraham and the Mosque of
Sidi Ahmed Bel Hassan el Ghomari are tlie two chief
mosques after the great mosque above meniioned. The
latter is commonly called the mosque of Aboul Hassan.
It lias been converted into an Arab school as well. It
scarcely looks like a mosque from the exterior, were it not
for its minaret, with the usual little pillars and mosaic
work. It was founded a.d. 1298, as is testified by the
inscription in the centre of the third arch. The mihrab is

the finest specimen of Arab work in the \\ orld ; the view of
it alone is, according to the expression of learned Orientalists,
worth the joiu-ney to TleniQcn. The hand of man lias

scarcely ever attained this perfection. The interior of the
K
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mosque is very highly decorated. Three rows of horse-
sboe arcades divide it into three large halls. The roofs are
all made of fine cedar, with lovely designs and paintings
still remaining. Tliis mosque is said to liave been founded
in honour of the Emir Abou Ibrahim Ben Yahia, but
the name was really given to commemorate the virtues of
the eminent lawyer and Arab savant Abou Hassen Ibn
Yaklef el Tenessi. Mr. Alex. A. Knox says, in " The
New Playground "

:
" All I can say is, that tliere has never

been a lawyer in the world who has had such a splendid
monument to his memory. I will go back from London to
Tlem9en to have another look at the mihrab."
The mosque of Sidi el Haloui, the confectioner saint,

lies immediately outside the walls. This saint was born at
Seville, in Spain, where he was a kadi. He started on a
pilgrimage to Sidi Okba and came back to Tlem9en, where
he settled as a sweetmeat baker. These, in Arabic, are
called Halouat, whence the name El Haloui was given
him. He used to preach to the children, and as a great
crowd of spectators collected round his bon-bon stall,

soon the whole town got to know him and worship him.
The Sultan, hearing of his great popularity, called him to

the palace as tutor to his three sons. This appointment,
however, gave umbrage to the Grand Vizir, who had him
tried as a sorcerer, condemned, and beheaded outside the

gates. The evening of the execution, which had aroused
the public mind to exasperation, the following miracle

is said to have taken place: The Bouab, or doorkeeper,

was crying as usual to the fidels to come in before the

doors were closed, when a sepulchral voice was heard
exclaiming :

" Close thy gates, Bouab ; there is no one
without, save El Haloui the oppressed !

" For seven days
the same voice was heard uttering the same sentence. The
people openly murmured. The Sultan came himself to the

gates of the mosque, and returned to tlie palace, saying:
" / wished to hear ; I have heard !

" The next morn-
ing the Grand Vizir was put to death on the very spot

where El Haloui had been beheaded ; his treatment was to

be buried alive in a block of mortar, like San Geronimo,

the Spanish martyr. To appease the spirit of the saint,

the beautiful mosque of Sidi el Haloui was buUt, which
remains to this day. Close by is a negro village, and just

beyond El Haloui's tomb is another mosque with a graceful

minaret.
The beautiful portal of Sidi Haloui's mosque bears the
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inscription 754 of Hedjira, or a.d. i353, the date of the

foundation of the mosque. The excursions round Tle!n(?en

are numerous and interesting. Those of Sidi Bou Medin
and Mansoura should not be missed. The date assigned

to the first erection of Mansoura is A.D. 1302. It is now a

ruin, most curious for the tourist to view, situated about

two miles from Tlemgen. It was built by Abou Yakoub
in the thirteenth century, when he besieged Tlem9en. The
siege lasted seven years, the Sultan Yakoub taking advan-

tage of the leisure hours of his combatants by building

Mansoura in the meanwhile. J t was a great city, with baths,

mosques, and all the appliances of Eastern civilization.

However, when Tlem^en yielded to his troops and was
occupied, the new Mansoura was abandoned. Abou Yakoub
was himself assassinated by a slave before the surrender of

Tlemgen.
The quotation from Ibn Khaldoum's works on Tlemqen

is a translation by Mr. de Slane, the eminent linguist; it

will help to form an idea of the place as it stood in 1302 :

—

" In the very spot where the army had pitched its tents,

a palace was erected for the residence of the Sovereign.

This vast site was surrounded by a wall and was filled with

great houses, immense edifices, magnificent palaces, and
gardens traversed by streamlets. It was in the year 702 of

Hedjira (ad. 1302) that the Sultan caused the circuit of the

walls to be built, and that he thus established a town
admirable not only for its extent and its numerous popula-
tion but also for the activity of its commerce and the
strength of its fortifications. It contained baths, caravan-
serais, and an hospital, as well as a mosque where service

was performed on Fridays ; its minaret was of extraordinary
height. This town received from its founder the name of

El-Mansoura, or the victorious. From day to day its

prosperity augmented, its market overflowed with provi-
sions, and merchants flocked to it from all countries. It

soon took the place among the towns of the Magreb."
When the dynasty of the Abd el Ouadites took posses-

sion of Tlemgen in 1359, Mansoura was allowed to fall to

ruins, the Arabs themselves helping to its destruction.
The tomb of Sidi Yakoub at Mansoura is in good repair,

whitewashed every Thursday and decorated with brocade,
flags, ostrich eggs, &c. . . . It is really wonderful to see in
what a perfect state of preservation is the surrounding wall
of Mansoura after five centuries of destruction. The beauti-
ful horseshoe arch known as Bab el Khamis, which was
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a gateway in this famous wall, has been allowed, however,
to fall to pieces, the French contributing a good deal to this
calamity. The celebrated minaret or Tower of Mansoura,
which was built of hewn stone, remains unmoved, unto this
day, and still preserves its bold appearance. It stands
125 feet high. At the bottom of it the mosque, beautifully
decorated, is accessible through the liandsomcst of Moorish
arches. The front side of the minaret is perfect, but the
three other sides, although faultless in appearance, have
been considerably repaired and strengtliened by French
engineers. Of this, however no one can complain. It
is, as usual, divided into three arched storeys, panelled
with glazed tiles and carved onyx pillars. The interior is

lighted by windows of coloured glass. The interior of the
mosque is surrounded by ruined walls open to the heavens.

Sidi Bou Medin was born at Seville, in Spain in the
year 520 of the Hedjira (a.d. 1126) under the reign of the
Sultan Ali-Ibn Youssef-Ibn-Tachfin, the same Sidtan
who built the mosque of Tlemgen. His real name was
Choaib-Ibn-Hussein-el-Andalosi. He studied in the
schools of Seville, Granada, and Fez. He visited Tlemgen,
El-Eubbad, and Mekka, where he met the celebrated Sidi
Abd el Kader el Djelali. He afterwards gave lectures

at Bagdad, Bougie, Sevilla, and Cordova, where he finally

settled down. He was called to the Court of Yakoub el

Mansour, at Tlenigen, where he died at the age of 75

years, after having expressed a strong wish to be buried at

El-Eubbad. The Sultan Mohammed el Ifasser, the

successor of Sultan Yakoub el Mansour, had a magnifi-

cent mausoleum and tomb built for Sidi Bou Medin, which
was subsequently embellished and ornamented by the suc-

cessive Sultans Yarmoracen Ben Zeyian and Aboul
Hassen All,
The present village of Sidi Bou Medin or El Eubbad

is situated about one mile and a quarter from Tlemgen.

The road starts from the Oran gate of Tlemgen, through the

Arab cemetery and a succession of olive groves, until it

reaches a spot where carriages can proceed no further. One
is obliged to alight here and scramble up a rough path

amongst haH-ruiued houses. At the end of this steep bit

of climbing there is a hole in a stone wall encircling the

Koubba of the Saint Sidi Bou Medin. On the right is

the mosque, with its graceful minaret ; a little further on is

Medressa, a dependency of the mosque. This Ivoubba

or tomb has a court or patio surrounded "with arcades
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supported by marble columns. In the centre is a beautiful

onyx fountain. Fantastic lanterns hang from_ the
_
centre

of tlie arches and numerous casjes filled with singing-

birds are suspended 011 the walls, which are decorated

with Arab inscriptions, illuminated Moslem drawings,

and views of holy places of the Islam. The tomb of the

saint is in carved wood, covered with the richest gold

and silver brocade and damask materialp From the dome
above hang all sorts of flags, ostrich eggs, and ornaments

and candles. The ceiling, doors, and generally all the

woodwork, is carved in the most elaborate style, many of

the paintings still preserving their freshness and delicacy

of tint. The handles, hinges, locks, grates, window bars are

made of bronze or wrought iron of beautiful workmanship,
revealing the Hispano-Arab origin of the workmen, who
must have been thorough artists in their line. Many of

these doors and works of art was the price of
_
a poor

fellow's liberty in the sixteenth century. The minaret is

externally covered with glazed tiles. A very beautiful

view can be enjoyed from it, embracing glorious landscapes

of the surrounding country.

If Mansoura, with its sudden appearance and di.s-

appearance, is like Aladdin's Palace, Sidi Bou Medin is an
Eastern version of the Sleeping Beauty. The magnificent

mosque, and palace, and college of the Black Sultan, are

as fresh and sparkling in all their beauty of tiles and
arabesque as when he built them, five hundred years ago.

The great doors of the mosque still boast their bronze
work, of a pattern so beautiful and intricate tliat only
Ghiberti's gates can be named beside them. In the court-

yard the water still flows from fountains, carved in Algerian
onyx, where the faithful have performed their sacred ablu-
tions all these centuries. But tlie place is dead, except for
here and there some marabout, or holy man, with long
white beard, who pauses in his prayers to see that infidel

shoes do not profane his sacred places, and then " plunges
in thought again."

The very stir and life of the mud Arab village which
encases this sleeping beauty's palace accentuates the feeling

of enchantment and "apartness," ;ind makes you feel still

more as if all ihe old si)lendid court life would suddenly
wake up again when the spell should be broken.

Tills description will serve for all the other mosques in
Tlem^en, although there are none which are so richly and
beautifully decorated throughout as this one, which may be
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said with confidence to be the finest mosque in Algeria.
The mimber, or pulpit is the gilt of Abd el Kader.
The Mihrah is of great beauty and value, but the one in
the Medrassa, close by, is still handsomer. There are
bushes in the central court, full of red roses, jasmines, and
other delicate flowers. Close to this place is another coffin,

containing the remains of the disciple and faithful friend
of the saint, and to the right of the staircase are interred
several other privileged persons, who, either from their high
birth or eminent piety, have been allowed to mingle their
remains with those of the sacred hero.

The Mechouar was the official residence of the Sultans
of Tlem$en. It was a gorgeous residence, attended with all

the possible Oriental luxury and splendour. There was in a
splendid gallery, all paved with marble and onyx, a silver

tree, erected by Sultan Abou Tachfln, on which stood all

the species of singing-birds in existence, made of gold and
silver. The celebrated clock of this palace, which excited
the wonder of all visitors, was built 200 years before that of

Strasburg, and 300 years before the gift of Sultan Aroun
el Rachid to Louis XIV. of France. There now remains
of the Mechouar but the mosque Djama el Mechouar, or

rather the minaret, which was the most prominent part of
that mosque, and a marble column which lies in the museum
of Tlempen. The minaret is 30 metres high, entirely built

of red bricks, and ofi'ers no particular interest. The adjacent
building is used by the French authorities as a military

chapel. The magnificent old walls and gateway are also in

a tolerable state of preservation, but are nothing else but
what they purport to be. In the Tlempen Museum little is :

to be seen except the marble column of the Mechouar above
referred to, and a collection of glazed tiles, which are nothing

:

when compared to the beautiful Hispano-Moorish tiles, with
metallic reflection, of the Alhambra and Alcazar of Seville •

and Granada.
Excursions should also be made to the cascades of El

.

Ourit and the village of Ain Fezza. The country in the

environs of Tlempen is one of great beauty, well shaded with

lar^'C trees, and possesses water in abundance.

The principal hotels of Tlompen are the Hotel de France
and the Grand Hotel de la Paix, on the Esplanade

du Mechouar. These hotels must be considered the best

and most comfortable of the town, though I can only say so

comparatively, as Tlempen has not yet reached that degree

of civilisation, or rather modernity, which would entail the
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adoption of modern usages in hotels and dwelling-

houses. The completion of the railway and the natural

influx of visitors, which will be its immediate consequence,

cannot fail to improve this state of things in the future, and
I have no doubt that we shall hear, ere long, of some com-
modious and healthy building in the style of the Hotel
Continental at Oran being erected there.

For the present, visitors would do well to accommodate
themselves in the existing hotels as well as they can, and
supply themselves with the little comforts which may con-

veniently be carried about with the luggage, such as a spirit-

of-wine lamp, English tea, biscuits, brandy, and other little

items to which they are accustomed. Shawls and wrappers
are much needed, as the winter in those regions is frosty and
sharp, though the atmosphere be clear and the sky bright
blue most of the time. Tlem9en, like Biskra, is destined to

develop into well-frequented winter quarters, and I feel

confident that the inauguration of the railway will prove
a most beneficent gift to the country of Tlem9en and the
province of Oran. Tlern9en is tiie only shining star in that
province, but it sparkles brightly enough to attract the
butterfly tourists in its orb, and to keep them there for some
considerable time.

I cannot end these remarks without saying a few words
about the environs of Oran. The nomenclature of the village
of St. Denis du Sig is an old compound, but it may be ex-
plained that the Sig is a river running througli the plain in
which St. Denis is situate. The valley of the Sig has now
become as fertile as the plains of the Mitidja. As in the
Jardin d'Essai of Algiers, everytliing which can be quickened
into fructification by the sun seems to grow there—olives,
oranges, mulberries, dates, plantains, sugar, grapes, tobacco,
cotton, and cereals. There is a market held here every
Sunday morning, frequented by 6000 Arabs, a wild-looking
h)t, but remarkably shrewd in the art of taking care of
Number One. The streets of St. Denis du Sig are straight,
broad, and built in rectangular blocks. The side-walks
are planted with lime and plane trees, and that beautiful
shrub called the heUomhra.
Mostaganem, 11,342 inhabitants, 90 kilometres from

Oran by railway, and on the direct sea-coast road from
Algiers, It was an Arab town, and one of the most curious,
they say, before the conquest ; but it has experienced the
ordinary fate of Arab towns under French rule, and its few
Moorish streets can now be counted on the fingers. The
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European quarter is broad, clean, smart, pert, distressingly

well-ventilated, monotonous, and ugly.
In the reign of the Emperor Gallienus, it is recorded, the

whole of this part of Africa was visited by a tremendous
earthquake. One of these convulsions may account for the
astonishingly bizarre form borne by the rocks behind Mosta-
ganem. They are of all shapes and sizes, and might have
been studied with advantage by the late Gustave Dore for

one of his sombre tableaux in the "Inferno." Anything
more terribly abrupt it is difficult to picture. The hot and
salt streams which are to be found in tlie vicinity, among
whicli the chief is Ain Sefra (Yellow River), are also

ascribed to earthquakes. The Arab historians of tlie seven-

teenth century describe Mostaganem as a charming city, full

of mosques, bazaars, baths, &c. To what extent this might
have been true we cannot ascertain, though another historian,

our satirical friend, Ahmed. Ben Youssouf, of Milianah,

has said of the Mostaganese "that they have added heels to

their slippers, in order to be able to run faster after their

prey, and away from their pursuers." In slippers without
heels, of course, one can only shuffle.

The town was seized by the French in 1835, to prevent its

falling into the hands nf Abd el Kader, but it was allowed to

be governed by a native Bey until 1840. The town of Mos-
taganem is now an important trading centre, and the head
resort of an admirable agricultural district.

From Mostaganem to Tiaret a railway has been con-

structed ; the distance is 197 kilometres, now in full traffic.

Tiaret is built on the site of the Koman city of Tingur-
tia. It stands on an elevntion of 1083 metres above sea

level, or about 3500 feet, on the slopes of the Djebel
Guezzoul, between two ravines. The town is surrounded

by a bastion ed wall with tiiree gates. A stud farm and a

Smala of Spahis stand on the E. of the town.

The Djedars are situated at about 35 kilometres from
Tiaret, on the road to Frendah. I am doubtful whether

these monuments would prove interesting euoi.gh to tlie

tourist to undertake a long and tiring journey to visit a few

pyramidal remains of the seventh century.

Maskara, 96 kilometres from Oran, 14,000 inhabitants,

situated at an elevation of 1834 feet on a mountain of the

Beni Chougran, called in Arabic Chouareb el Rih (the

Lips of the Wind). The ground and the climate of Maskara

are equally favoured by Nature ; it has 1 efore it, no doubt,

a great industrial and commercial future. The cultivation
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of the vine has taken great proportions in the vicinity of

Maskara, and up to the present (1890) it covers an ai-ea of

no less tlian 2000 hectares. The wine of Maskara is noted,

and fetches as high a price as the Milianah produce. There
is a great trade done in oil and cereals ms well. The sheikh

Sidi Ahmed Ben Yussuf of Milianah, has not spared

the inliabitants of Maskara in his sarcastic appreciation of

the different Algerian localities. He thus defines the Mas-
karian gentlemen :

" I was leading several thieves prisoners under the walls

of Maskara, and they took shelter in the houses of that

town, where they found themselves at home." And further :

" If thou meetes some one, fat, proud, and dirty, be sure it

is an inmate of Maskara." .... "A counterfeit coin is less

false than a man from Maskara."
This judgment is rather harsh on the poor Maskarians,

and no doubt must have been inspired by a strong personal
dislike of the saint against the inhabitants of that unhappy
city.

Maskara was taken by Marshal Bugeaud, May 30, 1841.
The town is divided into two distinct quarters by the

Oued Toudman, which is crossed on four bridges. One
part of the town, east of the Oued Toudman, is called Mas-
kara ; the other part is called Argoub-Ismail. The
suburb of Bab-Ali is outside the walls. The neighbour-
hood is very imposing and picturesque. The ground, most
fertile everywhere, is shaded by very noble-looking old trees

;

the scenery is backed on all sides by hills and mountains of
great elevation, rocks and peaks covered with gardens and
windmills. Water flows liberally everywhere, cascades,
rivers, and streams are met almost in all parts of the
country.

Excursions to Hillil, Ain Fards, El Bordy, and Kalaa.
The latter is an eagle's nest, suspended on the side of a bare
and abrupt rock, at a height of 2300 metres—a most inter-
esting village to visit. The air is sn pure there that provi-
sions are preserved for a very considerable time without
spoiling.

Saint Hippolyte, on the road to the marabout of Sidi
Daho, is situated in one of the loveliest spots near Maskara.
The scenery is really beautiful here, on the banks of the
Oued Daho, which falls in cascades on the sides of the
mountains of Beni Chougran. The pepiniere, at the
entrance of the Egris plain, extends over a distance of 15
kilometres. It fully deserves inspection.
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FROM ALGIERS TO BOUGIE AND THE
CHABET PASS.

Algiers to Bougie by Rail.

stations.

Algiers
AgUa .

Hussein Dey
Maison Carree
Oued Smar .

Maison Blanche
Eoui'ba .

Eeg-hai'a

Alma .

Corso .

Belle Fontaine
Mdnerville (buffet) -i

Emb. Tizl Ouzou) J

Souk el Haad
Beni Amran .

Palestro

Thiers .

Distance
in kilo-

metres from
Algiers.

2
6

II

i6

19
26

31

39
42

49

54

61

65

77
88

Stations.

Aomar Dra el Mizan
Bouira (buffet)

Ain el Esnam
El Adjiba .

Maillot .

Beni Mancour
Tazmalt
AUaghan
Akbou .

Azib ben Ali Cheriif

Ig-hzer Amokrau
Takriets

Sidi Aich
EI Maten
El K'seur

La Rdunion .

Bougie

Distance
in kilo-

metres from
Algiers,

99
123

137
151
162

171

179
184

195
202
206
213
218
228

236
248
260

By CompagnieGenerale Transatlantique from Marseilles to

Bougie every Monday at 4 p.m., via Ajaccio, Bona, and
Pliilippeville. The quickest route is via Algiers, sailing

from Marseilles every Wednesday at 12.30 p.m.

The best train is the 6.35 a.m. from Algiers, arriving at

Beni Man90ur at 1.53 p.m., where carriages are changed.
The line branches off on the left across the Djurjura, fol-

lowing the course of the Oued Sahel, which it crosses

several times from right to left and left to right, on iron

bridges, until Bougie is reached at 7.5 p.m. The only good
hotel at Bougie is undoubtedly the Hotel de France,
where visitors will find excellent accommodation and cuisine.

Mr. Costa, the proprietor, speaks Englisb, and is the very

model of an hotel-keeper, seeing to everything and every

one with liis own eyes. Bath rooms and shower baths will

be found in the establishment.

Bougie, in Arabic El Bedjaia, a town of 7862 inhabi-

tants, the chief port of Kabylia. The town is built like an
amphitheatre, very much the same as Algiers, at the foot of

the mountains of Babor and Tababort. This is the im-
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prdssioii of Campbell, the great poet, who visited the country

in 1835 ••—

"I drop ray pen in despair in giving yon a description of

the grandeur and scenery of the surrounding country of

Bougie. No accurate conception of it ca i be given in black

and white. One must see it to be convinced. I declare that

I never before acknowledged the full glory of mountain
scenery until I came to this delightful spot. Scotchman as

I am, and much as I love my native country, this statement
may be taken as an accurate testimony of my feelings at the

sight of these African Highlands, not only much bolder than
our own, but what I may call borrowing colours from the
sun itself, with sterner aspects than our Scotch peaks and
vaUeys, and mantled in clouds of richer dyes."
The Roman name of Bougie was Saldse. There is an in-

scription at the Louvre Museum in Paris, in the Algerian
section, which runs thus: Jiilia Augusta Saldantium.
Bougie was successively in the hands of the Romans, the

Vandals, who named it G-ouraia, the Arabs, the Turks, the
Spaniards, and finally the French, its present masters and
occupiers.

Tbe town of Bougie, although a very prosperous and com-
mercial place, is sadly lacking the most elementary rudiments
of cleanliness. It is very badly drained, badly swept, the
streets are the same now as they were twenty years ago,
when the French soldiers traced them. Except the hotel
above mentioned, there is no decent phice for a foreigner to
stay at Bougie. The town council is in the hands of a few
Jewish merchants, old-fashioned and money-lovers, who
keep the town in this state of neglect and abandonment,
with the serene indifference of ignorance. Several French
and English companies have offered to light the city by gas,
taking all the expenses to their account. This celebrated
" conseil municipal " has refused no less than eighteen offers
of that kind in the S{)ace of fourteen years. The town is rich,
and is not indebted a penny. It could easily take its rank
among other civilised towns, and follow, if not the example
of Milianah, a tiny little town of 7000 inhabitants, which
IS entirely lighted by electricity, at least of other towns and
villages of Algeria which are well drained and lighted with
gas. The town of Bougie is surrounded by no less than
three rows of battlements and encircling walls, testifying to
the successive dominations that have ruled the country.
The Roman wall is still visible in many places round

the town.
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The Arab or Sarraziae wall, dating as far back as

1067, thoiigli in a very dilapidated state, presents several
ruined remains in various parts round tlie town. The Sar-
razine arch, or Bab el Bahar, as it was called, is still in
a good state of preservation at tlie lower end of Bougie,
opposite the harbour.
The present fortified wall was built by the French in 1842.
This beautiful site of Bougie is enough to make one forget

the sad neglect and deficiencies of the town. Bougie is built

on the borders of the gulf of the same name, which is simply
magnificent. The great mountain of Gouraya, with a
Koubba at the top, displays its grand profile over the town,
rising 2000 feet above the sea.

The Cape Carbon is to the east of Bougie ; it is a great

mass of red rocks. One of these rocks, forming a natural
arch in the sea, serves as a shelter for fishermen in distress.

A very curious old Saracenic fort remains close to the jetty;
it is the Fort Abd el Kader, partly destroyed by an
earthquake in 1853. It contains some very quaint cisterns.

The Casbah, built by Peter of Navarre in 1509, is stUl a
magnificent pile of buildings, built also by the same Peter of

Navarre in 1 509, under the reign of Ferdinand IV. of Spain.

It contains five cisterns, capable of holding 20,000 litres of

water. The mosque within it was erected by the Turkish
Pasha, Mustapha Ben Ibrahim, in 1797.

There is a beautiful forest behind the Casbah reaching to

the summits of the mountains, where walks and drives are

numerous. The drive to the G-rand Phare is one of the

most pleasant in Algeria. I am of opinion that this prome-
nade to the Grand Phare of Bougie, across the magnificent

country of the Gulf of Bougie, is the finest in Algeria. It

surpasses by far the long and tiling drive of fifteen hours

to the Gorges du Chabet, where, after all, nothing but a

rocky pass is to be seen.

Touldja, 21 kilometres from Bougie, is a pretty little

Kabyle village situated in a charming and picturesque

scenery. The ruins of the celebrated Roman aqueduct are

very interesting. The springs of Touldja produce from 200

to 300 litres of water per second.

Tiklat, 28 Idlometres E. of Bougie, on the Oued Sahel,

possesses the ruins of the Koman city of Tubunuctus.
From Bougie to Fort National by the Col Tamella

(118 kilometres), a fine road has just been completed, and

will be accessible to carriages in the course of the winter

1890-91.
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PROM BOUGIE TO SETIP BY THE
CHABET PASS.

Omnibuses start every morning from Bougie at 8 o'clock'

arriving at Setif at 6 o'clock p.m. Prices, 1 2 francs per seat,

or 1 5 francs in the coupe. Private carriages can be secured in

advance from Messrs. Thomas Cook & Son, Algiers.

The road was built by the military engineers and the

Pouts et Chaussees Department in 1873, under the direction

of M. de Lannoy, chief engineer. It passes through the

villages of Oued Souman, 7 kilometres from Bougie, then

through the plain of Bougie to Cape Okas, a promontory
spurting out into the sea ; the road now descends to Sidi
Reheur (25 kil.) and the Oued Agrioun (46 kil.) until it

reaches the Pass, or Gorge du Chabet el Akira or Akra

;

on a post to the right is an inscription, thus :

Fonts et Chaussees

Setif

Chabet el Akea
Teavaux executes

1863-70

Here the gorge practically begins. It is an enormous defile,

something like seven miles in length, at the bottom of which
runs a deep and umitow stream. The rocks hang perpendi-
cularly over the head of the traveller, and scarcely afford

suflQcient space for the sun's rays to clear its way through
the ravine. The rocks ai'e in some places as high as 1200
feet. The road sometimes follows oue side of the torrent,

sometimes the other, and more often is cut through the sides

of the rocks. In many places the rocks overhang the bed of

the torrent and intercept completely the light. The road
crosses from oue side of the torrent to the other, till about
half way through the gorge, when it crosses over the other
side on a brid^^e of seven arches.

Near Kherrata a stone bearing this inscription is met

:

Les premiers soldats qui

passerent sue ces rives

furent des tirailleurs

commandes par m. le
Commandant Desmaisons

7 AVRIL 1864
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The Hotel du Chabet at Kherrata is good in every respect,
in fact far better than one expects to find in these remote
regions ; the accommodation cooking, wine, &c., are excel-
lent, and Mr. Henry Marill,the proprietor, is most courteous
to visitors. (See Advertisement.)
The diligence changes horses at Kherrata, which allows

about an hour's rest for refreshments, &c.
The next stations to be met on the road are Sidi Neb-

char 43 kilometres from Setif
;
Takitount, Amoucha,

Ain Gouaoua, El Ouricia, Fermatou, where the road
branches off on the one side to Djijelli and Constantine,
and on the other to Setif.

Setif, 126 kilometres from Constantine, is a town of
12,500 inhabitants, including its annexes nf Ain Sfla,

Lanasser, and Mesloug. It is the ancient Sitifis of the
Romans. It is divided into two distinct quarters, the
town proper, and the military quarter. The barracks in
the nulitaiy quarter are constructed to hold 3000 troops.

There are also other military building.^, such as the Cercle
des OflQ.eiers, the Manutention, the Hospital, the
Direction du Genie, and the Hotel of the General
Commanding the Sub-division. The town faces south of

the military quarter ; it is surrounded by a fortified waU with
three gates, the gates of Algiers, Biskra, and Constantine. A
very important market is held outside the town every Sunday.
There are two passable hotels at Setif: the Hotel de
France and Hotel d' Orient. I should recommend the

Hotel de France as the best to break the journey from
Algiers to Constantine. I mean that instead of going to

Constantine direct, one ought to stay at Setif, which
is reached at 5 p.m., dine and sleep there, and proceed to

Constantine next morning. Whereas, if the journey be
resumed without a break from Algiers at 6 a.m. to Constan-

tine, which is reached towards midnight, one has no time to

take a comfortable dinner and enjoy a night's rest. If Biskra

be the object of the journey, then it is also better to stop at

Setif, dine and sleep comfortably there, and start next

morning to Biskra. It saves time and distance, as well as

affording more rest.
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PHILIPPEVILLE, BONE, AND TUNIS
BY SEA.

Philippeville to Constantine Railway.

Table of Distances.

Stations.

Distance in

kilometres
from

Pliilippeville

' Stations.

i

Distance in
kilometres

from
Philippeville

Philippeville Col des Oliviers 46
Goods Station 2 Conde Smendou 60
Siif Saf . lO Bizot 73
Saint Charles 19 Hamma 80
KobertviUe . 29 Constantine 87
El Arrouch . 37

Philippeville is only 42 hours' steaming from Algiers by
the steamers of the Corapagiiie Generale Transatlaiitique.

The departures take place once a week from Algiers (Fridays),

and twice a week from Marseilles (Wednesdays and Fridays).

The vessel stops on the way at Dellys, Bougie, Djijelli, and
Collo. The steamers come alongside the quays at Philippe-
ville the same as at Algiers, thus saving the annoyance of
small boats.

Philippeville may be called the door of the Province of
Constantine and the harbour of the city of Constantine. It
is altogether an European town. The population amounts
to 14,000 inhabitants. The harbour of Philippeville is

undergoing extensive alterations, and it is calculated that
when the present works are completed it will be the largest
and safest harbour in the colony, not excepting the harbours
of Bone and Algiers. The inhabitants are chiefly Maltese
and Italians, with a tolerable amount of French and other
European nationalities. The Arab element is there in a very
small minority. A railway connects the town of Philippeville
with Constantine. The latter city is at a distance of only 87
kilometres. Pliilippeville, the old Rusicane of tiie Romans,
has very little history, either in the time of the Romans
or modern times. General Negrier came to Rusicane, the
actual site of Philippeville, which was tiien but a desolate
spot, marked by heaps of Roman ruins, in 1838, after the
Storming of Constantine, and established his headquarters,
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with 4000 men, there. The ground was purchased from the
Kabyle tribe, who claimed to be the owners of the land, for

the sum of 150 francs.

There are five squnre Places, called : The Place de la
Douane, the Place de la Marine, the Place Corneille,
the Place de I'Eglise, and the Place Belisaire. The
streets are wide and regular. Many of them are very steep,

like those of the Arab quarters of Algiers, owing to the
amphitheatre position of the town. The Bue Nationale
is the most important thoroughfare, and the centre of the
trade of the city.

The fountains are well supplied with water ; and there

are very important Roman cisterns, in thorough repair,

especially those^ of the Fort d'Orleans, which hold an
enormous quantity of pure water.

Most of the monuments and houses of modern Phiiippe-

vUle are built on old Roman ruins and
, cisterns. The

Theatre, for instance, a stately edifice, capable of holding
600 to 700 people, is built on two large Roman cisterns.

The excursion fromPhilippeville to Stora (5 kilometres) 1

is very interesting. It is a charming promenade through the 1

most beautiful scenery. The road borders the sea at a great I

elevation, passing through gardens and villas of the prettiest 1

effect. The gardens of Mr. Landon are met on the road, and I

are obligingly open to public view by their owner. They ex- 1

tend from the road to the sea. (

Stora is built on a steep rock above the sea. Its curious i

little church is the only building one perceives from the dis- i

tance, detaching its profile on the blue sky.
i

The bay is magnificent, and was the principal harbour of ' j

the province of Constantine before the creation of Philippe-

ville, which has entirely ruined its prosperity.
t

The only remaining commerce of any importance at Stora . t

is the sardine trade, still very important.
e

From Philippevllle to Coustantine the journey

occupies four hours There are three trains a day. The
t

line belongs to the P.L.M. Company, and cost an immense'
p

sum of money before it was completed. Some people

call it a triumph of engineering. It must be borne in mind g

that the line has to accomplish a difference of level of 2500 j

feet between the two termini of Philippevllle and Constan- (.

tine. The views on the road are very captivating ; but one

misses, unfortunately, the grand scene of the site of Con-
^

stantine and its approaches, which is one of mai-vcUous
tj

beauty. For the requirements of the service the line has i
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necessarily been carried along the rocks above Constantine,

and therefore the splendid coup dJceil above referred to is

entirely lost.

Constantine, 36,700 inhabitants, is the chief city of the

Department of Constantine. It stands 600 metres above

the level of the sea. It is a fortress of the first order

;

Ijesides that, by its present natural position, the city may be
said to be practically impregnable. The town of Constan-

tine is situated on an isolated block of rocks, encircled on
all sides by a deep ravine, from 60 to 70 metres deep. It

resembles Monaco in its principal outlines, less the sea. A
stream, called the Roumel, runs in the ravine on one side of

the cliffs. The city is connected with terra firma by several

bridges or viaducts. The principal one is the Kantara.
Constantine, like Algiers, is divided into an Arab and a

French town. Of course, I need not say that the Arab
town is the only one interesting to visitors. The streets in

the latter are extremely narrow, widening towards the top,

and almost meeting overhead. Constantine is the great com-
mercial centre of the interior of the province. The different

trades have each a special quarter assigned to them, like

at Cairo or Tunis. In the curious narrow passages of the old

town a realistic picture of the East is at once enjoyed, for

we are here landed in full Arabian lite. The traditional

cup of coffee, and a conversation with the dealers, are the
natural preliminaries to a purchase, however insignificant it

may be. The vendors are perfectly indifferent, in appear-
ance, to the sale of their goods. It is for you to hunt up
and discover each article yourself.

The Hotel d'Orient et de Paris is the best hotel, and
quite worthy of an important town like Constantine. The
rooms are lofty and clean, the beds idem, and the cooking
excellent.

This hotel being always pretty nearly full, I advise visitors
to wire, a day or two before their arrival, to Mr. Lasserre, the
proprietor, in order to secure comfortable rooms.
The Cathedral, which was formerly the old Mosque of

Souk el Gazel ("gazelle's market"), exhibits beautiful
marble columns, coloured tiles, arabesques, and a richly
carved cedar mimbar.
The Place du Palais is the chief popular resort of Con-

stantine. It is the most frequented, and it contains some of
the best shops and cafes.

The Palace of Ahmed Bey and the Church of Notre
Dame, as well as the Military Club, are situated there.
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Now the Place Negrier, though less important, is aveiy
pretty spot, planted with trees, and bounded on one side
by the Mosque of Salah Bey, on the other by the
Mosque el Kattani.
The Djama el Kebir, or Grand Mosque, is situated on the

Eue Nationale. The Mosque Djama Sidi el Kattani forms
one side of the PJace Negrier, as I said Ijefore. The
Mosque of el Kattiini otfers nothing very particular to view
save its mimbar, which is made of white marble and
coloured onyx, a very fine piece of Italian marble-work

;

but for the lover of Arab ;irt and workmanship, this
patched-up mosque, with its Italian mimbar, is of little or
no interest whatever. There are several other Mosques in
the city of Constantine, but they are of even less interest
than the ones above mentioned.
The Palace of the Bey el Hadj-Ahmed is an excellent

type of Arab architecture. The gardens, three in number,
enclosed in the three quadrangles of which the palace is

composed, are surrounded by handsome galleiies, where a
fine view of tlie orange and citron, trees and lovely flowers

below is enjoyed. The frescoes on the walls are original,

but rather weak in execution. Some of tlie drawings are,

in fact, ridiculous in conception and execution.

I see nothing in Constantine that is worth taking up one's

time and attention. Tlie only attraction of Constantine is

its exceptional .site, position, and immediiite surroundings,

which are of the most imposing description. To attempt to

give an idea of the place is almost beyond a writer's power
;

the scenery must be viewed, and the impression left to one's

judgment.
There are many curious and interesting Roman remains

in Constantine and its neighbourhood. For these, tourists

must not look to this Guide-book to give them a descrip-

tion, for the expectations of these learned gentlemen would
indeed meet with a cruel deception. Ruins and antiquities,

to be correctly described, embrace such a wide area of con-

cise and documentary explanation, that to be anything like

a serious record of information on that subject this Guide-

book would require another volume added to it solely on
that account. I will therefore leave tlie description of

antique ruins aside, and advise persons interested in the

matter to refer to special works, which liave been written

profusely and coinjieiently, on that particular subject.

The Museum contains a Vefy good and interesting col-

lection of ancient pottery and eartlienw;ire ornaments, arms,
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jewellery, and medals. There is a handsome and celebrated

statue of " Winged Victory," twenty-three inches high, dis-

covered in the old Kasbah in 1858.

The Kasbah, which from tlie time of the Romans has

been the stronghold of the possessors of Constantine, is

placed on the liighest point south of the town, and above the

deep ravine of tlie Rouniel. The view from its ramparts is

glorious, looking over the fertile plains extending from the

town to the range of mountains in the horizon. Many
Eoman inscriptions have been discovered here, which would
take all one's time to decipber. Better to leave the inscrip-

tions to those concerned and drive through the Bab el

Oued gate, called by the French de la Valine, to the

native market, and then descend a steep road to the flour

mills, near the thermal springs, which are just at the mouth
of the beautiful ravine of the Roumel. There the grandest

and most magnificent scene awaits you. Above your head
towers the tremendous rock called Sidi Rached, which is

the extreme Southern point of the town side of tlie Kasbah.
it might be denominated theTarpeian Rock of Constantine,
from whence the unfaithful and criminals were precipitated.

Wives who were convicted of adultery were also flung from
this place. A series of magnificent waterfalls are close to

this spot, and above them is a gigantic arch spanning the
whole space above the river. This arch is formed of one
natural piece of rock, which towers at such a height that it

really makes one's neck ache to look at it. The waters of the
Rouiuel here fall in three separate cascades, and disappear
in the rock, to reapjjear again further down. This is one of
the loveliest spots round Constantine, nay, in all Algeria.
If the water be low, the bed of the torrent had better be paced,
and by scrambling from stone to stone one can see to per-
fection not only this wonderful arch, but three other arches
farther off, thrown as it were across the river, while the
surrounding rocks are honeycombed with birds' nests, and
hundreds of crows, storks, and sometimes an eagle, fly in
and out, looking like specks in a landscape of intense
grandeur.
Numerous other walks, drives, and distant excursions

may be undertaken in and around Constantine, viz.

:

To Bou Merzoug.
Es-Soumah and Mahadjiba.
El-Kenag.
The Roman Aqueduct.
Sidi Mecid.
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The Hamma.
Salah Bey.
Oudel and Ain el Bey.
Resuming our journey from Philippeville to Tunis, via

Bona, the steamer proceeds past the Ras el Hadid Cape,
or the Iron Cape, thence before the Cap de Garde, the
Fort Genois, and Bone is reached immediately afterwards.
Bona—population, 23,604—was founded by the Arabs on

the site of the old Aphrodisium.
It is a very clean and cheerful town, abundantly supplied

with water, well drained, well lighted, and regularly built.

The harbour, which rivals and even surpasses that of
Algiei's, is the most protected, and consequently the safest,

of the Algerian harbours. The enlargements of the harbour
now in course of construction will answer the increasing

traffic. The expenses will amount to 22 million francs. The
new quays will have a length of 1200 metres, the harbour
will communicate with the northern end of the Cours Na-
tional by a tunnel, which will be prolonged right up to the
' 'pepinieres " outside the town.
The Cours National is a fine promenade, planted with

trees and flowers, on each side of which are thefinestshops and
public buildings, the theatre, hotels, banks, dzc. The bronze
statue of Thiers by A. Merci6 is at the southern extremity,

and at the opposite side is the Cathedral of St. Augus-
tine, a conspicuous monument, of luidefined shape. The
mosques are insignificant, and as for the Arab town it has

been entirely destroyed.

From Bone there is a railway line in communication with
Constantine, the journey occupying a little less than 10 hours.

Excursions in the neighbourhood :

—

The Oued Koubba, through the Corniche.
Hippone, for Roman ruins.

Ascent of the Djebel Edough.
The Iron Mines of Mokta el Hadid.
The best Hotel at Bone is Hotel d'Orient, Cours National.

Beyond Bone the Cape Rosa is next met, on the road to

Tunis ; then
La Calle, a little town of 3000 inhabitants, is the next

station for the steamer to stop, weather permitting. This

was the old French factory known by the name of Bastion

de France.
Tabarca and Bizerte are next passed on the road to

Tuni.s. Both these places are, from a modern point of view,

totally devoid of interest.
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The steamer eventually anchors at Goletta, the natural

harbour of Tunis.

Begency of Tunis.

The Regency of Tunis, formerly a tributary dependency of

the Ottoman Empire, may now be considered an informally

annexed dependency of France, nominally under the domi-
nion of the Bey, but in reality under the control of a French
Resident. By treaty, 12 May 1881, "the occupation is to

cease when the French and Tunisian authorities recognise

by common accord that the local government is capable of

maintaining order." By a convention signed 10 July 1882.

France administers the country and collects the taxes in the

name of the Bey, who is granted a civil list of ^37,500, and
the princes a sum of Tunis is m the north of Africa,

situated on the Mediterranean, east of Algeria, between lat.

32° 20'—37° 25'K and long. 7° 40'— 1
1° 15' E. It comprises

an area of 44,920 square miles, and has about 1,500,000 in-

habitants.

The chief town, Tunis, is the largest and most commercial
city of Barbary, with a population of 190,000, of whom 25,000
are Jews, and 20,000 Christians (8000 Maltese). It possesses
considerable manufactures of silk and woollen stuffs, shawls,
carpets, mantles, fez caps, bernouses, also otto of mses, and
jasmine. The chief exports are grain, oil, wool, and esparto
grass. N.E. of Tunis is the site of the ancient city of Car-
thage. There are 258 miles of railway, and 1245 of telegraph.

Revenue, 1885-86 .2^929,707
Expenditure, 18S5-86 928,708
Debt 5,656,750
Imports, 1886 1,208,631
Total exports, 1 886 776,659
Total imports from U. K., 1887 .... 56,489
Exports to the United Kingdom, 1887 . . . 137,395

Consul-General—8ir Robert Lambert Playfair, K.C.M.G.
(Algiers) ^1200

Consul, R. Drummond Hay 950
Bizerta—Cons. Agent, T. N. iSpezzicliino . . 5
Gabes— Cons.Agenl

5
Galippia—Cons. Agent, Fran. Conver^ano . . 5
Gerba—Cons. Af/cnt, Joseph Parieiiic ... 5
Ooletta—Cons. Agent, Joseph Cubisol ... 30
MeMiah—Cona. Agent, Carmelo Violante . . 5
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Monastir— F'ice-6'c(?is?<^, Francesco Portelli . . £20
Sfax— Vice-Consul, Joseph Leonardi ... 40
Susa— Fice-6'o?isMi?, William Galea . . . 35

Tunis, 1350 miles. Postage, 2\d. : news and books, 2 oz.,

\d.
;
parcels, 3 lbs. is. \o\d.

; 3 to 7 lbs. 2s. 3^(f.
;
telegrams,

per word, 3q{.

The Goletta, Tunis.

CIE. GLE. THANSATLANTIQUE.
From Marseilles to the Goletta direct.

Departures on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays at

4 P.M.

Small boats carry the passengers from tlie steamer to La
Goulette at a cost of i fr. 50 cts. per head, and 50 centimes
per head luggage. The passengers and their luggage are

disembarked before the Customs office, where the Customs
examination takes place. There is also a special service of

the General Transatlantic Company's dingey at a fixed tariff

;

passengers are conveyed to the Company's Agency in about
ten minutes.
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FROM ALGIERS TO TUNIS.

By Rail.

stations.
Distance in

kilometres
Stations.

Distance in

kilometres

Irora trom

Algiers. [36ne.

Duvivier—dep.
6c:Algiers—dep. 31et\jez Sfa .

setii

—

(oujfct) 3OB Ain Tafamimine . 74
Jiil truerran . 427 Ai'n Alra /y

44° Laverdure
Ain Sennour
Souk-Arras

OT

Q7y/

from
Tarja 116

Sidi Bador 124
Khroubs Oncd ;Mu8Tas 140

Knroubs—dep

.

Sidi el Hcmissi
Bi 'U Xouara . IS Ghardimaou.
Ai'n Abid 27 Oued Meliz . 176

Aia Kegaya . 42 Sidi Meskiu .
tS-7107

Oued Zenall . S3 Souk el Arba 199
Bordj .^abatli 69 Ben Bachir .

210

Thaya 80 Souk el Keniis

Hammain Jleskou-
95

Sidi Zohili 235
tine Beja 248

Medjez Amav
G-uelma

lOI Oued Zarga . 269

"S Mcdjez el Bab 289
Millesimo iig Bordj Touui . 304
Petit . 123 Tebourba 321

Xador . ^35 Djedei'da 330
Duvivier (flmnc/j) 148 Manouba 345

Tunis . 3S4

The railway from the Goletta toTunis, which is in the hands
of the Rubattino SteamerCompany, follows the banks of the

Lake Behira, an unhealthy-looking pool, and runs direct

to Tunis. The distance from Goletta to Tunis is 16 kilo-

metres.

Tunis, population of 190,000 inhabitants, of whom
20,000 are Europeans, 25,000 Jews, and 145,000 Mahomme-
daiis or natives. There are four difterent quarters in Tunis,

each one very distinct from the otiier. These are: The
Old Town, the Bab Souka, the Bab Djezira, and the

Marine or Bab el Bahar.
Tunis is situated between a salt lake, called Sebka el

Sdoumi, and the Behira, called by the natives the " Little
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Sea," as the translation imiJies. ThisBeliira is nothing but
a salt lake, which has been for centuries the recipient of all

the sewage of Tunis ; it is therefore more of a i)ei raanent
pestilence than anything else. The city of Tunis will never
be healthy to dwell in until this scourge has been either dis-

infected or blocked up. The ship canal, now in construction
through the above lake, may entice the authorities to obtain
the necessary credits to do away with this nuisance.
The different gates of Tunis are known by the names of

Bab el Behira (Marine), Bab el Souika, Bab Sidi
Aiwa, Bab Sidi Abdallah, Bab Sadjen, Bab el
Salem, and Bab el Hatera.
Of the French or European town, little can now be said,

as the city is in full construction and progressing, indeed, at

a very fast rate. It is not premature to imagine that in two
or three years the aspect of new Tunis will be the subject of
wonderful admiration for the new comers. Already a large
street or avenue, bordered with trees, has been finished.

This avenue has a very grand appearance ; there are situa-

ted all the chief buildings of the Eesidency : The Palace
of the Residency, the best Tunis hotel, the Church,
banks, offices, and fine shops. Other streets are daily

traced or inaugurated, and buildings on the European sys-

tem are fast springing up in all directions. The Maltese
quarter is called here " Little Malta,"' in Arabic, " Malta el

Seghira "

The old Town of Tunis is very much the same as
most Oriental cities, that is, a network of almost impassable
streets and narrow lanes, many of which are as steep as

a ladder, others have no outlet ; all of them are uniform
in this particular distinction—they are filthy in the extreme.

True, the French authorities have done their best to carry

out municipal improvements, and clean the city as well as

can be, but the inveterate dirty and careless habits of

the natives will not be outdone, and as soon as the street

sweepers" have cleaned one side of the street and gone to

the other end, before that end is finished the street is again full

of dirt and as filthy as it w^iis before. In fact, the natives

do not like the aspect of a clean street, it looks too European,

too much unlike the picture of a Moliammedan and faithful

town, such as their hearts enjoy. There is an Arab proverb

which says, " If you catch tliefleas of a dog he tvill bite you,"

This means that tlie dog thinks that when you t;ike away
his fleas you arc taking something of his own property, you
are depriving him of some of liis attributes, whether good or
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bad, which yoU hnve 110 riglit to do. The Arabs are very

much the same as tliese Oriental dogs ;
" Dirty I am, dirty

I remain" is tlieir motto. The best is to leave them in it,

and enjoy it to their heart's content. That is what the French

begin to understand, for nothing will be changed in the old

quarter. All the money derived from the credits are spent

in the new Tunis, between the Bab el Behira and the Salt

Lake.
The Native Bazaars in the native quarter are very

curious and attractive for a stranger. It reminds one of

Cairo or Constantinople. Each bazaar has its especial

attributes. Tliere is the Souk el Attarin, or street of the

perfumers, Souk el Farachin, or street of the bed, carpet,

and mattress makers, the Souk el Seradjin, the street of

the embroiderers, Soui el Turk, the Turkish street, where
arms are sold, and so on.

The chief buildings of importance are, of course, the

mosques, and also Dar el Bey—the Bey's palace.

The Djama el Kasbah, built by Sultan Abou Zakaria in

1232, is the oldest of Tunis. It offers no particular in-

terest.

Djama el Zitouna, near Souk el Attarin, has nothing
particular fur the observer, save a double row of arches sup-
ported by pillars from old Carthage.
Djama Sidi Mahrez, at Rabat Bab el Souika, is the

largest in Tunis. It has a large central cupola and four
smaller ones. Sidi Mahrez, whose tomb is there, was one
of the patrons of Tunis.

Djama Sidi Youssef,ta Souk el Bey, Djama Hamouda
Pasha, and Djama el Djedid, are likewise devoid of in-

terest.

DjamaSahabelTabadji,oppo3itetheKhasnadar'sPalace
at Halfaonin, was built by Youssef Sahab, a Turk, in 1830.

It has never been finished, its founder having been put
to death on account of embezzlement. Its white marble
columns, and splendidly decorated roofs, are the wonder of

all the visitors.

The Dar el Bey, which has scarcely ever been described,
is certainly a very interesting building, which I should
recommend a visitor not to fail to see. Permission to view the

Itlace must be obtained beforehand by applying to the
Icsidency. The Bey's private apartments, the Bey's Govern-
ment offices, and the old halls and courts built a century ago by
Mahmoud Pasha, are real gems of Arabian architecture.
The Grand Vizier s Room, and the Judgment Rooms, are also
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must handsomely decorated with ghized tiles, coloured onyx
and delicate arabesques of raised plaster.

WALKS AND EXCURSIONS ROUND TUNIS.

Carthage.—Malka-Cartliage, riineteeii kilometres from
Tunis by rail. Important ruins of the celebrated city.

The Bardo, or Palace of the Beys of Tunis, is" distant
half-an-hour's drive from Tunis (two kilometres). The rail-

way line passes in front of it, but there is actually no station.

Tins is the most interesting of all the sights round Tunis.
The building itself consists of a rectangular central court, or
Patio, surrounded, like all Arabian houses, by a row of ar-

cades supported by marble pillai-s. At each corner of the
building there is a dome of glazed tiles surmounted by
a flagstaff. A flight of steps, guarded by two marble lions,

gives access to the Central Court. Tiie Bey of Tunis receives

twice a year, in great State, the ofiicial functionaries and the
diplomatic body in the large hall, better known as Beet el
Bellar, or the Crystal Koom. On the first floor is tlie

Beet el Basha, or Pasba's Room, the handsomest of all.and

the Mahkamma, or Room of Law, where the Bey adminis-
ters Moslem justice to his subjects. The Bardo has
been entirely restored by the French, and now may be said

to be the chief attraction of Tunis. Tliere is a Museum an-

nexed to the Bardo, called " The Musee Alaoui," where
all sorts of specimens of Roman and Tunisian arts are col-

lected. The Bardo is the occasional residence of the actual

Bey, but his family and some of the officials are lodged there

permanently.
Bou Chater (thirty-five kilometres) may be visited by

amateurs of Roman ruins. The ruins of Utique are in-

teresting for many in the same degree as those of Cartilage.

Hamman el Lif (seventeen kilometres), tbirty-four minutes

by rail from Tunis.
Mohammedia, the antique Tabaria ; ten kilometres

from Tunis, where the old Palace of Ahmed Bey can be

viewed.
La Marsa, sixteen kilometres by rail from Tunis, is

a pretty little village situated in the most cheerful scenery.

It is the favourite residence of wealthy Tunisian families,

who hold many charming villas in the environs. The
Palace of the actual Bey of Tunis, his permanent resi-

dence, is situated at the end of a flue avenue of beautiful

trees. Many cottages with only one storey are built by the
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sea-shore
;
they are utilised in summer by a host of pleasurn-

seekers who come thither to enjoy sea-bathiii<?. The Ancient
Palace of the Bey of the Sarraceiies, Abdelia, is on the
road from Marsa to Kamart ; this is a delightful village,

which enjoys cool and temperate weather all the year
round. Four kilometres south-east of Marsa we meet the re-

sidence of Cardinal Lavigerie, Archbishop of Algiers,

the celebrated philanthropist and anti-slavery apostle. It

is built on the old promontory of Carthage, at a height of 130
metres. A Lighthouse is built at the extremity of the Cape,
with an intermittent liglit of red and white flashes, visible

at a distance of twenty-five miles.
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OCEAN
TEAMSHIP COMPANY.

direct Communication, via the Suez Canal

from

LONDON AND LIVERPOOL,
TO THE

TRAITS SETTLEMENTS, AND CHINA,

Calling Weekly at ALGIERS,
FOR

PORT SAID AND ISMALIA direct.

(ves £10 First Class, £8 Second Class,

Fares Algiers to London,

£]0 First Class, £8 Second Class.

For dates and further information,

APPLY TO :

agents: THOMAS COOK & SON,

6, BOULEVARD DE LA REPUBLIQUE,
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T H E

MOSS STEAMSHIP CO,
LIMITED.

SAILING REGULARLY BETWEEN

LIVERPOOL AND THE MEDITERRANEAN
AND

LIVERPOOL AND BORDEAUX.
CANOPUS 3000 Tons. PHAROS
MAGDALA 2500 „ OSIRIS

SESOSTRIS 2500 „ PERA
THEBES 2500 „ SPHYNX
MAREOTIS 2500 ,, OLINDA
NEPTHIS 2350 „ LOTUS
OSMANLI 2750 .. CECILE..

2250

The above-named
LIVERPOOL—

650

first-class Steamers are despatched from

For GIBRALTAR, ALGIERS, MALTA, ALEXANDRIA,
BEYROUT, and ALEXANDRETTA. Departures every fort-

night.

For SYRA, SMYRNA, and CONSTANTINOPLE.
Departures every three weeks.

For BORDEAUX. Departures every Thursday.

Dates of departures of Homeward Steamers may be obtained on

application to the Agents at the respective Ports. From BOR-
DEAUX Steamers leave every Thursday.

For Dates and further Information,

APPLY TO

Agents: THOMAS COOK & SON,

6 BOULEVARD DE LA REPUBLIQUE,
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GRAND HOTEL DES P0STE8 & LAGARDE,

T I Z I OXJZOXJ,
KABYLIA.

This Hotel recommends itself to Tourists for the good

attendance and first class accommodation, for which it has a

high reputation throughout Kabylia.

The Cuisine is of the very best and the sanitary arrange-
ments are perfect. Comfortable and genuine English

Tea.

The proprietor furnishes every information concerning

Tours in Kabylia.

Hotel omnibus awaits all trains.

T. LAGARDE,
Proprietor.

Cooks' Coupons Accepted.

GRAND HOTEL D'ORIENT,

Place d' Armes,

Blida.li, (A 1 X* i £1.).

FIRST CLASS HOTEL.

SUITES OF ROOMS FOR FAMILIES.

Omnibus meets all trains.

E. MERCIER,

Proprietor.

Cooks' Coupons Accepted.
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LEVEILLEY BROTHERS,
14 RUE DE CONSTANTINE,

And

11 RUE BAB-AZOUN,

ALGIERS.

^furniture in all its .ISrancbes.

Bedroom, sitting-room, dining-room, and
other furniture. Fancy furniture. Looking-

glasses, Clocks, Candelabras, and every

requisite for house furnishing.

FIXED PRICES MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES.

Head Firm at Bordeaux. ESTABLISHED 1860.

GRAND HOTEL DE LK PAIX, Place Kleber, Oran.



STUART BANKHARDT,
36 RAMPE CHASSELOUP LAUBAT.

Goods and Baggage forwarded to all parts of the World.

Packages sent for at Mustapha Forwarded and Registered by

Transatlantic and other Companies.

Agent for Papayanni & Co.'s regular Line of Steamers from

Liverpool to Algiers, Malta, and Alexandria.

Luggage warehoused and insured.

AGENTS IN LONDON

:

GEORGE W. WHEATLEY & CO.,

10 QUEEN STREET, CHEAPSIDE.

LIVERPOOL: 10 NORTH JOHN STREET.

LAND AND ESTATE AGENT.

COMMISSION AND MERCANTILE
AGENT.

ESTABLISHED 183 0.

YILI^AS TO LET.

CHERFILS, PAUL,
12 BOULEVARD DE LA REPUBLIQUE.
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T. CRISPO,
SWORN SHIPBfiOKER,

SAILING AND STEAMSHIP AGENT,

Agent for British, German, Danish, French,

and Austrian Companies.

Suuorn Broker for Scandinauian, Italian, Spanish,

Austrian, and Grecian Marine.

Telegrams: CRISPO, ALGIERS.

A. L. SATKAGNO,
6 RUE DE CONSTANTINE,

General Grocery Store.
Principal Depot in Algiers for Huntley and
Palmer's Biscuits, Crosss and BlackweJl's
Pickles and Jams, Bass's and Allsopp's Pale

Ale, and Guinness's Stout.

HORNIMAN S TEA, PRICE'S CANDLES.

All kinds of Wines, Spirits, and Groceries delivered as

in town and at Mustapha free of charge.

Irish 8l Scotch Whiskies, Martell's & Hennessey's
Brandies, Hoidsieck's & Pommery's Champagnes

ENGLISH SPOKEN.
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CHARLES KELLERMANN
RUE DE LA LIBERTE.

Good

Saddle

Horses

By the hour, day, month, or year.

TRAPS, DOG-CARTS, WAGONNETTES by the hour or

day, with or without coachman.

GAUTILLOT,
IT RUE BiLB-AZOXJN,

. ALGIERS.
Boots and Shoes of every description, ready-

made or to order in 24 hours.

Patent Leather Shoes and Sand Boots.

Soft Kid and Lawn Tennis, Bathing Shoes.

Children's Boots and Shoes.

Every shape and kind always in stock. Large assortment

Military Riding Top Boots and Livery Boots,

All Goods of the Best Quality.

PATRONISED BY THE BRITISH CQUONY.
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J. BRAUMBACH,
PETITE VILLA KING,

lVrUSTAI>HA SXJI>ERIEXJR,

ALGIERS,
CARPENTER, JOINER, AND CABINET-MAKER.

Specialty of Moorish and Oriental Funiiiure. Mouchara-

biehs, Cabinets, and chairs of Arab Workmanship.

All kinds of Repairs undertaken.

Coals and Wood supplied at Lowest Rates.

Good Packing done at shortest notice for nil parts of the

World.

GRAND HOTEL NOAILLES,

THE LARGEST AND MOST IMPORTANT HOTEL IN MARSEILLES.
CENTRAL GARDEN.-EXPOSiTION FULL SOUTH,

WITH SALOONS AND RESTAURANT.
HYDRAULIC LIFT.

OmnibLis awaits all TraiiTS and Steamers.
COVERED CENTBATj YARD.

PRICES BJODEB'^TE,—CJtiarges affixed in ajl the Rooms,
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A. DARMON,
2 Place de Chartres, ALGIERS,

HOUSE AND ESTATE AGENT

Villas and Freehold Land to be Sold. Money Exchange.

Banking Operations. Cheques Cashed.

OFFICE DES ETRANGERS.
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED

APARTMENTS AND VILLAS
TO LET.

GENERAL HOUSE AGENT,

43 RUE MICHELET, TOWN OFFICE
MUSTAPHA. Cie Gle TRA N SATLANTTQUE

M. and J. PONS BROTHERS,
10 RUE MAHON,

ALGIERS,
Purveyors to the Court of Spain hij Special

Appointment.
Algerian Wines for Export. Proprietors of Extensive Vineyards

in the Sahel Plain.

A Specialty : The LIQUEUR DE MANDARINE.
TWO GOLD MEDALS. PARIS, 1889,

For Wines and Spirits, Excellency and Quality.

Grand Depot of CJiampafjne Wines, Clarets, Bur-
gundies, Ports and Sherries; Jlunfjarian, Italian,
and Syracuse Wines. Whisky, Brandy, Gin, anH
other Spiiiis of the moM Noted lirands.

ORDERS ATTENDED TO ON THE SHORTEST NOTICE.
Delivery Free al Algiers and Mustaphe.
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HOTCHANID & CO.,
6 Boulevard de la Republique

(Close to Cooks' Office).

PERSIAN, EGYPTIAN
,

INDIAN, AND ALGERIAN BAZAAR.

GOLD AND SILVER JEWELLERY.
Emlbroidereci "Works £t.n.d Curiosities.

ALL KINDS OF CARPETS.

A LA CHAISE ALGERIENNE
BOYOUD CELESTIN,

Furniture Manufacturer,
Rue Dumont d'Urville, Rue du Pare and Du Hamma,

Bedroom, Dining Hocin, and all kinds of Fnrnititre supplied

ready-made or to order. Estimates iiiven. tjpJiolstery and extensive

Fittings by the lest workmen. Villas and Apartments Furnished
on the shortest notice.

BOULEVARD DE LA REPUBLIQUE.

ENGLISH
GENTLEMEN & LADIES'

TAILOR.
English and French Cloth and Materials.

ESTABLISHED 1848.

JAXJEFRET,
11 I^TJIB BA.B-.A.ZiOTJIsr.
FELT AND STRAW HATS.

CYLINDER AND OPERA HATS.

ENGLISH MAKES, KEPT IN STOCK.

SPECIALTY OF

KABYLE HATS FOR LADIES & CHILDREN.
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12 Boulevard de la Republique,

ALGIERS,
Sworn Ship Broker and General Steamship Agent. Agent for Messrs.

Worms, Josse, and Co., Paris and Bordeaux ; The Compagnie Generale
des Vapeus a Helice du Nord ; Les Chargeurs Reuuis, Havre

;
Cockerill,

Antwerp; Freitas and Co, Hamburg ; etc. Marine Insurance.
Brokers for the sale, purchase, construction, and charter of Steamers
and .Sailing ships.

Established 1830.

HOUSE AND ESTATE AGENCY.
iLI>X>A, Senior*,

SWORN BROKER,
6 PLACE MALAKOFF, ALGIERS.

HOUSE AND ESTATE AGENT.
VILLAS AND FREEHOLD LAND TO BE SOLD.
MONEY EXCHANGED. BANKING OPERATIONS.

CHEQUES CASHED.

THIEBAUT ETTIGHOFFER.
CASSAR & SON,

SUCCESSORS.

PLACE DE CHARTRES, AND RUE DE LA COLONIE,
ALGIERS.

GROCERY STORES.
English and French Biscuits and Preserves.

Large Stock of English Goods.

HOTEL PENSION FLAEGEL,
AVENUE MICHELET, 54,

MUSTAPHA.
FIRST-CLA SS ESTABLISHMENT.

EXCELLENT CUISINE AND
ATTENDANCE.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR A SOJOURN.
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BISKRA. HOTEL VICTORIA, BISKRA.

New first-class Hotel beautifully situated in the Oasis of

Biskra. Easy access by rail from every part

of the colony.

OPEN FROM isth OF OCTOBER TO ijih OF MAY.

AUG. OSER, Proprietor.

BISKRA.

HOTEL DU SAHAEA,
CHABERT, Proprietor.

COOKS' COUPONS ACCEPTED.

THE BEST CUISINE IN BISKRA.

PENSION ANGLO-SUISSE.

87 RUE MICHELET,

MUSTAPHA, ALGIERS.

Mme. Ochsenbein, proprietor.

SUBURB OF ALGIERS.

3 Miles from Algiers. ST. EUGENE. Tram\rays every 5 minutes.

CAFf RESTAURANT DU BEAU RIVACE

AND LONDON HOUSE.

Thi.s Establishment alTorcls every comfort for its good attendance and excellency

nf its cuisine, and first choice of Wines. Oysters, Lobster.s, and other Fish taken

direct from the Reserve attached to the Restaurant. g ^V.^^•TZ. Proprietor.

For many years Mjnaijcr of the Hotel do l.illc and d'Albion, Paris.
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GORGES DE LA CHIFFA.

HOTEL DU RUISSEAU DES SINGES.
IVIv. DXJCFtOS, 5?roi3ii'iefcoJf,

Ex-Head Cook of the Principal Hotels of Paris.

Entire Comfort. English and French Cooking.

Visitors wishing to see the wild Monkeys are invited to visit the Ruisseau
in the morning, as after eleven it is difficult to catch a glimpse of them.

COOKS' COUPONS ACCEPTED,

BO U I RA.

HOTEL r>'EXJROI>E.
A. LEROUX, Proprietor.

12 Newly Furnished Rooms.

Splendid Picturesque view of the Djurdjura Range.

LARGE GAIVIE MUNTING.
Omnibus meets all Trains, Cooks' Coupons Accepted.

HOTEL DU COMMERCE & D'ISLY,

FIRSr-CLASS HOTEL. PRICES MOST MODERATE.

F. ANASTAZE - - Proprietor.

COOKS' COUPONS ACCEPTED.

HOTEL DE PARIS,
Facing the General Post Office.

Ftrsi-class Hotel. Private Rooms and Apartments for
Families. Carriages for Excursions. Roman Rn/ns of
/Mm/>rssa and Tinu-jrad.

COOKS' COUPONS ACCEPTEa
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ALGERIAN LIBRARY.
English Stationery, Visitintr Cards, English Newspapers

and Periodicals.

TAUCHNITZ EDITION COMPLETE.
Ariivab every Saturday of the Weekly Publications.

GAVAULT ST. LAGER
4 Rue Bab-Azoun, Algiers.

Rue Michelet, 13. Opposite University

INTERNATIONAL LIBRARY.
The K"ew English Circulating Library.

3000 Volumes.
Depot of the Tauchnitz Edition. Guides and Grammars. English Goods

and Stationery. Christmas and New Year Cards. The largest, best, and
cheapest selection of Photographs in Algiers. Types and Views

ENGLISH SPOKEN.

ERNEST WEISSEMBERG,
Proprietor.

Near the English Church. Between Algiers and Mustapha.

JEAN GAYkZZk,
II RUE DE LA LIBERIE

(Near the Central Post Office),

ALGIERS.

Specialty for Frames. Prizes at various Exhibitions.

Fx?a,min^, Guildin^, & Woodworl< Sliops
OLD PAINTINGS RESTORED.

PRICES MODERATE.

Parcels Post to all Parts of tlie World.

9 RUE CLAUZEL.

ORANGES AND
MANDARINES

o-
GRAPES,

BANANAS,
GREEN PEAS, ARTI-

HOKES, DATES from BISKRA,

ASPARAGUS and FRESH ALMONDS.
SPECIAL FIRM FOR EXPORT.
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Sportsman's Rendezvous, Bombonnel.
Is situated at lo Kilometres from the Station of Bordj-Bouira, on the line to

Constantine (125 Kilometres from Algiers).

Partridges, Rabbits, Hares, Vultures, Eagles, Monkeys, Zardis, Wild Cats,

Jackals, Lynx, Boars, Hyenas, and Large Game.

Persons desirous of passing some time at the "Rendezvous dc Chasse " are

requested to write in advance to Mr. G. Cattier, the Proprietor, at Bordj-

Bouira, several days in advance, as the accommodation is very limited (four

persons at the utmost).

Guns and Necess vry Ammunition can be had on the spot.

Mr. Cattier arranges Hunting Parties and Excursions.

S A G N O Xi. Hairdresser and Perfumer,
8 Boiileva.x'd de la, Rep'u.'bliqi'u.e

(Between the Taverne Gruber and theTransatlantique Co.'s Offices), ALGIERS.
Hair-cutting, Shaving, and Shampooing. Curling and Singeing. Ladies' Hair-

dresser. Attendance on the premises, and at the client's residence.

English Perfumery :—Rimmel's, Atkinson's, Piesse and Lubin's, etc. Pears'
Soap. French Perfumery : Piver's, Pinaud's, Violet's, Lubin's, Houbigant's and

Guerlain's.

Ivory and Tortoiseshell Combs and Hairbrushes. Tooth and Nail Brushes,
Sponges, Wigs, and False Hair of every description. Rouge and White face
Enamels. Tooth and Violet Powders. Extracts for the Handkerchief. Pom-

mades, Soaps, Brilliantine.

Orders Pun'ctually Attended to on the Shortest Notice.

ENGLISH & AMERICAN BAR,
3 RUE DU LAURIER, AND 15 RUE CLAUZEL, ALGIERS.

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN DRINKS, LUNCHEONS,
DINNERS, AND SUPPERS.

Open till 2 a.m.

NEAR HOTEL DE L'OASIS.^ ANGLADE, Proprietor.

CASSAR'S RESTAURANT,
DESCENTE DE LA PECHERIE.

THE FIRST RESTAURANT QOING DOWN FROM THE PLACE
DU GOUVERNEMENT.

This Establislimcnt enjoys a high reputation as a fiist-clasa

restaurant for fish, shell-fish and chops and steaks. Specially of
Bouillabaisse. Lobster mayonnaise and oysters of all kinds. Fried
and souffle potatoes. Prices moderate.

C.\SSAK, Proprietor.
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A. L E R O U X,
26 Rue Bab-Azoun, Algiers.

Editor of " PAlgerie llluslree "

Portraits, Reproductions, Enlargements. The finest and la'.gest collection

of Algerian and Tunisian Types- 6000 Cliches.

PHOTOS IN NATIVE COSTUMES.
Costumes furnished. English Spoken.

ENGRAVER, ARTISTIC AND COMMERCIAL.
©ptical 3-nsti-uments, Blectchitg.

S. LEON,
12 Rue Balb-^zoun.

Typography and. Lithociraphy.
CARTES DE VLSITES.

Specialty for Note Paper with Algerian Types.
ivi E isr u s.

HAMMAM-MESKOUTINE,
NEAR GUELMA.

Famous Hot Mineral Bathing Establishment at four hours'

ride from Constantine Temperature of the water 203° Fahr.
(boiling-water heat). Very conilortable Hotel at five minutes'

walk from the Railway Station. Magnificent Garden and
delightful scenery. Every convenience. Terms moderate.
E.xcursions in the environs. Open all the year round.

COOKS' COUPONS ACCEJPTED.

HOTEL DE L'OASIS,

JEAN MAZUE - - Proprietor.

Good cuisine and cellar. Recommended to Families and

Travellers. Omnibus to meet all trains.
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MOORISH HOUSE.
AHMED & MUSTAPHA BEN ABDERRAHMAN Bros.

7 Rue de la Lyre.

EMBROIDERIES, ANTIQUITIES.

Algerian, Kabyle, Tunisian, and Morocco Goods.

Arab, Turkish, and Persian Articles. Arab Costumes.

PIANOS AND ORGANS.
ON SALE OR ON HIRE.

MADAME PRETRE,
2 RUE GARIBALDI, SQUARE BRESSON

(Near Hotel d'Europe),

RS,
TJ G- ^ TJ I_i O I S,
PLACE DU GOVERNEMENT,

A IL. G I E R S.
ENGLISH TAILORS.

Specialty for Ladles' Jackets.
English and Scotch Materials for Hunting.

Lawn Tennis and Riding Suits. Ladles' Riding Habits.
Breeches and Kniclterbockers. Dress Suits.

Inverness Capes and Mackintosh Overcoats.
Prices 25 per cent cheaper than any other first class tailor in Algiers.

ENGLISH CUTTERS.
Patronised by the Anglo-American Colony. 3'. "Jlabet, Proprietor.

MADAME LUCE, BEN-ABEN,
7 RUE BRUCE,

Nearly facing Governor's Palace.

ARAB EMBROIDERIES, ANCIENT & MODERN,

SPECIALTY OF ALGERIAN EMBROIDERIES.

MOORISH COSTUMES for LADIES & CHILDREN.
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FELIX BERGERET,
Sworn Ship Broker and Steamsliip Agent.

Agent for the Fj-anco-SuMoisc Weekly Line of
Steamers between Algiers andBordeaux^

Agent for the Compagnie uu Navigation Pakisienne, uikect Steamers
FROM Algiers to Paris without Transhipment. Three to Four
Sailings per Month. Steam Coasting Lines to all ports of Algeria.

Regular Lines to France, England, Germany, etc.

19 ESCALIER DE la PfiCHERIE ALGIERS. Telephone.

PROSPER DURAND,
COAL MERCHANT,

NEWCASTLE, STEAM, AND HOUSE COAL.

Welsh Coal offirst description for Bunkers; fresh extracted

large stock ready on lighters.

1 -St QXJAI, AJLiGIERS.
Telegraphic Address: PROSPER DURAND, ALGIERS.

Mme. J. FOUGERAT,
9 EUE DE LA MARINE, ALGIERS.

MINERAL WATERS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

VALS, ST. GALMIER, VICHY, APPOLINARIS, ETC.

FRESH STOCK. BY EVERT »IA.ZI..

Orders for Town or Country punctually attended to.

PRICES MODERATE.

J. P. LA PIERRE,

3 Rue Dumont d'Urville,
ALGIERS.

PIANOS FOR SALE AND FOR HIRE,

MONTHLY OR BY THE SEASON.

Pi.inos by the best French, English, and

American ^Lakers :

Erard, Plevel, Bokd, Collakd, and Eleke.

Stelnway's Celebrated Pianos.

Estoy's Amurican Org'ans.

Prices MoDuR \te. English Spokrn.



MME. BONGRE BLOT,

Mantles a^ncl Dresses,

Pharmacien de lire Classe de VEcole Snperieure de Paris;

Ex-Pharinacien des Hopitaux de la Marine.

Agent for Savory and Moore, Chemists to the Queen. Prescrip-

tions carefully and accurately dispensed. Mineral Waters. Teas.

Prescriptions of Foreign Doctors carefully prepared according to

their respective Pharmacopceias. Goods delivered free in town,

Agha, or Mustapha Superior.

G. MONNET, Place du Gouvernement, ALGIERS.

AUX ARMES D'ALGER.
J. QXJEYROY,

PLACE DU GOUVERNEMENT {bet-iuee7i the Chemist Shop of
Petriis and the Linen Draper's, " An Petit Paris ") ALGIERS.
This first-class establishment supplies best French and English

Perfumery at very moderate prices. Atkinson's, Piesse andLubin's,
Pear's Soap, Rimmel's and the Crown Perfumery's Goods. Ladies'

Hair Dressing Saloon. .Shampooing. Haircutting, and Singeing.

Ladies and orders attended to at their private residences and hotels.

EM. 130SSET,
lo RUE DE LA LIBERTE

All kinds of Gutta-fcrcha imd hidia-rubba' Goods,

Getitlemen's, Ladies', and Children's Waterproofs. Galoshes.

LINOLEUM, OILCLOTH, AND TABLE COVERS.
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CHARLES MAME,
28 Rue cl' Isly.

FIRST-CLASS

LIVERY AND BAIT STABLES.
A. O E R I^i^

2 Rue Garibaldi, Square Bresson, ALGIERS.

GUN MANUFACTURER.
GENERAL AMMUNITIONS.

FIRE-ARMS ON HIRE.

E. DQCOTTERD,
Villa Saullere, 4 Rue Auber, AGHA.

Carriages and
Horses by the Day, Half-

day, Month or Year.

ALGIERS ENGLISH PHARMACY.
•X. OBRECHT,

(First Class Chemist.)

28 RUE BAB-AZOUN.
Greatest care given to prescriptious. All English and American

Specialties. Honio-'opathic Medicine.
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11 RUE DUMONT D'URVILLE, ALGIERS,

ENGLISH PRINTERS.

Church Notices, Bills, Visiting Cards, and all Typographic

and Lithographic Woric attended to.

ENGLISH STATIONERY, &c., ALWAYS IN STOCK.

^mpnmerie Generale, HlQeiienne.

Visiting Cards, Cliureh Notices, Bill Posters, and all

kinds of Lithographic and Typographic Work done
on the shortest notice.

Engraving and Publishing in French and English.

20 RUE DES CONSULS, ALGIERS.

BRUNO BERTRAND,
3 RUE DUMONT D'URVILLE (Gra^TrVe^atre.) ALGERIA.

ALL FRUITS AND PRIMEURS OF ALGIERS.

Best Quality. Exportation for all parts.
Rates moderate,

GENERAL TRANSPORT AGENCY.

SQUARE BRESSON, close to Hotel de 1' Europe, ALGIERS.

Furniture removed to all countries from house
to house, in padded wagons, taking all risks.

Luggage collected from the Customs and transported to Mustapha

J-"-gg^S'^ collected and Registered by Packet Boats.
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PHOTOGRAPHY.

MABIUS, COULON, & VOLLENWEIDER,

7 RUE BRUCE,
nor the A I f2 I C" R Q

Governor's Palace, l- va I C- ii O

Enlargements and Unchangeable Reproductions.

SPECIALTY FOR CHILDREN'S PORTRAITS.

lPboto0 of IDilIas anb (Broupe.

Lessons and Instructions for Amateurs.

Native Costumes at the disposal of Clients.

Depot of the Magnificent Collection of Views and

Types of the Countiy, in Photogravure of the firm,

GERVAIS-CO' RTELLEMONT.

By virtue of a contract passed with the above Firm, Photos may be had in

Photogravure at same price as the ordinary Photos, and in any size from Cartc-

de-visite upwards.
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A SELECT LIST
OF

Maps of London & Environs

PUBLISHED BY

GEORGE PHILIP & SON.

Philips' County Council Map of London, showing the boundary
of the County of London, and the County Council Divisions in

colors.

Scale—3 inches to 1 mile. Size—2 sheets, 56 x 40 inches.

Prices—2 sheets, 15s. ; mounted to fold in case, 21s. ; on roller,

varnished, 21s. ; on patent spring roller, £3 3s.

Philips' Parliamentary Map of the County of London, showing
the Parliamentary Divisions in colors. Same size, scale, and
price as above.

Philips' Parish Map of the County of London, showing the various
Parishes in colors. Same size, scale, and price as above.

Philips* Library Map of London and its Environs.—The most
complete, detailed, and convenient Street Map published.

Scale—3 inches to 1 mile. Size—4 sheets, 59 x 42 inches.

Prices—Separate sheets, plain, 2s.
;
coloured, 2s. 6d. ; mounted on

cloth, in case, 5s. The complete map, mounted on linen to fold

in case, 2l3. ; on roller, varnished, 21s. ; on patent spring roller,

£3 38.

GEORGE PHILIP & SON, Map, Chart, and Geographical DepOt,

82, KI.RKT STRBRT, LONDON.



SELECT LIST OF MAPS OF LONDON.

Philips' County Coiort Map of London and its Environs, with
each district distinctly colored, and maricing the position of the
various Courts.

Scale—3 inches to 1 mile. Size—59 x 42 inches.

Prices—Mounted to fold in case, 30s. ; on roller, varnished, 30s. ; on
patent spring roller, £3 10s.

Philips' Poor Law Union Map of the County of London, mark-
ing the boundaries of the various Unions in colors, and naming
each division.

Scale—3 inches to 1 mile. Size—59 x 42 inches.

Prices—Mounted to fold in case, 63s. ; on roller, varnished, 63s. ; on
patent spring roller, £5 5s.

SOME OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

The " Daily Telegraph."

New Map of London.—Messrs. George Philip & Son have issued a new
"Library Map of London and its Environs." Mounted on roller and
printed in colors, this sheet exhibits the detail of gi-eater London from
Muswell Hill, Hornsey, and Woodford on the North, toMitcham, Becken-
ham, Bromley, and Chislehurst on the South ; from Mortlake and Acton
on the West, to beyond Woolwich and Barking on the East.

All the most recently constructed roads are marked, and the plan is

upon a scale suflBciently large to indicate every topographical feature of

interest clearly and distinctly.

The "Morning Post."

Philips' New Library Map of London is one of the most complete works
of its kind. The engraving has been executed with care and delicacy.
The boundaries of the Postal Divisions are perhaps unnecessarily con-
spicuous, but in a Map which will no doubt be largely used by business
men, this is an error in the right direction.

Philips' Map of London, extending to 4^ miles round Charing
Cross. The colored edition shows Tram Lines, Omnibus Routes,

and Railway Stations, prominently in colors.

Scale—3 inches to 1 mile. Size—40 x 31 inches.

Prices—Folded in cover, plain, 2s.
;
colored, 3s. ; mounted on cloth,

in case, 53. ; on roller, varni.shed, 6s. 6d.

GEORGE PHILIP & SON, Map, Chart, and Geographical Depot,

32, FLEET STREBT, LONDON.



SELECT LIST OF MAPS OF LONDON

Philips' New Map of London and its Environs, embracing Alex
andra Palace on tlie North

;
Crystal Palace, South

;
Beckenham,

East ; and Hammersmith, West.

Scale—3 inches to 1 mile. Size—2 sheets, 37 x 44 inches.

Prices—In sheets, uncolored, 5s.
;

colored, 6s. 6d. ; mounted ou
cloth, in case, colored, 10s. 6d. ; on roller, varnished, 12s. 6d.

Philips' Plan of Central London, 1891, is printed on patent liueu,

it may be creased, but will uot tear.—Is indestructible.—Is the
most compact Map yet issued.—Is accompanied by a Miniature
Guide aud a list of several thousand Cab Fares.—Also an Index
to every Eailway Station.—Is less bulky than any other.—Can
be carried in the smallest pocket without inconvenience.—Is

the best, most reliable, and convenient Map published for use
out of doors.

Folded in neat.cloth case, 3 J by 4 inches. Price Is.
,
post free.

Philips' Linen Map of London and Environs, comprising the
whole of the district between Turnham Greeu on the West, and
Blackheath, East ; Stamford Hill, North, and Streatham, South.
Marking all Eoads, Streets, Squares, and Public Buildings ; also

• new improvements to date.

With Complete Index to Streets, &c., aud concise Guide to the
chief places of interest and amusement.

Absolutely the most compact Map of London and Environs Jar
outdoor use.

Scale—3 inches to 1 mile. Size—40 x 31 inches.

Prices—Folded in neat case, plain, 3s.
;
colored, 5s.

Philips' Reduced Ordnance Map of London is absolutely the best
Is. Map published.—Covers a larger area than any other.—Is
bold and clear in execution.—Divided into half-mile squares,
and accompanied by a concise Guide and complete Index to every
street.

Hcale—4 inches to 1 mile. Size—40 x 30 inches.

Prices—Folded in flexible case, Is. ; mounted on cloth, in case,
3s. 6d. ; on roller, varnished, 5s. 6d.

Extract from the "Times".—" Well up to date, and easily
consulted."

GEORGE PHILIP & SON, Map. Chart, and Geographical Dep(5t.

32, FLEKI' STRERT, LONDON.
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Philips' Large Scale Map of the Environs of London,
Pedestrians and CyclistSj extending about 20 miles round CI

ing Cross.

Scale—1 inch to 1 mile. Size—37 x 28 inches.

Prices—Folded in cloth case, plain, 2s. 6d. ; colored, 3s. (

mounted on cloth, in case, 5s. ; on roller, varnished, 6s. 6d.

The " Daily News," May 26th, 1891, says :—

"Messrs. Philip & Son, Fleet Street, have issued a foldinp; map of

environs for pedestrians and cyclists which, printed on thin bui to

paper, and enclosed in a stiff cover, has the advantage of being light

portable. Unfortunately, the active cychst has a constant tendenc
get beyond the limits of his map ; but he will fmd here a very useful

:

of the "country for about twenty miles round Charinp; Cross, with the h
ways conveniently coloured, and all bye-roads, lanes, paths, railways,

stations clearly marked. Tlie scale is an inch to a mile."

The " Echo," May 28tli, 1S9L

" Is one of the clearest Maps we have seen ; is printed on stiff paper,

folds into a case conveniently shaped for the pocKet."

Philips' Cyclists' Map of London and Environs, extending

St. Albans, Chelmsford, Guildford, and Maidstone.

Scale—2 miles to 1 inch. Size—28 x 22 inches.

Prices—Folded in case. Is. ; mounted on cloth, in case, 2s. 6d.

roller, varnished, 3s. 6d.

Philips' Cyclists' Map ol 100 miles round London.

Scale—S miles to 1 inch. Size—29 x 30 inches.

Prices—Folded in case, 2s. 6d. ; moimted on cloth, to fold in case

Kxtract from the " Timks."-

" Specially ad.apted for the w.ants of Cjxlists. For this special pni

we fool sure they will bo found trustworthy ,'uid useful. All the 1?

are clearly colored ; indications are given of the nature of the On
Hotels, Cvclists' "(Consuls," Places for Jlop.xirs, *c."

GEORGE PHILIP & SON, Map, Chart, and GeoRraphical Dc

.12, KT.RRT STREET, LONDON
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